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Abstract

This thesis aim s, by three single case designs, to help identify the 
component processes involved in numerical skills.

The first patient (C.G.), following a left hemisphere stroke, presented with 
a dense acalculia. C.G. showed a preserved ability to process num bers below 4 
while she was totally unable to process num bers above 4. The consistency of 
responses and the ineffectiveness of cueing indicated that num bers above 4 were 
lost not difficult to access. Her deficit was not paired w ith a general semantic 
memory problem , a difficulty in understanding quantities or in the reasoning 
abilities thought to underlie num ber concepts.

The second (S.F.) and third (S.A.M.) patients suffered from a progressive 
neurological degenerative condition of unknow n origin. S.F. had difficulty in 
reading aloud m ultidigit arabic numerals whilst being able to read aloud written 
num ber nam es, letters and  w ords. This observation  realized  a double 
dissociation w ith the "number sparing effect" observed in alexic patients (e.g., 
Dejerine, 1892) indicating that words and arabic numerals are read by two, at least 
in part, dissociable processes. S.F. could recognize and understand  arabic 
num erals and produce verbal num erals as responses to num ber fact or "what 
comes next?" questions. His performance was interpreted as a consequence of 
damage to a postulated asemantic route for arabic numeral reading. A follow up 
study of this patient 18 months later replicated the arabic num eral dyslexia 
finding.

S.A.M. could recognize and understand arabic and verbal num erals but 
not read and write them. However, he had a well m aintained ability to perform 
oral and written calculations. This finding realized a double dissociation with the 
"num ber transcoding sparing effect" observed in acalculic patien ts (e.g., 
W arrington , 1982). A sem antic transcoding  m echanism  add itions to the 
McCloskey (1992) model were suggested.
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Chapter 1: Acquired disorders of numerical processing: a review of the
literature

1.1 Introduction

The individual who cannot read, use and m anipulate num bers cannot 
function efficiently in our society. These abilities are used in a w ide variety of 
everyday activities, for example, w hen using telephones, clocks, addresses, 
calendars and money. Indeed, it could be argued that these skills are used at least 
as much as, if not more than, the ability to read and write. Despite this, while 
there has been considerable research on acquired deficits in the ability to read and 
write (Coltheart, Patterson, & M arshall, 1980; Patterson, Marshall & Coltheart, 
1985) relatively little research has been devoted to deficits that com prom ise 
mathematical skills. In fact, the first ever book on these forms of deficit was 
published as recently as 1987 (Deloche and Seron, 1987). Since then interest in 
this area has been growing and recently an entire edition of both Brain and 
Cognition (1991) and Cognition (1992) were devoted to this topic.

M athematical skills allow the perform ance of arithm etical operations. 
These complex and poorly understood skills represent an example of a relatively 
closed cognitive functional system. In contrast w ith other cognitive systems, 
such as for example language, in arithmetic the system of symbols for num bers 
and arithmetical signs (e.g. + or x) allow only one interpretation. In addition 
these numerical symbols are m anipulated according to a of rules. ̂

Acalculia is the im pairm ent cf m athem atical skills following cerebral 
damage. The deficit can take a variety of different forms: damage can occur to 
num ber processing skills, calculation skills or both . N um ber processing 
com prises the cognitive m echanism s for com prehending  and  producing  
numbers. Calculation consists of the arithmetical facts and procedures required 
specifically for carrying ou t calculations.2 Acalculia is not an infrequent

note on terminology: I use the term numbers to refer to any symbols, whatever its notational 
code which represents a number. I use the term arabic numerals to refer to those symbols which 
represent a number in digit form (e.g. 68) and the term number names to refer to those symbols which 
represent numbers in the forms of words (e.g. twenty two). Finally I distinguish between spoken and 
written number names by referring to them as spoken number names and written number names.
2Arithmetical facts are defined as a "vocabulary of number combinations" (McCarthy and 
Warrington, 1990) while arithmetical procedures are defined as the putative operations required 
for carrying out a calculation.
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syndrome in patients with cerebral lesions. The incidence of acalculia in patients 
w ith left hem isphere lesions has been estim ated at betw een 16% and 28% 
depending on the criterion used (Jackson and W arrington, 1986).

In this chapter, I will review the literature on acalculia. This review will 
describe:
1.2. The evidence provided by the classical neurological literature.
1.3. The clinical neuropsychological literature.
1.4 The cognitive neuropsychological literature
1.5. The proposed com ponential m odels of num ber use based upon the 
perform ance of neurological patients. In section 1.51 the m odels of num ber 
processing will be discussed while in section 1.52 the m odels of calculation 
processing will be discussed.
1.6. The brain localization of acalculia from the anatomical evidence provided by 
neurological patients.

Previous reviews of the acalculic disorder and their localization in the 
brain have been made by: Benton (1966), Crewel (1969), Boiler and Grafman 
(1983; 1985), Levin and Spiers (1985), Spiers (1987), Grafman (1988), Ardila and 
Rosselli (1990) and Kahn and Whitaker (1991).

1.2 The classical neurological literature

1.21 A review of the literature

In 1808, the neuro-anatom ists and neurologists Gall and Spurzheim  
identified a particu lar location in the brain  tha t they thought subserved 
mathematical ability. Gall (1825) localized the "source of numbers, mathematics" 
on the skull lateral and posterior to each orbit, thus approxim ately an inferior 
frontal lobe location. It was only several years after these first works that the 
m edical w orld  came to notice im pairm ent of h igher cortical functions 
accompanying lesions of the cerebral hemispheres as a frequent phenom enon 
and as a field of study. In 1861, Broca described the im pairm ent of the language 
skills following a lesion in the left hemisphere. Following Broca's work, a series 
of studies started  to investigate the im pairm ents of higher cortical functions 
subsequent to cerebral lesions. The aphasie disorder was the first impairm ent to 
be extensively studied. In this context, Bastian (1898) reported that some patients 
presented an im pairm ent in reading and w riting num bers and in perform ing
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simple calculations in addition to their language difficulties. Other patients were 
reported whose performance in number processing a n d /o r  calculation tasks was 
im paired though these were always in the context of a more generalised aphasie 
symptomatology (e.g. Peritz, 1918; Sittig, 1917 and Poppelreuter, 1917). Generally, 
these impairm ents were interpreted as an aspect of their symptom complex of 
aphasia. However, Peritz (1918) and Sitting (1917) first pu t forward the hypothesis 
that num ber reading disorders could be due not only to the intervention of more 
general language problem s b u t also to the in tervention  of v isuo-spatial 
difficulties.

One of the first cases of severe calculation disorder occurring in the 
presence of minim al language disorder was reported  by Lewandowski and 
Stadelmann (1908). These authors described the case of a 27 year old patient who, 
follow ing the rem oval of an haem atom a, p resen ted  slow and effortful 
spontaneous speech bu t w ithout anomic disturbances. His oral comprehension, 
repetition and reading aloud skills were found to be norm al while a mild 
agraphia was present. The patient was able to read and write arabic numerals. 
However, he was severely im paired in his ability to carry out sim ple oral 
additions, subtractions and division problems (for example, the patient replied 
"ten" to the sum  4 + 7). His ability to carry out simple oral multiplications was 
relatively preserved. However, his performance in this latter task was far from 
being error free: for example he replied "thirty six" to the multiplication problem 
8 x 6 .  The authors, acknowledging that the patient's acalculia was probably 
independent of language disorders, related his im pairm ent to a disturbances of 
visual images and retention of numbers.

The first system atic investigation of d iso rders of calculation was 
perform ed by Henschen. It was Henschen who also coined the term acalcu lia  
(1919, 1920). The author reviewed 305 cases of calculation disorder reported in the 
literature and 67 of his own patients. He reported that the calculation disorder 
could occur either as a concomitant symptom within aphasie, alexic and agraphic 
syndromes or as the main, or even the only, sym ptom  of a focal cerebral lesion. 
In consequence of this, he introduced the term "acalculia" which he defined as 
an inability to perform arithmetical operations due to a focal cerebral lesion. He 
further argued that the disorder was, to an im portant extent, independent of 
"logical inference" as well as of "general intelligence" (Henschen, 1927). 
Henschen not only recognized that im pairm ent of num eracy skill could be 
independent of other cognitive deficits but also first introduced the notion that
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m athem atical skills are com posed of separable com ponents. This antedates 
current cognitive neuropsychological studies of numerical skills (see section 1.4). 
Interestingly, he reported that deficits due to an im pairm ent in recognizing or 
reading numbers could be independent of more restricted deficits in carrying out 
calculations. W ithin the im pairm ent in recognizing and reading num bers, he 
distinguished between arabic numerals and written num ber names. He proposed 
that both forms received their appropriate inform ation through acoustic and 
optical pathways. He further suggested the existence of two separate centres for 
w ord and num ber reading in close proximity in the brain (see chapter 3 for a 
more detailed discussion of this aspect).

Berger (1926) refined the concept of acalculia introduced by Henschen. He 
reviewed 18 patients from his records who suffered from some type of acquired 
m athem atical disturbance. This review led him  to introduce the im portant 
distinction betw een secondary an d  primary acalculia. Secondary acalculia was 
said to result from a disorder of other cognitive functions such as aphasia, alexia, 
agraphia as well as attentional and memory disorders. Primary acalculia was said 
to occur when the disorder was independent of other cerebral disturbances. 15 of 
his cases presented with an impairment of calculation that was clearly secondary 
to one of the above mentioned cognitive deficits. Only 3 of his cases presented a 
"pure" acalculia, also nam ed anarithmetia, which was independent of other 
impairments. The first patient was selectively im paired in carrying out division 
problems, the second patient was selectively im paired in carrying out division 
and subtraction problems and the third patient was im paired in division and in 
multiplication problems. Of particular interest is the contrast in the performance 
of these two latter patients. While the difficulties w ith the division problems 
encountered by the three patients could merely reflect a task difficulty, the 
finding that subtraction problems are impaired in one case and spared in the 
others and the presence of the reverse pattern  for m ultiplication problem s 
suggests that the underlying arithmetical processes could be selectively impaired 
following brain damage. Indeed this finding has been confirmed by more recent 
cognitive neuropsychological studies (see section 1.4). Even if Berger introduced 
the concept of prim ary acalculia he believed, in contrast to Henschen, that 
intellectual impairments are always accompanied by acalculia.

Goldstein (1948) exam ined the relationship betw een intelligence and 
acalculia. In his fam ous book Language and Language Disturbances, he 
distinguished two main factors responsible for acalculia:
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1. An "intellectual" factor. The "intellectual" factor was defined as the ability to 
understand the m eaning of num bers and the various m ethods of calculation. 
Indeed, the author stated that patients with this type of difficulty might present a 
selective difficulty in judging which is the greater betw een two num bers (e.g. 
betw een 6 and 8). A ccording to the au thor, failures at the level of the 
"intellectual" factor were considered an impairm ent of abstraction.
2. A mechanical factor due to the loss of "visual and m otor images and learned 
patterns". The author, for example, reported that for a loss of "visual images" a 
selective im pairm ent in the recognition of the four arithm etical signs m ight 
occur w ithout a concomitant deficit in the ability to understand numbers or in 
the ability to execute calculation procedures. In this case, the patient would 
miscalculate written arithmetical problems according to their misidentification 
of the arithm etical sign. In contrast oral calculation w ould be perform ed 
normally (a patient matching a similar description has been described relatively 
recently by Ferro and Bothelo, 1980; see section 1.32). Goldstein reported an 
interesting patient whose difficulty in calculation was attributed to a loss of 
"motor image". This patient, according to the author, was able to perform  
complicated written calculations. However, he needed considerable time because 
he could not "find" a result for simple addition, subtraction and multiplication 
problems. His performance im proved considerably if he was allowed to use a 
tool which he had invented himself. It consisted of small tablets on which he 
had w ritten the times table (e.g. 2 x 2  = 4) and the results of simple addition and 
subtraction problems (e.g. 3 + 2 = 5). Using this tool the patient was able to 
calculate even "complicated interests account" though in a considerable amount 
of time. The interest of this case is in the dissociation between an impaired ability 
to retrieve basic arithmetical facts and an obvious preserved ability to retrieve 
complex arithmetical procedures. Such a dissociation has been confirmed and 
more deeply investigated from a cognitive neuropsychological perspective by 
W arrington (1982; see section 1.41).

A further fractionation of the primary type of acalculia proposed by Berger 
has been suggested by Crewel in a series of works (1952, 1962, 1969). Crewel 
d istinguished an asy m b o lic  and an asyn tac tic  form of prim ary acalculia. He 
suggested that the different forms of asym bolic  acalculia have in common the 
fact that the patients fail to differentiate, or to m anipulate, some of the usual 
arithm etical symbols. Patients w ith asymbolic acalculia w ere reported  as
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presenting a loss of the "number symbol" or of the m eaning of the arithmetical 
symbol. The author described two main groups of asyntactic disorders:

1. Asemasia for the plural-digit notation in which "the notation of the digits is 
preserved bu t not their arrangem ent into a complex symbol". The author 
reported the examples of patients with difficulty in reading and writing arabic 
num erals. For example, a patien t said "seventeen and tw enty nine" w hen 
reading 1,729. Another patient when requested to write 38 wrote 83 and wrote 
10,080 instead of writing 180.

2. Asemasia for written arithmetic that can be sum m arized as a loss of the 
procedural knowledge when resolving multidigit w ritten arithmetical problems. 
For exam ple, when resolving an addition problem  a patien t handled each 
vertical column separately, giving rise to the following mistake:

2 3 8 
4 7 3
61011

Another patient when resolving a multiplication problem  did not add the two 
partial subproducts giving rise to the following mistake:

24
32
48
72

The further fractionation of the primary acalculia proposed by Grewel is 
particu larly  im portant because it anticipates im portan t aspects of current 
cognitive neuropsychological approaches to num erical cognitive architecture 
(see section 1.4). However, there are a few problem s w ith Grewel's work. The 
source of his data is not clear since he does not adopt a systematic approach to
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detailing where they come from. He does not adequately distinguish whether his 
data comes from the literature or from his clinical studies. Furthermore, some 
points of his classification are som ew hat obscure. N onetheless, his w ork 
provides an interesting approach to the problem of acalculia. He claimed that 
acalculia is the paradigm  of semiotic disorders and he tried  to in terpret it 
according to the different conventional ru les th a t are involved in the 
m anipulation and combination of numbers.

Among these early contributions to the problem of acalculia, other studies 
are w orth mentioning. In the 1930's, a series of works described patients whose 
acalculia was interpreted as being secondary to m ore general visual spatial 
disorders (Lang, 1933; Kleist, 1934; Krapf, 1937; Singer and Low, 1933). Lang (1933) 
reported that written calculations were more often perform ed unsatisfactorily 
than oral calculations. He suggested that the patient's difficulties were due to a 
failure in correctly spatially organizing num bers either in a horizontal or a 
vertical sense. Following Lang, Kleist (1934) and Krapf (1937) reported patients 
who had difficulty in the spatial m anipulation of the position of numbers. In 
particular, Krapf proposed the existence of a ideokinetic acalculia and, in analogy 
with the concept of constructional apraxia derived from Kleist (1934) and Strauss 
(1924), a constructive acalculia. Ideokinetic acalculia w ould  com prise those 
im pairm ents in which the patien t failed in his calculation even though he 
knows w hat he was supposed to do. Constructive acalculia w ould comprise those 
impairm ents in which the subject failed to m aintain the spatial organisation of 
the num bers in their appropriate columns. More recently, Critchley (1953) has 
suggested that the main deficit causing calculation disorders were spatial and 
constructional similar to those described by Krapf. However, the author proposed 
that in addition to these main types of impairments some patients could present 
with a more restricted difficulty in recognizing a n d /o r  comprehending numbers. 
A patient with a difficulty in processing num bers was described by Guttman 
(1937). He reported a patien t w ho showed a severe difficulty in num ber 
know ledge and num ber estim ation tasks. In contrast, the patien t show ed a 
preserved ability to perform simple additions and subtractions and he knew the 
m ultiplication tables.

In the context of the studies reporting acalculic disorders due to "spatial 
and constructional" difficulties. Singer and Low (1933) reported an interesting 
acalculic. The patient had suffered brain damage as a result of carbon monoxide 
poisoning. He presented m ild aphasie difficulties, an agraphia, a constructional
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apraxia and a right hem ineglect syndrom e. In add ition  he w as severely 
dyscalculic. His difficulties impaired both his ability to write arabic num erals to 
dictation as well as his ability to resolve sim ple oral arithm etical problems. 
W hen asked to write arabic num erals to dictation he was able to write arabic 
num erals of length 2 or smaller to dictation. However, if the num ber was larger 
he was consistently incorrect. His production errors w ere of this type: e.g. 
stim ulus "one hundred and eleven" - response 10,011, or "two thousand five 
hundred" - response 2,000,500. This pattern of errors involved the insertion of 
extra zeros.3 His calculation difficulties equally im paired his ability to carry out 
sim ple addition, subtraction and m ultiplication problem s. Interestingly, his 
errors often were substitutions of one operation for another (e.g. 2 + 8 = 16 or 2 x 
5 = 7).

Acalculic disorders have also been considered to be part of a more general 
syndrome. Gerstmann (1930) described a patient w ith finger agnosia, agraphia, 
right-left disorientation and acalculia. The author believed that these four 
behavioural symptoms cooccured as a distinct syndrom e that was attributed to a 
deficit of "body schema". Since his first study, acalculia for a long time has been 
primarily treated as a subcomponent of the Gerstmann's syndrome.

1.22 A consideration of the classical neurological literature

The classical neurological literature on acquired dyscalculia is im portant 
because it first docum ented the occurrence of calculation disorders following 
brain damage. More im portantly, it dem onstrated that these disorders could 
develop independently of other cognitive im pairm ents (see, in particular, the 
works of Henschen, Berger and Grewel). It should not be forgotten that for a long 
tim e after these first studies m ost investigators believed tha t calculation 
functions were not autonom ous in any sense. For a long time, acquired 
dyscalculia and the other three elements of Gerstm ann's tetrad were interpreted 
as a m ore general disorder of body schema or as an im pairm ent in "spatial, 
directional or symbolic" thinking (see for a review Benton, 1987). Even in quite

^The pattern of errors made by Singer and Low's patient is comparable to the errors made by 
children (aged 6 to 8 years) who are in the process of acquiring the ability to write arabic numerals 
(Power and Dal Martello, 1990). The pattern of errors was also comparable to those made by a 
recently studied patient who presented with a very specific (though transitory) deficit in writing 
arabic numerals to dictation (Cipolotti, Butterworth and Warrington, in press).
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recent times, a prom inent neuropsychologist like Luria (1966; 1973; 1980) 
considered mathematical skills as a subset of both language and problem-solving 
processes.

It is only with the cognitive neuropsychological approach to the study of 
acalculia that these first studies have again show n their relevance. C urrent 
neuropsychological research on numerical disorders regards them  as structurally 
and functionally independent of disorders affecting other cognitive systems. 
Numerical skills are nowadays considered, an independent m odular faculty with 
multicomponential internal structure that can be selectively im paired following 
brain  dam age (see Shallice, 1988, for a theoretical discussion about the 
implication that the existence of selective deficits of calculation for the Fodor's 
(1983) thesis that "central" systems like calculation are not m odular). Moreover, 
the classical neurological studies seem to have had some influence on current 
neuropsychological research in the sense that they provided a basis for exploring 
several basic issues concerning numerical processing.

However, there are several points that m ust be born in m ind when 
assessing the w ide variety of num eracy disorders reported in the classical 
neurological literature. Unfortunately, in most of the studies the discussion of 
the data presented is brief and anecdotal so that crucial details about type and 
num ber of stimuli used, procedures and results cannot be ascertained. More 
generally, no systematic and quantitative data of patients' num eracy capacities 
and incapacities were reported, nor indeed were cT^ecise error analyses 
presented. Furtherm ore, very sparse inform ation regard ing  the patien ts' 
educational level and pre-morbid arithmetical abilities are provided and rarely, if 
ever, are control data reported. For these reasons these studies should be 
considered merely qualitative and their results should be regarded of limited 
value for purposes of draw ing valid inferences about norm al num erical 
processing.

1.3 The clinical neuropsychological literature

In this section, there will be a separate discussion of the findings of group 
studies (see section 1.31) and single cases studies (see section 1.32) from a clinical 
neuropsychological perspective.
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1.31 Data coming from group studies

In 1961 Hecaen and his colleagues published a series of papers on acalculia 
in w hich they partioned acalculic sym ptom s in a way w hich gained wide 
acceptance (Hecaen and Angelergues, 1961; Hecaen, Angelergues and Houillier, 
1961; Hecaen, 1962). They classified three different types of acalculia on the basis 
of the performance of 183 patients with retrorolandic lesions on an unspecified 
calculation battery:

1. Alexic andjor agraphic acalculia. In this disorder the mathem atical failure was 
due to an impairment in reading an d /o r writing numbers.

2. Spatial acalculia. In this disorder, the mathematical failure was due to spatial 
difficulties in performing written calculations. This form of acalculia could take 
the form of a misalignment of the numbers in their appropriate columns, spatial 
num ber inversion (e.g. 25 interpreted as 52) and neglect of num bers on one side 
of the calculation.

3. Anarithmetia. In this disorder the mathematical failure involved difficulty in 
"conducting" the arithmetical operations. This im pairm ent was independent of 
either of the disorders listed above.

According to the authors alexiC and agraphic acalculia could emerge either 
with or w ithout alexia for words and letters and could therefore be regarded as a 
primary impairment. In their series of 101 alexic patients Hecaen et al. described 
23 cases of verbal alexia, 20 cases of num ber alexia and 58 cases of mixed alexia. 
Similarly, in their series of 108 agraphic patients, 24 cases presented a verbal 
agraphia, 13 a num ber agraphia and 71 a mixed agraphia. Interestingly, 16 
patients w ere impaired in reading arithmetical signs but preserved in reading 
num bers and words. However, some caution should be kept in m ind when 
regarding the proposed dissociation between words and num bers. The authors 
did not state clearly whether num ber reading an d /o r writing difficulties referred 
to num bers presented in the arabic or the verbal codes. In addition, there was a 
consistent lack of quantitative data on the stimuli used for testing reading and 
w riting and on the patients reading a n d /o r  writing perform ance on num ber 
and w ord tasks. Therefore, this data could not be regarded as good evidence
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indicating a dissociation between numbers and words. The im portant question of 
whether arabic numerals and alphabetical script are processed by the same or by 
separab le  d istinc t processes w ill be ad d ressed  th ro u g h  a cognitive 
neuropsychological perspective in Chapters 3 and 4.

Spatial acalculia involved either the im proper arrangem ent of num bers 
du ring  the initial stage of com putation or, w hile sum m ing the partial 
subproducts of a calculation. These difficulties should really be regarded as a 
"secondary impairment". The spatial difficulties affecting the calculation always 
occurred in the context of larger and more general visuo-spatial impairments. 
For example, the 48 cases of spatial acalculia studied by Hecaen et al., presented 
various visuo spatial disorders like hemineglect, visuo spatial apraxia, visual 
disorientation, apraxia for dressing and more general cognitive deterioration (for 
a revision of the effect of spatial disorders on arithmetical abilities see Hartje, 
1987). A visuospatial deficit specific to calculation has not yet been reported.

Anarithmetia  according to Hecaen's definition, excludes im pairm ent in 
calculation  secondary to alexia and ag raph ia  for num bers or spatial 
d isorganization of num bers and com putation. This deficit corresponds to 
Berger's prim ary  acalculia and should be considered as a specific deficit in 
calculation. However, the nature of the d isorder has been left completely 
unspecified by the authors. Furthermore, they reported that anarithm etia even if 
not caused by the above listed deficits, was frequently associated w ith other 
neuropsycho log ica l im pairm ents, especially  w ith  aphasia . This la tte r 
im pairm ent could obviously affect calculation. Therefore the lack of a precise 
description of the main characteristic of anarithmetic disorders, coupled with the 
reported association with other cognitive defects, resulted in an imprecise label 
for prim ary calculation disorders.

Hecaen and colleagues' study contains some interesting data regarding the 
relationship  betw een num ber transcoding (i.e. reading  and  w riting) and 
calculation processing impairments. In the classification they proposed it appears 
clear that calculation disorders could be present in the absence of difficulties in 
reading and writing numbers. Other data they present addresses the question of 
w hether calculation skills could be preserved if num ber transcoding skills are 
im paired. Hecaen and colleagues system atically exam ined im pairm ent in 
perform ing oral and written calculations with the co-occurrence of alexia and 
agraphic disorders. Their data seemed to suggest the existence of a dissociation in 
num ber processing and calculation skills. It is true that the majority of the cases
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show ed an association between calculation disorders, tested in the oral and 
written modality, and alexic and agraphic acalculia. However, 5% of the alexic 
patients and 10% of the agraphic patients were reported as not show ing an 
im pairm ent in written calculation and 20% of the alexic patients and 8% of the 
agraphic patients did not present w ith oral calculation difficulties. However, 
given the absence of description of the m ethods and criteria used for the 
identification of the calculation disorder and the absence of a description of what 
the calculation difficulties were, their data should be treated cautiously. The 
question of the relationship betw een num ber processing and calculation 
disorders will be re-examined from a cognitive neuropsychological perspective 
in one of the experimental works of this thesis (see chapter 5). Despite the major 
methodological flaws present in the works of Hecaen and his colleagues their 
collection of data and their proposed classification has being considered for a long 
time as a stimulating starting point for research on calculation disorders (Benton, 
1966).

In the same year that Hecaen and colleagues published their studies, 
another study on acalculia was published by Cohn (1961). The author reported a 
group study of 40 bilateral brain damaged patients. Among these, he studied in 
some detail 8 patients in whom acalculia was the major presenting symptom. 
The author only tested the patient's performance on m ultiplication problems of 
2 and 3 digit arabic numerals. He observed a num ber of im pairm ents in his 
patients that can be summarized within the broad classification introduced by 
H ecaen and colleagues as spa tia l and a n a r ith m e tic . Examples of spa tia l 
difficulties included misalignment of the num bers in their appropriate columns, 
spatial num ber inversion and failures to use separating lines to differentiate the 
operators from the product. Examples of anarithmetic difficulties were failures to 
carry numbers correctly, faulty memory for tables (e.g. 8 x 8  = 56) and inability to 
recall the arithmetical signs. Similar to what was reported in Hecaen et al.’s work 
the patients w ith spatial difficulties in calculation presented w ith other more 
generalized spatial deficits and the patien t w ith a n a rith m etic  difficulties 
p resen ted  w ith  aphasia. C ohn's findings, even if restric ted  to complex 
multiplication problems, are of some interest for his attem pt to describe in more 
detail the pattern of "anarithmetic" difficulties.

The classification of acalculia proposed by Hecaen et al.'s has been further 
investigated by Collignon, Leclercq and Mahy (1977). The authors administered a 
series of tasks derived from the calculation battery in use in Hecaen's laboratory
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to 26 patients with both left and right hemisphere lesions. They did not replicate 
the Hecaen et al. (1961) finding of an isolated or pure acalculia. They only 
reported secondary forms of acalculia that they classified as:

1. Acalculia secondary to an impairment of a specific instrumental function such 
as: aphasia, alexia, agraphia, constructional apraxia and spatial disorders.

2. Acalculia secondary to an im pairm ent due to various com bination of 
language, praxic and spatial disorders.

3. Acalculia secondary to intellectual impairment as measured by I.Q.

Interestingly, some of the patients described by Collignon et al. presented a 
dissociation in their performance on num ber transcoding and calculation tasks 
sim ilar to that described by Hecaen et al. (1961). In fact, 3 of the 26 patients 
presented a digit alexia without written acalculia and two patients presented a 
digit agraphia without a written acalculia. However, some major methodological 
flaws were also present in this study and it is thus not possible to draw  secure 
conclusions on the basis of these data (see section 1.32 for further discussion).

Studies perform ed by Luria (1966; 1970; 1973 and 1980) on numerical 
disorders also concluded that acalculia is secondary to other cognitive deficit. A 
concise outline of Luria's investigations of calculation disorders in brain damage 
patients is reported in his book Traumatic aphasia (1970). He reported  that 
although brain damaged patients could present a prim ary acalculia, the acalculia 
itself almost always co-occurred with a semantic aphasia. In addition, he claimed 
that the disorder could appear as a result of other more general language, spatial 
or m em ory disorders. The author also reported that although basic calculation 
abilities rem ained intact, multistage arithmetic computation could be incorrectly 
perform ed by patients with more general problem  solving difficulties. Thus, 
Luria was convinced that acalculia was secondary to other cognitive deficits and 
w ould rarely, if ever, appear as an independent deficit. A step forw ard in 
comparison to the previous studies has been made by Luria in so far as he used a 
componential approach to the study of acalculia. He fractionated the numeracy 
d isorders in a series of functionally different cognitive processes that he 
attem pted to locate in different parts of the brain (see section 1.6 for a discussion
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of this aspect). According to Luria, the major deficits that characterize acalculia 
include:

1. Loss of num ber or arithmetical sign meanings due to a linguistic or visuo 
spatial disorder.

2. Loss of autom atic num ber retrieval from an "internal spatial schema that 
resembles a spatial numerical table" when performing calculations.

3. Loss of the ability to use carry procedure or spatial coordinates when 
performing m ultidigit arithmetical operations.

4. Loss of the ability to conceptualize arithmetical problems and /o r  to organize 
the components of the problem.

This general characterization of num eracy disorders, although characterizing 
them as secondary to other more general cognitive deficits, is currently being 
substantiated by researches (for examples see section 1.4).

Following the idea that numerical disorders were associated w ith other 
more general cognitive impairments, a num ber of studies have been published 
whose aim was to evaluate the role of concomitant cognitive deficits (mainly 
language and visuo spatial disorders) in numeracy. One of the most accurate 
studies of this type is that of Dahmen, Hartje, Bussing and Sturm (1982). The 
authors subm itted 40 left hemisphere lesioned patients (20 Broca's aphasies and 
20 Wernicke's aphasie), 20 patients with right hemisphere lesions and 40 normal 
controls to two sets of arithmetic tasks. The series of tests were designed to 
separate visual-spatial from verbal factors in calculation perform ance. For 
example, a visual-spatial calculation task required the patients to decide which of 
five given geometrical patterns results when a num ber of fragm ents were put 
together. One of the various verbal calculation tasks required the solution of 
simple arithmetical problems. The data showed that both W ernicke's aphasies 
and patients w ith right hemisphere lesions perform ed significantly poorer than 
the Broca's aphasies on the visual-spatial tasks. The authors concluded that a 
visual-spatial processing deficit contributes to the calculation disorder observed 
in Wernicke's aphasia whereas the milder calculation deficit seen in the Broca's 
patients is due mainly to a linguistic impairment.
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However, regarding the role played by general language im pairm ent in 
calculation it is of interest to report the negative finding docum ented in the 
study conducted by Barbizet, Bindefeld, Moaty and Le Goff (1967). The authors 
submitted 22 severe aphasie patients to a series of num ber processing tasks. They 
reported that the patients’ performance in reading aloud and comprehension 
tasks was significantly better when the stimuli were num bers rather than letters 
and words.

A reaffirmation of the existence of numerical disorders not secondary to 
o ther cognitive deficits is p resent in the study  conducted by Grafm an, 
Passafiume, Faglioni and Boiler (1982). The authors examined 41 patients with 
left anterior and posterior hemispheric lesions, 35 patients with right anterior 
and posterior hemispheric lesions and 26 controls. All the subjects were given a 
series of neuropsychological and calculation tests. The neuropsychological tests 
included language, visuo spatial and intellectual tests. The calculation tests 
consisted of a series of written addition, subtraction, multiplication and division 
problems. In contrast to many studies that have been conducted, the calculation 
tests used were standardized (Boiler and Faglioni 1978). The authors assigned a 
quantitative and a qualitative score to the calculation task. The quantitative score 
represented the number of digits that were numerically and positionally correct. 
The qualitative score em phasized visuo-spatial factors and was based on the 
criteria used in scoring Benton's visual retention test, i.e. by recognizing six types 
of erro rs (m isplacem ent, size error, d isto rtion , ro tation , om ission  and 
perseveration; Benton, 1974). The authors expected that the group of patients 
w ith a poor qualitative score w ould correspond to the spatial acalculic patients 
while those w ith a poor quantitative score w ould correspond to the anarithmetic 
patients described by Hecaen. The results showed that patients with lesions in the 
posterior part of the left hemisphere were the m ost im paired on both scores. 
In teresting ly , low q u a n tita tive  score w ere independent of low  scores in 
intellectual (as m easured by the Raven test), spatial and language tests. These 
results suggested that acalculia can indeed be independent of other cognitive 
disorders.

1.32 Data coming from single case studies

Some of the studies conducted from  a clinical neuropsychological 
perspective involved the investigation of single patients. These studies like the
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majority of those conducted on groups of patients were m ainly devoted to 
determ ining the role of associated cognitive deficits, in particular language 
disorders, on acalculia. Obviously these single case studies did not involve the 
averaging of potentially diverse deficits into groups of patients. Thus, even 
though some of the conclusions they presented regarding the role of other 
cognitive deficits in acalculia have not been confirmed by more recent research, 
these single case studies are not w ithout interest and they provide a basis for 
exploring several basic issues concerning numerical processing.

There are a few single cases reported in the clinical literature in which 
acalculia was attributed to aphasia. For instance, Benson and Denckla (1969) 
described tw o aphasie patients w ith the clinical features of G erstm ann's 
syndrome (see chapter 5 for a more detailed discussion of these two patients). 
The authors tested their number processing (reading aloud, writing on dictation, 
repetition, m atching a spoken num ber nam e to an arabic num eral) and 
calculation abilities. The patients were given oral and w ritten  arithm etical 
problems and were asked to write, to say or to point to the correct solution. An 
interesting pattern  of errors emerged in both patients. The first patient made 
mistakes in num ber reading, writing and repetition. However, he was able to 
match a spoken number names to arabic numerals. The same preserved ability to 
select the correct answer was present in the calculation task. For example, when 
asked to perform an addition problem like 4 + 5 the patient said "eight", wrote 5 
and chose 9. The second patient responded similarly. W hen the patient had to 
solve the problem 4 + 7 he said "sixteen" and wrote 11. In addition his errors 
were specific to particular com putational procedures; his perform ance on 
division problem s was particularly compromised. The authors concluded that 
the verbal paraphasias were the source of the calculation deficit in both patients. 
They suggested that "subtle or latent" aphasie problem s may interfere w ith the 
perform ance in calculation tasks.^ The authors did not believe that acalculia 
could be present as the only intellectual function impaired.

However, even if the conclusion regarding the role of aphasia in acalculia 
was not confirmed by later research (see below), the work of Benson and Denckla 
(1969) has two major points of interest: First, their patients showed a dissociation 
betw een their intact comprehension and their im paired production for both

 ̂ The possibility that the acalculia of the Gerstmann's syndrome might truly be an aphasie 
symptom has been suggested also by Heimburger, DeMeyer and Reitan (1964 ) and by Poeck and 
(5rgass (1966).
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arabic and verbal numerals. This indicates that num ber com prehension and 
production mechanisms are functionally distinct. Secondly, the authors m ade 
the first attem pt to examine arithmetical skill as a function of stim uli and 
answer modality.

A dissociation between numeral com prehension and production, similar 
to that reported by Benson and Denckla has been documented by Assal and Jacot- 
Descombes (1984). They reported a patient with a severe Wernicke’s aphasia and 
Gerstmann's syndrome. The patient showed a m arked difficulty in oral (8 out of 
the 20 correct answers) and written (5 out of the 20 correct answers) arithmetical 
problems. However, his performance was significantly better when he was asked 
to point to the correct answer. This was true whether the question was presented 
orally (17 out of the 20 correct answers) or visually (16 out of the 20 correct 
answers). The patient was also able to correctly point to the correct answers (17 
out of 20 correct responses) to more complicated arithmetical problems such as 
squares and square roots. The authors interpreted the patient’s performance as 
due to a selective sparing of an unspecified "arithmetical intuition".

Another example of acalculia occurring in the context of a language 
disorder has been docum ented by G ardner, Strub and A lbert (1975). They 
reported a patient showing a severe difficulty in comprehending the m eaning of 
num bers and in perform ing calculations only w hen tested in the auditory  
modality. Interestingly, the patient also presented an im pairm ent in a series of 
logical reasoning tasks (see chapter 2 for a m ore detailed discussion of this 
patient). The authors in terpreted  the p a tien t’s im pairm ent in a Piagetian 
theoretical framework.^

The studies reviewed so far drew strong conclusions regarding the role of 
the aphasia in the cause of acalculic symptoms. However, these conclusions have 
not been confirmed by the series of following works. The first series of works 
questioning such a conclusion were conducted in the context of studies 
investigating patien ts presenting  G erstm ann syndrom e. K insbourne and 
W arrington (1962) were among the first investigators to report patients w ith a 
Gerstm ann syndrom e w ho were not aphasie. They reported  the acalculic 
symptoms of 5 patients. These consisted of the misplacement of num bers while 
num ber fact retrieval was relatively spared. Similarly, Strub and Geschwind

 ̂The important issues of whether a selective number comprehension disorder could be interpreted 
in terms of a deeper problem of formal reasoning, will be addressed in one of the experimental works 
of this thesis (see chapter 2).
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(1974) described a patient with full Gerstm ann's syndrom e w ithout aphasia. 
Roeltgen, Sevush, H eilm an (1983) reported  a pa tien t w ith  a G erstm ann 
syndrome who presented a severe acalculia for both written and oral calculation 
that prevented him from being able to resolve even elem entary calculations 
such as 9 + 3 = ?. No aphasia or anomia was noted in their patient.

The role of aphasia in acalculia has been questioned not only by studies 
conducted in the context of Gerstmann Syndrome but also by a few cases reported 
in the lite ra tu re  in which calculation was the only in tellectual function 
impaired. For instance, Benson and Weir (1972) reported a case of acquired 
anarithm etia  w here there was no evidence of language, visuo-spatial or 
intellectual disorder. The patient could read, write and recognize arabic numerals 
and the four arithmetical signs. He had mild difficulties on a num ber knowledge 
task (e.g. how  m any feet in a yard: "thirty six"). A ddition and subtraction 
problems were performed accurately but quite slowly. The patient presented an 
almost total failure on multiplication and division problems. Unfortunately, the 
authors d id  not offer any error analysis for these problem s. From the few 
exam ples they reported  it appears that the difficulties in perform ing 
multiplication and division started when at least one of the numbers involved 2 
or more digits. The errors appear to be due to faulty application of the carry 
procedure and incorrect arithmetical fact retrieval. This potentially interesting 
dissociation  in his ability  to solve d ifferen t arithm etical problem s is 
unfortunately not sufficiently substantiated by the data collected and could 
therefore merely be dependent upon problem complexity. The authors in fact did 
not present sufficient quantitative results on the calculation task.

Another example of acalculia not secondary to language problems can be 
found in the w ork of Leleux, Kaiser, Lebrun (1979). They reported  the 
anarithm etic disorder of a mathematics teacher. This patient presented major 
difficulties in chosing an appropriate procedural hypothesis during arithntetical 
problem solving and in converting numerals from one code to another.

Among the clinical single case studies there are a few which documented 
some relatively  restricted and in teresting arithm etical disabilities w ithout 
investigating the dependence of acalculia from other cognitive disturbances. For 
example, Spalding and Zangwill (1950) investigate the role of w hat Galton (1880) 
term ed the "num ber form" in calculation deficits. Galton, s tudy ing  the 
individual peculiarities in visualizing num bers discovered that some subjects 
visualized num bers "in a definite pattern that always occupied an identical
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position in his field of view with respect to the direction in which is looking". 
These visual patterns, called by Galton "number forms", consisted of either a 
simple line w ith or w ithout shifts in orientation or took more complex forms 
such as rows or grids. They may be coloured, present changes in luminosity at 
some locations or occupy different planes. Spalding and Zangwill (1950) had the 
interesting opportunity to study the only case reported yet in the literature of an 
impairment of number form. The patient had suffered brain damage following a 
gunshot wound. This lesion resulted in a severe dyscalculia, disorders in visual 
memory, some impairment of topographical sense, and interestingly, the loss of 
a previously well developed number form. After the lesion, the patient indicated 
that his num ber form has lost its former distinctness and could not be held in 
m ind for purposes of calculation. The patient was slow and often wrong when 
perform ing both  oral and w ritten  two d ig it additions, subtractions and 
m ultiplications. The authors concluded that, a lthough a prim ary  verbal- 
num erical dyscalculia cannot be excluded, the greater part of the patient's 
impairment was due to his defective number-form. The actual significance of the 
num ber form in relation to the dyscalculia remains, however, far from clear. In 
particular because the patient reported by Spalding and Zangwill also had a 
residual aphasia which m ight explain the difficulties in retrieving arithmetical 
facts.

Another example of a study reporting a highly restricted arithmetical 
disability is represented by the work of Ferro and Bothelo (1980). The authors 
described two patients w ith selective deficits in the comprehension of written 
arithm etical sym bols. These patien ts m isnam ed and  m isiden tified  the 
arithm etical signs and perform ed w ritten  calculations according to their 
m isidentification. For example one of the tw o patients presented w ith the 
problem  721+36, m ultiplied obtaining the correct product 25,956. The other 
patient presented with the problem 3 x 5 ,  added obtaining the correct sum 8 and 
added again when presented with the problem 5 - 2  obtaining the correct sum  7. 
The fact that incorrect operations were perform ed correctly suggests that the 
patients did not have procedural or arithmetical fact difficulties. Interestingly, 
the authors reported that the patients' performed correctly when the arithmetical 
problems were presented auditori ly. In addition, the authors reported that both 
patients were unable to match the spoken words "plus; minus; equal to etc.", 
w ith the corresponding signs (e.g. +; x; -; :) but could match these spoken words 
w ith the written names of the four operations. This suggests the presence of a
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comprehension deficit specific to written operation symbols. Unfortunately, they 
did not examine whether the patients could perform  the calculation task when 
the arithmetical signs were written as words.

1.33 A consideration of the clinical neuropsychological literature

In evaluating the data coming from the studies described in session 1.31, it 
m ust be kept in m ind that they are derived from a group-based methodology. 
Therefore, the classical limitations of this methodology m ust be considered (see 
Shallice, 1979; 1988 and Caramazza, 1984; 1986 for a detailed discussion of this 
issue). Of particular relevance here are the following observations:
(1) The grouping  of deficits into general categories d id  not allow  the 
identification of the vast heterogeneity w ithin each category of calculation 
disorder. So, for example, the so called "anarithm etic acalculia" included a 
variety of patients in whom  the same symptom was caused by quite different 
disorders.
(2) The procedure used to investigate the calculation skills are unsystematic and, 
most of the time, left unspecified.
(3) The data reported are very poorly analyzed and not compared with control 
data.
The consequence of this lack of com prehensive investigation is a failure to 
obtain systematic account of the varieties of arithmetical deficit.

Furthermore, in most research, including that presented in section 1.32, 
the various form s of calculation disorder have been a ttributed  to general 
cognitive deficits. For example, it has been claim ed that some num erical 
disorders m ight be due to a more generalized language im pairm ent (e.g 
Collignon et al., 1977; Dahmen et al., 1982; Benson and Denkla, 1969; Benson and 
Weir, 1972) or to a general spatial processing disorder (e.g. Hecaen et al., 1961; 
Collignon et al., 1977). Such claims are of limited interest because no attem pt was 
made to specify the nature of the general mechanism that was presum ed to be 
disrupted. There is also a lack of detail of how such a general mechanism could 
produce the observed deficits and in which non num erical tasks im paired 
performance should be expected. So the result is not only a lack of understanding 
of the acalculia but also a lack of understanding of the role of the general 
cognitive im pairm ents in acalculia.
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A final general point concerns the absence of any attem pt to explicitly 
classify the empirical data on the basis of some form of assum ption about the 
norm al processing involved in calculation. The result is not only a lack of 
understanding of normal cognition but a difficulty in giving a sense to the wide 
variety of data presented (see for similar arguments McCloskey, 1992).

1.4 The cognitive neuropsychological literature

The classical neurological and clinical neuropsychological approach 
postulated  two or three plausible syndrom es b u t failed to fractionate the 
symptom complexes into their functional components. More recently, a series of 
cognitive neuropsychological studies has tried to identify and characterise the 
component processes of numerical skills and the functional relationships among 
these processes. The aim of cognitive neuropsychological studies is to elucidate 
the structure of normal num ber processing and calculation mechanisms.

It is assumed that patients' performances can offer a better understanding 
of the structure, the functioning, and the dissolution of the norm al numerical 
processing mechanisms. The impaired performance of brain dam aged patients is 
assumed to reflect the functioning of a previously norm al cognitive system with 
one or more components damaged (for a more detailed discussion see Shallice, 
1979 and Caramazza, 1984; 1986 and McCloskey, 1992). The critical premises 
underlying such assumptions are:
1. Brain damage could selectively disrupt only some components of a cognitive 
system.
2. When a cognitive system is impaired following brain damage this system did 
not functionally reorganize itself resulting in a cognitive architecture different 
form the normal one.
The cognitive neuropsychological studies mainly involve the detailed analysis of 
single patients. The data obtained is presented  and discussed w ith in  an 
information processing framework.

The study of acquired numerical im pairm ent has begun to attract the 
attention of a relatively small num ber of cognitive neuropsychologists who are 
in terested  in quite  d ifferent aspects of the num erical skills d issolution. 
Therefore, this section reviewing the cognitive neuropsychological studies is 
subdivided according to the different contributions of the main investigators in 
this area. In section 1.41, a study conducted by W arrington (1982) and primarily
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concerned with the description of a selective im pairm ent of arithmetical facts 
will be described. In section 1.42, Seron and Deloche's (1983; 1984; 1987 and 
Deloche and Seron, 1982a,b; 1983; 1984a,b; 1987) studies, prim arily describing 
impairments in the ability to transcode from arabic numerals to written num ber 
names and viceversa will be described. In section 1.43, McCloskey and colleagues' 
seminal works were prim arily concerned with describing disorders of reading 
and writing numbers and arithmetical facts retrieval will be described. Finally, in 
section 1.44, a collection of quite recent works who have used the above authors' 
discoveries as a starting point for their research will be described.

The proposed componential models of num ber processing and calculation 
based on the data obtained in these studies will be presented in section 1.5.

1.41 W arrington’s study

The first detailed analysis of calculation disorders from  a cognitive 
neuropsychological perspective was carried ou t by W arrington (1982). She 
reported two single-cases studies.

The first patient, D.R.C., was a 61-year -old right handed physician who 
presented w ith headache, expressive, receptive and nom inal speech deficits, a 
right hom onymous hem ianopsia and an acalculia following an intra-cerebral 
hematoma. The patient im proved spontaneously over the course of 2 weeks. 
G eneral in tellectual functioning  (as m easured  by the W echsler A dult 
Intelligence scale), language com prehension, nam ing, reading, and verbal 
memory all returned to normal, but the patient had a persistent acalculia. D.R.C. 
showed specific im pairm ent in the retrievability of arithm etical facts from a 
num erical represen tation , despite sparing of arithm etical principles and 
procedure. Thus, he was fully able to explain arithmetical operations, and to offer 
only permissible responses in arithmetical tasks (e.g. the sum was always greater 
than the addends). He could read and write num berjnormally and he was able to 
judge which of two numbers was the largest. On a variety of tests that assessed 
num ber knowledge, he perform ed normally. His problem  appeared to be in 
accessing num ber facts like 8 + 5 =12. w here he replied  "13 roughly". His 
perform ance on these very elem entary calculation tasks was frequently  
inaccurate and very slow. In addition, his response latencies as a function of the 
m inimum addend (Groen and Parkman, 1972) were significantly different from 
those obtained from controls (five age-matched consultant physicians). However,
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he could perform  com plex arithm etical problem s such as the W.A.I.S. 
arithmetical subtest if he was given unlimited time and was allowed to use serial 
a d d itio n . This finding has been in terpreted as dem onstrating that D.R.C's 
calculation deficit represented a failure in accessing the semantic entries of the 
arithmetical facts. When direct access failed, D.R.C. seemed to rely on a more 
inefficient counting-like procedure that allowed him  to arrive at a correct 
solution, albeit slowly. These findings corroborated the patient’s observation that 
this portion  of his calculation process was no  longer "autom atic". His 
im pairm ent in arithm etical facts LEFT arithm etical operations and num ber 
processing relatively well preserved. This has been incorporated into current 
m odels (see section 1.5) which make the distinction w ithin the calculation 
system between arithmetic facts and calculation procedures. The arithmetical 
facts in W arrington's account are a subpart of semantic memory.

The only feature this single case study lacked was a description of D.R.C.'s 
actual written computational failure and an error analysis scheme. In addition, 
following Groen and Parkm an's (1972) proposal, the author in terpreted the 
patient's slow response latencies in simple arithmetical problems as due to the 
fact that when the direct access to arithmetical facts failed the subject reverts on 
the slow "counting" procedure. This procedure in D.R.C. appeared not only slow 
but also somehow defective, given the inaccuracy of his performance on simple 
calculation tasks. However, the problem of if and w hy the patient's counting 
strategies were defective has not been discussed.

The second patient, S.T.H., was a much m ore briefly described case. The 
patient was severely im paired in the comprehension of spoken num ber names 
having difficulties in judging which of two spoken num ber names was the larger 
or smaller. She also failed a num ber of cognitive estimates questions (e.g. What 
is the average length of a man's spine? R. 6 ft) and num ber facts (e.g. the number 
of fingers in two hands). Remarkably, her com prehension of arabic num erals 
was intact. Strikingly, the patient did not appear to present a generalized 
difficulty in com prehending the spoken words since she obtained an above 
average score on a standardised test of auditory vocabulary (Peabody Picture 
V ocabulary). No system atic investigation of her arithm etical skills was 
perform ed. H ow ever, the au tho r repo rted  th a t very  sim ple additions, 
subtractions and m ultiplications were quite impossible for her. Unfortunately, 
no evidence has been reported  regarding her ability to perform  w ritten  
calculations. The au thor argued that the pa tien t's  difficulties w ith  oral
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calculations were secondary to a more basic failure at the level of num ber 
knowledge (see chapter 2 for further discussion).

1.42 Seron and Deloche's studies

Seron and Deloche conducted a series of studies analyzing the ability of 
aphasie patients to transcode written num ber nam es to arabic num erals (i.e. 
From Three to 3; Deloche and Seron 1982a, b) and arabic num erals to written 
num ber names (i.e. From 4 to Four; Seron and Deloche, 1983; 1984). These 
authors analyzed the patients' perform ance in these tasks giving the first 
systematic account of the types of errors produced by the aphasie patients when 
confronted w ith these particular tasks. In addition, they tried to analyze the 
possible relations existing between particular types of transcoding errors and 
particular types of linguistic disorders in an attem pt to understand the nature of 
the underlying cognitive processing mechanisms.

The authors first investigated a mixed group of 32 aphasie patients on a 
written num ber names to arabic numerals transcoding task (Deloche and Seron, 
1982a). Each aphasie patient was given a list of 100 w ritten num ber names. The 
stimuli were of different length and of different "intuitive factors of difficulty". 
For example, written num ber names in which the internal zero, is not indicated, 
like "cent deux mille six" (102,006), were considered more difficult than written 
num ber names in which the internal zero is indicated. The errors were analyzed 
in terms of:
1. Some general dimension of the stimuli, such as for example the length of the 
written number names or the length of the expected arabic numeral.
2. Some general serial ordering  disturbances, such as num ber additions, 
omissions, displacements and perseverations.
3. Some specific failures in the application of the rules involved in the 
transcoding process.
This last type of analysis turned out to be the most adequate since it accounted for 
a large proportion and type of errors observed. This analysis is based on the 
authors' psycholinguistic notion that numbers are organized in terms of "stack 
structure". Stacks are ordered one dimensional arrays: an item belongs to a 
particular stack and has a specified position w ithin the stack. The authors 
suggested that the elements of the French and Belgian (Wallon) numeral lexicon 
systems are arranged in the following stack structures
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1. UNITS numbers from 1 to 9
2. TENS numbers from 10 to 90
3. PARTICULAR numbers from 11 to 16
4. MISCELLANEOUS numbers 1,000; 100; 0 and the w ord et (and)

So, for example, the number 2 belonged to the UNIT stack and within the UNIT 
stack occupied the second position. For the authors the importance of the notion 
of stack structure resides in the claim that the two sets of categorisation 
inform ation (the stack and the position within stack) have underlying separable 
cognitive processes. Indeed, the pattern  of errors found in  their aphasie 
population confirmed this claim. Patients made two types of error: stack errors, 
where the wrong stack is selected (e.g. 'quinze' (15) - 50), and errors of position in 
stack structures, where a lexical mistake involves the choice of the wrong name 
from the right stack (e.g. 'cinquante-huit' (58) - 59). This not only demonstrate 
that stack and position within stack information is functionally independent but 
also that this information can be selectively damaged by cerebral lesions.

In two following works the authors correlated the language errors 
presented by the 7 Broca and 7 Wernicke aphasies patients w ith the errors these 
patients comm itted on two transcoding tasks: transcoding w ritten  num ber 
nam es to arabic num erals and arabic num erals to w ritten  num ber names. 
(Deloche and Seron, 1982b and Seron and Deloche, 1983). The authors concluded 
that the patients' performance was similar whatever the transcoding direction. 
The mean overall error rate in both tasks was in fact about 27%. However, the 
authors did not present an error analysis on a subject by subject basis. Therefore, 
it remains questionable w hether an im pairm ent in transcoding from verbal to 
arabic num erals is necessarily associated w ith an im pairm ent in transcoding 
from arabic to verbal numerals.

The aphasie patients were reported to commit two types of qualitatively 
different transcoding errors. Broca's patients made predom inantly stack errors, 
w hile  W ernicke's patien ts m ade predom inantly  errors of position in stack 
s tru c tu res . These error types correlated w ith the sv n ta c tic  and s e m a n t i c  
paraphasias made by these two types of aphasies in language tasks. This led the 
authors to suggest a parallel between the dissolution of linguistic skills and the 
difficulties in number transcoding tasks. However, this particular conclusion can 
be questioned. It is well known that syntactic paraphasias can be due to lexical
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deficits, loss of grammatical knowledge, or, as in the case of paragram m atism  and 
o rd in a ry  norm al speech e rro rs , from  tran s ien t contro l m alfunctions 
(Butterworth and Howard, 1987). It is well known that semantic paraphasias can 
arise from impairments within the lexical semantic component as well as within 
the ou tpu t lexicons (see for a detailed discussion, Caram azza and Hillis, 1990). 
The stack errors and the errors o f position in stack structures  could also 
presum ably come from deficits affecting different stages of the transcoding 
system (for example it would have been interesting to know the patients ability 
to com prehend the to be transcoded numeral). It is unclear how  w e should 
in terpret a correlation between im pairm ents that could have m ultiple sources 
w ithin the information processing system.

Deloche and Seron (1984a, b) proposed that some specific verbal categories 
m ight share some aspects of num ber class organization. The authors suggested 
that the notion of stack structures could be applied also to ordinal domains other 
than the num ber domain, such as the names of the days in the week, the months 
in the year etc. For example, they reported the case of a deep dyslexic patient who 
m ade paralexic errors such as saying January when trying to read M onday or 
Wednesday instead of March. They suggested that the stack notion perm its a re
in terpretation  of "some semantic confusions particularly bu t not exclusively 
those dealing with quantities".^

1.43 McCloskey and colleagues' studies

McCloskey and colleagues (see McCloskey, 1992 for a review) reported a series of 
brain dam aged patients with num ber processing a n d /o r  calculation difficulties. 
For the m ost their investigation on these patients has focused on mechanisms 
for verbal num eral production and arithmetical fact retrieval. The following 
discussion of their findings will present these two different types of disorders 
separately.

^In future the term "ordinal structure" will be used for both numbers and other ordinal non numerical 
domain. This term draws attention to ordering a set of elements though the types of ordering may be 
formally distinct. So while the set of integers has proper ordering and no last term, days of the 
week and months of the year have a cyclic ordering. In this respect there is a clear difference 
between the number system and other ordinal systems. The term ordinal structure draws attention to 
my claim (see chapter 2) that common cognitive mechanisms do not underlie the number system and 
other ordinal system.
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1.43a Patients with deficits in number processing tasks

McCloskey and colleagues described patients w ith  num ber reading 
disorders (patients H.Y., J.C., R.R., A.T., and J.E), num ber w riting disorders 
(patients J.S. and V.O.) and num ber comprehension disorders (patient B.B); 
McCloskey, Caramazza and Basili, 1985; McCloskey, Sokol, Goodm an, 1986; 
McCloskey and Caramazza, 1987; Sokol and McCloskey, 1988; McCloskey, Sokol, 
G oodm an-Shulm an and C aram azza , 1990; Sokol and  R uzecki, 1991. 
Unfortunately, some of these patients are very briefly described. There is in fact 
very little and unsystematic information regarding their performance on general 
neuropsychological and language tasks. In addition, for som e patients, in 
particular cases R.R., A.T., J.E., J.S. and V.O, there is also a lack of precise 
quantitative and qualitative data  on the patients' perform ance on num ber 
processing tasks. Therefore some of the results that will be presented need to be 
considered w ith some caution.

One of the most extensively studied patients is H.Y. (McCloskey et al. 1986; 
1990, and Sokol and McCloskey, 1988). The patient, a 69-year-old right-handed 
man, who suffered a left hemisphere cerebrovascular accident (CVA) at the age 
of 66. His spontaneous speech was fluent, presenting som e w ord  finding 
difficulties and verbal and literal paraphasias. A uditory com prehension was 
reported as being "relatively intact" while his naming abilities were impaired. In 
addition he was dyslexic and dysgraphic. Numerical difficulties were particularly 
reported for tasks involving a spoken number name as an answer. For example, 
on a series of one or two digit addition problems his overall error rate was 8.6% 
for spoken responses and only 2.1% for w ritten responses. Similarly, on a 
num ber fact task his overall error rate was 14% for spoken responses and only 
4.1% for w ritten responses. The patient was im paired also in reading aloud 
written num ber names (overall error rate 8.1%). His ability to read aloud arabic 
num erals was investigated in detail. Over a period of several m onths, H.Y. was 
asked to read aloud 4,989 arabic numerals. His performance was im paired (his 
overall error rate was 13.9%). Results from a series of tasks such as, for example, 
m atching spoken number names to arabic numerals and w ritten num ber names 
and judging which of two num bers was the bigger, allowed the authors to
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conclude that the patient, although impaired in comprehending w ritten number 
nam es, was unim paired in com prehending arabic num erals. H is norm al 
perform ance on arabic num eral com prehension tasks suggested  that his 
im paired performance in reading aloud arabic numerals reflected an impairment 
in producing spoken num ber names, and not a deficit in com prehending the 
arabic stimuli.

Given this conclusion, McCloskey et al. analysed H.Y.'s errors when 
reading aloud arabic num erals in an attem pt to understand the mechanisms 
implicated in number production. The authors distinguished two types of error: 
lexical and syntactic errors. Lexical errors involved the incorrect production of 
one or more of the individual elements in a num ber (e.g. stim ulus 29, response 
"forty nine"; position w ith in  the stack e rro rs in Seron and  D eloche’s 
terminology). Syntactic errors involved the incorrect production of the num ber 
as a whole (e.g. stim ulus 18, response "eighty"; stack  errors in Seron and 
Deloche's terminology). Of the 694 incorrect responses, 654 were lexical errors. 
This finding has been interpreted as supporting the notion that lexical and 
syntactic errors could be attributed to two functionally separate processing 
mechanisms that could be selectively impaired following brain damage.

An analysis com paring H.Y.'s errors w ord-by-w ord w ith  the correct 
responses was carried out. So, for example, given the arabic num eral 374 the 
correct response should be: "three hundred and seventy four". However, H.Y. 
responded: "^ive hundred seventy four". A  word by w ord comparison for this 
response shows that in place of the correct num ber name "three" , H.Y. said 
" five" . The rem aining w ords (i.e., hundred, seventy, four) w ere produced  
correctly. The authors focused their analysis on the results for the following 
num ber lexical class:

ONES numbers having their value in the range from 1 to 9
TEENS numbers having their value in the range from 11 to 19
TENS numbers in the range from 20 to 90

They found a remarkable pattern in H.Y.'s substitution errors. Over 90% of H.Y.'s 
errors fell into one of these three distinct clusters. The ONES num bers were 
preferentially substituted for other ONES num bers (e.g. stim ulus 6 response 
"two"), the TEENS were substituted for other TEENS (e.g. stim ulus 13 response 
"seventeen") and the TENS (e.g. stim ulus 50 response " tw e n ty " )  were also
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interchanged. In McCloskey et al.'s terminology these errors were nam ed within  
class errors. This constrained pattern  of within class errors lead the authors to 
suggest that in the number production mechanisms the representations of the 
spoken num ber names are partioned into the following functionally distinct 
classes: ONES, TEENS and TENS. The authors also assum ed the existence of a 
further num ber class (MULTIPLIERS) which include the representations of the 
m ultip lier num ber names such as hundred, thousand, million and so forth (it 
should be noted that McCloskey’s et al.'s concept of number-lexical classes is 
quite sim ilar to the Seron and Deloche's concept of stacks). The within class 
errors m ade by H.Y. have been interpreted by assuming that the lexical retrieval 
processes are retrieved on the basis of two types of informations: class and 
position within the class informations. H.Y. appears able to access the correct 
num ber lexical class (e.g. the ones class). However, he access the wrong position 
w ithin that class. The results obtained with H.Y. have been replicated in another 
briefly reported case (patient R.R., McCloskey et al. 1985; 1987). The patient was 
m ore im paired in reading aloud arabic num erals than H.Y. and occasionally 
produced syntactic as well as lexical errors (no quantitative data are reported). 
The author documented that he had a normal com prehension of the arabic 
num erals (no quantitative data are presented). His lexical production errors 
were, similar to those of H.Y., m ainly within-class lexical substitu tions (e.g. 
stim ulus 16 responses seventeen).

McCloskey et al. reported 2 other patients (J.C. and A.T.) w ith arabic 
num eral reading  difficulties w hose vast m ajority of errors w ere lexical 
substitutions (e.g. stimulus 40, response "fifty"; McCloskey et al. 1985; 1986; 1987 
and 1990). For both patients the lexical errors were due to a deficit in the 
p roduction  of spoken num ber nam es and not an im pairm en t in the 
com prehension of arabic numerals. The patient, J.G., was a 25-year-old right- 
handed woman who sustained a closed-head injury. The patient read aloud 2,745 
arabic numerals with an error rate of 5,8%.  ̂A word by word analysis of her error

^Most of the patients studied by McCloskey et al. did not exhibit dramatically impaired 
performances (many of the error rates reported as indicating impairments were in the range of 5 - 
10%). This would be less serious if control data had indicated that these error rates were 
exceptional. However, the authors never reported control data. Also, McCloskey et al are 
inconsistent as regards their criteria for an impaired error performance. Sometimes an overall error 
performance of about 6% is considered impaired, as in the patient under consideration, some other 
times this error rate is considered excellent; see for example the performance of patient P.S. on 
number processing tasks (see section 1.43b).
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pattern showed the presence of lexical errors which were quite different form 
those show n by H.Y. W hereas only 4% of H.Y.'s lexical errors involved 
substitutions between num bers belonging to different classes (e.g. stim ulus 6 
response "twelve"; class errors in McCloskey's terminology), 60% of J.G.'s lexical 
substitutions were of this type: given the arabic num eral 312 the correct 
responses should be: "three hundred  and twelve", however, J.C. responded: 
’'three hundred and twenty". These types of errors were nam ed class errors by  
McCloskey et al. The class errors committed by J.C. have been accounted for by 
assum ing that the lexical retrieval process accessed the wrong number-lexical 
class (e.g. the TENS instead of the TEENS) bu t the correct position w ithin that 
class (e.g. the position for the quantity (2)).

The patient, A.T., showed an excellent perform ance on arabic num eral 
comprehension tests (no quantitative data are reported), but failed when reading 
aloud arabic num erals. The authors reported that the patient was tested for 
several months in 1984 and 1985. She was asked to read a corpus of 6,700 arabic 
num erals and her performance was reported to be impaired (in 1987 her overall 
error rate was reported as about 20% however, in 1991 her overall error rate was 
reported as 13%). The patient appeared equally im paired when reading aloud 
w ritten  num ber names (no quantitative data are reported). Like previously 
reported patients, A.T. made within class lexical substitution errors (e.g. stimulus 
3,090, response "two thousand and ninety"). Interestingly, she was able to 
transcode w ritten num ber names to arabic num erals (over 99% correct). This 
result demonstrated the existence of a dissociation between her ability to produce 
arabic num erals (intact) and her ability to produce spoken num ber names 
(impaired).

A similar pattern of lexical errors in reading aloud numbers has also been 
reported in a case of developmental dyscalculia. Temple (1989) described an 11- 
years-old boy, Paul, who was severely impaired in reading aloud arabic numerals 
(his overall error rate was 40%) and written num ber names. His error pattern 
was comparable to that of the acquired cases described above. His errors revealed 
a selectively im paired lexical processing of the num bers resulting in incorrect 
num ber selection (e.g. stimulus 85, response "eighty two"; stimulus 78, response 
"seventy two").

Patients making syntactic errors when reading aloud arabic num erals have 
also been reported. McCloskey et al. (1987 and 1990) described a patient J.E., a 48- 
year-old right-handed male college graduate, who had suffered a left-hemisphere
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cerebrovascular accident at the age of 42. He was impaired in reading aloud arabic 
num erals (overall error rate 6.4%). This impairm ent was not due to a difficulty 
in com prehending arabic numerals. His performance was in fact unim paired in 
two arabic num eral comprehension tasks (e.g. selection of tokens and cardinal 
judgment). An analysis of his errors in reading aloud arabic num erals revealed 
that only about a quarter of J.E.'s arabic num eral reading errors were lexical 
errors (m ainly within class substitutions, e.g. stim ulus 5,097 response "five 
thousand ninety five"). The rem aining three-quarters were syntactic errors. 
These errors were named by the authors quantity shift errors. In these errors "a 
quantity associated with one power of 10 in the arabic num eral was associated 
with another power of 10 in the spoken num ber name". For example, w hen he 
was asked to read 8,900 he said "eight thousand ninety", w here the nine 
hundreds in the stimulus became nine tens in the response. According to the 
authors, these quantity shift errors were present only in positions occupied by 
zeros in the arabic numerals. These errors were not interpretable as lexical 
substitutions (in which an incorrect words is retrieved in place of a correct word) 
because the incorrect response usually contained a different num ber of words 
than the corresponding correct response. J.E.’s pattern  of errors seem ed to 
represent an im pairm ent in assembling the individual quantities of the arabic 
num eral into the appropriate spoken num ber name. This im pairm ent has been 
interpreted as suggesting a selective deficit in syntactic processing. In addition, 
the patien t presented the same type of errors w hen reading aloud w ritten 
num ber nam es (e.g. stimulus one thousand and eighty response "one thousand 
eight hundred"). The authors considered this result as consistent w ith  the 
assum ption that number production processes involved not only lexical bu t also 
syntactic processing mechanisms.

McCloskey et al. briefly described two other patients (V.O. and J.S.) with 
difficulties in writing numbers. One of these two patients (V.O.) was impaired in 
writing to dictation arabic numerals while presenting a normal perform ance on 
tests of arabic and verbal num eral comprehension (however, no quantitative 
data were presented for any of the above tasks). The patient was reported to make 
syntactic errors in writing arabic num erals. The type of errors were of the 
following type " one thousand and forty" - response 100,040 (the pattern of errors 
of this patient is comparable to the errors m ade by Singer and Low's patient 
described in section 1.21; see also footnote 3). However, the authors reported only 
5 of his syntactic errors. They interpreted his pattern of errors by suggesting that
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the patient was writing arabic numerals: ",..by concatenating the arabic forms of 
various parts of the stimulus..., instead of appropriately integrating the parts" 
(McCloskey and Caramazza, 1987; p. 208).

The second patient, J.S., previously studied for his language im pairm ent 
(Martin and Caramazza, 1982; Caramazza, Berndt and Basili, 1983), presented an 
impairm ent in writing to dictation written num ber names (his overall error rate 
was 18%; no inform ation about his ability to w rite arabic num erals was 
provided) and in reading aloud arabic numerals (his overall error rate was 27%). 
His perform ance was error free in a series of arabic num eral comprehension 
tasks. This suggested a production impairm ent for his difficulty in reading and 
writing numbers. The patient's reading and writing errors were analysed. 13.4% 
of the errors he made in reading aloud arabic numerals were lexical substitutions 
(e.g. stim ulus 309 response "six hundred nine") and 17.1% w ere syntactic (e.g. 
stimulus 799.970 response "seven ninety-nine thousand nine hundred  seventy). 
No lexical errors were present in writing to dictation w ritten num ber names. 
However, 17.8% of the errors on this task were syntactic errors (e.g. stimulus 
570,990 w ritten response five hundred thousand seventy nine hundred  ninety") 
similar to his syntactic errors in the reading aloud task. In both reading and 
writing tasks, the syntactic errors were restricted to six - through nine - digit 
arabic numerals. The finding of a similar proportion and form of syntactic errors 
w hen producing  verbal num erals has been in terpreted  by the authors as 
indicating that the the same syntactic processing m echanism  underlies the 
spoken and written production of verbal numerals.

Finally, Sokol and Ruzecki (1991) presented a short case report of a patient 
(B.B.) w ho, follow ing hypokalem ia, show ed significant difficulties in his 
numeracy skills. B.B. was impaired in reading and writing arabic num erals (e.g. 
stimulus 2,000,000 response "two thousand"; stimulus "nine hundred  forty five 
thousand" response 9,450). His perform ance was also im paired in num ber 
knowledge tests which included numeric personal (e.g. "How old are you") and 
numeric non personal (e.g "At what tem perature does water boil") questions and 
in subtraction and m ultiplication problem s (e.g. 6 x 7  = 37). No precise 
interpretation of the nature of the deficit presented by B.B. has been advanced. 
However, it appeared that B.B.'s numerical difficulties were probably secondary 
to a basic failure in the comprehension of num bers (see for further discussion 
chapter 2)
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1.43b Patients with deficit in calculation tasks

McCloskey and colleagues primarily investigated patients with calculation 
disorders resulting from an im pairm ent in retrieving arithmetical facts. They 
firstly reported a patient, M.W., who although able to understand and execute 
arithmetical operations (though no quantitative data are reported), was impaired 
in carrying out single digit multiplication problems (his ability to carry out single 
digit addition or subtraction problems was not tested) (McCloskey et al., 1985; 
Caramazza and McCloskey, 1987). M.W.’s error pattern  was characterized by 
omissions of response or within table errors that were incorrect products of the 1 
to 10 times tables (e.g. 6 x 7  = 48).

More recently they have presented data from two other brain dam aged 
patients who showed arithmetical fact impairm ents (Sokol, McCloskey, Cohen 
and Alimosa, 1991). The first patient, P.S., was a right-handed w om an who 
suffered a left CVA at the age of 38. On a series of 6 transcoding tasks which 
tapped her num ber comprehension and production skills her error rate varied 
from 1% to 6%. Such results were defined excellent and were interpreted as 
indicating an absence of number processing impairm ent (but see footnote 7 for a 
discussion of w hat these authors consider an im paired/spared  performance). In 
contrast, her perform ance on single d ig it m ultip lication  problem s was 
considered im paired (her error rate in 23 blocks of single digit m ultiplication 
problems was 19.6%). No data on her performance on single digit addition and 
subtraction problems were reported. In testing P.S. on single digit multiplication 
problems the authors m anipulated the format of stimuli and responses (arabic 
numerals, written num ber names and dots). The patient's performance was not 
affected by the modality of presentation of the numerical input or the modality 
of answer. She tended to err on the same problems whatever the stim ulus and 
response format. This has been interpreted as indicating that arithmetical fact 
retrieval is m ediated by abstract internal num erical rep resen ta tions which are 
independent of the form in which stimuli are presented or responses are given. 
Further analysis of P.S.'s pattern of errors revealed that her error rate was higher 
for problem s with large operands (e.g. 7 X 9 )  than for problem s w ith small 
operands (e.g. 2 X 3 ) .  This phenomenon has been interpreted as consistent with 
models holding that each arithmetical fact has a representation largely or entirely 
distinct from the representations of other facts (e.g. Ashcraft, 1987).
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The most frequent type of errors committed by P.S. were operand errors in 
which the wrong response was correct for a problem sharing an operand with the 
stimuli (e.g. problem 7 X 8 ,  response "forty eight"; that is a correct answer for the 
problem 6 X 8). In the majority of P.S’s operand errors (95%), the non shared 
operand was within + /-  2 of the correct operand. This phenomenon, nam ed the 
operand  distance effect, is also observed in the errors m ade by norm al subjects 
(e.g. Campbell and Graham, 1985; Miller, Perlmutter, and Keating, 1984).

Interestingly, the patient showed also a dram atic, although tem porary, 
difficulty w ith problems involving the num ber 0 (e.g. 5 x 0). In the first 9 blocks 
of 0 X N problems, her overall error rate was 97.5%. However, on the following 
14 blocks her performance suddenly and remarkably improved (overall error rate 
5.2%). All her errors before and after the improvement were of the type: 0 X N = 
N. These results has been interpreted by assum ing that 0 X N  problem s are 
solved by reference to a general rule which was momentarily unavailable to the 
patient. Surprisingly while the patient's perform ance on 0 x N  problem s was 
severely im paired her performance on 0 x N facts occurring in the context of 
m ulti-digit problem s was flawless. This dissociation was replicated w ith  the 
second patient. This patient, G.E., was impaired in solving single-digit additions 
(overall error rate 4.2%)̂  and multiplications (overall error rate in the non zero 
problem s w as 8.8%). In m ultip lication  problem s involv ing  zeros his 
performance was 100% correct for the problem 0 X 0  while on the 0 X N problems 
he never gave the correct solution. His errors always took the form of 0 X N  = N. 
However, in contrast to P.S. he did not show an im provem ent in the course of 
testing. The patient was also asked to carry out 109 m ulti-digit multiplication 
problems. His performance was im paired (32.1% incorrect responses) and his 
error pattern revealed a difficulty in the retrieval of addition and multiplication 
facts. However, like P.S., he dealt correctly with 93% of the 0 X N  facts occurring 
in the contest of m ultidigit arithmetical problems. This dissociation betw een 
single d ig it arithm etical problem s involving 0 X N facts (im paired) and 
m ultidigit arithmetical problems involving 0 X N facts has been interpreted as 
indicating a special case procedure for processing 0 X N  in m ultidigit problems. 
By this term  the authors mean "an alternate path in the general m ulti digit

^However, note footnote 7 when considering the validity of the claim that this performance is 
impaired.
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m ultiplication algorithm , the execution of w hich bypasses the solving of 
individual O's problem".

The performances obtained with 14 single-cases studies showing deficits in 
processing arithmetical facts a n d /o r  arithmetical rules converged with those of 
P.S. and G.E. (McCloskey, Alimosa and Sokol 1991). In a following study, the 
authors reported a patient, R.G., with a particular arithmetical fact im pairm ent 
(Dagenbach and McCloskey, 1992). The patient was significantly better at solving 
single digit subtraction problem s than single digit addition or m ultiplication 
problems. Interestingly, however, his perform ance d id  not show  the same 
dissociation on a verification task in which he gave y e s /n o  responses to 
problems presented w ith correct or incorrect answ ers (e.g. 6+3=9; 4+7=12). 
N evertheless, the au thors in te rp re ted  these findings as ind icating  that 
arithmetical facts are segregated in memory according to arithmetical operations.

McCloskey and colleagues reported 4 patients (V.O., D.L., H.Y. and W.W.) 
whose calculation disturbances were interpreted as resulting from a disruption of 
the calculation procedures (McCloskey et al., 1985, Caram azza and McCloskey 
1987). The arithmetical fact retrieval of these patients rem ained intact. Before 
briefly discussing the difficulties presented by these patients it should be 
remembered that for all of them, apart from H.Y. discussed above (see section 
1.43a) no background information was available. In addition, quantitative data 
on the patients' performance on num ber processing and calculation tasks was 
completely lacking. The authors reported only a total of 15 errors for the 4 
patients which involved the execution of calculation procedures. It therefore can 
be considered that these reports are not sufficiently detailed to perm it strong 
conclusions about the exact nature and extent of the dissociations reported 
between calculation procedures (impaired) and arithmetical facts (spared) or to 
allow evaluation of possible alternatives to an in terpretation  in term s of 
selective arithm etical procedure im pairm ent. The arithm etical p rocedure 
difficulties presented by these 4 patients were heterogeneous. For example, 
patient V.O. failed to carry consistently when adding (see figure 1.1).

(insert figure 1.1 about here)
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Figure 1.1

Examples of patien t V.O.'s addition perform ance show ing failure to carry 
consistently.

607 308
+ 495 + 283

1002 581

The patient D.L. misordered the carry step in relation to other step in the 
calculation procedure. For example, in m ultiplying 73 x 5, he said "three times 
five is fifteen, carry the one; one and seven is eight, and eight times five is forty". 
So the result of the multiplication problem 73 x 5 was 405. Similarly the result for 
68 X 2 was 146 and the result for 55 x 3 was 185 (see figure 1.2 below).

Figure 1.2

Examples of patient D.L.'s m ultiplication perform ance showing inappropriate 
carry procedure.

73 68 55
5 X 2 X 3

405 146 185

Patients W.W. and H.Y. appeared to confuse the component steps of one 
arithm etical operation (addition) w ith another (multiplication). In particular, 
patient W.W. used components of the m ultiplication procedure in an addition 
problem: the patient added 45 and 8 by first adding 8 and 5 and then 8 and 4 (see
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left half of Figure 1.3 below). Patient H.Y. applied the addition procedure to a 
multiplication problem. He retrieved the included arithmetical facts correctly 
(see right half of Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3

Examples of patients W.W. and H.Y. showing confusion of component steps of 
one operation with steps of another operation.

W. W.  H.Y.

45 58
8 X 69

1213 372

Evidence consistent w ith the dissociation betw een arithm etical fact 
im pairm ent and arithmetical procedural im pairm ent was recently reported by 
Luchelli and De Renzi (1993). This dissociation was replicated in two cases of 
developmental dyscalculia (Temple, 1991). Both cases, S.W. and H.M., showed an 
appropriate development of their number processing while they suffered severe 
calculation difficulties. S.W. had normally acquired num ber and arithmetical 
facts. However, he showed a selective difficulty for subtraction, multiplication 
and division procedures. In contrast, H.M. show ed a selective difficulty in 
mastering arithmetical facts.
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1.44 Work using the above studies as a starting point

The findings of the studies reviewed thus far have provided a useful 
starting point for further research on disorders of numerical processing. Some of 
these studies not only described new types of dyscalculic patients b u t also 
provided interesting theoretical problems for the proposed models of numerical 
processing (see for discussion section 1.5).

Cohen and Dehaene (1991) described a 58-year-old patient (Y.M.) who, 
following a cerebral tum our, presented with an im pairm ent in reading aloud 
arabic numerals. His comprehension of arabic num erals appeared preserved. The 
patient was able to judge which of two arabic num erals was the largest (220/220 
correct answers). In addition, his performance was relatively well preserved on 
an arithm etical verification task and on single and two digit addition and 
subtraction problems. He was also unim paired in w riting to dictation arabic 
numerals. The authors concluded that his arabic num eral reading difficulties 
were not due to a num ber comprehension deficit but to a deficit in producing 
spoken num ber names.

An analysis of the errors made by Y.M. in reading aloud arabic numerals 
revealed that like H.Y. reported by McCloskey et al. (1986; se section 1.43a) his 
dom inant pattern of errors were lexical substitutions of one or more digits (e.g. 
stimulus 916 response "quatre cent seize" [ 416 ]; 18.9% of the total errors). About 
one th ird  of these lexical substitution  errors w ere perseverations, i.e. the 
substitution of one digit by the digit standing in the sam e position in the 
previous num eral on the list. However, Y.M.'s lexical substitution errors were 
different from  those previously reported. W hen the arabic num erals were 
arrayed in the standard left to right fashion, his errors were more frequently 
made on the left most digit (e.g. stimulus 364 response "six cent soixante quatre" 
[614 ]). However, when the digits were arranged vertically his error rate did not 
differ as a function of position. In addition, his errors tended to be visually 
similar to the corresponding correct digit (for example when confronted w ith 5 
he often produced "seven"). These results were interpreted as inconsistent with 
the predictions m ade by McCloskey et al.'s model. The authors interpreted their 
findings in term s of an im pairm ent w ith  the spatia lly  arrayed  visual 
representations of the digit (see, for further discussion, section 1.51c).

The same authors (Dehaene and Cohen, 1991), reported another patient 
(N.A.U.) who, following a severe head traum a presented a severe num ber
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processing and calculation disorder. The patient was im paired in reading aloud 
arabic numerals, in judging if one of two presented arabic num erals was odd or 
even, and  in a num ber know ledge task w here his errors tended  to be 
"approximations" to the correct response (e.g. question "days in a year", R. "350"). 
However, he was still able to judge which of two arabic numerals was the largest. 
His perform ance was severely im paired on auditori ly presented single digit 
addition problem s (4 out of 15 correct). In contrast, his perform ance was 
relatively well maintained if the same problems were visually presented (14 out 
of 15 correct). The authors also reported that the patient was unable to solve 
single digit m ultiplication and subtraction problem s (though no quantitative 
data are reported to support this claim). The patient was then subm itted to a 
verification task in which he gave yes/no  responses to problems presented only 
with incorrect answers. One of the two answers was slightly incorrect and the 
other was grossly incorrect (e.g. 4+5 =10; 4+5=20). He was able to select the slightly 
incorrect answer for addition and m ultiplication problem s (17/18 and 13/18 
respectively) but not for subtractions (10/18). These results were confirmed on a 
long series of addition and multiplication verification tasks. These findings have 
been interpreted as demonstrating that the patient had a preserved approximate 
calculation system and an im paired exact calculation system  (see for further 
discussion section 1.52b).

However, these conclusions should be regarded cautiously for a num ber of 
reasons. Paradoxically, the authors subm itted the patient to a large num ber of 
verification tasks in which he was forced to give an incorrect response since the 
correct answer was not one of the options. Therefore, we do not know how he 
would have perform ed if a correct solution was available. This is im portant 
because if the patient was able to choose not only approxim ate but also exact 
solutions the general conclusions would have been different. In addition, some 
of verification tasks could have been perform ed using knowledge of operation 
principles (e.g. the sum is always greater than the addends) rather than an 
approxim ate calculation system. Furthermore, N.A.U.'s performance worsened 
when the verification problem s involved a carry procedure. This resu lt is 
compatible w ith the view that he was relying on a calculation system, possibly 
working to a lower resolution level, rather than an approximate calculation 
system.

W eddell and Davidoff (1991) reported a 45-year-old patient who, following 
a m ild head injury, presented with particular difficulties in dealing w ith the
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num bers 7, 9, 0. The difficulties w ith the num ber 0 w ere sim ilar to those 
presented by the patients P.S. and G.E. (McCloskey et al., 1991). In the N  x 0 
problems, J.C. typically erred replying N. W hen the arabic num erals 7 or 9 
appeared in a calculation problem, J.C.'s response latencies were prolonged and 
his answers frequently incorrect. Most of the time his errors took the form of 7 to 
9 substitutions (e.g. problem 1 + 7, response "10" or problem 4 X 9 ,  response "28"). 
The authors administered to J.C. a long series of tasks tapping the initial visual 
and acoustic analysis of the num bers 7 and 9. J.C.’s perform ance show ed no 
special difficulties in processing the num bers 7 or 9 on num ber-sound 
comparison tasks or num ber repetition or auditory memory tasks. Similarly, his 
performance in num ber shape comparison, detection of num ber forms and odd 
versus even comparison tasks demonstrated no difficulties for the num ber 7 and 
9. However, in num ber w riting and copying tasks 7 /9  substitu tion errors 
emerged. In a num ber naming task he never incorrectly nam ed a number, but 
his response latencies were longer for 7 and 9 and he occasionally said the first 
"automatic" response to a 9 was "seven" and to a 7 was "nine". The findings 
were attributed to a degraded semantic representation of the num bers 7 and 9 
and to a specific loss of the rules governing the calculations that involved 0. The 
authors discussed their conclusions on the basis of a revised version of 
McCloskey et al.’s calculation model (see section 1.52b).

Grafman, Kampen, Rosenberg, Salazar and Boiler (1989a) studied the 
dissolution of the calculation and num ber processing abilities of a patient with 
dem entia of A lzheim er's type. The patient began w ith  a relatively severe 
acalculia that later became part of a general decline in cognitive skills. The 
authors found that different error patterns were present in num ber processing 
(mainly syntactic errors; e.g. stimulus 656, response 60056) and calculation tasks 
(mainly lexical errors; e.g. correct response 65, response given by the patient 66). 
Furthermore, the patient's decline in calculation abilities was first demonstrated 
on more complex problems (e.g multiplication) and only later on simpler (e.g. 
addition problems). The data also suggested that num erosity knowledge and 
m agnitude comparison can remain relatively intact even w hen other num ber 
processing and calculation skills are severely damaged.
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1.5 Models of num ber use

The cognitive neuropsychological studies have provided  a basis for 
developm ent and evaluation of information processing m odels of num erical 
skill. The impaired performance of brain dam aged patients described above has 
been mainly used to explore the internal structure of the processing mechanisms 
underlying num ber transcoding (i.e., translating from  one num eral form to 
another) and basic arithmetical performance. In the following two sections (1.51 
and 1.52) the proposed models of num ber processing and calculation will be 
described.

1.51 Models of num ber processing

Models of num ber processing can be divided into two classes: models 
which assume that num ber transcoding is m ediated by unitary and m odality 
independent semantic representations and models which do not make such an 
assumption. In the following discussion, I will first consider a model suggesting 
that num ber transcoding is mediated by internal semantic representations (see 
section 1.51a) and then discuss two models proposing that num ber transcoding is 
accomplished w ithout computing a semantic representation (see sections 1.51b 
and c).

1.51a A semantic model of num ber processing

McCloskey and colleagues (McCloskey et al. 1985; see for a review 
McCloskey, 1992) have proposed that num erical skills are com prised of 
functionally  in d ep en d en t number processing and calculation m echanisms 
w hich com m unicate via an abstract sem antic quan tity  code. The num ber 
processing m echanism s contain subm echanism s for com prehending and 
producing numbers. The calculation mechanisms contain subsystems which are 
specifically involved in carrying out arithmetical operations. This section focuses 
on the num ber processing mechanisms while section 1.52a will consider the 
calculation mechanisms. Figure 1.4 displays McCloskey et al.’s model of the 
overall structure of numerical skills.

(insert figure 1.4 about here)
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Figure 1.4

Schematic representation of num ber processing and calculation m echanisms 
posited by McCloskey et al. model.

Calculation
Mechanisms
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U
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O
u
T
P
U
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N um ber comprehension mechanisms are assum ed to convert numerical 
inpu ts into abstract internal sem antic representations. These are used in 
subsequent cognitive processing (for example, when perform ing calculations or 
num ber transcoding tasks). N um ber production m echanism s are assum ed to 
translate abstract internal representations into the appropriate form of output; 
either verbal num erals (spoken or written num ber names; e.g. five  or arabic 
num erals; e.g. 5). The m odel does not include any m echanism s for the 
processing of roman numerals.

The abstract internal representations are assum ed to specify the basic 
quantities of the num ber and their associated powers of ten. So for example the 
internal abstract representation of a stimulus such as 6,782 would look like this: { 
6 } 10EXP3, { 7} 10EXP2, { 8 } lOEXPl, { 2 } lOEXPO. The digits in brackets (e.g. { 7 )) 
stand for the semantic representations of the basic quantities of the num ber and 
lOEXPn specifies the power of ten associated w ith each quantity (e.g. 10EXP2 
specifies 10 to the second power, or hundred). The authors assum ed that the
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num ber abstract internal representations did not include representations of the 
quantity { 0 }. So, for example, the representation of the stimulus 2,040 would 
look like: ( 2 } 10EXP3, { 4 } lOEXPl and not as: { 2 } 10EXP3, { 0 } 10EXP2, { 4 } 
lOEXPl, { 0 } lOEXPO. In their conceptualization the num ber 0 has merely a place- 
holding function.

The au thors subd iv ided  the num ber com prehension  and  num ber 
production mechanisms into further component as displayed in Figure 1.5.

(insert figure 1.5 about here)

W ithin th e  num ber com prehension and production  m echanism s the 
authors proposed a distinction betw een m echanism s for processing arabic 
num erals and for processing verbal numerals. W ithin the arabic and verbal 
processing mechanisms the authors have made a distinction between lexical and 
syntactic  processing mechanisms. Lexical processing m echanism s allow the 
"production of the individual elements in a num ber". Syntactic processing 
mechanisms allow the "processing of relations am ong elem ents in order to 
produce a number as a whole". Finally, a further distinction is draw n within the 
verbal num eral p rocessing  m echanism s. The verbal num era l lexical 
comprehension and production mechanisms are divided into phonological and 
graphemic processing m echanism s. Phonological m echanism s are used for 
processing spoken num ber names while graphem ic m echanisms are used for 
processing written num ber names. No phonological/graphem ic distinction is 
draw n within verbal numeral syntactic processing. The same syntactic processing 
mechanisms are assum ed to underlie production and comprehension of both 
spoken and written num ber names (however, see chapter 3 for an alternative 
view).
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Figure 1.5

A schem atic representation of the major com prehension and  production  
processing components posited by McCloskey et al.
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The authors did not describe how lexical and syntactic com prehension 
mechanisms translate numerical input into abstract internal representations. 
They focussed their attention on e lucidating  how  lexical and  syntactic 
mechanisms operate within the verbal num eral production processes. They
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proposed that the production of verbal numerals consists of a three stage process 
ending with the retrieval of num ber names in the phonological output lexicon 
(i.e. the store of phonological word representations underlying the production of 
spoken language). Within the phonological output lexicon the representations of 
num ber names are assumed to be stored in separate classes: ONES; TEENS; TENS 
and MULTIPLIERS (abbreviated as MULT in the exam ples below). These 
represen ta tions are re trieved  through a p rogression  of th ree  levels of 
representations forming and filling planning structures of the sort described by 
Garrett's model of sentence production (1980).

First, a syntactic  fram e is generated  from  a num ber sem antic
representation by identifying the largest pow er of ten in the number. So, for 
example, from the semantic representation { 6 } 10EXP3, { 5 } 10EXP2, { 8 } lOEXPl, 
{ 2 } lOEXPO (corresponding to the arabic num eral 6,582) the following syntactic 
frame would be generated:

[ ONES: _ ] MLT:T [ ONES: _ ] MLT: H TENS: _ ONES: _
"10EXP3" "10EXP2" "lOEXPl" "lOEXPO"

Secondly, the generated syntactic frame is assum ed to guide the filling of each 
"slot" with each basic quantity represented in the input semantic representation. 
So, for example, the syntactic label 10EXP3 under the left m ost "slot" specifies 
that it should be filled with the quantity associated with 10EXP3 (i.e. (6)). So, for 
6582, the filled frame would look like this:

[ONES: ( 6 ) ]  MLT:T [ ONES: { 5 ) ] MLT: H TENS: { 8 ) ONES: { 2 }
"10EXP3" "10EXP2" "lOEXPl" "lOEXPO"

Thirdly, the filled syntactic frame represents a plan for the production of the 
sequence of num ber names. Each "filled slot" contains information regarding the 
num ber's lexical class (e.g. the class label ONES) and the position within the class 
(e.g. the quantity representation { 2 )). This information allows the retrieval of a 
particular num ber name in the phonological output lexicon. So, for example, the 
rightmost slot specifies the retrieval of the num ber name "two". This model fails 
to w ork for the English teens. Therefore, the authors proposed that teens are 
dealt with by invoking a special subprocedure in cases where the value of the 
TENS class is a 2 although the functioning of this subprocedure is unspecified.
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According to the authors some of their claims of the general architecture 
of the num ber processing mechanisms are supported by the evidence collected 
on patients w ith num ber processing deficits discussed on sections 1.43a. For 
example, the distinction between comprehension and production mechanisms is 
supported by the performance of all the patients described by McCloskey's et al. 
who show ed a dissociation between com prehension (intact) and production 
(impaired) for both arabic and verbal numerals. The distinction between arabic 
and verbal production mechanisms is supported by the perform ance of patient 
A.T. who show ed a dissociation between the production of arabic num erals 
(intact) and the production of verbal num erals (im paired). The distinction 
between the verbal production lexical and  syntactic mechanisms is supported by 
the dissociation between lexical errors and syntactic errors. For example, patients
H.Y., J.C. and R.R. showed im paired lexical processing but intact syntactic 
processing while patient J.E. showed intact lexical processing and im paired 
syntactic processing. In addition, the striking pattern of class and w ithin class 
lexical substitution errors committed by the patient J.C. and H.Y. supported the 
notion that w ithin the phonological output lexicon the representations of the 
num ber nam es are pa rd o n ed  into functionally  d istinc t classes. These 
represen tations are retrieved in term s of class and position w ithin class 
informations. Finally, the performance of patient J.S. showing syntactic errors in 
the spoken and written production of number names and lexical errors only in 
the spoken production of number names, has been interpreted as supporting the 
assum ption that verbal num eral production m echanism s involve an initial 
m odality-independent syntactic planning stage and a subsequent m odality- 
specific lexical retrieval stage.

As can be seen from this brief application of the model to the patients 
described so far, the internal structure and functioning of some of the numerical 
processing components are poorly specified. In addition, some of the proposed 
distinctions w ithin the comprehension and production mechanisms are still a 
w aiting empirical validation. For example, the evidence docum enting possible 
dissociations in the comprehension systems, for arabic and verbal num erals is 
sparse and tentative (see chapter 2 for further discussion). Furtherm ore, the 
validity of some of the claims is questionable. For example, the claim that 
numerical processing is only m ediated by abstract internal representations has 
been challenged (Campbell and Clark, 1988; Clark and Campbell, 1991; and see 
chapter 3 and 5). The claim that the verbal production syntactic mechanisms are
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modality independent has also been challenge (see chapter 3). In addition, this 
model, as also noted by Seron and Noel (1992), does not encom pass some 
fundam ental num erical skills such as counting. It is certainly not complete. 
However, it has provided a useful taxonomy for num ber processing disorders 
and a useful starting point for further theoretical development. It is nowadays 
the dom inant model of calculation and number processing.

1.51b Seron and Deloche* s asemantic model

Seron and Deloche (1984; Deloche and Seron, 1987 for a review) developed 
a model describing the processes underlying the transcoding of w ritten num ber 
names to arabic num erals and arabic numerals to w ritten num ber names. They 
suggested that these transcoding processes are accom plished by "asemantic" 
transcoding algorithm s that translate one num erical form to another w ithout 
requiring the construction of an interm ediate sem antic representation. The 
authors claimed that a transcoding algorithm based on a semantic representation 
should specify the nature of the underlying semantic structure. They pointed out 
that the nature of the semantic representations postulated by McCloskey et al. 
models remains a debated issue.

The Seron and Deloche asemantic transcoding algorithm is complex and 
involves the serial application of a set of transcoding rules that operate from left 
to right on each element of the number string. The m ulticom ponent structure of 
the asemantic transcoding algorithm  is articulated into 4 m ain functionally 
independent and interactive components. No definitive assum ptions about the 
organization (serial versus parallel or hierarchical versus nonhierarchical) of 
these four components have been made. The four different components are:

The Parsing process. At this stage the num ber string is segm ented into 
subgroups from left to right in order to isolate the lexical primitives.^ If the 
stimulus is a w ritten num ber name, the num ber of words that it compasses will 
be discerned. Examples of parsing errors given by the authors (Deloche, Seron 
and Ferrand, 1989) are: 1. left to right direction violations (e.g. five hundred  - 
105); 2. segmentation errors (204 - twenty four); 3. overlapping skipping errors 
(e.g. cent quatre vingt trois (183) -123)

^The authors consider as lexical primitives the 10 digits from 0 to 9 and the 25 number names for 
French numerals from 0 to 999,999 (e.g. un, dix, onze, cent, mille, etc)
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The Lexical categorisation/identification component. From the lexical 
p rim itives iso la ted  by the parsing  process the "categorisation" and 
"identification" information required by the subsequent transcoding algorithm is 
extracted. "Categorisation" concerns stack and  position-w ith in -the  stack 
information. "Identification" is required for some primitives like the "multiplier 
words" (e.g. hundred, million, etc.) and the separators (e.g. ","). The separators 
indicate the boundaries which when recognized control the repeated run of the 
asemantic transcoding algorithm  or result in the term ination of the process. 
Examples of lexical categorisation a n d /o r  identification errors given by the 
authors are: 1. position errors (e.g. fourteen -13); 2. stack errors ( e.g. thirty -13).

The Transcoding process is a set of rew riting rules. These rules are 
activated by the categorisation and identification information obtained from the 
previous process. The transcoding process results in the loading of an output 
buffer w ith inform ation specifying the target num ber code to be produced. 
Example of errors reported by the authors are: 1. partial lexicalizations (e.g. forty 
five - 405; hundred  and fifty three - 10053); 2. erroneous term -by-term  
correspondence (e.g. three thousand eighty hundred twenty three - 308123).

The Output encoding process is an output com ponent that constitutes the 
actual writing down of the target number code (i.e. arabic or verbal). An errors in 
this process might results in paragraphias (e.g. 40 (quarante) - quatrante).

The production model suggested by Deloche and Seron contains the very 
interesting hypothesis that clearly deserves fu rther investigation, that the 
intermediate construction of number semantic representations is not required in 
transcoding tasks. However, this model w ould have been strengthened if the 
authors had provided some empirical evidence that semantic representations are 
not activated in the transcoding process (see McCloskey, 1992 for a similar 
criticism). U nfortunately, they did not investigate the status of the num ber 
semantic representations in their patients. In addition, they have not presented 
data which unequivocally dem onstrate that any of these components can be 
damaged in isolation.

1.51c Cohen and Dehaene's asemantic model

Cohen and Dehaene (1991) interpreted Y.M.'s perform ance (see section 
1.44 for description of the case) by modifying the McCloskey et al. model. Y.M. 
m ade lexical substitu tion errors when reading aloud arabic num erals (e.g.
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stim ulus 2, response "sept" [seven]). These errors suggested an im pairm ent in 
the lexical processing m echanism s. The substitu tion  errors w ere largely 
dependent on visual spatial parameters; when the arabic numerals were arrayed 
in the standard left to right fashion, the patient's errors were more frequently 
m ade on the left most digit. Results from a series of tasks suggested that his 
ability to comprehend arabic numerals was intact (100% correct answers in a task 
requiring him to judge which of two arabic numerals was the bigger). According 
to the McCloskey et al.' model, if an im pairm ent in reading aloud arabic 
num erals arises from a deficit in the lexical m echanism s w ithin the verbal 
num eral production system no effect of visual spatial factors should be present. 
In fact this model assum es that the mechanisms w ithin the verbal num eral 
production system operate upon abstract internal representations. In order to 
account for Y.M.'s performance, Cohen and Dehaene suggested a modification to 
the McCloskey et al. model. They proposed an asem antic m odel for reading 
aloud arabic num erals. The authors assum ed that the inputs to the verbal 
numeral production process are not number abstract internal representations but 
spatially arrayed num ber representations. In figure 1.6 their model is shown.

(insert figure 1.6 about here)

According to these authors the visual num ber form, so called in analogy 
to the visual word form (see Shallice, 1988 for a discussion on the structure of 
this system), is a visual store that encodes "several visuo-spatial characteristics of 
the stim ulus, including shapes and the relative positions of the digits, 
presum ably in a stim ulus centred co-ordinate system". In the course of the 
reading process this store is accessed twice. The first tim e it is accessed to extract 
the syntactic inform ation enabling the construction of the syntactic frame and 
then the word frame. The second tim e it is accessed to retrieve the appropriate 
individual digit identities for filling the word frame.

The syntactic  fram e  is extracted by processing the length of the arabic 
numeral. This would specify the default sequence of words for an arabic numeral 
of that length. For example, the processing of the length of the arabic numeral 
620 w ould generate the following sequence of w ords ONES: _ M ultiplier: 
H undred TENS: _.

The word frame transform s the default syntactic frame into a sequence 
that specifies the ou tpu t lexical classes to be accessed. For example, the word
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frame of the arabic num eral 620 will look like ONES: _ Multiplier: H undred 
TENS: In order to obtain a word frame it is necessary to identify some of the
input digits, the so called "syntactic markers". The authors proposed that the 
"syntactic markers" modify the "default m apping principle from digits in the 
position of units and hundreds to names in the ones stack, and from digits in the 
tens position to names in the tens stack". For example, for French num erals the 
syntactic markers are the silent 0 and 1, and the digits 1, 7 and 9 when they are in 
the second position. The authors proposed that these syntactic m arkers are a 
separate psychological class.

The filled word frame is obtained by filling the em pty slots of the word  
fram e w ith the appropriate digit identities. The digit identities are retrieved 
through a second access to the visual num ber form. So for example, for the 
number 620 the filled word frame would look like this: ONES: {6} MLT: H undred 
TENS: (2). This w ord p lan is then used to add ress the phonological 
representations (e.g. /s ix /  /h u n d re d / /tw en ty / in the above example).

Y.M.'s deficit is interpreted as due to an im pairm ent in his digit identity 
retrieval process that suffers from "spatial bias, perseverations and confusion of 
visually similar digits".

Cohen and Dehaene's suggestions are extremely interesting but, perhaps, 
this model possesses some limitations. The authors seem to suggest that the 
visual num ber form constitutes "an input stage common to any task involving 
num ber m anipulation, including reading, m agnitude comparison, calculation, 
etc." (p. 54). If the visual num ber form acts as an input store for the arabic 
num eral comprehension processes and if Y.M.'s deficit lies in his digit identity 
retrieval processes then it is left unexplained why he was able to make no errors 
in comparisons of 220 pairs of arabic numerals. Conversely, if the visual number 
form did not act as an input store for the arabic num eral com prehension 
m echanism s, the ir re la tionsh ip  w ith the verbal num era l p ro d u ctio n  
mechanisms is left unspecified.
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Figure 1.6

A schematic description of Cohen and Dehaene's model of reading aloud arabic 
num erals
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1.52 Models of calculation

In section 1.52a, the model of calculation process proposed by McCloskey et 
al. will be presented (McCloskey et al. ,1985; Caram azza and McCloskey, 1987; 
Sokol et al., 1991 McCloskey et al, 1991a and McCloskey, Harley and Sokol, 1991b). 
In section 1.52b, the modifications of this model proposed by Dehaene and Cohen 
(1991) and by Weddell and Davidoff (1991) will be presented.

1.52a McCloskey and colleagues model of calculation process

McCloskey et al. stated that the calculation m echanism s require the 
num ber production and num ber comprehension mechanisms. Hence, damage 
to either one of these num ber processing mechanisms should lead to difficulties 
on calculation tasks that required that mechanism. How ever, in addition to 
num ber production and num ber com prehension, the authors assum ed that 
calculation itself required several calculation specific processes. As is illustrated 
in Figure 1.7, the calculation mechanisms have been partitioned into several 
functionally autonom ous components.

(insert figure 1.7 about here)

As is shown in figure 1.7, McCloskey et al.'s model posits the following 
calculation mechanisms:

(1) A processor of arithmetical symbols an d /o r words (e.g., "+" or "plus").

(2) An arithmetical fact store (e.g. 3 x 6  = 18).

(3) An "executor" of calculation procedures (e.g. for a m ultid igit addition 
problem: take the right most product, carry any tens digit that m ight result, take 
the next product and add the carry etc. until the left most digit).

These functionally independent calculation m echanisms are assumed to 
operate  only on abstract internal representations. Support for the m odel's 
principal assumptions come from the patients with acquired calculation deficits 
described  by the au th o rs  (see section 1.43b) and  also  from  o ther
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neuropsychological studies (e.g. W arrington's, 1982 and Ferro and Bothelo's, 
1980 studies described in sections 1.32 and 1.41).

Figure 1.7

Schematic description of McCloskey et al.'s model of the num ber processing and 
calculation mechanisms
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Little evidence of a specific impairm ent for arithm etical procedures has 
been reported (see section 1.43b). Selective difficulties in arithm etical facts 
retrieval have been observed even if the actual organization of the arithmetical 
facts and the retrieval processes for accessing them have not been specified. An
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attem pt to specify these mechanisms was recently m ade by McCloskey at al. 
(1991a,b; see section 1.43b). The authors described 16 single cases who presented 
non uniform  impairm ents over a set of single digit arithmetical problems. In 
general, the patients were more im paired w ith problem s with large operands 
(e.g. 9 x 7 )  than in problems with small operands (e.g. 2 x 3). This finding has 
been interpreted as supporting the hypothesis that individual arithmetical facts 
have a largely separate representation from other facts and small problems have 
stronger representations than larger problems. In addition, having discovered 
selective difficulties in dealing w ith the particular subset of O's problems led 
them to argue that while some arithmetical facts are stored as individual fact 
representations (e.g. 7 x 5 = 35) some other facts are stored as general rules (e.g. N 
X 0 = 0, for any number N). The reported dissociation on Os facts in single and 
m ulti-digit m ultiplication problem s has been in terpreted  as suggesting that 
calculation algorithm s m ay include special-case procedures that serve to 
improve the speed or accuracy of problem-solving (see for a discussion section 
1.43b).

1.52b Modifications of McCloskey and colleagues' calculation model

Dehaene and Cohen (1991), on the basis of the residual numerical skills of 
patien t N.A.U., suggested that McCloskey et al.'s m odel was inadequate to 
account for the processing of num bers and calculation (see section 1.44 for a 
description of patien t N.A.U.). They proposed that add itional processing 
mechanisms are needed. In particular, they suggested the existence of specific 
num ber processing mechanisms underlying the cognitive ability to perform  
"approximate computations". These number processing mechanisms have been 
hypothesized as additional and functionally independen t of the num ber 
processing m echanism s assum ed by McCloskey et al. to underlie  "exact 
calculation". The additional mechanisms proposed by Dehaene and Cohen are 
assumed to be specialized in "the representations of approxim ate m agnitudes in 
analog form". These analog representations are assum ed to be generally used in 
tasks requiring estim ation of quantities. Tasks requiring knowledge of exact 
quantities are assumed to use "digital representations" of the type described by 
McCloskey et al. The calculation performance of the patient N.A.U. has been 
interpreted as supporting the notion of specific num ber processing mechanisms 
underlying approximate computations. His spared ability to carry out number
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and arithmetical estimation tasks is assumed to reflect a selective sparing of the 
approxim ate com putation mechanisms when the exact digital com putations 
mechanisms are impaired.

It is im portant to bear in m ind that Dehaene and Cohen's proposal is not 
as empirically strong as it m ight be (see section 1.44 for a discussion of their 
empirical evidence). Also, some im portant aspects of their theoretical proposal 
are not clearly articulated. First, the authors did not specify the nature of the 
processes involved in "approxim ate calculation" and secondly they did  not 
explain w hy they should be considered different from those involved in "exact" 
calculation.

W eddell and Davidoff (1991) on the basis of the performance of patient 
J.C., described in section 1.44, modified McCloskey et al.'s model such that the 
input and ou tpu t mechanisms were interlinked in a m ore similar way to the 
Morton and Patterson' model (1980; Patterson and M orton, 1985) (see figure 1.8 
below).

(insert figure 1.8 about here)

The authors stated that although they interlinked the input and output 
num ber processing mechanisms in their model in a similar way to Morton and 
Patterson's m odel is interlinked lexical m echanisms, this did not im ply that 
num ber processes are performed within general language modules. In the model 
the authors did not represent syntactic modules. They assum ed that syntactic 
m o d u les  received inform ations from the inpu t lexicons to generate, in 
McCloskey et al.'s terminology, syntactic frames which are then translated into 
sem antic representations by the number/operation encoder. In contrast to 
McCloskey et al.'s proposal the syntactic frames that the num ber/operation  
encoder receives as input include slots for the num bers as well as for the 
operations. Similar syntactic modules are assumed to convert number/operation 
encoder representations into the appropriate form for the phonological and 
orthographic output lexicons. The authors suggested that the calculation system 
is m ade up  of three interlinked components: the procedure store, the fact store 
and the number/operation encoder. The first two com ponents are similar to 
those described by McCloskey et al. The number/operation encoder that convert 
syntactic frames into semantic forms is assumed to hold, at least in patient J.C, 
rep resen ta tions based on visual codes. According to the au thors these
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representations are then matched with the set of possible arithmetical problems 
stored in the two calculation stores when performing a calculation task. When a 
match is found the associated calculation program  is activated. They suggested 
that J.C. who had particular difficulties with the numbers 7 and 9 in calculation 
tasks, should have suffered a degradation of the visual representations for the 
num ber 7 and 9 at the level of the number/operation encoder. The authors 
concluded by acknowledging that among different individuals there m ight be a 
considerable individual variation in the architecture of num ber processing 
modules and their interconnections. Therefore, for example, it is possible that for 
most individuals the representations within the number/operation encoder are 
amodal rather than visual. If this is true their calculation m odel has a limited 
power of description of the processing mechanisms involved in calculation.

Campbell and Clark (1988) have also proposed a theory of numerical 
processing different from that of McCloskey et al. This theory nam ed the 
encoding-complex theory suggests a non m odular architecture for num erical 
processing. Campbell and Clark challenge McCloskey et al.'s assum ption that 
numerical processing involves an abstract numerical coding system. In contrast, 
they propose that calculation and other num erical operations are based on 
several m odality specific number codes that can be directly interlinked in an 
associative network. The num ber codes are verbal and non verbal. Verbal 
number codes include articulatory, auditory, orthographic, m otor codes and 
codes for special populations (e.g. sign language). Non verbal number codes 
include visual and motor codes for digits, imaginai and other analogue codes for 
m agnitude and combined visual-m otor representations for various num ber 
related activities (e.g. finger counting). M ultiple codes are assum ed to be 
implicated at any point in numerical processing depending on excitatory and 
inhibitory mechanisms. The specific pattern of codes activated on a given task 
m ay also depend on "an individual's idiosyncratic learning history, culture- 
specific strategies, and other factors, including brain damage" (p. 209). Clark and 
Campbell (1991) present an interesting review of the empirical evidence based on 
data collected on normal as well as on brain damaged patients in favour of the 
encoding-complex theory. Their proposal of code dependent form at underlying 
num ber processing and calculation is undoubtedly interesting. However, their 
model is still in need of further investigation and developm ent before it can be 
considered a well articulated model of the cognitive architecture underlying 
numerical skills (see chapter 5 for further discussion).
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Figure 1.8

A schem atic description of W eddell and Davidoff's m odel of calculation 
processes
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1.6 Anatomical correlations

The progress m ade in exploring the neural substrata of numerical skills 
has been very slow and a fine m apping of numerical processing mechanisms to 
brain structures is far from being achieved. Various lesion sites have been 
reported as responsible for acquired disorders of numerical processing. Cases of 
acalculia have been described following anterior as well as posterior lesions 
located in the left as well as in the right hemisphere. The lim ited successes in 
this field have led researches to conclude that there is neither a localized region 
nor a specific hemisphere uniquely underlying acalculia (Kahn and W hitaker, 
1991). Possibly, the reason for the lack of general agreement on the brain substrata 
of the disorder lie in the lim itations intrinsic to the majority of the papers 
published on the topic. The studies investigating the anatomical correlation of 
acalculia are mainly conducted from a classical neurological or from a clinical 
neuropsychological perspective (see sections 1.22 and  1.33 for critical 
considerations on these studies). Cognitive neuropsychological studies have 
reported very little data on brain localisation since they are prim arily concerned 
w ith the functional architecture not with the anatomical architecture. Since 
num erical skills are com posed of a num ber of functionally  independent 
components and since the classical neurological and clinical neuropsychological 
studies have mainly analyzed numerical skills as an unitary symptom, it is not 
surprising that various regions of the brain have been reported as underlying 
acalculia.

In this section, the anatomical lesions reported for acalculic patients will 
be discussed. In sections 1.61, 1.62 and 1.63 the data from classical neurological, 
clinical neuropsychological and cognitive neuropsychological studies will be 
presented. It will be shown that even if the reports available do not allow for 
conclusive localizations of lesions at the very least it can be concluded that 
numerical skills appear to have an independent brain substrata (see section 1.64).

1.61 Data from the classical neurological literature

The first reports of patients with acalculia mention a calculation centre in 
the left angular gyrus (Peritz, 1918) or more generally in the left retrorolandic 
areas (Poppelreuter, 1917 and Sittig, 1917). In line with this, Lewandowski and 
Stadelmann (1908) reported that their severe acalculic patient had an hematoma
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removed from his left occipital lobe. The authors proposed the existence of a 
calculation centre in the left occipital lobe. Henschen (1919) clearly implicated the 
left angular gyrus and surrounding areas in acalculic disorders. Shortly after 
these first works, Berger (1926) docum ented that his three "pure" acalculic 
patients had intact left angular gyruses though they did present w ith left occipital 
and tem poral lesions. H ead (1926) m entioned the im portance of tem poro
parietal structures while Krapf (1937) stressed again the im portance of the 
occipital and parietal lobes, in particular the angular gyrus, for numerical skills 
although he did not differentiate between the two hemispheres. Goldstein (1948) 
stated that disturbances of calculation are more frequent for lesions of the left 
hemisphere, in particular for lesions located in the parietal and occipital lobes, 
and more occasionally for lesions in the frontal lobe. Unlike Krapf, he believed 
that the right hemisphere played no role in numeracy.

Grewel (1952, 1962, 1969) and later Luria (1966; 1970;1973) offered an 
interesting account of the localization of acalculia. Both authors were against the 
notion of a center for calculation. They clearly stressed the idea that there is no 
unitary acalculia that can be specifically lateralized and localized. They suggested 
that numerical skills can be disrupted in a num ber of ways for which there may 
be corresponding specifiable lesions. From their perspective numerical skills are 
the product of the integrated interactions of various cerebral structures. They 
suggested that frontal, temporal, parietal and occipital areas were responsible for 
different forms of acalculia.

Grewel suggested that frontal acalculia should result in "more severe 
disturbances in dealing with abstract than with concrete numbers" even though 
the author expressed doubts that any number could really be considered abstract. 
He then added that this type of acalculia is secondary to a general reduction of the 
level of "productive thinking and of initiative". Temporal acalculia was 
associated w ith a specific failure in understanding spoken num ber names. 
Occipital acalculia was suggested to include a variety of disorders due to a basic 
failure in the ability to visualize a n d /o r  retain the num bers and the results of 
the different steps of a calculation. Finally, the author considered parietal 
acalculia as presenting the more interesting sym ptom s from a psychological 
point of view. He stated that for this type of acalculia different combinations of 
sym ptom s have been observed and  no exact d ifferentiation was possible. 
H ow ever, he stressed the im portance of different "spatial" and  "linguistic" 
disorders as responsible for the patterns observed.
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Similarly, Luria stressed the importance of spatial disorders for acalculia 
following parieto-occipital and parietal lesions. For example, he observed that for 
parieto-occipital lesions patients often presented difficulties in carrying out 
m ultid igit arithm etical problem s requiring the carrying a n d /o r  the spatial 
alignments of arabic numerals. In contrast, linguistic factors were suggested to be 
m ore im portan t for acalculia follow ing temporal lesions. In this case, he 
suggested that patients presented with a loss of the concept of num bers a n d /o r  a 
loss of the concept of arithmetical signs. In addition, patients could also present 
deficits in the retrieval of arithmetical facts. This impairm ent was interpreted as 
secondary to a deficit of auditory-verbal memory. Luria believed acalculia could 
also be a consequence also of frontal lesions though not frequently. In this case, 
the calculation disorders were secondary to a m ore general difficulty in 
program m ing, regulating and verifying cognitive activity. Typically, these 
patients failed to conceptualize and link performance on subcom ponents of an 
arithmetical problem in order to achieve the correct solution. An example of one 
of his frontal lobe patients w ith acalculia (reported by Shallice, 1988) is the 
following: a patient was presented with a problems such as " there were 18 books 
on two shelves and there were twice as many on one than on the other. How 
many books were there on each shelf?". His answer was 36 having first carried 
out the operation 18 : 2 = 9 (corresponding to the first part of the problem) and 
secondly having multiplied 18 x 2 = 36 (corresponding to the second part of the 
problem).

1.62 Data from the clinical neuropsychological literature

Similar to the conclusions of Grewel and Luria, Critchley (1967) proposed 
that acalculia may occur with bilateral or unilateral, left or right sided lesions 
located anywhere from the frontal to the occipital lobe. The author however 
reported  tha t acalculic sym ptom s were m ore comm on and m ore severe 
following left hemisphere lesions. Cohn (1961) expressed the view that lesions of 
disparate regions of the brain may lead to acalculia.

A num ber of authors suggested that acalculic patients presented bilateral 
lesions prim arily  in the parietal-occipital a n d /o r  parietal-tem poral regions. 
Hecaen and  Angelergues (1961) reported that alexia and agraphia acalculia 
followed in 84% of patients with left temporo-occipital lesions and only in 8% of 
patients w ith right posterior lesions. Spatial acalculia was reported  as being
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highly associated, but not exclusively associated with right hem isphere lesions 
mainly involving parieto-temporo-occipital (57% of the cases) or only parietal 
regions (16% of the cases). Anarithmetia acalculia was reported for left (53% to 
62% of the cases) or right (6 to 15% of the cases) hem ispheric lesions. In a 
following work (Hecaen, 1962), different percentages were reported regarding the 
frequence of the acalculic disorders (presumably because he was now  referring to 
a population of patients whose brain  lesions w ere not restric ted  only to 
retrorolandic areas) but the importance of the cerebral areas m entioned above 
was not questioned.

A confirm ation of the involvem ent of the re tro ro land ic  areas in 
perform ing calculation comes from a study of Wilkins, Zifkin, A nderm ann and 
McGovern (1982). They described a case of "epilepsy arithmetics". The term 
described a form of reflex epilepsy in which m ental arithm etic can evoke 
epileptiform discharges in the scalp electroencephalogram (EEC) a n d /o r  clinical 
seizures. This epileptic patient observed that seizures were reliably precipitated 
by m ental arithm etic. The experim ental investigation show ed that tasks 
involving m ultiplication, division and m anipulation of spatial inform ation 
were significantly associated with discharges. Interestingly few, if any, discharges 
appeared w hen addition and subtraction tasks of equivalent difficulty were 
performed. The authors suggested that the bilateral parietal regions of the patient 
may have been diffusely hyperexcitable.

There have being a num ber of studies suggesting the involvem ent of the 
right hem isphere in calculation. Barbizet and co-workers (1967) advanced the 
hypothesis that the spared performance on num ber processing tasks of their 
pa tien t w ith extrem ely severe left hem isphere lesions could have being 
m ediated by the right hemisphere. In line with this, Leleux et al. (1979) reported a 
right handed teacher of m athem atics w ho became acalculic follow ing the 
rem oval of a right fronto parietal hematoma. Troup, Bradshaw and Nettleton
(1983), reviewing a series of studies on the lateralization of numerical processing, 
concluded that right hemisphere structures are involved in num ber processing 
and calculation. Grafman, Kam pen, Rosenberg, Salazar and  Boiler (1989b) 
described a patient (J.S.) with a penetrating brain wound that destroyed almost all 
of his left hemisphere while leaving his right hemisphere intact. J.S., while being 
severely aphasie, was still able to read, write, and com prehend arabic numerals 
and arithmetical signs and to perform simple addition and subtraction problems.
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There are, however, a large number of studies which report that patients 
w ith left hem isphere brain dam age perform ed worse than those w ith right 
hem isphere damage. Collignon et al. (1977) reported that acalculia is more 
frequently found in left than in right hemisphere dam aged patients. Grafman et 
ai. (1982) reported that patients with posterior left hemisphere lesions performed 
significantly worse on both quantitative and qualitative results of an arithmetical 
test battery than patients with right hemisphere lesions. Similarly, Dahmen et al. 
(1982) found that patients w ith lesions to the left hem isphere perform ed 
significantly worse on num eracy tasks than patients w ith righ t hem isphere 
lesions. Jackson and W arrington (1986) tested the ability of righ t and left 
hemisphere brain damaged patients to perform spoken addition and subtraction 
problem s at speed (graded difficulty arithmetic test). They found that patients 
w ith left hemisphere lesions presented a significantly worse perform ance than 
patients w ith right hemisphere lesions. The performance of this latter group of 
patients was not significantly worse than the control group. In line w ith this, 
W arrington, James and Maciejewski (1986) reported that patien ts w ith left 
hemisphere lesions were significantly more impaired on the arithmetical subtest 
of the W.A.I.S. than patients w ith right hem isphere lesions. In particular, 
patients w ith left parietal involvem ent were more im paired than were those 
w ithout parietal involvement.

Data coming from single cases also seems to confirm the predom inant role 
of the  left hemisphere in acalculia. In particular, parietal regions appear to be 
critically involved in number processing and calculation skills. The two patients 
described by Benson and Denckla (1969) had left hemisphere damage. One of the 
two patients had a glioma removed in the left posterior and parietal area. The 
patien t described by Benson and Weir (1972) also showed a lesion in the left 
posterior parietal area. Similarly, the patient reported by Assal and Descombes
(1984) show ed a lesion in the left posterior part of T l, T2 and parts of T3 
extending into the gyrus angularis and gyrus supram arginalis. One of the two 
patients reported by Ferro and Bothelo had an intracerebral haem atom a located 
in the left temporo-occipital junction while the second one had a left parietal 
lesion. The patient reported by Gardner et al. (1975) suffered an occlusion of the 
left m iddle cerebral artery.
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1.63 Data from the cognitive neuropsychological literature

As mentioned above cognitive neuropsychological studies have reported 
little data on brain localisation. However, the evidence collected seems to mainly 
suggest an involvem ent of the posterior region of the left hem isphere. A 
num ber of studies reported as the left parietal lobe is having a crucial role in 
num ber processing. The CT scan on patient S.T.H. who had difficulty in the 
com prehension of num bers indicated some low attenuation in the posterior 
temporal lobe and the occipito-temporal gyri of the left hemisphere (Warrington, 
1982). The patients (H.Y. and J.C.), described by McCloskey et al. (1986) who had 
difficulties in reading  aloud arabic num erals bo th  p resen ted  w ith  left 
hemisphere lesions. Patient H.Y. showed an intracerebral hemorrhage in the left 
tem poral and  parietal lobes w hile pa tien t J.C. p resen ted  w ith  a small 
intracerebral hematoma in the left tem poroposterior region. A nother patient 
(Y.M.) with a selective disorder of arabic num eral reading also showed a left 
temporal tum our extending in to the left parietal lobe and the lower part of the 
splenium (Cohen and Dehaene, 1991).

Some single case studies seem to suggest that also patients w ith acquired 
calculation difficulties mainly present with lesions implicating damage to the left 
hem isphere. Patient D.R.C., w ith  a selective deficit in the retrieval of 
arithmetical facts showed an area of increased attenuation in the left posterior 
parieto-occipital (Warrington 1982). The two patients w ith im paired arithmetical 
fact retrieval presented by Sokol et al. (1991) also both presented w ith left 
hem isphere lesions. Patient N.A.U., who had a severe num ber processing and 
calculation disorder presented at the CT scan w ith a large tem poro-parieto- 
occipital hypodensity  (Dehaene and Cohen, 1991). The presence of such a 
m assive lesion lead the authors to suggest that his selective preservation of 
"approxim ate" calculation abilities was m ediated by the righ t hem isphere. 
Recently, Luchelli and De Renzi (1993) described a pa tien t w ith  a m ild 
im pairm ent in the retrieval of arithmetical facts and a severe im pairm ent in the 
execution of calculation procedures who presented with an unusual lesion site. 
The patient had an infarct in the territory of the left anterior cerebral artery 
which lesioned the medial cortex of the frontal lobe.
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1.64 Anatomical conclusion

The present review indicates that num erical skills have a discrete and 
independent brain substrate. Most of the data review ed so far, show ed that 
posterior lesions of both hemispheres are found to lead to greater im pairm ents 
of m athematical ability than anterior lesions. In particular, the m ajority of the 
evidence indicated the involvem ent of the left posterior areas. The reports 
available do not allow for a conclusive localization of lesion w ith in  the left 
posterior quadrant, however, it can be suggested that the left parietal lobe plays a 
crucial role in calculation and number processing.
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Chapter 2 The selective impairment of number knowledge in a case 
of dense acalculia

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I investigate the acalculic condition of a patient, C.G., with 
the classical signs of G erstm ann's Syndrom e - finger agnosia, right-left 
disorientation, a profound agraphia ( but with an equally profound alexia) and a 
rem arkably dense acalculia, Using a series of num ber processing and number 
knowledge tasks an unusual and highly circumscribed deficit in knowledge of 
num bers was dem onstrated. W ithin the category of num bers, C.G. showed a 
largely preserved ability to deal with numbers below 4, in all tasks and in all 
modalities, while she was totally unable to deal with numbers above 4. It appears 
that this deficit is due to an impairm ent within semantic m em ory affecting the 
single domain of numbers. In the last 30 years an increasing num ber of studies 
on specific breakdowns of categories of semantic memory have been reported. 
These studies have attem pted to distinguish whether breakdow ns are due to 
degradation or to difficulty in accessing the semantic representations. In addition, 
they have tried to determ ine the organization and forms of representation 
w ithin semantic memory.

2.11 The distinction between deficits of access and deficits of storage

W arrington and colleagues have attem pted to differentiate betw een 
impairments in accessing information from an intact semantic memory and loss 
(or degradation) of the stored inform ation itself. Im pairm ent in accessing 
semantic information w ould result in its temporary unavailability. Impairment 
in the  stored inform ation w ould  resu lt in its perm anen t inaccessibility 
(W arrington, 1975; W arrington and Shallice, 1979; W arrington and McCarthy, 
1983 and 1987; and Shallice, 1988 chapter 4, for a review). The authors have 
proposed the following set of criteria for differentiating deficits of access and 
deficits of storage:

preliminary report of this study has been published in Brain (Cipolotti, Butterworth and 
Denes, 1991)
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1. Consistency. In the case of an access deficit the stored inform ation is 
tem porarily unavailable. Therefore, an inconsistent pattern  of access will be 
found. Indeed, this lack of consistency is the hallm ark of an access deficit. In 
contrast, in the case of a storage deficit a consistent pattern of errors (item by 
item) across different testing sessions would be expected; those items lost will 
remain lost.
2. Frequency. Access disorders would result in an absence of the frequency effect. 
This is because of the variable performance characteristic of this disorder. In 
contrast, a frequency effect is present in a storage deficit. The less frequent items 
are lost first. It is argued that this occurs because the organisation of stored 
information about words and other items is thought to reflect their frequency of 
occurrence.
3. Priming. Patients with deficits of access should im prove their performance 
under conditions in which the to be retrieved information is prim ed by a prior 
cue. Prim ing should not im prove perform ance in patients w ith deficits of 
storage.
4. Rate of presentation. Patients w ith access deficits, bu t not patients with storage 
deficits, should  im prove their perform ance follow ing slow er rates of 
presentation.
5. Depth of processing. Patients with deficits of access would have equal difficulty 
in accessing a ttribu te  or superord inate  inform ation. This la tter type of 
inform ation will be more likely to be spared than a ttribute inform ation in 
patients with storage deficits.

The criteria described above are open to criticism and indeed their validity 
has been recently questioned (Rapp and Caramazza, 1993). Nonetheless, they 
remain a useful way of differentiating between patients suffering from semantic 
memory impairments due to unim paired access to a degraded store from those 
w ith im paired access to an intact store. Category specific deficits due to a 
degradation or to a difficulty in accessing semantic inform ations have been 
recently described in a series of seminal works by W arrington and colleagues (see 
below ). H ow ever, to m y know ledge, an investigation  in to  a selective 
im pairm ent in the dom ain of num bers, adopting these criteria, has not been 
previously documented.
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2.12 Category-specific deficits

In the clinical neurological literature there have been m any reports of 
patients w ith selective difficulties in categories or dom ains of knowledge like 
body parts, colours, shapes letters and faces (e.g. Jackson, 1876; W illbrand, 1887). 
There have also been many reports of isolated difficulties affecting the domain of 
colours (see for example M anning and Campbell, 1992). In addition, there have 
long been suggestions that more specific impairments w ould be present within 
the broader "object" domains of knowledge. Nielsen (1936) reported a patient 
w ith an impairment in identifying inanimate objects compared to living things. 
A similar observation was reported by Hecaen and Ajuriaguerra (1956) while 
Yam adori and Albert (1973) reported  a patien t w ho show ed a selective 
comprehension deficit for room objects as well as body-parts and colours. The 
first systematic examination of categorical patterns in the comprehension and 
production of single words in aphasies was by Goodglass, Klein, Carey and Jones 
(1966). The authors reported the existence of specific dissociations for the 
domains of letters, numbers, body parts, colours and objects. Detailed analysis of 
sem antic memory disorders from a cognitive neuropsychological perspective 
began with a study by W arrington (1975). The author reported two patients with 
slowly progressive cortical diseases in whom she was able to dem onstrate the 
"selectivity" of semantic memory deficits.

Following this first study, a series of seminal works dem onstrated clear 
double dissociations in several distinct knowledge dom ains. The following 
categorical effects have been reported  (for a review  see M cKenna and 
W arrington, in press):
1. Grammatical word class dissociations. In the context of gram m atical word- 
classes a dissociation has been reported betw een preserved and im paired 
com prehension and nam ing of nouns and verbs (Miceli, Silveri, Villa and 
Caramazza, 1984; McCarthy and W arrington, 1985; Zingeser and Berndt, 1988, 
1990; Caramazza and Hillis, 1991).
2. Concrete - abstract noun dissociations. W ithin the class of nouns a double 
dissociation has been reported in the ability of patients to comprehend abstract as 
opposed to concrete words (Warrington, 1975; W arrington 1981; W arrington and 
Shallice, 1984)
3. Common - proper noun dissociations. Selective im pairm en t and  selective 
sparing in the ability to comprehend and retrieve proper nouns as compared to
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comm on nouns has been docum ented (McKenna and W arrington , 1980; 
Semenza and Zettin, 1988 and 1989; Luchelli and De Renzi, 1992; McKenna and 
W arrington, 1978; W arrington and McCarthy, 1987; C ipolotti, McNeil and 
W arrington, 1993).
4. Living - nonliving dissociations. The category dissociation m ost frequently 
reported in patients with semantic knowledge deficits is that between living and 
nonliving things. The most common pattern of dissociation reported is for the 
category of living things (W arrington and Shallice, 1984; M cCarthy and 
W arrington, 1988; Ratcliff and Newcombe, 1982; Sartori and Job, 1988; Silveri and 
Gainotti, 1988; Basso, Capitani and Laiacona, 1988; Far ah, McMullen, and Meyer, 
1991; Pietrini, Nertempi, Vaglia et al., 1988). A more selective deficit in retrieving 
the names of a particular subcategory of living things (fruits and vegetables) has 
also been reported by Hart, Berndt and Caramazza (1985) and by Farah and 
Wallace (1992). A mirror image dissociation with the non living category being 
singularly affected has been documented (Warrington and McCarthy, 1983, 1987; 
M cNeil, C ipolotti and W arrington, in press). An exam ple of a double 
dissociation between living-non living things in two patients has also been 
recently reported  by Hillis and Caram azza (1991). Subsequently, selective 
difficulties affecting specific subsem antic dom ains have been attested: for 
example, small manipulable objects (Warrington and McCarthy, 1987).

The discovery of impairments of particular semantic categories appears to 
provide direct evidence about the organization of sem antic m em ory. The 
observations of patients with specific category impairm ents supports the notion 
that semantic knowledge is far from being functionally hom ogeneous (Shallice 
1988). Indeed, it has been argued that semantic m em ory is categorical in its 
organization such that knowledge about objects from different categories is 
represented in different parts of the memory system (Warrington, 1975).

The observation of category specific im pairm ents has prom pted various 
suggestions about the reason for the apparent categorical organization of 
semantic memory. W arrington and colleagues (Warrington and McCarthy, 1983; 
1987; W arrington and Shallice, 1984) have offered a principled account of the 
categorical effect in the liv ing/non living dimension. They have suggested that 
selective deficits in the knowledge of living and non living things m ay reflect 
the differential weighting of information from different sensorim otor channels 
in representing knowledge about these two categories. The authors have pointed 
out that living things are distinguished prim arily by their sensory attributes.
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w hereas nonliving things are d istinguished prim arily  by their functional 
attributes. The sensory-functional distinction w ould be at the basis of the 
categorical organization of the meaning.

The proposal that sensory motor channels of information im plem ent the 
pattern of categorical organisation of the living non-living dimension w ithin the 
semantic system could hardly be applied to other more abstract domains, like for 
example numbers. It is also unclear whether category specific im pairm ents for 
num bers could occur w ithout a more w idespread semantic deficit since clear 
selective category effects for numbers have not yet been reported.

2.13 Multiple semantic systems

It has further been observed that category-specific deficits m ay be confined 
to a particular modality. So, for example, the patient V.E.R. had a selective deficit 
in matching spoken names of objects to their pictures. She was significantly less 
impaired in this task if the stimuli belonged to other categories like, for example, 
animals, foods and flowers. However, she was able to do a visual-visual match of 
dissimilar examples of an object (W arrington and McCarthy, 1983). The patient 
T.O.B. presented a reverse impairm ent. He was able to derive the meaning of 
plants and animals' from pictures but not from verbal descriptions. In addition, 
his ability to derive the meaning of inanimate objects was preserved from both 
types of presentation (McCarthy and W arrington 1988).

Such observations have led to the claim that separate semantic systems, 
w ith rich interconnections, m ust be associated with the verbal, the visual and 
possibly other modalities (McCarthy and W arrington, 1990; Shallice, 1988 and 
1993; however for an alternative view, see Riddoch et al., 19^8; Caramazza, Hillis, 
Rapp and Romani, 1990 and Rapp, Hillis and Caramazza, 1993). Such claims 
have been supported by other neuropsychological syndromes such as modality 
specific aphasia. Patients with modality specific aphasias have naming difficulties 
which are restricted to one modality (visual, tactile or auditory) though w ithout 
agnosic difficulties for that modality (see Shallice, 1988 for a review).

The subdivision of semantic memory according, to different modalities, 
has been described for the knowledge of living and non living things. However, 
it is unclear w hether every sem antic dom ain has separate m odality-linked 
representations since m odality effects have yet to be observed for abstract 
domains like abstract words or proper names.
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2.14 Special properties of the dom ain of num ber knowledge

Num bers constitute a dom ain of knowledge that is unusual in several 
ways. For example, Deloche and Seron (1987) have suggested in a review that 
some of the special properties of the number class organization could be shared 
with the language system (see section 1.42).

However, it is not evident that num bers fall into the language system. 
Piaget's (1952) account of the development of the num ber concept in the child 
does not depend upon the acquisition of a num ber vocabulary. Gelman and 
Gallistel (1978) have argued that learning a stable sequence of verbal labels aids 
the developm ent of counting skills. However, this does not seem to be a 
necessary requirem ent for the development of num ber concepts. Hermelin and 
O 'Connor (1990) reported a case of an autistic boy w ith an apparent total 
developm ental aphasia. He was unable to speak or to understand  spoken 
language. He was unable to obtain a score on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary test 
and, although he learned a few elem entary Paget-Gorman signs, never used 
them spontaneously. Nevertheless, he was able to write and read num erals, to 
add, subtract, m ultiply and divide large numbers and to generate and recognise 
factors and primes far more quickly than an adult with a m athematics degree. 
The clear implication of this case, is that verbal abilities are not necessarily 
prerequisites for the development of even a high level of num ber skill.

It is not obvious that num bers fall into the visual dom ain either. 
Recognising the cardinal num ber of a set of elem ents or com paring the 
cardinalities of two sets requires abstracting away from the visual properties of 
the arrays. The arrays do not have to be visual, they can be auditory or tactile; and 
there is no evidence that the visually handicapped are particularly im paired in 
num ber skills. Indeed, it has been claimed that the ability to abstract numerosity 
information across modalities is an innate precursor of the num ber concept. This 
claim is based on the recent finding that infants respond differentially to visual 
and auditory  arrays with the same num erosity as com pared to arrays with 
different numerosities (Starkey, Spelke and Gelman, 1990).

That the num ber dom ain should be an example of an abstract system, 
rather than one rooted in either words or images, w ould be unsurprising to 
philosophers of mathematics (Russell, 1903). However, it is unlike other abstract 
dom ains in that basic facts (true numerical expressions) can be generated from
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rules. As a consequence of this num ber facts can be com puted by rule based 
procedures as well as retrieved from memory. Evidence from tests of simple 
arithm etic indicate that in the early stages of the developm ent of num erical 
skills, children rely heavily on procedures. W ith increasing practice and 
experience, problems of simple arithmetic are more often retrieved directly from 
memory (Groen and Parkman, 1972).

If the num ber domain is abstract and rule-governed then there may not be 
separate meaning systems for the verbal and visual modalities. One test of this 
w ould be strict item -spedfidty across modalities. It would be predicted that in the 
case of a number defidt exactly the same numbers would be failed whatever the 
modality. It would seem highly unlikely that brain damage w ould destroy and 
spare exactly the same items in two neurally separable systems.

2.15 Selective im pairm ents of num ber knowledge

Selective im pairm ents of num ber knowledge are at present m uch less 
well described than other domain specific impairments. G ardner et al. (1975) 
reported a patient (J.O.) who was unable to comprehend spoken num ber names 
and to solve simple arithmetical operations when these were presented in the 
aud ito ry  m odality. However, he was able to perform  w ritten  arithm etical 
calculations and cardinality judgment tasks with arabic numerals. In addition, he 
was im paired in Piaget formal reasoning tasks. This interesting case could not, 
however, be considered as definitive evidence of the existence of a category and 
modality specific impairment of number knowledge. In fact, the authors reported 
that the patient had general language comprehension difficulties restricted to the 
auditory modality. His performance on the auditory presentation of the Token 
Test was poor bu t with visual presentation it was alm ost flawless. Also his 
com prehension of "other words and phrases relating to time, size, sequence, 
order and other relational concepts" was poor.

W arrington (1982) briefly reported a patient, S.T.H., w ho showed a more 
convincing example of a category-specific (and perhaps modality specific) loss of 
num ber knowledge. The patient was impaired in the comprehension of spoken 
num ber names being able to give only 23/30 correct answers in a cardinality 
judgm ent task where the members of the pair were spoken num ber names. 
Remarkably, the patient perform ed flawlessly in a cardinality judgm ent task 
w hen the member pairs were arabic numerals. S.T.H. also failed spoken tests of
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num ber knowledge and simple oral arithmetical problems. U nfortunately, no 
visual presentation of these latter two tasks was attem pted. S.T.H.'s deficit in 
understanding spoken num ber names did not appear to be secondary to a more 
generalized difficulty in understanding spoken words. H er perform ance on a 
standardized test of auditory vocabulary (Peabody Picture Vocabulary) was above 
average. A somewhat similar pattern of performance has been described by Sokol 
and Ruzecki (1991). The authors reported a patient (B.B.) who appeared to have 
preserved written and spoken comprehension of words. B.B. failed a spoken test 
of num ber knowledge requiring personal (e.g. "How old was your father when 
he died?") and non personal (e.g. "At w hat tem perature does w ater boil?") 
num erical inform ation. H er perform ance in cardinal judgm ent tasks was 
flawless when the pairs were m ultidigit arabic num erals, relatively preserved 
w hen the pairs were m ultid igit w ritten  num ber nam es (94% correct) and 
im paired when the pairs were m ultidigit spoken num ber names (75% correct). 
However, these results need to be interpreted w ith some caution since it is 
possible that other cognitive impairm ents could have produced the observed 
pattern . In particular, her failure w ith the spoken num ber w ords in the 
cardinality judgm ent task could be due to a difficulty in holding the two 
m em bers of the pair sim ultaneously since the patient had  a digit span of 
approxim ately 3. In addition, her performance on tests requiring non numeric 
information was also impaired (e.g. "What was the name of Lincoln's famous 
speech?"). This additional deficit seem to suggest the existence of a m ore 
generalized loss of information including, but not restricted to numbers.

H ints of the reverse pattern of perform ance (i.e. an im pairm ent in the 
com prehension of written numbers) have also been reported. McCloskey and 
Caram azza (1987) reported a patient (H.Y.) who was im paired in cardinality 
judgm ents tasks when the pairs were written num ber names but not w hen they 
were arabic num erals. However, this patien t was also reported  to have a 
"m oderate to severe" deficit in tasks requiring the com prehension of w ritten 
words. In contrast, the authors reported another patient (K.) who perform ed 
better in cardinality judgments tasks when the pairs were arabic num erals but 
not w hen they were w ritten num ber names. However, this patient was very 
poorly described and no information is given as to whether she could recognize 
arabic num erals and whether her performance was equally im paired w ith other 
numerical, alphabetical and non alphanumerical symbols.
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A part from these 5 cases, no other patients have been reported  who 
showed a clear category-specific loss of number knowledge. At the present time it 
is still unclear w hether such an im pairm ent could be m odality specific or 
common to all modalities.

The patien t I report here, C.G. presented an im pairm ent of num ber 
knowledge. This turned out to be not just a category-specific deficit but, 
remarkably, a strict subcategory deficit of a type never previously documented. 
Num bers up to 4 are relatively well preserved while numbers above 4 appear to 
be completely lost.

2.16 Aims of this chapter

The aims of this chapter are to establish as fully as possible the precise 
nature of C.G.'s deficit within the framework of category-specific disorders of 
semantic memory. This means trying to find answers to the following questions.
1. Is the disorder one of impaired access to num ber knowledge or a degradation 
of stored num ber knowledge?
2. Is the disorder found in all modalities?
.3. Does the disorder depend on a wider degradation of semantic memory?
4. Can the num ber disorder be explained in terms of a general difficulty with 
ordinal structures?
5. Can the num ber disorder be explained in terms of a deeper problem  with 
understanding quantities?
6. Can the num ber disorder be explained in terms of a deeper problem of formal 
reasoning generally?

2.2. Method and results

2.21 Case report

C.G. is a 59 year-old right-handed woman. She attended school for a total 
of 13 years. Before her illness she dealt with the administrative side of her family 
hotel. In October 1987, at the age of 56, she suddenly developed right hemiparesis 
and language disturbances due to a CVA in the territory of the left m iddle 
cerebral artery. A NMR scan (20 November 1987) showed an area of hypodensity 
involv ing  the left fronto-parietal region. The patien t im proved over the
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follow ing days and m onths, w ith  the com plete d isappearance of m otor 
im pairm ent. H er aphasie pattern, initially of global type, show ed rap id  and 
almost complete recovery. The patient was first seen as an out-patient at the 
Clinica Neurologica 1 in Padova in March 1989, 15 months after the stroke. The 
data reported here were collected between March 1989 and July 1990.

2.22 Neurological examination

A part from the neuropsychological signs (see below), this was entirely 
within norm al limits.

2.23 Neuropsychological examination.

The patient was oriented in time and place. Her collaboration in testing 
situation was good and her mood appropriate. She scored 24/36 on the Raven 
Coloured Progressive Matrices 47. She obtained a verbal IQ of 92, a performance 
IQ of 108 and a full-scale IQ of 99 on the WAIS. Her pro-rated IQ score and the 
individual age-scaled scores for each subtest obtained are given in table 2.1 below.

Table 2.1

W.A.I.S. Intelligence quotients and W.A.I.S. individual subtest scores

Verbal I.Q. 92
Performance I.Q. 108

Sim ilarities 13
Vocabulary 9
Picture completion 10
Block design 10
Picture arrangem ent 8
Digit span 0
A rithm etic 2
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A significant selective impairment was observed on the arithmetic and on 
the digit span subtest of the WAIS where she obtained an age-scaled score of 0 
and 2 respectively: C.G. was unable to carry out even the simplest arithmetical 
problem and could repeat only 2 digits forward, while failing to repeat 2 digits 
backward. However if asked to repeat sequences of unrelated words or nonwords, 
she showed a word span for bisyllabic concrete words as well as function words of 
4, while her nonword span was 3. Furthermore she scored 4 on the Corsi Block 
Tapping Test. Table 2.2 gives a summary of C.G.'s performance on verbal STM 
tasks.

Table 2.2

Repetition of words and non-words: percentage of correct answers

Length Concrete words Function words N on-w ords

2 100 100 100
3 100 100 60
4 70 80 0
5 10 0 0

H er severe im pairm ent on num eracy tasks is described  in  the 
experimental section below. The patient's performance was within the normal 
range in long term  memory tests such as a 10-w ord learning test, a paired 
associated learning test and a short story learning test (De Renzi, Faglioni and 
Ruggerini 1977), as well as in learning a supra-span spatial sequence. Bucco-facial 
and limb praxis were unim paired, both on verbal command and on imitation. 
Her draw ing ability on copy was normal, while on command it was slightly 
impaired. No visual, auditory or tactile agnosia was present. A finger agnosia 
was noted: the patient was no longer able to indicate fingers on verbal command.
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to name fingers or to identify fingers touched by the examiner. The indication of 
body parts (except for fingers) was good: however the patient was no longer able 
to discrim inate left from right on her body or in on extra-personal space. The 
patient attem pted an Italian version of the Shallice and Evans (1978) cognitive 
estimation test: not one of her responses to the numerical items was satisfactory 
(e.g. W hat is the average length of thousand lire note? "One centimetre.").

In  sum m ary the neuropsychological evaluation showed the presence of a 
finger agnosia, a right-left disorientation and a selective difficulty emerged in 
tasks requiring to her to deal with numbers.

2.24 Language examination.

The patient was given an Italian version of the B.D.A.E. (Goodglass and 
Kaplan, 1972). Her spontaneous speech was fluent, but mildly dysarthric. Phrase 
length was norm al and information content was proportional to fluency. No 
anom ia, paraphasia  or neologism s w ere presen t. H er perform ance on 
comprehension subtests of the B.D.A.E. was flawless, apart for the presence of 
selective im pairm ent in word discrim ination task restricted to num bers and 
letters. On the shortened version of the Token Test (De Renzi and Faglioni, 1978) 
she scored 30/36 (performance within normal limits). Repetition of words and of 
high and low probability sentences were flawless. Nam ing, apart for letters, 
numbers and fingers, was normal (see below).

2.25 Literacy skills.

C.G. had been a good reader: before her illness she used to read daily newspapers, 
novels and books. After her stoke she became severely dyslexic and dysgraphic. 
Her score in B.D.A.E.'s reading and writing subtests was 0. She was no longer able 
to read aloud single letters and words (0 out of 21 and 0 out of 30 respectively), 
and she failed to spell aloud or write correctly any letters or words (0 out of 21 
and 0 out of 30 respectively). Writing on copy appeared preserved. Furthermore 
her ability to match single written words to picture was compromised (3 out of 
15) as well as her ability to point on verbal command to single written letters or 
words (2 out of 21 and 1 out of 15 respectively). The patient was not even able to 
mark w ritten letters presented among other rotated letters and meaningless 
shapes (see Table 2.3).
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Table 2.3

Reading and writing performance

n n correct
Letters 21 0
W ords 30 0
Pointing to a letter 21 2
Pointing to words 15 1
Matching words to pictures 15 3
Mark the letter among shapes 20 2
W riting letters 10 0
W riting words 10 0
Copying letters 10 10
Copying words 10 10

2.26 Symbol recognition and naming.

Given C.G.'s inability to read, write, understand or even recognize words 
and single letters, we administered a non-alphanumeric symbol naming task to 
detect the presence of a more general visual processing im pairm ent in dealing 
with symbols. Her performance on naming commonly used symbols (signs of 
the zodiac, road signs and the symbols of Italian political parties, punctuation 
marks and playing cards) was flawless (see Table 2.4).

(insert table 2.4 about here)

However, the patient was unable to name symbols denoting the arithmetical 
operations, except on the basis of their physical appearance (e.g. +, "the Cross"; -, 
"a little line"; x, "the Cross rotated"; :, "I can see two little dots one over the 
other"). C.G. was also asked to match the spoken arithmetical symbol name to 
the corresponding written arithmetical sign and to mark the written arithmetical
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sign presented together other meaningless shapes. In both tasks her performance 
was impaired showing that she is unable to recognize written arithmetical signs.

Table 2.4

Nam ing non-alphanumeric symbols

n n correct

Signs of the zodiac 10 10
Road signs 10 10
Political signs 10 9
Punctuation m arks 9 9
Playing cards (pictures) 4 4
Arithmetical signs 4 0

In summary, C.G.'s earlier aphasie symptoms had entirely resolved apart 
from the residual difficulties in reading and writing.

2.27 Numeracy

The patient complained of severe difficulties in dealing with num bers in 
her everyday life. She was no longer able to read the time, dialling a telephone 
number, recognize money or check change. She could not produce her ow n age, 
clothes size, telephone num ber, the num ber of her house, the ages of her 
children and husband  etc.. H ow ever she seem ed to have some residual 
know ledge about num bers in general, since w hen questioned abou t the 
functions of num bers, she correctly replied that people need num bers to count 
things. She also m ain tained  the notion tha t num bers are infinite. She 
complained of being unable to carry out calculation. W hen questioned, she
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offered the follows definitions of the four basic arithm etical operations she 
answered as follows:
A ddition : "I don't know, I heard it before... maybe at school...now I really don't 
remember w hat it means".
Subtraction : "I think it could be a sort of hole that people make in the earth". (In 
Italian the word subtract (sottrarre) is phonologically similar to the word for bury 
(sotterrare)).
M ultip lication : "Yes I remember that Jesus has m ultiplied loaves and fishes ... 
but now I don't know w hat the word multiplication means".
D ivision: "Oh yes it means for example a m ilitary division... a group of people 
that work for the Army".

Her condition appeared stable and the data obtained in test sessions were 
consistent over one year and a half.

2.3 Experimental investigation

2.31 Tests of num ber processing

The first series of tasks sought to establish in some detail the lim its of 
C.G.'s ability to produce, recognise and transcode num bers presented in various 
ways. In particular, they sought to establish whether numbers above 4 are equally 
difficult in all tasks, or whether an effect of task modality could be detected. The 
tasks could, in principle, be carried out if the patient had preserved units for 
recognising and producing numbers, and the m appings among the units, even 
though her understanding of number meanings had been lost.

2.31a Num ber production tasks

A set of 50 num ber stimuli were used in reading aloud and w riting to 
dictation tasks: the 10 single digits from 0 to 9; the 10 teen digits from 10 to 19; 10 
2-digit num bers (e.g. 25); 10 3-digit numbers (e.g. 142); and 10 4-digit num bers 
(e.g.l245). The same numbers were used for each of the following tests.
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Reading aloud arabic numerals

The stim uli were each w ritten on a single card and presented to the 
patient for reading aloud. C.G. was able only to read arabic numerals from 1 to 4: 
she could not give any answer for arabic num erals above 4 or for the arabic 
numeral 0. The patient was asked to read Roman numerals. She was able to read 
aloud roman numerals just up to three (see table 2.5).

Writing arabic numerals to dictation

Each stimulus was spoken aloud for written response. The patient was no 
longer able to write even a single arabic numeral (see table 2.5).

Table 2.5

Number production (in percentage correct)

Numbers 4 and below Num bers above 4 

Reading aloud 100 0

W riting  0 0

Reciting spoken number names

C.G. was asked to count forward from a num ber name given orally by the 
examiner. C.G. was able to count one by one just up to four. After four, she said 
"La mia matematica finisce qui" (my mathematics stops here). In doing this task, 
C.G. always used her fingers, and her residual counting ability appeared 
extremely slow. The same pattern of results was obtained when she was asked to 
count objects.
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2. 31b Number recognition tasks

The stimuli consisted of the 10 single digits 0 to 9; 5 teen digits; 5 2-digit 
numbers ; 5 3-digit numbers; and 5 4-digit numbers.

Pointing to written arabic numerals on spoken request.

The stim uli were random ly arranged on three different cards, each 
containing 10 numbers. The num ber names w ere spoken aloud in a random  
order by the examiner and C.G. was asked to match the spoken num ber name to 
the arabic numeral. She was able to correctly point just to the arabic numerals 
from 1 to 4 (see table 2.6).

Discriminating arabic numerals from meaningless shapes

The stimuli were random ly arranged on 3 different cards, each containing 
10 arabic numerals and 20 meaningless shapes. The patient was asked to mark all 
the arabic numerals that she was able to detect. C.G. m arked prom ptly just the 
arabic numerals from 1 to 4, claiming not to be able to detect any other arabic 
numeral (see table 2.6).

Table 2.6

Num ber production and recognition (in percentage correct)

Numbers 4 and below Numbers above 4 

Pointing on spoken request 100 10*

Discrimination from shapes 100 0*

(* Most responses were "Don't know")
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Auditory lexical decision

The patient was presented auditorilly w ith 20 spoken triplets, each of 
which contained a num ber name, a common concrete w ord and a non word. 
Words and nonwords were length matched to num ber names. The non-words 
were derived by changing one phoneme of a real word, to give a pronounceable 
nonword. The num ber names were the ten num bers from 1 to 10, 5 2-digit 
num bers (e.g. "twenty-two") and 5 3-digit num bers (e.g. "one hundred  and 
forty"). The patient was asked to say which items in each triplet were words. 
Again C.G. showed a clear dissociation of number names from 1 to 4 as compared 
with all the other num ber names: her performance was in fact correct only for 
the triplets containing the num ber names 1 to 4. For all the other triplets, the 
patient reported the presence of two nonwords: the real nonw ord and the name 
for the num ber above 4.

Number name definition

The sam e set of num ber name stim uli used in the auditory  lexical 
decision task was given to the patient, whose task was to define these names. 
Again C.G. was unable to understand the names of num bers above 4. In fact she 
was able to reply that the num ber names below 4 "are numbers", but she was no 
longer able to define correctly any other number name. For example, when asked 
to define the name "seven", she answered: "what is it...I've never heard  this 
word before"; for "ten" she replied, "I don't know...is it a word?". Interestingly in 
Italian there are few examples of num ber names that can have another lexical 
meaning. For example, "Venti" (twenty) also means "Winds", or "Quarantotto" 
(forty-eight) also means "Much confusion". In these cases C.G. was able to give 
the non-num erical meaning.

Digit span

It is well-established that word repetition span is superior to nonw ord 
span. If C.G. really does treat num ber names above 4 as nonwords, then there 
should be span differences for stimuli composed of these num ber names as 
compared w ith stimuli composed of number name below 4. Two lists of digits
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were used: a list of digits composed of number names above 4 and a list of digits 
below 4. From each list, 10 sequences of either 2, 3 or 4 num ber names were 
generated at random . N o num ber name was repeated  w ithin a sequence. 
Auditory presentation was used. C.G. was asked to repeat immediately the items 
of the presented  sequence in the correct order. Table 2.7 show s C.G.'s 
performance on this task. Lists of digits composed of num ber names below 4 was 
recalled better than the lists of num ber names above 4: since she showed a digit 
span of 3 for the first type and a span of 2 for the second type.

Table 2.7

Digit span (percentage of lists correct)

Length Numbers 4 and below N um bers above 4

2 90 90
3 80 30
4 50 0

2.31 c Knowledge of num ber order

Although C.G. was unable to count or recite num bers above 4, a further 
test was devised in which elements from the num ber series were used in an 
attem pt to prom pt or cue retrieval of number names. According to the standard 
account of degraded storage of information, if an item is lost, as opposed to hard 
to access, then prom pting should have no effect. In the following task, num ber 
names were used as prom pts for the next a n d /o r  the previous num ber in the 
series.

"What comefnext?"

Presentation of the number names was auditory. Three different kinds of 
questions were used: "What comes next?", or "What comes before?" or "Does X
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come before or after Y?" Again a clear cut distinction em erged between number 
names below 4 and num ber names above 4. C.G. was completely unable to 
perform the task for num ber names above 4 (0 out of 36 correct answers), while 
for num ber names below 4 she gave 8 out of 8 correct answers for the "next" 
questions, 7 out 8 correct answers for the "before" questions and 6 out of 8 correct 
answers for the "before or after" questions. (The data are given in Table 2.8 
below). For pairs composed by a num ber name below 4 and a num ber name 
above 4, she was able to answer 29 out of 40 "before or after" questions.

Table 2.8

Numerical sequences

Numbers 4 and below* N um bers above 4**

W hat come after N? 8 O'

W hat comes before N? 7 O'

Does N  comes before or after Y 6 O'

Note 1: n*=8 
Note 2: n**=12
* Most answers were "Don't know".

2.31d Summary.

These tests show a very clear pattern. If the task involves num bers below 
4, apart from zero, then performance was perfect. If it involves numbers above 4, 
then perform ance was at floor. This was true  for every m odality  tested. 
Recognition for arabic num erals and num ber nam es, for num bers above 4,
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appears impossible: the patient was unable to discriminate between the numbers 
and m atched nonsense foils. The production of num ber names above 4, also 
appears impossible: she was unable to recite these num ber names or count with 
them. Such clear item-specifity and consistency points to a loss of information 
from semantic memory, rather than impairments of access that can be overcome 
by finding a suitable modality or task. Prompts do not appear to help at all in 
retrieving numbers above 4, which is again evidence for loss of these items.

2.32 Tests of the meanings of numbers

The next set of tasks sought to determ ine w hether the m eaning of 
numbers had been preserved, even though it was clear that C.G. was unable to 
produce or recognize numbers above 4 in any modality.

2.32a. Knowledge of cardinal values 

Cardinality Judgments

In the m agnitude comparison tasks C.G. was asked to judge which of two 
arrays of arabic numerals or patterns of different-sized black dots was larger.

Arabic numerals magnitude comparison. In this task the patient was asked 
to "circle" the larger of two arabic numerals. There w ere 15 pairs composed by 
arabic numerals below 4 (e.g 2 -4 ) ;  15 pairs composed of arabic numerals from 5 
to 10 (e.g. 7 - 9); 23 mixed pairs composed of an arabic num eral below 4 and an 
arabic num eral above 4 (e.g. 3 - 5); and 10 pairs composed of arabic num erals 
above 10. C.G.'s was relatively able to compare pairs of arabic numeral composed 
by num bers below 4 and mixed pairs (although far form being a completely 
satisfactory performance). Her performance was very im paired for the other two 
types of pair (see table 2.9).

Black dots magnitude comparison. In this task the patient was asked to 
compare the num erosity of two patterns of different-sized black dots, random ly 
arranged on pairs of sheets of white paper. No explicit knowledge of num ber 
names was required  for this task, though correct perform ance needed an 
understanding of num ber values. There were 15 pairs, where each pattern had 4 
or fewer dots (e.g. oo versus 0000); 15 pairs of dot patterns from 5 to 10 (e.g.
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ooooooo versus 000000); 23 mixed pairs composed of a dot pattern below 4 and a 
dot pattern from 5 to 10 (e.g.OOO versus oooooo); and finally there were 10 pairs of 
dot patterns above 10 (e.g. oooooooooooo versus 00000000000). C.G. performance 
(as shown in table 2.9 below), was relatively unim paired for pairs patterns 4 and 
below (87% correct answers) and for mixed pairs (96% correct answers). Her 
performance on pairs of dot patterns from 5 to 10 or above 10 was dramatically 
impaired (30% correct answers and 40% correct answers respectively). Response 
latencies were not recorded on this task, but C.G. appeared to respond very 
slowly.

Table 2.9

Cardinality judgments for dot pattern and numeral pairs (percent correct)

Pairs 1-4 Pairs 5-10 Pairs 10+ Pairs 1-4; 5-10 

Dots 87 30 40 96

N um erals 80 13 20 69

Numerosity sériation

In this task the subject was required to order three sheets of paper with dot 
patterns on them, according to the num ber of dots. Three different kinds of 
triplets were used: 10 triplets in which each sheet of paper contained a num ber of 
dots below 4; 10 triplets in which each sheet of paper contained a num ber of dots 
from 5 to 10; and 10 mixed triplets in which each sheet of paper contained 
num bers of dots from 1 to 10. The three different kinds of triplet were random ly 
presented. Her numerosity sériation ability was relatively good, but not perfect, 
for triplets of dot patterns from 1 to 4 (80% correct answers), while for triplets 
composed of dots from 5 to 10 and from 1 to 10 she gave 20% and 60% of correct 
answers respectively.
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2.32b Knowledge of number facts.

Cardinal facts. Knowledge of exact cardinal num ber facts was assessed by 
means of general knowledge questions that everyone m ight be expected to get 
right (e.g. "How m any eggs in a dozen?"). For the first 10 questions, answers 
required the production of num ber names above 4. N one of C.G.'s answers were 
correct (e.g. days in a week - "4"). However, in the second set of 10 questions, 
which tapped facts involving numbers below 4 (e.g. wheels of a car or arms of the 
Cross), the patient was able to get 10 out of 10 correct answ ers by using an 
enum eration  strategy. Thus for the arm s of the Cross, she asked the 
experimenter to hold out her arms and then counted them.

Personal number facts. C.G. was asked 20 questions tapping  personal 
numerical information requiring numbers above 4 (e.g. her shoe size). None of 
her answers were correct (e.g. how old are you "I don’t know , I am a middle aged 
person").

Non personal number facts. The patient was asked 20 questions tapping 
numerical information generally known to all people of a sim ilar background 
(e.g. the date of Christmas day). She scored 0 correct out of 20 answers.

Numerical cognitive estimates. Following Shallice and Evans (1978), 10 
num erical estim ation questions were devised. H ere approxim ate num erical 
values are required. In none of these spoken questions, were C.G.'s answers 
correct (e.g. W hat is the hottest temperature of a sum m er day? "Well It's difficult 
to say ... 3, 4 centigrade?").

2.32c Summary

All tests of num ber meanings show precisely the same watershed as the 
tests of num ber processing, namely a total inability to deal with numbers above 4 
in any task and in any modality. It should be noted that perform ance with 
num bers below 4 was not perfect. It is extraordinary  that C.G. should be 
sometimes unable to compare dot patterns, to name dot patterns or to seriate dot 
patterns below 4; and indeed to make occasional errors in a task as simple as 
deciding whether 3 is or is not larger than 1.
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2.33 Subitizing

Arrays with up to four elements have a special psychological status: the 
ability to discriminate the num erosity of these arrays is apparently present in 
infants (Starkey et a l, 1990); and adults seem to assign a num ber to these arrays 
in a different manner from arrays with more elements (Klahr and Wallace, 1976, 
hut see Mandler and Shebo, 1982). The basis for the sparing of num bers up to 4 
could be related to the preservation of the apparently  prim itive ability to 
perceive numerosities w ithout counting, if indeed C.G. was still able to subitize. 
In the test, C.G. was asked to say as quickly as possible, and w ithout explicit 
counting, how many dots were in a visual array. The dots were always arranged 
in the canonical way (e.g. ::). Her performance was correct only for the two-
dot pattern, while for the three-dot pattern she replied "two" and for the four-dot 
pattern  she replied "three". However if she was perm itted to count no errors 
were committed.

2.34 Tests of arithmetic

The patient had completely lost multiplication tables and was completely 
unable to carry out even the simplest mathematical operation. Only very simple 
problems involving not more than 4 fingers or concrete objects (e.g. "I give you 
back one of this 4 books, how many books do I have now?"), could be resolved 
using a counting back or counting on strategy.

Rapid arithmetical Judgments. Following W arrington (1982), a test was 
devised to assess her ability to check the approximate solutions to arithmetical 
problems, which could not normally be retrieved from memory. There were 20 
problem s (5 addition, 5 subtraction, 5 m ultip lication and 5 division), all 
involving 2 to 5 digit num bers. The problems w ere spoken and the patient 
instructed to verify, as quickly as she could, the subsequent solution given by the 
examiner (e.g.l5+19=34). C.G.'s responses were at chance level (8 out of 20), 
showing that she did not appear to be able to estimate approximate solutions to 
arithmetical calculations.
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2.35 Tests of semantic memory

Despite its specificity, the loss of number knowledge may have been part of 
a m ore w idespread degradation  of sem antic m em ory. Several tests were 
therefore administered to assess whether other categories of knowledge were also 
affected.

Generation of words form designated semantic categories. The patient was 
asked to produce as m any names as she could remember in 60 seconds. She was 
able to give 9 fruit names, 9 animal names and 4 car names. These scores are 
within the norm al range (Novelli et al. 1986).

Picture pointing. Six categories w ere selected: anim als, fru its and 
vegetables, body parts, musical instruments, vehicles and household objects. The 
pictures consisted of realistic black and white draw ings. The stim uli were 
presented in 6 arrays of 10 animals, 10 fruits and vegetables, 10 body parts, 10 
musical instrum ents, 10 vehicles and 10 household objects. The patient's task 
was to point the pictures corresponding to the spoken name. From Table 2.10 it 
can be seen the patient's performance was largely unimpaired.

Picture naming. The same material was used in a picture naming task. Her 
performance was flawless for all the categories presented (see table 2.10).

(insert table 2.10 about here)

Word definition. C.G. was asked to define a pool of 30 spoken words: 20 
concrete words and 10 abstract words. Each class comprised 50% high frequency 
and 50% low frequency words. C.G. was able to correctly define 16 out of 20 
concrete words and 7 out of 10 abstract words.

Semantic anomalies test. Following Baddeley (1976), a test was devised to 
assess whether C.G. retained semantic information about objects. In Baddeley's 
test, the sentences all involved the relation betw een an object and its 
superordinate category (e.g. "Are crows fruit?"). However, W arrington (1975) has 
noted that patients w ith semantic memory disorders are often able to retrieve 
superordinate information, but have lost more detailed attribute information. A 
further set of questions were constructed in which attributes were questioned
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("Do foxes have long tails?"). Altogether, sixty-four sentences were presented 
auditorilly, half required Yes answers, and half No; half of the questions referred 
to the superordinate, while half referred to attributes. The patient's task was to 
detect the semantic anomalies. C.G.'s performance was again flawless (64 out of 
64 correct answers).

Table 2.10

Semantic memory tasks (percentages of correct answers)

A Picture pointing (N=60)

A nim als 80
Fruits and vegetables 100
Body parts 100
Musical instrum ents 90
Vehicles 80
Household objects 100

B Picture naming (N=60)

A nim als 100
Fruits and vegetables 100
Body parts 100
Musical instrum ents 100
Vehicles 100
Household objects 100

Proverbs. The patient was asked to define commonly used proverbs. She 
was able to give 8 out 10 correct definitions, which is within the normal range.

Synonyms. The patient was presented with 48 pairs of spoken words. Half 
of the pairs were unrelated words, and half synonyms. The patient was able to 
judge which pairs were synonyms for all 48 pairs.

Sum m ary. No general deficit was noted in semantic memory tasks.
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2.36 Tests of ordinal structure

Deloche and Seron (1984a,b) suggested  th a t a sim ilar struc tu ra l 
organisation underlies the num ber series and also other linguistic elements with 
a characteristic order. It is possible that C.G.’s deficit for num bers m ay be 
explicable in terms of a deeper problem with ordinal structures generally. In the 
following tests, the ability of C.G. to reproduce non-num erical sequences was 
assessed.

Reciting non numerical sequences. C.G. was asked to recite five non- 
num erical sequences - seasons of the year, musical notes, m onths of the year, 
days of the week, and letters of the alphabet. The patient was able to recite 
correctly just the four seasons and the seven musical notes ("Doh, ray, me etc."). 
Performance on the other sequences was poor - letters, "c,a,p...no more"; days of 
the week, "Monday, W ednesday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday"; months of the year, 
"December, January, June, May, August").

"What comes next?". C.G.'s inability to p roduce  com m on sequences 
correctly may been due to some failure to retrieve accurately and completely 
inform ation that is still in sem antic memory. Two tasks w ere devised to 
minimise the retrieval problem for the three sequences which she failed to recite 
correctly. The first task was equivalent to the "What comes next?" test for the 
num ber series described above. In the non-numerical version, the experimenter 
said the name of an element from the sequence (e.g "Monday"), and the patient 
was asked to give the next one in the sequence. Twenty-five elem ents were 
presented (7 days, 12 months and 6 letters). None of C.G.'s answers were correct, 
(e.g. For the letter A, she said, "I don't know...maybe p").

Triplet sériation. In the second task the patient was presented auditorilly 
w ith 30 triplets taken from the three sequences. Ten triplets consisted of letter 
names - e.g. u, a, g; 10 triplets consisted of days of the weeks - e.g. Monday, Friday, 
W ednesday; and 10 triplets of months of the year - e.g. March, January, June. 
Three words was well within C.G.'s span of immediate w ord repetition. H er task 
was to repeat in the correct order the elements of the triplet. C.G. m anaged just 1 
correct answer from 30.
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2.36a Summary

Some familiar sequences, like the alphabet, days of the week and months 
of the year (but not the musical notes and the season of the year), also pose 
problems. She is quite unable to give the next element in these sequences. There 
are however, im portant differences from her perform ance on equivalent tasks 
w ith numbers: where she knows the number names, she is almost always able to 
provide correct ordinal information, whereas, even though she can recite, say, 
five days of the week in the right order, with gaps, she cannot say w hat comes 
next if given one day as a prompt.

2.37 Tests of knowledge of quantities

N um bers are perhaps m ost often used to denote quantities, and the 
m eaning of num ber terms entails their proper ordering w ith respect to the 
quantities (cardinal values) denoted by them. It was clear from tests of number 
m eaning, that C.G. show ed a total im pairm ent for the cardinal values of 
numbers above 4. It is possible that this severe deficit could be explicated in terms 
of a m ore general cognitive im pairm ent in dealing w ith quantities. In the 
following tasks, C.G.’s ability to deal with non-numerical quantities was assessed.

2.37a Size judgm ent task.

The first question was whether C.G could deal w ith size relations. Sixty 
pictures of familiar objects were assembled, divided in to 5 categories - animals, 
fruits and vegetables, vehicles, musical instruments and household items, with 
12 objects per category. The pictures were realistic black and white drawings all 
having roughly the same pictorial size; so, for example, a camel and a spider 
have roughly the same size in the picture. Pairs of pictures from the same 
category were presented, and C.G. was asked to judge which object was the bigger 
in real life. The patient responded prom ptly and w ithout hesitation and her 
performance was flawless for all categories.
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2 .37b Quantity sériation tasks

Pictures. The same kind of materials was used as in the size judgem ent 
task. This time three pictures belonging to the same category were presented and 
the patient was asked to point the pictures of the three objects in order of the size 
of object denoted by the picture. Again her perform ance was perfect for all 
categories. C.G. was also asked to order triplets of playing cards in terms of their 
usual values. She was able to do this for the picture cards and for the cards 2 to 4; 
for other values, no triplet was correctly ordered.

Measure terms. The patien t was presented w ith  tw o spoken m easure 
term s and was asked to decide which of the two term  denoted the greater 
quantity. Terms denoting weight, (e.g. gram, kilo, tonellata, quintale) or length, 
(e.g. meter, centimetre, kilometre) were used. Her score was lOout of 10 correct.

Judgments of ''More". The patien t was asked to decide which of two 
physical quantities was "more". For example, were there m ore coffee beans or 
grains of salt in a tea cup? C.G.'s performance was again flawless: she gave 13 
correct answers to 13 questions. A second set of questions involved time terms. 
For example, "In a year are there more seasons or more months?", or "In a day, 
are there more hours or minutes?". By contrast to physical quantities, she was 
able to correctly reply to just 4 out of 15 questions.

2.37c Summary

Generally, C.G. appears to have retained the ability to deal w ith physical 
quantities, and can judge which of two is larger, either w hen presented 
pictorially or verbally.

2.38 Tests of formal reasoning

Prerequisites for the development of the concept of num ber, according to 
Piaget (1952), include certain specific reasoning abilities. In this next series of 
tests, C.G.'s ability to carry out the relevant Piagetian reasoning tasks was 
explored.
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2.38a Transitivity.

In the first task, the patient was asked to make transitive logical inferences. 
It was a version of a classical Piagetian task in which the patient is shown two of 
the possible pairings of 3 items. A, B and C, of different lengths, for example, A B, 
(with A>B), and B C (with B>C). She was then asked to determ ine which 
member of the third pair (A C) is longer or shorter or bigger or smaller, w ithout 
being allowed to inspect that pair. Her score of correct responses on the critical 
items was 8 out 8. In the second task the patient was presented auditorilly with 
pairs of w ords well-ordered under a binary relation, like "taller than". The 
patient was then asked a question about the relation between pairs of words not 
originally presented in the same clause. For example, the patient w ould hear, 
"John is taller than Fred, and Fred is taller than Peter"; she w ould then be asked 
"Who is the taller, Peter or John?". Her performance was again flawless on 15 
questions.

2 .38b Classification.

The ability to classify objects and to ignore irrelevant attributes in 
classification was a further prerequisite postulated by Piaget. In the first task, the 
patient was presented with 50 colour photographs of objects representing 10 
animals, 10 colours, 10 fruits, 10 household objects and 10 action verbs. The task 
was to find a way to categorize the photographs. C.G. readily classified the 
photographs according to their superordinate categories.

In the second task, we tested C.G.’s ability to shift criteria in sorting 
complex stimuli. The stimuli were tokens that varied in colour, shape and size. 
The patient was first asked to sort the tokens according to an attribute defined by 
the experimenter (e.g. to sort by colour). Then the patient was asked to sort by 
another attribute (e.g. shape), ignoring colour altogether. C.G.'s performance on 
this task was normal, showing that she was able both to classify objects according 
to a given criteria and to shift from one classification to another one, ignoring 
irrelevant attributes.
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2.38c Class inclusion.

A series of questions based on Piaget's classical class-inclusion task was 
developed. The patient was asked 10 questions requiring a grasp the logical 
relation of class-inclusion (e.g "If I have 16 roses and 6 tulips, do I have more 
roses or more flowers?"). These questions are typically failed by young children. 
Her performance was correct on all the questions.

2.38d One-to-one correspondence.

To understand the concept of a cardinal num ber, Piaget claims that it is 
necessary for the child to understand  that sets will have the same cardinal 
num ber if their members can be pu t in one-to-one correspondence. Adapting a 
standard Piagetian test, we gave C.G. a set of 50 sticks, and asked her to give the 
same num ber of sticks to 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 different persons. C.G. was able to carry 
out the task without any difficulty.

2.38e Summary

There is no evidence from these tests that C.G. suffers an im pairm ent in 
the kind of logical reasoning competence that has been claimed as necessary for 
the developm ent of numbers.

2.4 Conclusions

The patien t C.G. presented  w ith the classical signs of G erstm ann's 
Syndrom e - finger agnosia, right-left disorientation, a profound agraphia (but 
w ith an equally profound alexia) and a remarkably dense acalculia. Apart from 
these symptoms, she seems to have fully recovered from a stroke two years prior 
to testing. In the study reported here, the acalculic condition is examined in 
detail.
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2.41 Category specificity

The m ost noteworthy feature of C.G.'s acalculia is an apparently  total 
inability to deal with numbers above 4. The inability is present in all the tasks 
that were administered. She is unable to recognise or produce spoken num ber 
names above 4: she is unable to recognise arabic num erals above 4, she cannot 
understand numbers above 4, nor can she judge which of two num bers above 4 
is the greater whether these are presented as arabic numerals or as dot patterns, 
she cannot count above 4, nor recite the number names above 4. Finally, she can 
not retrieve any facts involving num bers above 4. Her ability to deal w ith 
num bers below 4 is largely preserved: she can recognise their nam es and 
paradoxically, given her total alexia for letters, recognise arabic numerals; she can 
count and recite up to 4; she can judge num ber and dot patterns, though with 
some errors up to 4. It is not clear that she can retrieve facts involving numbers 
below  four: w hen tested, she appears to construct an im age or other 
representation of the object in question and then count the relevant features 
(like the arms of the Cross).

Her calculation ability is almost nil though she can do some additions and 
subtractions where the elements and the solutions are 4 or below. However, she 
uses a counting-on or counting-back strategy rather than retrieving the answer 
from memory even for the simplest sums.

There is no evidence that her disabilities stem from a w ider impairment; 
semantic memory, apart from num bers, appears intact. Her understanding of 
quantities is also good and she appears to have m aintained the reasoning 
abilities thought to underlie the development of num ber concepts.

It is true that C.G. shows difficulties with some other ordinal structures. 
However, the form of her difficulties with other ordinal structures are different 
from her difficulties with numbers. In particular, she is able to retrieve more 
than four days of the week and her recitation of letter names - "C, A, P..." - does 
not show a clear dissociation between the first four items and the rest. If her only 
deficit were loss of ordinal structure one might expect a misordering of preserved 
num bers which was not found and perhaps "islands" of preservation beyond the 
first four numbers, which also was not found.
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It is clear that C.G. suffers a category-specific disability of an unusual type; 
it is not just that a particular category, numbers, is selectively affected but that a 
definite subcategory within this category is affected.

2.42 The Functional locus of the deficit

Usually, the functional locus of im pairm ent for category-specific deficits 
has been allocated in the cognitive system where items are assigned to semantic 
categories that is in the semantic system (Shallice, 1987, 1988 for theoretical 
reviews). Patients with selective dysfunctions of specific sem antic categories 
show im paired com prehension of single w ords belonging to the im paired 
category. The difficulty in assigning a deficit to the semantic system or systems is 
well illustrated by Howard and Franklin's (1988) detailed account of single word 
processing impairments in the patient M.K. It is necessary to eliminate accounts 
of the data  in terms of deficits w ithin system s for item  recognition and 
production that are satellites of a semantic system. For example, evidence has 
been presented indicating that category-specific deficits might arise from deficits 
beyond the semantic component; i.e. within the production lexicons. Caramazza 
and Hillis (1991) reported the performance of two brain dam aged patients with 
m odality specific deficits restricted principally to verbs in oral and w ritten 
production respectively. Both patients showed normal comprehension of single 
w ords and  produced  sem antic errors only in one m odality  of o u tp u t 
demonstrating that their category impairm ent did not result from a deficit to the 
sem antic component. Instead, the authors suggested that the locus of the 
functional deficit was w ithin the ou tpu t phonological and  orthographical 
lexicons. Indeed, category specific im pairm ents due to deficits in the ou tpu t 
lexicons, or the access processes to them , have also been described for 
grammatical class knowledge as well as for specific semantic categories such as 
fruits and vegetables (Hart et al., 1985; Farah and Wallace, 1992), proper nouns 
(Semenza and Zettin, 1988; 1989; De Renzi and Luchelli, 1991) and common 
nouns (Cipolotti et al., 1993).

Does C.G.'s unusual specific subcategory im pairm ent arise from a deficit 
w ith in  the sem antic system ?. C.G.'s im pairm en t seem s to affect the 
com prehension of both spoken and written num bers above 4. She was in fact 
unable to point on spoken request to arabic num erals above 4. She failed 
cardinality judgm ent tasks involving arabic num erals or dots pattern  above 4
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and she was unable to define spoken num ber names above 4. This pattern of 
perform ance seemed to indicate that her knowledge of num bers above 4 is 
selectively lost.

If the locus of the deficit lies in the num ber semantic representations then 
C.G.’s failure to produce and recognise num ber w ords and num erals above 4 
m ust be explained. In particular, it is necessary to consider whether C.G.’s failure 
to produce and recognise numbers above 4 is related to a deficit in her semantic 
num ber representations. The implication of her category specific im pairm ent for 
the ability to read aloud arabic numerals will be considered in section 2.45.

Previous examples of patients showing an association between impaired 
comprehension and impaired nam ing have been interpreted as indicating that 
naming requires intact semantic representations (e.g Hillis and Caramazza, 1991). 
C.G.’s ability to retrieve a spoken num ber nam e in num ber production tasks 
m irrored her ability to com prehend num bers. Only spoken num ber names 
below 4 could be produced and only num bers below 4 could be understood. 
Because the im pairm ent involved both com prehension and production it is 
argued that her failure to retrieve number names above 4 is due to the loss of the 
semantic representations of those numbers above 4. Her category specific deficit 
dem onstrated in comprehension tasks is also shown in num ber production tasks 
because the processes involved in perform ing these tasks operate on semantic 
representations.

More puzzling is her inability to recognize num ber words and numerals 
above 4. If the recognition unit for "sette" (seven) is still intact, w hy C.G. could 
not say "This is a word, but I don't know what it means."? And if the recognition 
unit for "7" is still intact, why could she not recognise it as a familiar symbol 
even if she could not give it a meaning? Auditory lexical decision tests and 
symbol discrim ination tests m ade it clear that she could not recognise these 
items even as familiar if now meaningless. Perhaps successful performance on 
lexical decision judgments (i.e. "This is a w ord (not a nonsense syllable"), or 
symbol discrimination judgments (i.e "This is a known symbol (not a nonsense 
shape)’’) require intact semantic representations. Indeed, a sim ilar notion has 
been advocated for written word recognition by Chertkow et al. (1989). These 
authors claimed that: "...the activation threshold of an entry in the lexicon may 
partly depend on the intactness of its representation at the semantic level. Some 
recent models of word recognition have incorporated the premise of continuous 
feedback between more central components of the language m echanism  and
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peripheral components that deal with structure..." (p. 440, cited by Patterson and 
Hodges, 1992). Interestingly, the patients with specific selective semantic memory 
disorders reported by Warrington (1975) failed lexical decision tasks.

The first and preferred explanation of C.G.’s impairments is that her poor 
perform ance on num ber production and num ber recognition tasks was due to 
her faulty num ber semantic representations. Both types of tasks require the 
mediation of number semantic representations and because of the deficit within 
her num ber semantic representations her performance on both these tasks was 
poor. However, it could be claimed, though the probability of this occurrence 
would seem to be very low that exactly the same items have been lost from the 
satellite systems - that is, the num ber word recognition and production systems, 
the num eral recognition system, and the dot-pattern recognition system - of the 
semantic system. It could be claimed that each of the satellite system s has 
suffered the loss of exactly the same items in addition to the item-specific loss of 
the num ber concepts. If this w as the case the question of w hether this 
conjunction was accidental or principled must be addressed. If this conjunction is 
principled an account for m ultiple deficits affecting the same item s m ust be 
provided. However, what such an account might look like remains unexplained.

2.43 Im paired access or degraded storage?

Assum ing that C.G.'s deficits are due to a selective im pairm ent in the 
semantic num ber representations above 4, I will now address the question of 
whether her impairm ent was due to a difficulty in accessing inform ation from 
an intact num ber knowledge base or from a loss of the num ber concepts 
them selves. On the basis of W arring ton  and co lleagues’ c riteria  for 
distinguishing between item loss and access difficulty it is evident that C.G. has 
lost the num bers above 4.
1. Consistency. Within modality of presentation there is complete consistency by 
item from test to test; tests involving num bers above 4 are always failed while 
tests involving num bers below 4 are almost always correct. W ithin the verbal 
m odality, she is unable to produce num ber names above 4 or to understand 
these names or to recognise them while she succeeds on verbal tests of num bers 
below 4. W ithin the nonverbal (visual) m odality, she consistently fails and 
succeeds w ith exactly the same numbers; she fails arabic num erals above 4 and 
succeeds w ith arabic numerals below 4.
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2. Item frequency. Frequency effects should be absent, or at least much reduced, if 
C.G. has an access deficit. The role of item frequency was not explicitly tested in 
this study but it is true that the numbers 1 to 4 are the most frequent in Italian 
(Bortolini et a i, 1972) and English (Kucera and Francis, 1967). How ever, if the 
effect simply depended on item frequency one m ight expect a more graduated 
profile of deficit.
3. Priming. No tests of prim ing as such were carried out. How ever, Shallice 
(1988) m aintains that prim ing should be equivalent to cuing or prom pting  in 
activating items that are inaccessible but not lost. The tests of w hat comes after N, 
or w hat comes before N, which can be considered a test of prom pting. However, 
giving the prior or subsequent num ber in the series does not help C.G. retrieve 
that number. However, Chertkow and Bub (1990) have shown that prim ing can 
be effective in a lexical decision task for object names where cuing is not. It is 
therefore possible that some residual knowledge about numbers above 4 may be 
activated using this procedure. However, I think this unlikely.
4. Depth of processing. It is claimed that degradation of stored inform ation 
should lead to the loss of detailed attribute information while broad category 
information may be retained. For numbers that C.G. cannot use even knowledge 
that the num ber terms are num bers seems to be lost. However, it is at least 
arguable that if an item is completely lost, then it will not be possible to recover 
even superordinate category information.

On the basis of these criteria, C.G.'s disability entails loss of num bers above 
4 rather than impaired access to them.

2.44 Modality-spedficity

Since m odality effects have been observed, at least for picturable objects, 
there m ust, according to this reasoning, be separable semantic systems for the 
modalities involved. In the case of C.G., the issue seems clear in one respect. The 
deficit to the num bers above 4 appears with complete consistency across task 
modalities. The obvious and natural interpretation of this finding is that there is 
only one semantic system for numbers and that the concepts for num bers above 
4 have been lost from it. This interpretation is consistent w ith the earlier 
argum ent that abstract domains will not show modality-spedfic effects.

If there were two semantic systems, a verbal and a nonverbal, then it 
would have to be argued that exactly the same items had been lost from both.
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Since W arrington and Shallice suggested that the two systems are neurally  
distinct, this would seem unlikely.

2.45 Im plication for reading

The patient's reading performance showed two major points of interest:
1. She showed a severe impairment in recognizing and reading aloud letters and 
words coupled w ith a preserved ability to recognize and read a loud  non 
alphanum eric symbols and arabic numerals below 4. H er alexia for letters and 
words seemed to arise from a deficit within an early stage of the reading process 
affecting the  visual attributes analysis of the alphabetical m ateria l. This 
im pairm ent did  not affect the visual processing of ideographic m aterial. This 
finding has been reported in alexic patients. These patients are typically unable to 
read letters a n d /o r  words while they can read arabic numerals and non verbal 
symbols (e.g. Anderson, Damasio and Damasio, 1990). These findings seem to 
indicate that it is the form of the script which determines the ability to read 
aloud. In particular for C.G. her perform ance was im paired if the script was 
alphabetic. If the script was ideographic, as in the case of arabic num erals, her 
perform ance was preserved. This result realizes a striking double dissociation 
with a case of selective arabic numeral dyslexia described in chapters 3 and 4. The 
finding of a double dissociation indicates that an account of the data in terms of 
differing processing demands cannot work (see, Shallice, 1988 for the basis of this 
argument). It is suggested that this double dissociation indicates that there are 
specialized mechanisms for processing the different types of script (alphabetic 
and ideographic). These specialized mechanisms appear separable, at least in part, 
to an early stage of processing in the reading system and possibly tied to separate 
neuroanatom ical loci.
2. The association between C.G.'s preservation of semantic representations for 
num bers below 4 and her ability to read aloud only arabic num erals below 4 
suggests that disruptions of num ber semantic representation have predictable 
consequences for arabic num eral reading. This conclusion w ou ld  be in 
agreem ent w ith the prediction of a model of num ber processing proposed by 
McCloskey and colleagues (see for a review McCloskey, 1992 and, for further 
discussion, section 1.51a). In this model, the reading aloud of arabic num erals is 
accom plished by arabic num eral com prehension m echanism s tha t translate 
in p u t arab ic  num erals in to  in te rn a l abstrac t rep re sen ta tio n s . These
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representations are then translated by verbal num eral production mechanisms 
into spoken num ber names. A deficit in the internal abstract representations 
would therefore clearly affect the ability to produce spoken num ber names. The 
finding that C.G. could not read arabic num erals for which she had lost the 
sem antic rep resen ta tions seems therefore to su p p o rt th is m odel. This 
in terpretation  w ould, however, create problem s for m odels assum ing that 
num ber transcoding  m echanism s d id  not involve in term ediate  num ber 
semantic representations (e.g Deloche and Seron, 1987; Cohen and Dehaene, 
1990; described in sections 1.51b and 1.51c and see chapter 3 for further 
discussion).

2.46 A remaining puzzle

The final puzzle is the obvious watershed between 4 and 5. W hy does it 
exist?. One possibility has to do with item frequency - the spared num bers are 
more frequent than those lost. However, to get the sharp division between lost 
and spared items requires the additional postulation of a frequency-related 
threshold below which items become totally inaccessible. Standard m odels of 
w ord-recognition that posit such a threshold (e.g. M orton's (1969) Logogen 
model), would also suppose that contextual information, as would be provided 
by the act of counting, or by prom pts, should raise subthreshold item s to 
response levels, at least occasionally. This does not appear to happen w ith C.G. 
Another possibility is that the meanings of the num bers 1 to 4 are special in 
some other way, for example, they form the range for perceptual subitizing. 
However, C.G. is unable to subitize. A further possibility has been suggested by 
Sutherland (1991) in a review made in a prelim inary report of this study. The 
author suggested that a possible explanation for this unusual subcategory deficit
was that: "the numbers one to four are those learned first the concepts learned
first m ay survive, while others are lost" (p.389). Indeed, there are studies 
indicating that one of the factors affecting the ability to retrieve words is their age 
of acquisition (Rochford and William, 1962). However, it is not a general rule 
that after brain damage the concepts acquired earlier in life are those generally 
preserved. Selective impairments for categories presumably acquired early in life 
(e.g. food) have been described. In addition, selective preservation of categories 
acquired later in life (e.g abstract w ords and proper nouns) has also been 
documented. Furthermore, considering developmental factors there is no clear
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evidence that children acquire the num bers from 1 to 4 first and then all the 
others. In addition, it is of interest to note that num ber concepts appear to be 
typically acquired in strong association with the digits of the hands (Anderson et 
al., 1990) and so again, why has C.G. not maintained at least the num ber 5?.
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Chapter 3 Evidence for arabic num eral and alphabetical reading
routines in the brain

3.1 Introduction

In literate people the ability to read can be selectively impaired by cerebral 
lesion. Damage to the reading system caused by a brain injury can give rise to a 
num ber of different syndromes nam ed acquired dyslexias. The various patterns 
of reading difficulties have been extensively investigated by single case methods 
since the pioneering work of M arshall and Newcombe (1966, 1973). Usually 
impairments of reading co occur across the domains of words and num bers (e.g. 
Henderson, 1987). However, selective sparing of num ber reading has also been 
observed in alexic patients; the patients' ability to read  arabic num erals is 
typically less im paired than  their ability to read  w ords (Dejerine, 1892; 
H inshelw ood, 1899; Henschen, 1919; 1920; Bonhoeffer, 1923; H ecaen, 1967; 
Hecaen et al. 1961; Hecaen and Kremin, 1976; Sasanuma and Monoi, 1975; Albert, 
Yamadori, Gardner and Howes, 1973; Gardner, 1974; Symonds, 1953; Geschwind, 
1965; Anderson et al., 1990; see patient C.G. chapter 2). In this chapter, I will 
describe an unusual selective deficit in reading arabic numerals. This pattern of 
impairm ent, studied here for the first time from a cognitive neuropsychological 
perspective, realises a double dissociation w ith the "num ber sparing  effect" 
observed in alexic patients.

3.11 W riting systems

There are different ways to visually represen t elem ents of spoken 
language. These ways differ according to the extent to which the w ritten and 
spoken form correspond. The evolution of writing systems has been m arked by a 
trend tow ard a more direct representation of sound (Hung and Tzeng, 1981). 
Early forms of writing (i.e. the pictographic system) used pictures to convey 
information. Historical evidence (Diringer, 1968; Gelb, 1963) suggests that the 
pictographic system evolved into a m ore formal and abstract scrip t nam ed 
logographic. In logographic script each character typically encodes aspects of the 
m eaning of a w ord (i.e. m orphem es). A further evolution occurred w hen 
logographs were used to represent the sounds of words. This progression led to 
the developm ent of a writing system called syllabic. In the syllabic system the
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written elements stand, not for whole words, but for the syllables from which the 
spoken w ords are composed. The progression tow ard the representation of 
sounds in w riting leads to the emergence of the alphabetic system . In the 
alphabetical writing systems the symbols encode single phonemes.

All these various writing systems are still used. For exam ple, m odern 
Chinese and  one of the w riting  system s still used in Japan (Kanji) are 
logographic. An example of a syllabic system is the Japanese Kana. In alphabetical 
writing systems like Italian or English a small proportion of the w ritten elements 
are ideographs encoding meaning and not morphemes, such as arabic numerals, 
rom an num erals, mathematical signs, punctuation marks, signs of the zodiac, 
political signs, road signs, etc.

Num bers are of particular interest here since they can be represented by 
different scripts. Num erals are the various special symbols for representing 
numbers. The numerals extensively used nowadays are arabic num erals, such as 
563, that are considered ideographs that do not convey phonological values. 
Ideographs can be read in different ways (e.g. 1 - "one"; 18 - "eighteen"; 1st - 
"first"). In contrast logographs can not. Arabic num erals are "abstract place- 
value" notations (Menninger, 1969). W hen we are confronted w ith the arabic 
num eral 563 a term by term translation w ould produce the spoken num ber 
nsLmes'Jive, six and three” instead of the correct ”five hundred and six ty  three”. 
In contrast, w ritten number names, such as five hundred and sixty three, are the 
translation of the spoken form according to the writing system of the language. 
W ritten num ber names, in contrast to arabic num erals, are "phonologically 
transparent" since they allow for a term by term  translation of the spoken 
num ber names (e.g. /f iv e / /h u n d re d / and /s ix ty / /th re e /) . The universality of 
the arabic numerals contrasts with the language specificity of num ber names. For 
example, in Chinese, number names can be written using two different types of 
Chinese characters (e.g. "simplified" and "complex"). In Japanese, num ber names 
can be transcribed in Kana (syllabic script) or in Kanji (logographic script). 
However, they are normally written only in Kanji since the stim uli w ritten in 
Kana are actually pseudohom ophones, i.e. nonw ords hom ophonie to words 
(Wydell, 1991). It is important to remember that the Chinese and Kanji characters 
represent num ber names and not arabic numerals. This fact, as H olender and 
Peerem an poin ted  out, has not alw ays been correctly evaluated  in the 
psychological literature. Chinese and Kanji characters have frequently  been
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regarded as realizing a "perfect synthesis"; i.e., both num erals and num ber 
names (e.g. Menninger, 1962).

In non alphabetical w riting  system s such as Chinese and  Japanese, 
num bers offer an interesting opportunity to compare the performances of skilled 
readers and alexic patients on the same stimuli w ritten in two different types of 
script (e.g. arabic numerals and Chinese and Kanji characters). Such studies can 
determine whether arabic numerals, Chinese characters and Kanji characters are 
read by the same mechanism as other researchers have often claimed (see for 
example Takahashi and Green, 1982). In alphabetical w riting systems num bers 
offer the unique opportunity  of being able to compare the perform ances of 
skilled readers and alexic patients on the same stim uli represented in two 
different types of script: ideographic (arabic numerals) and alphabetic (written 
num ber names). Such studies can determ ine w hether different processing 
mechanisms are used in reading different types of script.

3.12 The dissociation between ideographic and alphabetic reading

The question of whether the linguistic distinction betw een ideographic 
and alphabetic written elements is complemented by the involvem ent of two 
different script dependent reading mechanisms has been addressed in a num ber 
of studies (for a review see also Deloche and Seron, 1987). Of particular interest 
are the studies which have reported differences in the processes skilled readers 
use to read  ideographs and alphabetical script. A num ber of lines of 
neuropsychological evidence are relevant.

Besner and Coltheart (1979) investigated the reading, in the sense of 
com prehension rather than in the sense of pronouncing aloud, of arabic 
num erals and written number names in skilled English readers. They found that 
incongruence between the physical size of num ber symbols and their values 
affected the subjects' perform ance on cardinality judgm ent tasks w hen the 
stimuli were arabic numerals (e.g. 4 5 was harder than 4 5 ). An absence of a 
congruity effect was reported w hen the stim uli were presented  as w ritten 
num ber names (e.g. f o u r  five was not harder than four f iV G ). The authors 
concluded that different script forms engage different cognitive processing 
mechanisms. In a following study, Coltheart (1980) proposed that these cognitive 
processing mechanisms are different not only functionally but also anatomically.
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Coltheart argued that arabic num erals, in comm on w ith  other m odes of 
ideographic representations (he considered Kanji characters as ideographic) 
should be more strongly associated with processing mechanisms located in the 
right hemisphere, while the alphabetic script w ould be more strongly associated 
w ith processing mechanisms located in the left hem isphere. How ever, these 
conclusions m ust be interpreted with caution for a num ber of reasons. First, in a 
review of the literature on the effect of brain damage on the ability to process 
letters, words and arabic numerals, Holender and Peerem an (1987) concluded 
that although the right hemisphere has some ability to process arabic num erals 
this ability was not superior to that possessed by the left hemisphere. Secondly, 
Coltheart and Besner incorrectly classed arabic num erals (true ideographs) 
together w ith non-ideographic representations; i.e., the Kanji characters which 
were actually logographs. Thirdly, studies have reported a congruity effect with 
written num ber name stimuli (e.g., Foltz, Poltrock and Potts, 1984; Peereman and 
Holender, 1984).

Takahashi and Green (1982), in a similar study to Coltheart and Besner's, 
investigated the reading of written num ber names in skilled Japanese readers. 
The authors reported an interference effect in native Japanese speakers when the 
numbers were presented in Kanji but not when the numbers were presented in 
Kana (however, they also found that irrelevant variations in the physical size of 
the Kana stimuli slowed RT relative to the Same condition). In this context it 
should be rem em bered that the num ber names w ritten in Kana used by the 
authors are not real words but pseudohom ophones. Nonetheless, the authors 
concluded that this finding implied that ideographic (by which they mistakenly 
mean the logographic characters Kanji) and syllabic scripts (i.e., Kana) are read by 
different script dependent processing mechanisms. In addition, they argued that 
the same mechanism is implicated in reading num bers w ritten in Kanji and in 
the arabic code.

These conclusions are controversial. First, regarding their claim that the 
two forms of script (Kanji and Kana) are read by functionally distinct, script 
dependen t processing mechanism s, it is not clear that these independent 
m echanisms are script dependent. Kanji characters are real w ords while Kana 
characters are pseudohom ophones. It is well know n th a t w ords and 
pseudohom ophones are read by functionally distinct processing m echanisms 
(e.g. D erouesne and Beauvois, 1985). Therefore, the functionally  distinct 
processing mechanisms may be real w ord / pseudohom ophone dependent, not
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script dependent. As regards their second claim, that the same m echanism  is 
implicated in reading numbers w ritten in Kanji and arabic num erals, it should 
be noted that neuropsychological data has indicated the existence of dissociations 
in the ability to process arabic num erals, Kanji characters and other types of 
id eo g ram s. Studies conducted on alphabetical readers, presenting  reading 
difficulties after cerebral dam age dem onstra te  the existence of read ing  
im pairm ents restricted to particular types of ideograms. Hecaen et al. (1961) 
reported 16 patients who showed a relatively stronger inability to identify 
arithmetical signs than arabic numerals. More recently, Ferro and Bothelo (1980) 
reported tw o patients who show ed a selective loss of the ability to read 
arithmetical signs with a preservation of the ability to read arabic num erals (see 
for a discussion section 1.32 of chapter 1). In chapter 2 , 1 described a patient, C.G., 
who, although unable to read num bers above 4 and arithmetical signs, could 
read aloud other non alphanumerical symbols such as road signs, signs of the 
zodiac, punctuation marks etc (see Table 2.4). Similarly, a group of 6 w ord alexic 
patients described by Hecaen and Kremin (1976) showed a selective preservation 
of the ability to name road signs in the presence of difficulties in reading arabic 
num erals.

Studies conducted on non alphabetical readers, presenting w ith reading 
difficulties after cerebral dam age dem onstrate the existence of a double 
dissociation in the ability to process arabic num erals and Kanji characters. 
Sasanuma and Monoi (1975) reported a 29-year-old patient whose performance 
revealed the presence of a dissociation in processing Kanji characters and arabic 
num erals. The patien t M.U., follow ing a left frontotem poral craniotom y, 
presented w ith a severe "word-meaning" aphasia, also named Gogi’s syndrome. 
M.U. had a m arked impairment in his comprehension of spoken words (5 out of 
10 correct answers) and of written words presented in Kanji or in Kana script (no 
data reported). His most prom inent sym ptom  was his greater ability to read 
aloud Kana (8 out of 10 correct answers) than Kanji words (4 ou t of 10 correct 
answ ers). In contrast to his severe impairm ent in processing Kanji w ords, the 
patient was able to able to match spoken num ber names to the corresponding 
arabic num erals (5 out of 5 correct responses) and to perform simple arithmetic 
operations (7/8  correct answers). It is unclear whether the presentation form of

11 This dissociation is quite rare, most of the Japanese patients reported in the literature present a 
selective deficit in the ability to read Kana, while the ability to read Kanji is preserved 
(Sasanuma, 1980).
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the arithmetical problems was visual or oral. The context seems to suggest that 
the authors probably meant visual. This finding has been recently confirmed and 
extended in a study by Sugishita, Otomo, Kabe and Yunoki (1992). The authors 
reported in a group of 7 pure alexic patients, 2 cases in which single arable 
num erals were read more accurately than Kanji characters. Interestingly, the 
authors then took into account the complexity of the configuration in order to 
match the stimuli in terms of graphic complexity. The data were, therefore, re
examined by selecting only the responses to 10 Kanji characters w ritten w ith no 
more than 3 strokes. It was found that in 1 patient the score for arable num erals 
was still significantly higher than that for the ideogram s. A n opposite  
dissociation (preserved reading of words in Kanji with an impairm ent in reading 
arable numerals) has been reported by Yamadori (1975). The author described a 
61-year-old w ho presented w ith a severe read ing  d isorder affecting the 
understanding  and the pronunciation of Kana w ords in the presence of a 
relatively spared capacity to process Kanji words. The patient's performance on 
an arable numeral reading task (it is unclear whether these where single or multi 
digit arable num erals) was reported to be "difficult showing the presence of 
paraphasic substitutions" (no quantitative data are reported). His performance on 
sim ple calcu lation  tasks was also rep o rted  to be severely  im paired  
(unfortunately, again no quantitative data are reported). Yamadori (1975) also 
summarized two other reports published in Japanese (Kotani, 1935; Ohashi, 1965) 
concerning two other cases of a relatively selective preservation of the ability to 
process Kanji characters accompanied by severe num ber processing disorders.

From these studies it appears that the ability to read different types of 
characters (i.e. Kanji and arable numeral) can be selectively im paired following 
brain damage. However, it cannot yet be concluded whether arable num erals and 
Kanji characters are read by two different processing mechanisms. In the studies 
reported so far, the patients' ability to read num bers w ritten in Kanji was not 
tested. Therefore, the selective advantage of a type of characters (Kanji or arable 
numerals) over the other might occur because of the particular semantic category 
(words or number) to which the characters belong. The literature on acquired 
dyslexias reported the existence of several category specific disorders occurring in 
the context of acquired alexias (e.g. Coltheart, Patterson and M arshall, 1980; 
W arrington, 1975; 1981; see below). Differences due to the type of characters, and 
not to the particular category could only be studied by comparing the patients'
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selective spared or impaired performance in processing num bers represented in 
arabic numerals or in Kanji characters.

It m ight be possible to determine whether different types of script are read 
by different processing m echanism s by investigating the perform ance of 
alphabetical alexic patients when reading ideographic (arabic num erals) and 
alphabetic script. Alphabetic readers, presenting w ith difficulties in reading 
letters and words after cerebral damage, suggest that the ability to read  arabic 
num erals can be som ewhat spared. In the alexic patien t first described by 
Dejerine (1892), the ability to read arabic num erals was intact. H inshelw ood 
(1899) described 4 patients with pure verbal alexia and 5 patients w ith  literal 
a l e x i a ,  w ho showed a preserved ability to read arabic num erals. H en sch en  
(1919, 1920) reported a group of 132 alexic patients, 71 of whom had a preserved 
ability to read arabic numerals. Bonhoffer (1923) also reported cases of alexia 
whose arabic numeral reading was unimpaired. Similarly, Hecaen et al. (1961) in 
a series of 101 alexic patients documented 23 cases whose ability to read arabic 
numerals was spared. In a following study, Hecaen (1967) reported the preserved 
ability to read single and multidigit arabic numerals in 7 cases of verbal alexia, 5 
cases of literal alexia and 2 cases of global alexia. In 1976, Hecaen and Kremin 
investigated the ability of 4 patients with word alexia w ithout agraphia and 2 
patients w ith word alexia and agraphia to read aloud single digit and m ulti digit 
arabic num eral. 5 out of 6 patients presented with a preserved ability to read 
single digits aloud, but were unable to read multi digit arabic numerals. Albert et 
al. (1973) described a patient who, despite a dense word alexia and agraphia, was 
still able to read aloud about 90% of single digit arabic numerals. Symonds (1953) 
and G eschw ind (1965) have also em phasized that there can som etim es be 
striking preservation of the capacity to read m ultid igit arabic num erals in 
patients w ith severe letter and w ord alexia. Recently A nderson et al. (1990) 
described a patient with a severe global alexia and agraphia. The patient could no 
longer read and write single letters, words and sentences. By contrast she could 
easily read and write single and multidigit arabic numerals.

In the previous paragraph, and also below, the term arabic num erals refers 
to both single (e.g. 8) and multi digit (e.g. 670) arabic numerals. In the majority of

12 Verbal alexia is characterized by a more or less complete preservation of the ability to read 
and identify letters but an inability to read words. In literal alexia, on the other hand, the reading 
of single letters is more impaired than the reading of single words. In global alexia there is a 
marked inability to read letters and words (Hinshelwood 1899; Hecaen, 1967).
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work, there is no clear description of which type of stimuli is being used. This 
deficiency means that it is not possible to determ ine whether there is a double 
dissociation the reading of single and m ultidigit arabic numerals, analogous to 
the literal and w ord alexia syndromes.

Further evidence of the relative preservation of num ber processing is 
found in group studies on aphasie patients. Goodglass, Klein, Carey and Jones 
(1966), studying the incidence of category-specific disorders, showed that both 
comprehension and naming of arabic num erals could be selectively spared or 
selectively impaired in aphasie patients. Barbizet et al. (1967) reported a group of 
22 severely  aphasie pa tien ts  w ho perfo rm ed  be tter on read in g  and 
comprehension tasks for single and m ultidigit arabic num erals than for letter 
and w ord reading and comprehension. Gardner (1974) compared the nam ing 
performance of aphasie patients for pictures of animals, colours, letters and arabic 
numerals. The arabic num eral category appeared the better preserved in the 
aphasie group.

The evidence for the existence of a reverse pattern (impairment in reading 
arabic num erals w ithout alexia for letters and words), is more scarce and less 
convincing. Bastian (1898; quoted by Grewel, 1969) reported a case of alexia for 
arabic num erals w ithout alexia for words and letters. Henschen (1919; 1920) 
reported that 4 of his 132 alexic patients presented with a selective difficulty in 
reading aloud arabic numerals, Hecaen et al. (1961) reported in his series of 101 
alexic patients, 20 cases showing an arabic num eral reading impairm ent w ithout 
alexia for letters and words. From their anatomo-clinical study, Hecaen and 
colleagues (1961) concluded that the frequency with which letters, w ords and 
arabic num erals break dow n is different according to the site of the lesion. 
According to them, num ber alexia is more frequent following a left parietal 
lesion, while alexia for letters and words is more frequent following a temporal 
lesion. This data could indicate that partially different functional and neural 
subsystems are involved in processing the two different types of script. This 
finding seemed to support Hinshelwood's (1899) view that the reading of letters, 
words, musical notes and arabic numerals each depends upon a separate brain 
centre; "But when disease disturbs the perfect adjustment of the complex cerebral
mechanism, it often enables us to ....... show that past visual im pressions are
arranged in definite groups within the visual memory area, so that one or more 
of these groups may disappear without any interference with the others" (p. 10 
quoted by Hecaen and Kremin, 1976). However, the present evidence cannot be
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regarded as anything but anecdotal. It should be rem em bered that the data 
coming from Hecaen's group studies are am biguous since the m ethods and 
procedures of deficit assessment and the description of the errors w ere left 
unspecified. In addition, the test materials were not reported or inappropriate 
and the num ber of test items was small, (see sections 1.31 and 1.32 for a critical 
evaluation of Hecaen and colleagues' work).

In conclusion, the available evidence regarding selective preservation or 
selective im pairm ent in reading arabic num erals in comparison to letters and 
words, is limited. Generally, in the acquired dyslexia syndromes, the patients' 
perform ance w ith arabic num erals has not been system atically explored. In 
addition, in the data reviewed so far, there is the possibility that some of the 
w ord or num ber sparing effects m ight be accounted for as selective category 
specific deficits rather than as deficits in processing different types of script. 
Acquired dyslexia patients have been described w ith difficulties restricted to 
specific categories. For example, a double dissociation has been described for 
reading concrete and abstract words. Several patients are on record who are able 
to read concrete words more easily than abstract words (Coltheart et al. 1980). The 
opposite pattern  of im pairm ent has also been reported. W arrington (1981) 
described an exceptional patient whose ability to read abstract words was superior 
to his ability to read concrete words. It has been argued that these deficits 
restricted to some categories of words reflect the categorical organization of the 
sem antic representations of the w ritten stim uli (W arrington, 1981). In this 
respect, evidence coming from direct comparisons of the performance of alexic 
patients in reading arabic numerals and w ritten num ber name tasks w ould be 
informative. Finding a selective sparing in a patient's ability to read num bers 
according to the different types of script would imply that the relevant factor is 
the printed form of the stimuli, not the particular category to which it belongs. 
Since none of the previous studies has actually  com pared the patien ts ' 
perform ance on tasks requiring the reading of num bers w ritten in the two 
different codes. It is not possible to conclude that different m echanism s are 
involved in reading different forms of script.

A few more recent studies that investigated the performance of patients 
reading num bers w ritten in both forms of script show ed the presence of an 
associated deficit in reading  arabic num erals and  w ritten  num ber nam es 
(Dahmen et al. 1982; McCloskey et al., 1986; Temple, 1989). Dahmen et al. studied 
the ability of a group of aphasies and right brain damaged patients to identify and
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to perform  cardinality  judgm ent tasks w ith num bers presented as arabic 
num erals and w ritten num ber names. They d id  not found any significant 
difference in the two group of patients between the two types of script. The 
patient described by McCloskey et al. (H.Y.), had an overall percentage of correct 
responses of 86.1% and of 91.9% when reading aloud arabic num erals and 
written num ber names respectively. The developmental case (Paul) described by 
Temple showed an overall percentage of correct responses of 55% and of 59% 
when reading aloud arabic num erals and w ritten num ber names respectively. 
Both patients had a m ore general difficulty in tasks requiring the spoken 
production of numbers. H.Y.’s overall percentage of correct responses in a 
num ber facts task was 86% (no data regarding his perform ance in num ber 
repetition task were reported). Paul's overall percentage of correct responses in a 
num ber repetition task was 47%. Therefore, the num ber reading difficulties in 
both cases seemed to be due to a more general difficulty in producing spoken 
num ber names not strictly dependent on the ability to read aloud numbers. It is 
thus concluded that these studies are inconclusive regarding the question of 
whether alphabetic and ideographic scripts are read by dissociable processing 
m echanism s.

3.13 Models of reading aloud words and num bers

Recent models of alphabetic script reading (Marshall and Newcombe, 1973; 
Coltheart, 1978; 1981; Morton and Patterson 1980; Patterson and Morton, 1985; 
Ellis, 1984; Ellis and Young, 1988) incorporate at least two, functionally and 
neurally separable, routines for converting print to speech: a lexical routine used 
in reading w ords that the reader knows and; a nan-lexical routine used in 
reading pronounceable letter-strings that the reader has never seen before like, 
for example, non words. Figure 3.1 shows the model proposed for reading aloud 
words.

(insert figure 3.1 about here)

The lexical routine is meant to associate a letter string as a whole w ith the 
app rop ria te  sem antic and  w hole-w ord phonological rep resen tation . The 
retrieval of this representation might be achieved in two different ways:
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1. Through the semantic system. In this case a letter string corresponding to a 
learned w ord activates a visual lexical entry in an orthographic input lexicon. 
This in turn  activates the appropriate m eaning in the semantic system  and 
subsequently retrieves the appropriate whole-word phonological representation 
in a phonological output lexicon (pathway x, y, z in Figure 3.1).
2. T hrough a d irect w hole-w ord  connection betw een  co rrespond ing  
representations in the orthographic input lexicon and the phonological output 
lexicon. W hen the reader uses this procedure the w ord 's pronunciation is 
achieved bypassing the semantic system (pathway x, v in Figure 3.1).

The non-lexical routine utilizes a system of p rin t to sound rules that 
translate one or two graphem es into single phonem es (Coltheart, Besner, 
Jonasson and Davelaar, 1979); or graphem es, dem isyllables, syllables and 
morphemes, possibly up to whole words, into phonological segments (Shallice, 
W arrington and McCarthy, 1983 and Shallice and McCarthy, 1985) (see pathw ay 
m, n in Figure 3.1). The phonological units obtained, have to be assem bled to 
yield the pronunciation of the whole word. However, other authors (Glushko, 
1979; Marcel, 1980; Kay and Marcel, 1981) have suggested that unfamiliar words 
and non words are not read aloud by a separate non lexical routine. They have 
proposed that these stimuli might be read aloud by analogy with familiar words.

Support for the "dual route" model has come from studies on acquired 
dyslexic patients whose reading performance was consistent with a deficit to one 
or other reading routine (Coltheart, Patterson and M arshall, 1980; Patterson, 
Marshall and Coltheart, 1985). Various aspects of the "dual route" model have 
been challenged (see H um phreys and Evett, 1985 and the com m entaries 
following that article). Seidenberg and M cClelland (1989) have proposed a 
connectionist model which proposed two processes for reading aloud a w ritten 
word. A first procedure, or types of computations, computes phonology directly 
from orthography via a set of hidden units. A second com putation initially 
translates the written word into a representation of meaning and then computes 
the w ord's pronunciation from its meaning. In this m odel, both w ords and 
nonwords are read by the same type of computation. At the m oment models like 
those of Seidenberg and McClelland seem unable to provide an account of 
certain forms of acquired dyslexia as such as deep and surface d y s l e x i a  H (for a

^^Deep dyslexia is a symptom-complex acquired disorder of reading characterized by an 
impairment in nonword reading and the presence of a grammatical class effect in word reading tasks 
where there are semantic, derivational and visual errors (Coltheart et al., 1980). Surface dyslexia
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critical discussion, see Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins and Haller, 1993 and Patterson 
and Hodges, 1992).

Figure 3.1

Model of stages of processing written words
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is an acquired reading disorder characterized by normal or near normal reading aloud (whether 
measured as accuracy or as reading speed), of words with a regular spelling to sound correspondence 
(like MINT) and significantly reduced accuracy in reading words with an exceptional spelling to 
sound correspondence (like PINT) where there are regularization errors.
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More recently, an information processing m odel similar to that used as a 
fram ework for describing w ord  reading d isorders, has been u tilized  for 
presenting and discussing data generated by patients w ith difficulties in reading 
and writing numbers. McCloskey et al.’s influential num ber processing m odel is, 
in fact, similar to the standard "dual route" model (see McCloskey, 1992 for a 
review). Figure 3.2 shows McCloskey et al.'s num ber processing model.

(insert figure 3.2 about here)

In this model there are separate number production and com prehension  
m echanism s (see for a detailed discussion of this m odel section 1.51a). The 
num ber comprehension mechanisms convert a num erical input into an abstract 
internal representation that specifies, in an abstract form, the basic quantities in a 
num ber and the power of 10 associated with each quantity. The functionally 
autonom ous num ber com prehension and production  m echanism s interface 
with this abstract semantic representation.

One of the fundam ental assum ptions of this model is that the num ber 
production mechanisms operate only on semantic representations. In contrast to 
the "dual route" model, advocated by McCloskey and colleagues for w ord 
reading, this model for num ber processing does not consider the possibility that 
num bers m ight be read aloud through a process that does not involve the 
sem antic representation. In this model, a d istinction is d raw n w ith in  the 
num ber com prehension and num ber p roduction  m echanism s betw een a 
com ponent for processing arabic numerals and a com ponent for processing 
verbal numerals (i.e. spoken and written num ber names). W ithin the num ber 
com prehension and production com ponents, a further distinction is m ade 
between lexical and syntactic components. The syntactic component is assum ed 
not to be tied to a specific production mode but to be shared between written and 
spoken verbal numeral production. The lexical retrieval stage, on the contrary, is 
assum ed to be m odality dependent: in the lexical processing com ponent for

^^The McCloskey et al. model of the cognitive processes involved in number processing does not 
address the question of the relationship between the number and language processing mechanisms. 
The model does not address whether the number processing mechanisms constitute a cognitive 
system that is (i) entirely distinct (ii) carried out in part (iii) wholly carried out by general 
language-processing mechanisms.
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verbal num eral com prehension and production m echanism s a distinction is 
m ade betw een phonological and graphemic components. The phonological 
component processes spoken num ber names while the graphem ic component 
processes written num ber names.

Figure 3.2

A schem atic rep resen ta tion  of the m ajor num ber com prehension  and 
production processing components posited by McCloskey et al.
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So according to this model, reading an arabic num eral aloud (like 2,040) 
requires the following processing components:
1. The input is converted by the arabic numeral comprehension component into 
an abstract internal representation that looks like (2) 10EXP3, {4} lOEXPl, where 
the digits in brackets w ould indicate quantity  representations (e.g., (2)) and 
lOEXPn w ould indicate a power of 10 (e.g. 10EXP3 specifies thousand). The 
construction of this sem antic representation has required  both  the arabic 
num eral lexical and syntactical comprehension components. The arabic numeral 
lexical comprehension component has generated the internal representation for 
the digits 2 and 4. The arabic numeral syntactical comprehension component has 
generated the power of ten associated with these quantities.
2. The abstract internal representation is translated by the verbal num eral 
production component that generates spoken num ber names as output (i.e. /tw o  
thousand and forty/). The translation of the semantic representation (2) 10EXP3, 
(4) lOEXPl requires the identification of the largest num ber of ten in the number, 
and on this basis, the following syntactic frame would be generated:

[ONES:_] MULT:T [ [ONES:_] MULT: H TENS:_ ONES:J 
"10EXP3" T0EXP2" ’TOEXPl” ’TOEXPO"

This form specifies that for numbers in which 10EXP3 is the largest power of ten 
(as in the case of 2,040), the canonical verbal form is a ONES word, followed by 
the MULTIPLIER thousand, followed by a ONES word, and so forth.
After the syntactic frame is generated, each basic quantity in the input semantic 
representation is assigned to the appropriate slot in the frame, according to the 
syntactic category label beneath each slot. Thus, for 2,040 the filled frame would 
take the form:

[ONES: {2}] MULT:T [ [ONES: J  MULT: H  TENS: (4) ONES:_]
"I0EXP3" "10EXP2" ’TOEXPl" ’’lOEXPO’’

The individual elements of the filled syntactic frame are used to address the 
corresponding phonological representations (i.e / tw o /  /th o u san d / and /fo rty /). 
N ot all the distinctions postulated by this model have been substantiated by 
empirical data (as discussed in sections 1.51a and b). Relevant in this context is 
the lack of empirical evidence suggesting that num ber transcoding is necessarily 
only accomplished by computing abstract internal representations.

In contrast w ith the num ber com prehension and num ber production 
mechanisms postulated by McCloskey and colleagues, Seron and Deloche (1984, 
Deloche and Seron, 1987) and Cohen and Dehaene (1991) have proposed models
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of num ber transcoding which do not include the com putation of sem antic 
representations (see sections 1.51b and c for a discussion). Seron and Deloche 
described an "asemantic" model for the translation of arabic num erals to written 
num ber names and w ritten num ber names to arabic num erals. M ore recently, 
Cohen and Dehaene proposed another asem antic m odel of arabic num eral 
reading by modifying the McCloskey at al. model. The authors proposed that the 
nature of the store of the input data for arabic num eral reading is visual rather 
than semantic (the visual num ber store). Reading aloud an arabic num eral 
would be a three-step process requiring two successive accesses to the visual 
num ber form.

Both models do not postulate the existence of another num ber reading 
routine relying on an interm ediate level of sem antic representation. Both 
m odels in fact did not postulate that the asemantic m echanism s could be an 
additional processing mechanisms to the McCloskey et al. postulated model.

3.14 Aims of this chapter

The patient, S.F., who will be reported in this chapter, suffered from a 
probable dementia of Alzheimer's type. He showed a severe difficulty in reading 
aloud m ultidigit arabic num erals. This study was in tended  to investigate 
w hether his deficit was dependent on the prin ted  form  of the presented 
num bers. This was determ ined by comparing S.F.'s perform ance in reading 
arabic num erals, w ritten num ber names and w ords and by evaluating his 
performance in other num ber processing tasks not requiring the ability to read 
aloud numbers. S.F.’s arabic numeral dyslexia turned out to be selective since the 
patient showed a well preserved ability to read aloud w ritten num ber names, 
letters and words. This clear dissociation, reported for the first time, realized a 
double dissociation with the "number sparing effect" observed in alexic patients.

The implications of S.F's. arabic numeral dyslexia for models of num ber 
processing will be explored. Through a system atic investigation  of his 
perform ance in various tasks involving different com ponents of the num ber 
processing system and through an error analysis I will try to establish which of 
the cognitive processes involved in reading aloud arabic num erals is disrupted. 
The findings will be discussed in the light of the existing cognitive architectures 
proposed for number processing. On the basis of S.F.'s performance on a reading 
aloud arabic num eral task a revision of McCloskey et al.'s m odel of num ber
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processing will be proposed. In order to take into account S.F.’s reading 
difficulties I will suggest a model for reading aloud m ultidigit arabic numerals 
w ith a functional architecture in which num ber production  processes are 
accessed not only through interm ediate sem antic representations bu t also 
through an "asemantic" computation.

3.2 Method and results

3.21 Case report

S.F. is a 52 year-old right-handed man. He attended school for a total of 17 
years. He occupied an executive position in a bank and was also a local leader of a 
political party. His past medical history is not relevant. S.F was first seen as an 
out-patient at the Clinica Neurologica 1 in Padova in January 1990 for an 
evaluation of his progressive memory difficulties that, according to the patient 
and his relatives, had started insidiously about one and a half years before. In the 
following period, the patient began to develop depressive traits, m ild dressing 
difficulties partly due to difficulty in distinguishing the front from the back of 
clothes and some topographical disorientation episodes that posed problems, for 
example, in driving back home.

The patient reported that he had problems w ith arithmetic. He claimed 
that reading cheques and performing simple calculations were more difficult for 
him. The patient claimed that such difficulties interfered with his work. S.F. and 
members of his family reported that he had had no difficulties w ith arithmetic 
before his illness and given his job he daily had to perform  quite complex 
calculations. Given such problems he was already considering the possibility of 
retiring  from work. After the first observation he was adm itted  to our 
departm ent for a more careful investigation of his condition. W hen he was 
discharged, after 2 weeks, I continued to follow him as an out patient for about 4 
m onths.

A CT scan showed a pattern of mild cortical atrophy of unknow n origin. 
The discharge diagnosis was that of probable dementia of the Alzheimer’s type.

The data presented was collected between February 1990 and the beginning 
of June 1990. During this period his condition rem ained rem arkably stable. The 
chronological order of the tasks performed by the patient was:
1. Neuropsychological and Language Examination
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2. Reading aloud of arabic numerals
3. Tests of calculation
4. Tests of written number production
5 Reading aloud of written num ber names
6. Tests of number recognition
7. Tests of number comprehension
8. Reading aloud and writing of letters, words, nonwords, sentences and stories
9. Number repetition tasks
10. Tests of spoken num ber production

In the first two m onths, the patient was investigated one or two times a 
week for sessions of about one and a half hours. In the remaining period, he was 
seen once a week for about one and a half hours. His num erical processing 
abilities remained stable over the testing period.

A follow-up study about one and a half year later (September 1991) was 
performed, the results of which will be described later in chapter 4.

3.22 Neurological examination.

A part from the neuropsychological signs (see below), this was entirely 
w ithin normal limits.

3.23 Neuropsychological examination.

The patient was m ildly disoriented in time and severely disoriented in 
place. He knew that it was w inter but he w rongly reported  the m onth 
(November instead of January) and the year (1988 instead of 1990). It was always 
impossible for him to find his room  in the Neurological Departm ent and his 
wife reported that inside their house he had sometimes showed difficulties in 
going from one room to another. His collaboration in the testing situation was 
good and his mood appropriate.

A significant discrepancy was observed between his performance on the 
verbal and performance scales of the WAIS. He obtained a verbal IQ of 106 and a 
perform ance IQ of only 70. This discrepancy was in terpreted as indicating a 
degree of constructional and visual interpretative difficulties. His full-scale IQ 
was 90. His pro-rated IQ score and the individual age-scaled scores for each
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subtest are given in Table 3.1. On the arithmetic subtest of the W.A.I.S. he 
obtained an age-scaled score of 4.

Table 3.1

W.A.I.S. Intelligence quotients and W.A.I.S. individual subtest scores

Verbal I.Q. 106
Performance I.Q. 70

Sim ilarities 10
Vocabulary 13
Picture completion 6
Block design 1
Picture arrangem ent 6
Digit span 6
A rithm etic 4

The patient had obvious memory impairm ents in his everyday life; he 
showed some difficulties in retaining new information about public events and 
in correctly recalling recent and rem ote events concerning his personal 
experience. No confabulations were observed. He was able to repeat 6 digits 
forwards and 2 digits backwards when they were presented auditorilly, whereas, 
w ith visual presentation, he could repeat just 4 digits forwards. His visuo-spatial 
span, as assessed by the Block tapping test (Corsi, 1972) was 2, well below the 
norm al range. He was completely unable to leam  a supraspan spatial sequence 
after 20 presentations. Similarly, he scored only 29/50 on a recognition memory 
test of faces (Warrington, 1984). Long-term verbal memory was investigated with 
two learning tasks: a 10 w ord list and paired associates (De Renzi, Faglioni and 
Ruggerini, 1977). In both of these tasks the patient's perform ance was grossly 
defective. He was unable to learn the 10-word list after 20 presentations and his 
score on a paired associates learning test was 2,64 (threshold = 8,73; scores below 
the threshold are considered pathological).
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His semantic memory appeared quite well preserved; the patien t was 
asked to produce as many names as he could in 60 seconds. He was able to give 14 
fruit names, 15 animal names and 10 car names. These scores are w ithin the 
normal range (Novelli et al, 1986). His performance was flawless (60 out of 60 
correct answers) on a task which required him to point to pictures belonging to 
different semantic categories (fruits and vegetables, animals, body parts, vehicles, 
musical instrum ents, indoor objects) and in a picture nam ing task using the 
same m aterial as the picture pointing task (60 out of 60 correct answers). His 
performance was again flawless (64 out of 64 correct answers) in a m odified 
version of the "Semantic anomalies" test (Baddeley, 1976) and in a Synonyms 
test (48 out of 48 correct answers).

No visual, auditory  or tactile agnosia was present. The patien t's  
performance was flawless in an Italian version of the Shallice and Evans (1978) 
cognitive estimation test (10/10). Bucco-facial and limb praxis were unimpaired, 
both on verbal command and on imitation. However, his draw ing abilities were 
severely im paired. He was unable to draw  even the sim plest item s from 
memory. He also had severe difficulties copying geom etric figures and he 
showed the closing-in phenomenon. Marked difficulties were also evident on a 
line orientation judgm ent task (Benton, Ham sher, Varney and Spreen, 1983) 
w hen none of his answers were correct. His perform ance was also severely 
im paired pointing to the cardinal points and the principal cities on a blank map 
of I ta ly .

On an initial numeracy screening test severe difficulties were present in 
num ber processing and calculation skills. In particular, S.F. appeared to be 
im paired  reading  aloud arabic num erals and on calculation tasks. His 
impairm ent on numeracy tasks is described in the experimental section later.

In summary, the neuropsychological examination showed the presence of 
a dishom ogeneous im pairm ent of cognitive functions. The m ain difficulties 
appeared restricted to memory and visual-constructional functions. A severe 
im pairm ent of numeracy skills was also present.

3.24 Language examination.

The patient was given an Italian version of the B.D.A.E. (Goodglass and 
Kaplan, 1972). His spontaneous speech was fluent, w ithout any articulatory 
d istu rbance. Phrase length  was norm al and inform ational content was
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proportional to fluency. No anomia, paraphasia or neologisms were present. His 
performance on the B.D.A.E. 's auditory comprehension subtests was flawless. 
The patient was given the reading comprehension subtests of the B.D.A.E. where 
he gave 9 out of 10 correct answers. His performance was perfect (20 out of 20 
correct answers) on a task requiring single w ritten  w ords to be m atched to 
pictures. On the shortened version of the Token Test (De Renzi and Faglioni, 
1978) he scored 32/36 (perform ance w ithin norm al limits). S.F. w as also 
subm itted to a written presentation of the shortened version of the Token Test 
(untimed presentation). He scored 33/36, a performance that was well w ithin the 
normal range. Nam ing was normal on all subtests. Repetition of words and high 
and low probability sentences was flawless. S.F. was asked to recite 5 non 
numerical sequences: seasons of the year, musical notes, months of the year, days 
of the week and letters of the alphabet. He was able to correctly recite all these 
sequences.

3.25 Reading and writing

S.F.'s perform ance appeared  norm al in  read ing  aloud w ords and 
sentences. A detailed examination of the different components of his reading is 
reported in the experimental section 3.31c. S.F.'s spontaneous writing appeared 
well preserved; the patient was able to sign his nam e as well as w rite simple 
sentences correctly. In contrast, he was completely unable to copy single letters or 
words presented either upper and lower case (0/10 correct). This impairm ent was 
also present when he was required to copy num bers (0/10 correct). Most of the 
time he made scribbles w ithout any similarity to the target. In view of his ability 
to write correctly spontaneously, but his total inability to copy letters, num bers or 
words his writing to dictation skills were examined in detail.

Letters. S.F. could correctly write all the letters of the Italian alphabet to 
dictation if he was given either the alphabetic name (21/21 correct) or the syllabic 
sound (14/14 correct).

Syllables. The patient was asked to write to dictation the same syllables 
used in the reading test (see section 3.31c). He wrote correctly all the stimuli.

Words. The same list of stimuli used in the reading aloud task (see section 
3.31c) was adm inistered as a writing-to-dictation test. The patient was able to 
write correctly 162 out of the 165 words (9^%). The only 3 errors consisted of
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omissions or substitution of a single letter giving rise to neologism s (e.g. 
"ignobile" - igobile; "coraggio" - coragio; "soffitto” - soffitno).

"Very long" words. The same list of stimuli used in the reading aloud task 
(see section 3.31c) was administered as a writing-to-dictation test. S.F. correctly 
wrote 97 out of 100 stimuli. The three errors were omissions of 1 or 2 letters 
giving rise to neologism s (e.g. "sconclusionatam ente" - sconclusiotam ente; 
"irresponsabilita"' - irresponsabita’; "riattorcigliandosi" - riatorcigliandosi).

Nonwords. The patient was asked to write to dictation 40 non w ords used 
in the reading aloud tasks (see section 3.31c). He w rote correctly 38 out of 40 
stimuli. The two errors consisted in a single letter substitution giving rise to an 
alternative word (e.g. "fariglia” - famiglia), and in a single letter omission giving 
rise to a neologism (e.g. "orpano" - orvano).

Sentences. The patient was asked to write the same sentences used in the 
reading aloud task (see section 3.31c). He made one error in writing a word.

Short stories The m aterial from the B.D.A.E.'s reading com prehension 
subtests was given to S.F. as a writing to dictation task. He wrote correctly 8 out of 
10 stories. Two errors were present in two words belonging to different stories.

In  summary, S.F.'s language skills were relatively intact. S.F. was also able 
to w rite spontaneously and on dictation correctly. H e show ed an absolute 
inability to copy letters, num bers and words show ing a sim ilar pattern  to a 
previously reported dementing patient (Cipolotti and Denes, 1989).

3.3 Experimental investigation

The difficulties shown by S.F. in number reading and calculation tasks are 
the subject of the following experimental investigation.

3.31 Tests of ideographical and alphabetical script reading

The first series of tasks sought to establish in some detail the limits of
S.F.'s ability to read aloud ideographical script (single and m ultidigit arabic 
num erals) and alphabetical script (written num ber names, letters, words, non 
words, sentences and short stories).
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3.31a Reading aloud arabic numerals.

The patient was asked to read a battery of 385 arabic numerals. The stimuli 
were each written in the centre of single cards in large type.

M aterial: The set of 385 arabic numeral stimuli differed primarily in their 
order of magnitude: group 1 covered the numbers 0-9, group 2 the num bers 10- 
99, and so on up to group 7 which contained the num bers from 1000000 to 
9999999. All the groups, following Power and Dal Martello (1990), except group 1 
and group 2, were subdivided into 3 subgroups labelled a, b , and c. Subgroup a 
contained the arabic num erals ending in zero (e.g. 20; 5000 etc.). Subgroup b 
contained the arabic num erals w ithout an internal zero (e.g. 364; 41680), while 
subgroup c contained the arabic numerals with an internal zero (e.g. 205; 2070 
etc.). According to Power and Dal Martello (1990), a zero is regarded as internal if 
it has at least one non-zero digit both in the string on its left and the string on its 
right. Group 2 was also subdivided into 3 subgroups. Two of them were labelled 
similarly to the other subgroups as a (e.g. 40; 60 etc.) and b (e.g. 35; 82 etc), the 
remaining one, containing the "teens", was labelled as t (e.g. 15; 11 etc.).

The criteria for this subdivision, and the detailed contents of each 
subgroup are shown in Table 3.2.

(insert table 3.2 about here)

P ro c e d u re . The arabic num erals w ere presen ted  horizontally  
centred, on single index cards. The stimuli were presented to the patient in a 
pseudo random  order. The task was untimed and S.F. was under no pressure to 
respond quickly.

R esults. S.F. read the stimuli prom ptly but frequently inaccurately. The 
patient was only able to read 173 out of 385 stim uli correctly. His overall 
percentage of correct answers was 45%. The patien t never gave incom plete 
productions or self-corrected productions. The errors were never due to a 
possible inter item perseveration.
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Table 3.2

The contents of the reading aloud arabic num eral battery

Subgroups Stimulus type Examples N o.

1 single num eral 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 10

2t 2 numerals from 10 to 19 11,12,13,14 10
2a 2 numerals from 20 to 90 20,30,40,50 8
2b other two numerals 46,27,83,91 37

3a 3 numerals ending in zeros 100,200,300 9
3b 3 numerals w ithout internal zeros 364,670,940 34
3c 3 numerals with internal zeros 107,502,806 24

4a 4 numerals ending in zeros 1000,2000 9
4b 4 numerals w ithout internal zeros 1850, 8734 45
4c 4 numerals with internal zeros 5019, 2007 15

5a 5 numerals ending in zeros 30000,40000 9
5b 5 numerals w ithout internal zeros 56780,14900 30
5c 5 numerals with internal zeros 89705,10500 18

6a 6 numerals ending in zeros 500000,600000 9
6b 6 numerals w ithout internal zeros 142380, 795800 32
6c 6 numerals with internal zeros 180924,670340 21

7a 7 numerals ending in zeros 7000000 9
7b 7 numerals w ithout internal zeros 4500000 38
7c 7 numerals with internal zeros 2870940 18
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Table 3.3 presents S.F.'s error rate as a function of the num ber of digits in 
the stimuli.

Table 3.3

The percentage of incorrect responses in reading aloud arabic num erals as a 
function of the number of digits in the stimulus

of Digits No. of Stimuli No. of Errors %Er:

1 10 0 0
2 55 7 18
3 67 22 33
4 69 24 35
5 57 38 67
6 62 58 93
7 65 63 97

Total 385 212 55

S.F. read single arabic numerals correctly. For m ultidigit arabic num erals 
the error rate increased with the length; longer arabic num erals were more often 
read inaccurately than shorter arabic numerals. A highly significant trend of 
error rate according to the different length is confirmed by a Kendall's S test 
(z=12,40, p<0.0001). This result is similar to those reported in the literature where 
the patients' deficit are typically shown to be greater w ith the longer arabic 
num erals (see for example, Deloche and Seron, 1982, McCloskey et al, 1986; 
Cohen and Dehaene, 1991). Table 3.4 shows the error trend obtained in the 
different arabic numeral stimulus subgroups (a, b, c, or t).
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Table 3.4

The percentage of error responses in reading aloud arabic num erals as a function 
of subgroup

Subgroups No. of Stimuli No. of Errors % Errors Chi Square (d.f.=2)

1 10 0 0

2t 10 1 10
2a 8 2 25 1.2 n.s
2b 37 4 11

3a 9 2 22
3b 34 16 47 6.4 p<0.05
3c 24 4 17

4a 9 2 22
4b 45 15 33 1.6 n.s
4c 15 7 47

5a 9 9 100
5b 30 18 60 5.3 n.s
5c 18 11 61

6a 9 9 100
6b 32 30 94 0.9 n.s.
6c 21 19 90

7a 9 9 100
7b 38 36 95 1.46 n.s
7c 18 18 100

Total 385 212 55
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A series of chi square analyses failed to show significant differences in the 
error rate as a function of subgroup. Only for the 3 digit arabic num erals was 
there a significant subgroup effect. This result, in the context of all the other 
negative findings, remains unexplained. The high error rate even for five and 
seven-digit arabic num erals belonging to group a requiring the production of 
only two words (e.g. "sixty thousand" or "two million") implies that the arabic 
num eral reading difficulty does not merely reflect an im pairm ent in producing 
complex phonological forms. Instead, it seems to indicate a problem  in a 
processing component that operates prior to the m echanism  responsible for 
producing the spoken num ber name.

Error analysis.

The errors were analyzed in three different ways:

(1). First, the form of the errors was analyzed; i.e. w hether they were Deletion, 
Substitu tion , Insertion, Misordering or Co-occurrence of these types of errors. 
Table 3.5 shows the distribution of error types in reading aloud arabic numerals.

(insert table 3.5 about here)

Deletion The most frequent type of errors (63% of the total errors) resulted 
in the production of a spoken num ber name of a lower m agnitude than the 
target one, that is, the incorrect response contained less than the
correct response. This could be described as the deletion of one or more digits in 
the course of the reading process. For example, the correct response to the 
stim ulus 942 contains four spoken num ber names, bu t S.F.'s response "ninety- 
two" included only two num ber names. The following are other examples of 
S.F.'s errors: stim ulus 6,073 response "six hundred  seventy three"; stim ulus
30,000 response "three thousand"; stim ulus 2,500,000 response "twenty five 
thousand".

The deletion errors occurred for arabic num erals of all m agnitude. No 
deletion errors occurred for the subgroup t (or, obviously, for single digit arabic 
num erals).

For the subgroup a all errors were caused by the deletion of one (e.g. 
stim ulus 1,000 response "hundred") or 2 zeros (e.g. stim ulus 200,000 response
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"two thousand"). The deletion of 2 zeros only occurred for num erals belonging 
to group 6 and 7.

Table 3.5

The distribution of error types in reading aloud arabic numerals

L D S I M I+S D+S D+I M+S M+D M+]

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 4 0 13 2 3 0 0 0 0 0

4 10 9 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1

5 24 10 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0

6 49 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 1 0

7 45 4 0 0 0 7 2 0 4 1

Total 134 28 13 3 3 18 3 2 6 2

L = length in digits 
D = deletion 
S = substitution 
I = insertion 
M = misordering
I+S = co-occurrence of insertion and substitution 
D+S = co-occurrence of deletion and substitution 
D+I = co-occurrence of deletion and insertion 
M+S = co-occurrence of misordering and substitution 
M+D = co-occurrence of misordering and deletion 
M+I = co-occurrence of misordering and insertion
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For subgroup b , the deletion errors consisted of:

(I) the deletion of one digit (e.g. stim ulus 859 response "eighty nine") or two 
digits (e.g. stimulus 15,854 response "five hundred eighty four"). The deletion of 
2 digits occurred only in arabic num erals of length 5 and 7 and were very 
infrequent.
(n) the deletion of one zero (e.g. stimulus 6,250,000 response "six hundred twenty 
five thousand") or 2 zeros (e.g. stim ulus 8,100,000 response "eighty one 
thousand"). The deletion of 2 zeros occurred only for arabic numerals of length 7. 
(Ill) the deletion of one digit and a zero (e.g. stimulus 2,540,000 response "fifty 
four thousand"). These errors were present only in arabic num erals of length 7.

The deletion errors for subgroup c have been analyzed in a similar way as 
those of subgroup b:

(I) the deletion of one digit (e.g. stimulus 98,705 response "nine thousand seven 
hundred  and five) or two digits (e.g. stimulus 6,194,802 response "sixty one 
thousand eight hundred and two"). The deletions of 2 digits were present only 
for arabic numerals of length 6 and 7 and were very infrequent.
(II) the deletion of one zero (e.g. stimulus 6,073 response "six hundred seventy 
three") or 2 zeros (e.g. stimulus 2,800,500 response "twenty eight thousand five 
hundred").
(III) the deletion of one digit and one zero (e.g. stim ulus 1,849,702 response 
"eighteen thousand four hundred seventy two"). This type of error was present 
only for arabic num erals of length 7. Table 3.6 show ed the distribution of 
deletion errors.

(insert table 3.6 about here)

In  sum m ary: The majority of the deletion errors for subgroups b and c, 
involved the deletion of a digit, while for subgroup a, that has more zeros than 
subgroup b and c, they obviously involved the deletion of a zero.
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Table 3.6

The distribution of deletion errors

Subgroups 0 00 D DD DO

a 17 12 0 0 0
b 6 10 40 3 3
c 9 3 22 3 6

Total 32 25 62 6 9

0 = deletion of a zero 
00 = deletion of two zeros 
D = deletion of a non zero digit 
DD = deletion of two digits 
DO = deletion of a digit and a zero

Substitutions. 13% of the total errors involved the production of a spoken 
num ber name of the same m agnitude as the target arabic numeral. In this case 
one or more incorrect number words were produced in place of the correct words 
(e.g. stimulus 14,603 response "Fourteen thousand six hundred  and five"). This 
could be described as the substitution of one or more of the correct digits with 
other num ber names of the same lexical class.

For subgroup t, only one substitution error was present (e.g. stimulus 19 
response "ten"). For subgroup a, no substitu tion errors w ere present. For 
su b g ro u p  b, 23 substitutions errors occurred (e.g. stim ulus 14,537 response 
"fourteen thousand five hundred  sixty seven) while, for subgroup c, only 4 
substitutions errors occurred (e.g. stimulus 18,503 response "fourteen thousand 
five hundred  and three").
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Insertion. 6% of the total errors involved the production of a spoken 
num ber name that did not respect the m agnitude of the target arabic numeral. 
The wrong production was always of a higher m agnitude than the target arabic 
numeral. These "insertion" errors can be described as "digit duplications" (e.g. 
stim ulus 173 response "one thousand seven hundred  th irty  three) or "zero 
additions" (e.g. stim ulus 891 response "eight thousand  nine hundred  one"; 
stim ulus 406 response "four thousand and six"). The digit duplication errors 
only occurred 2 times in subgroup a. The zero addition occurred 7 times in 
subgroup b and 4 times in subgroup c.

Misordering. Only 1% of the total errors consisted of a "misordering" of 
the digits in the arabic numeral without the insertion or deletion of an extra zero 
(e.g. stim ulus 325 response "two hundred thirty five"). This type of error only 
occurred in subgroup b.

Co-occurrence. 16% of the total errors involved the co-occurrence of two of 
the previously described errors in the same number. They can be described as:
(I) The co-occurrence of an insertion and a substitution error (e.g. stim ulus 286, 
response "two thousand eight hundred").
(II) The co-occurrence of a deletion and a substitution error (e.g. stim ulus 135,625, 
response "thirteen thousand five hundred two").
(III) The co-occurrence of a deletion and an insertion error (e.g. stim ulus 71,546, 
response "seven thousand one hundred fifty four").
(IV) The co-occurrence of a misordering and a substitution error (e.g. stim ulus 
5,143, response "two thousand five hundred forty three").
(V) The co-occurrence of a misordering and a deletion error (e.g. stim ulus 3,824, 
response "two hundred forty eight").
(VI) The co-occurrence of a misordering and an insertion e rro r (e.g. stim ulus 
8,279,400, response "eighty two million seven hundred forty nine thousand").

In  sum m ary: The m ajority of S.F.'s errors in read ing  aloud arabic 
num erals resulted in the production of a spoken num ber name w ith a different 
m agnitude to the target arabic num eral. S.F.'s incorrect responses generally 
contained a different number of words (usually lower) than the correct response. 
This prevented the possibility of a w ord-by-word analysis of his incorrect 
responses similar to the analysis made by McCloskey et al. (1986) on the incorrect 
responses given by the patient H.Y. (for details of this technique see section 
1.43a).
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(2). A second analysis was conducted only for the deletion errors to detect if their 
frequency was a function of their digit position (see, for com parison, the 
substitution errors made by the patient Y.M. recently described by Cohen and 
Dehaene, 1991). Only those deletion errors where the locus of deletion could be 
precisely ascertained were included in this analysis (e.g. stim ulus 320 response 
"thirty two"). Deletions occurring in those arabic num erals ending in a string of 
zeros were not included because the locus of deletion is uncertain (e.g. stimulus
12,000 response "one thousand two hundred").

As shown by Table 3.7 below, the error rate is differentially affected by 
position. The central positions of the num ber are more likely to suffer errors. 
The frequency of terminal digit errors was not affected by stim ulus length. In 
contrast to previously reported cases (Cohen and Dehaene, 1991, Temple, 1986), 
S.F. d id  not show any leftw ard or rightw ard bias in the error pattern  and 
therefore a spatial parameter did not seem to be the cause of his errors.

Table 3.7

The distribution of deletion errors as a function of position

Position

No. of Digits 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

2 0 2
3 0 2 0
4 1 1 2 4
5 6 2 6 2 0
6 0 5 18 14 1 2
7 0 2 5 12 6 6 0

Total* 0 2 16 33 27 13 8

*The total overall positions is different to the global num ber of deletion errors, 
since there m ay be more than one error per stimulus. The analysis was only 
m ade on errors for which the position of the deletion could be clearly discerned.
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(3). S.F.'s errors in reading aloud arabic numerals were systematic; they generally 
involved the production of a spoken number name of a different magnitude 
from the target arabic numeral. In order to better understand the nature of these 
errors, the errors were analyzed to assess whether they were "syn ta c tic” or 
"lexical".
A  response was regarded as syntactic if it contained:
(I) The insertion or deletion of one or more zeros (e.g. stimulus 100, response 
"ten"; stimulus 1,650 response "sixteen thousand six hundred";).
(II) The insertion or deletion of one or more digits (e.g. stimulus 942, response 
"ninety two").
(III) Responses in which the digits are misordered without the insertion or 
deletion of an extra zero or digit (e.g. stimulus 325, response "two hundred thirty 
five").
A response was regarded as lexically wrong if it contained:
(I) A substitution of one digit in place of the correct digit or two digits in place of 
two digits (e.g. stimulus 5,947, response "five thousand nine hundred and forty 
three").
A response was regarded as syntactic^am lexicalA^rong if it contained:
(I) The co-occurrence of an insertion and a substitution error (e.g. stimulus 358 
response "three thousand five hundred").
(n) The co-occurrence of a deletion and a substitution error (e.g. stimulus 197,683 
response "fifteen thousand seven hundred eighty three").
(III) The co-occurrence of a deletion and an insertion error (e.g. stimulus
1,285,000 response "twelve million and eight hundred").
(IV) The co-occurrence of a misordering and a substitution error (e.g. stimulus 
6,234 response "two thousand six hundred and fifty four").
(V) The co-occurrence of a misordering and a deletion error (e.g. stimulus 681,230 
response "twenty six thousand eight hundred and thirty one").
(VI) The co-occurrence of a misordering and an insertion error (e.g. stimulus 
1,320 response "thirty one thousand and twenty five").

In summary, the 212 reading errors collected were placed in the following 
categories:
Syntactic errors (L+S-)
Lexical errors (L-S+)
Lexical and syntactic errors (L-S-)
Table 3.8 shows the error distributions for each stimulus of subgroup.
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Table 3.8

Reading aloud arabic numerals; the syntactic (L+S-), lexical (L-S+) and lexical and 
syntactic (L-S-) errors for each subgroup

jgroups L+S“ L-S+ L-S

2t 0 1 0
2a 2 0 0
2b 0 4 0

3a 2 0 0
3b 13 0 3
3c 4 0 0

4a 2 0 0
4b 4 9 2
4c 6 0 1

5a 9 0 0
5b 9 6 3
5c 6 4 1

6a 9 0 0
6b 22 0 8
6c 18 0 1

7a 9 0 0
7b 25 4 7
7c 11 0 7

Total 151 28 33
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71% of the errors were purely syntactic, 13% were purely lexical, and 15% 
were mixed. The difference between the frequencies of syntactic errors and lexical 
errors was highly significant (McNemar's test d.f. 1 = 83.2, p<0.0001). The 
majority of S.F.’s errors were syntactic errors which contained a different num ber 
of words from the corresponding correct responses. For example, in response to 
the stim ulus 35,000, S.F. said "three thousand five hundred". S.F’s syntactic 
errors reflect failures in processing the num ber syntactic frame that specifies the 
particular class to which an arabic numeral belongs (e.g ONES, TENS etc.; see for 
discussion section 1.43a). Only a few of S.F.'s errors were lexical substitutions in 
which an incorrect num ber name was retrieved in place of a correct num ber 
nam e.

At the end of the study (the first week of June), the patient was given 
about one third of the original arabic numeral reading aloud battery (N=128). His 
overall error rate remained almost unchanged (45% for the first presentation and 
43% for the second presentation). The distribution of lexical and syntactic errors 
was also very similar: 77% of the errors were syntactic, 13% were lexical and the 
remaining 10% were lexically and syntactically wrong.

Sum m ary. S.F. showed an im pairm ent in reading aloud arabic num erals 
which was characterized mainly by syntactical errors.

3.31b Reading aloud written num ber names

By comparing S.F.'s reading performance on the same num ber w ritten as 
arabic num erals or written num ber names it is possible to determ ine w hether 
S.F. is employing different mechanisms for reading the two types of script (i.e. 
ideographic and alphabetic) and therefore w hether these m echanism s are 
dependent upon the nature of the script and not upon the particular class to 
which the stimuli belongs.

M aterial. All the previously employed arabic numerals were presented as 
written num ber names for reading aloud.

Procedure. This was the same as that adopted on the previous task.
Results. S.F's written number name reading performance was much better 

than his performance on the reading aloud arabic numerals task. S.F. was able to 
correctly read 365 out of the 385 stimuli (95%). The errors were slightly higher for 
longer w ritten num ber names (see Table 3.9).
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Table 3.9

The percentage of incorrect responses in reading aloud num ber nam es as a 
function of the number of digits in the stimulus

No. of Digits No. of Stimuli No. of Errors % Errors

1 10 0 0
2 55 3 5
3 67 2 3
4 69 4 6
5 57 5 9
6 62 4 6
7 65 2 3

Total 385 20 5

The difference between his overall performance in reading aloud written 
num ber names and his overall performance in reading aloud arabic num erals 
was highly significant (McNemar's test d.f. 1 = 83.2, p<0.0001).

Error analysis

Of the 20 errors, 12 were purely lexical and within class (e.g. stim ulus 
tw enty two response "twenty four"; stimulus one thousand four hundred  and 
one, response "one thousand three hundred and one"); 7 were purely syntactic 
(e.g. stim ulus thirtv nine, response "three hundred and ninety") and only 1 were 
syntactic and lexical (e.g. stimulus five thousand three hu n d red , response "fifty 
one thousand four hundred").

Sum m ary. S.F.'s performance when reading aloud written num ber names 
is clearly better than his perform ance w hen reading aloud arabic num erals 
suggesting that different cognitive processing mechanism s are involved in 
reading numbers represented in the two different types of script.
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3.31c Reading aloud letters, words, nonwords, sentences and short stories

S.F. was a good reader: in his every day life he used to read newspapers, 
novels and books. After the beginning of his illness he complained that reading 
was very tiring for him.

Given his selective difficulty in reading aloud arabic num erals and his 
preserved ability to read written num ber names, it was decided to examine his 
ability to read alphabetic script in more detail.

Letter reading. Letter reading was correct for all the letters of the Italian 
alphabet (21 out of 21 correct answers).

Letter sounding. S.F. was able to give the appropriate sounds for the 14 
letters presented to him.

Syllable reading. The patient was asked to read aloud 15 nonsense syllables 
composed of CV(5), VC(5) or CCV(5). S.F. was able to read aloud all of the 15 
syllables presented flawlessly.

Word reading. The patient was asked to read a list of 195 words. Stimulus 
features varied in the list by: word class (nouns, verbs, adjectives and function 
words), frequency, concreteness, regularity and length (varying from 2 to 4 
syllables). S.F. read 191 words correctly (98%). They were read prom ptly and no 
relationship was found between stimulus length and reading time. The noun list 
was composed of 105 items including high and low frequency concrete nouns, 
nouns with unusual stress positions, proper names and abstract nouns. He read 
102 nouns correctly m aking 3 visual errors giving rise to 2 w ords not 
semantically related to the target (prodigio - "prodigo"; Cristina - "Cristiana") and 
1 neologism iperdita - "predita"). One visual error was also present when he read 
adjectives and functors respectively {pertanto - "prenotato"). His performance on 
reading affixed verbs was flawless.

Reading ’’very long words". Given S.F.'s severe im pairm ent in arabic 
num eral reading he was submitted to a task requiring the reading of "very long 
words". This was done in order to detect the presence of a more general difficulty
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in reading aloud long items. The list comprised 100 low frequency "very long 
words" composed of 6, 7 and 8 syllables (e.g. riattorcigliandosi). The length of 
these words was matched with the length of some num ber names that he had 
failed to produce when reading aloud arabic numerals. S.F. was able to read 94 
very long words correctly making only 6 errors all of which were morphological 
(e.g. incostituzionalm ente - "incostituzionale"). His perform ance in reading 
aloud "very long words" did not differ from his performance in reading written 
num ber names.

Nonword reading. The patien t was asked to read  40 pronounceable 
non w ords of different lengths (from 2 to 4 syllables). The non w ords were 
obtained by changing a single letter in the initial, medial, or final position of 
high-or-low frequency words. S.F. was able to read correctly 36 non words. The 4 
errors were visually related to the nonword target and dealt with substitutions of 
a single letter (azuila - "azzila"; decamo - "decavo") or the addition of one letter 
to the non word target (ordilo - "ordiolo"; porbido - "porbiado"). All the errors 
were nonwords.

Sentence reading. The patient was asked to read aloud 5 sentences of up  to 
10 words. His performance was flawless.

Short story reading. The patient was asked to read aloud the 10 short 
stories of the B.D.A.E., and again his performance was flawless.

Table 3.10 gives a summary of S.F.'s performance on reading aloud tasks.

(insert table 3.10 about here)

Sum m ary. S.F.'s ability to read aloud alphabetical material was essentially 
normal. These results showed that S.F.'s reading performance is well maintained 
if the script is alphabetic complementing the results obtained in the reading 
aloud w ritten  num ber name task. In particular, it was observed that S.F 's 
performance on reading aloud words was not affected by the stimulus length.
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Table 3.10

Summary of S.F.'s reading aloud performance

Stimulus type No. of stimuli No. of errors % Errors

Letter naming 21 0 0
Letter sounding 14 0 0
Syllables 15 0 0
Concrete nouns H.F. 15 0 0
Concrete nouns L.F. 15 0 0
Abstract nouns H.F. 15 0 0
Abstract nouns L.F. 15 0 0
Nouns with an unusual
stress position H.F. 15 1 7
Nouns with an unusual
stress position L.F. 15 0 0
Proper names 15 1 7
Adjectives H.F. 15 0 0
Adjectives L.F. 15 1 7
Functors H.F. 15 0 0
Functors L.F. 15 1 7
Affixed verbs H.F. 15 0 0
Affixed verbs L.F. 15 0 0
"Very long" words 100 6 6
Non words 40 4 10
Sentence reading 5 0 0
Short story reading 10 0 0
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3.32 Tests of number processing

These tasks investigated the limits of S.F.'s ability to recognize, understand 
and produce arabic and verbal numerals. In particular these tasks sought to 
establish the functional locus of S.F. 's deficit in reading aloud arabic numerals.

In trying to understand S.F.'s arabic numeral deficit the model of num ber 
processing proposed by McCloskey and his colleagues (see section 1.51a for 
discussion) was taken as a starting point. Following this model, S.F.'s syntactic 
errors in reading aloud arabic numerals may result from:
(I) some form of impairment in an early visual processing svstem responsible for 
identifying the string of characters as an arabic num eral. A deficit at this level 
would compromise all further processing stages. A perceptual m isencoding of 
the arabic num eral w ould  give rise to an inapp rop ria te  sem antic and 
phonological representation even if the verbal num eral production mechanisms 
and the arabic num eral comprehension mechanisms are properly functioning. 
For example, if the single arabic numeral 5 is misperceived as 7, then further 
arabic num eral com prehension processing will produce the w rong quantity  
representation { 7 } and the further verbal num eral production processing will 
produce the wrong spoken num ber name "seven".
(II) an im pairm ent in the com prehension  of the arabic numerals. This w ould 
compromise the generation of a correct abstract internal representation from an 
arabic num eral stimulus. The incorrect abstract internal representation will then 
produce an incorrect spoken number name. Consider, for example, the stimulus 
2,501. For this stim ulus, the arabic num ber com prehension process should 
generate the abstract internal representation (2) 10EXP3, {5} 10EXP2, {1} lOEXPO. 
However, if instead it generates an incorrect abstract internal representation such 
as m isinterpreting 10EXP2 as lOEXPl, the result w ould be the production of the 
incorrect spoken num ber name "two hundred and fifty  one" since the verbal 
num eral production m echanisms are assum ed to operate only on abstract 
semantic representations.
(HI) a disruption of the verbal numeral production mechanisms. If the previous 
two processing stages are intact then, according to the model, the error pattern 
observed w ould have to be due to damage to the verbal num eral production 
mechanisms. Considering the above abstract internal representation of the arabic 
num eral 2,501: if, for example, the correct semantic representation 10EXP2 is 
m istranslated by the verbal numeral syntactic production mechanism as lOEXPl
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the result w ould be the production of an incorrect spoken num ber nam e (e.g. 
TENS instead of HUNDREDS).

In order to assess w hether S.F.'s errors reflected im paired perception 
a n d /o r  comprehension a n d /o r production of arabic numerals a series of num ber 
recognition, comprehension and production tasks were presented to him.

3.32a Tests of num ber récognition

In order to control for the effect of the presentation mode of the stimuli a 
series of 6 different recognition tasks was subm itted to S.F. In these tasks the 
patien t w as asked to m atch a num ber presented  by the exam iner to the 
corresponding target num ber presented together w ith other three alternatives. 
These 4 num bers were placed in front of him on index cards each containing a 
single number. The numbers to be matched were constructed in a similar way to 
those stim uli used in the reading aloud task. They differed prim arily in their 
order of m agnitude (from length 1 up to length 7) and were d iv ided  into 
different subgroups labelled a, b, c, and t. An identical set of 183 num bers were 
used in all the recognition tasks. The detailed contents for each stimulus group 
are shown in Table 3.11.

(insert table 3.11 about here)

M atching arabic numerals to spoken number names. S.F. was asked to 
match 183 spoken number names to the corresponding arabic numerals. The 183 
num bers were spoken aloud in a random  order by the examiner and presented 
one by one. The corresponding arabic numerals were presented together w ith 3 
other arabic numerals on 4 different index cards. The four arabic numerals were:
(I) The correct transcoded form.
(II) Two wrong alternatives representing a possible syntactic error of the higher 
and lower magnitude.
(HI) A wrong alternative representing a lexical error.
For exam ple, for the spoken num ber nam e "H u n d red  and  th irty " , th e
alternatives were 130, 13, 140, 1300. For group 1, that covered the num bers 0-9, 
the two w rong syntactic alternatives were both of higher m agnitude. S.F. was 
able to correctly point to 174 out of 183 arabic numerals (95% correct answers).
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Matching spoken number names to written number names. S.F. was asked 
to point to the written num ber name corresponding to the spoken num ber name 
given by the examiner. The same stimuli employed in the previous task were 
used. This time the stimuli were written as num ber names. So for example, for 
the spoken num ber name "Fourteen" the alternatives were Hundred and Forty, 
Fourteen, Fifteen, Four. A s  in the previous task, S.F.'s perform ance was nearly 
flawless. He was able to correctly point to 179 out of the 183 w ritten num ber 
names (98% correct answers).

M atching arabic numerals to the corresponding arabic numerals. S.F. was 
asked to point to the arabic numeral corresponding to the arabic num eral given 
by the examiner. So, for example, for the arabic num eral 1, the alternatives were 
2, 7, 0 ,1 . S.F. was able to match correctly 177 out of 183 arabic num erals (97% 
correct answers).

M atching arabic numerals to the corresponding written number names. 
S.F. was asked to point to the written number name corresponding to the arabic 
num eral given by the examiner. So, for example, for the arabic num eral 1, the 
a lte rn a tives  presented were two, seven, zero, one. S.F. w as able to m atch 
correctly 179 out of the 183 numerals (98% correct answers).

M atching written number names to written number names. S.F. was 
asked to point to the written num ber name corresponding to the arabic numeral 
given by the examiner. So, for example, for the w ritten num ber o n e , the 
alternatives were one, two seven, zero. S.F.'s performance was very good. He was 
correct on 175 of the 183 trials (96%)

M atching written number names to the corresponding arabic numerals. 
S.F. was required to match a written number name with the corresponding arabic 
num eral presented among three other arabic numerals. So for example, for the 
w ritten num ber name one, the alternatives were 2, 7 , 0 , 1 .  As in the previous 
tasks S.F.'s performance was largely preserved: he gave 172 out of the 183 correct 
answers (94% correct answers).

Sum m ary. Taken together, the results of these six tasks suggest that S.F.'s 
ability to encode numbers is largely intact and therefore his deficit in reading 
aloud arabic num erals cannot be due to any m isperception of the num ber 
stim uli.
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Table 3.11

The contents of the num ber recognition battery

Subgroups Stimulus type Examples N o.

single num ber 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 10

2t
2a
2b

2 numbers from 10 to 19 
2 numbers from 20 to 90 
other two numbers

11,12,13,14 10
20,30,40,50 8
46,27,83,91 10

3a 3 numbers ending in zeros
3b 3 numbers without internal zeros
3c 3 numbers with internal zeros

100,200,300 9
364,670,940 10
107,502,806 10

4a
4b
4c

4 numbers ending in zeros 1000,2000 9
4 numbers without internal zeros 1850,8734 10
4 numbers with internal zeros 5019,2007 10

5a
5b
5c

5 numbers ending in zeros 
5 numbers without internal zeros 
5 numbers with internal zeros

30000,40000 9
56780,14900 10
89705,10500 10

6a
6b
6c

6 numbers ending in zeros 
6 numbers without internal zeros 
6 numbers with internal zeros

500000,600000 9 
142380,795800 10 
180924,670340 10

7a 7 numbers ending in zeros 7000000 9
7b 7 numbers w ithout internal zeros 4500000 10
7c 7 numbers with internal zeros 2870940 10
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3.32b Tests of number comprehension

The next set of tasks sought to determine whether the comprehension of 
num bers in S.F. had been preserved. These tasks, devised to test the arabic and 
verbal num erals com prehension mechanism s, required the elaboration of a 
quantity representation without involving the num ber production systems.

M agnitude Comparison. In the m agnitude com parison tasks S.F. was 
asked to judge which of two numbers was larger.

M a te ria l. The same set of 190 pairs of num bers was used in all three 
m agnitude comparison tasks. The criteria for the subdivision and the detailed 
contents for each stimulus subgroup are given in Table 3.12. The two numbers in 
the pair had the same number of digits and only one digit was varied.

(insert table 3.12 about here)

Procedure. Three different m agnitude comparison tasks were performed. 
In the first one the pairs were arabic numerals, in the second one spoken number 
names, and in the third one one of these numbers was spoken by the examiner 
while the other was an arabic numeral presented on a single card.

Visual Magnitude Comparison. In this task, S.F. was asked to "circle" the 
larger of tw o arabic numerals. 40 pairs of arabic num erals w ere typed in a 
random  order in a column. Three different pages were used: the first and the 
second pages each contained a set of 40 arabic num erals while the th ird  one 
contained 30 arabic num erals. S.F. responded prom ptly  to all items. His 
percentage of correct answers was 98%.

Auditory Magnitude Comparison. In this task, S.F. was asked to repeat the 
larger of the two number names spoken by the examiner. S.F. responded rapidly 
and correctly to all items (100% correct answers).

V isual/Auditory M agnitude Comparison. In this task, one num ber was 
spoken by the examiner while the other was an arabic num eral presented on a 
single card. S.F. was asked to point to the arabic numeral only if it was a larger 
num ber than  the spoken num ber nam e given by the examiner. Again S.F.'s 
performance was well preserved: 96% of his responses were correct.
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Table 3.12

The contents of the m agnitude comparison battery

ips Stimulus type (Pairs) Examples No.

1 single num ber 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 10

2t 2 numbers from 10 to 19 11,12,13,14 10
2a 2 numbers from 20 to 90 20,30,40,50 10
2b other two numbers 46,27,83,91 10

3a 3 numbers ending in zeros 100,200,300 10
3b 3 numbers without internal zeros 364,670,940 10
3c 3 numbers with internal zeros 107,502,806 10

4a 4 numbers ending in zeros 1000,2000 10
4b 4 numbers w ithout internal zeros 1850,8734 10
4c 4 numbers with internal zeros 5019,2007 10

5a 5 numbers ending in zeros 30000,40000 10
5b 5 numbers without internal zeros 56780,14900 10
5c 5 numbers with internal zeros 89705,10500 10

6a 6 numbers ending in zeros 500000,600000 10
6b 6 numbers w ithout internal zeros 142380,795800 10
6c 6 numbers with internal zeros 180924,670340 10

7a 7 numbers ending in zeros 7000000 10
7b 7 numbers without internal zeros 4500000 10
7c 7 numbers with internal zeros 2870940 10

Black dots magnitude comparison. In this task the patient was asked to 
compare the numerosity of two patterns of different-sized black dots which were 
random ly arranged on pairs of sheets of white paper. No explicit knowledge of
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num ber names was required for this task though correct performance needed an 
understanding of number values. The same material used with the patient C.G. 
was adopted (see chapter 2). There were 20 pairs where each pattern had  9 or 
fewer dots and 20 pairs of dot patterns with 10 to 99 dots. S.F.'s performance was 
correct for all of the pairs. Response latencies were not recorded on this task, but 
S.F. appeared to respond at a normal speed.

S u m m ary . The results obtained in the num ber com prehension tasks 
indicated that S.F.'s ability to comprehend arabic and verbal num erals is largely 
intact. His difficulty in reading numerals aloud therefore can not be attributed to 
an im paired comprehension of the stimulus number.

3.32c Tests of Num ber Production 

3.32c I Tests of verbal num ber production.

McCloskey et al. assumed that the verbal num ber production mechanisms 
are responsible for retrieving spoken num ber names not only w hen reading 
aloud arabic numerals but in all tasks requiring the verbal production of number 
names. If S.F.'s im pairm ent in reading aloud arabic num eral reflects the 
m alfunctioning of the verbal num ber production  m echanism s we w ould 
therefore expect impaired performance in any tasks requiring verbal num eral 
production. It was already shown that S.F.'s reading of written num ber names 
was good. The next set of tasks assessed w hether S.F. suffered from a more 
general difficulty in number production.

Cardinal facts. Knowledge of exact cardinal num ber facts was assessed by 
means of general knowledge questions that everyone m ight be expected to get 
right (e.g. How many days in a year?). 20 questions, requiring the production 
from 2 to 4 digit spoken number names, were given to S.F. and his answers were 
all correct.

Personal Number Facts. The patient was asked 20 questions tapping 
personal numerical information (e.g. year of birth) and requiring the production 
from 2 to 4 digit spoken num ber names. S.F. responded correctly to all the 
questions.

Non personal Number Facts. The patient was asked 20 questions tapping 
num erical information generally known by all people of a similar background
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(e.g. year of America's discovery) and requiring the production of 4 digit spoken 
num ber names. Again his performance was flawless on all the items.

Numerical Cognitive Estimates. Following Shallice and Evans (1978), 15 
num erical estim ation questions w ere devised. H ere approxim ate num erical 
values are required (e.g. num ber of passengers in a train compartm ent). His 
performance was again flawless.

Reciting number names. S.F. was asked to count forward until stopped by 
the examiner. Three series (counting in units of ones, twos, and threes) were 
produced orally. After specifying the sequence type, the examiner indicated orally 
the first num ber name. The pa tien t was stopped after he had  produced 
approximately 10 numbers for each sequence. In order to detect if S.F. was able to 
enter the num ber name sequence at any point, the experimenter indicated orally 
the following first number names:
1 and 1,900 for the counting in units,
2 and 240 for the counting in twos
3 and 3,300 for the counting in threes.

The patient's performance was flawless in all the sequences and he did not 
use finger counting.

"W/iat comes next". Presentation of the num ber name was auditory. The 
experimenter gave a num ber name and S.F. was asked to produce the next one. 
Two stimuli from each of the 19 subgroups used in the reading aloud task were 
presented to S.F. The patient was able to answer 37 out of the 38 questions.

S u m m a ry . The results obtained in all of the above tasks show clear 
evidence of a well preserved ability to produce the appropriate spoken num ber 
names in tasks that did not require the reading of arabic numerals.

Num ber Repetition Task. The same battery  of num bers used for the 
reading aloud tasks was administered as a num ber repetition task. The examiner 
read each num ber once, and the patient was asked to repeat the stim ulus 
immediately after the examiner had finished.

R esu lts . The patient was able to correctly repeat 379 out of 385 (98%) 
numbers. This performance was clearly better than his performance in reading 
aloud arabic num erals (45% correct answers). The 6 wrong responses given by 
S.F. consisted of 2 syntactic and 4 lexical errors.

Sum m ary. These results confirm those obtained in the previous task; S.F. 
did not have a general difficulty in producing spoken num ber names.
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3.32c II Tests of written number production.

Two written num ber production tasks were given to S.F.

W riting number names to dictation. This task was designed to test 
McCloskey et al.'s assumption that the process of creating a syntactic frame is 
com m on to both spoken and w ritten  production  (see section 1.51a for 
discussion). According to McCloskey et al, if S.F.'s syntactic errors in reading 
aloud arabic numerals are due to a disruption of the verbal num eral production 
syntactic component then the same proportion and types of errors should occur 
when writing w ritten number names to dictation.

The same set of 385 stimuli used for the w ritten num ber name reading 
task was used. Each stimulus was spoken aloud for written response. The stimuli 
were random ly presented to the patient.

Results. S.F.'s performance was largely unimpaired. He was able to write 
377 out of 385 num ber names correctly (98% correct answers). Of the 8 errors, 4 
were lexically w rong (e.g. stimulus "three hundred  thousand nine hundred" 
response three hundred thousand five hundred) and 4 were due to misspelling 
errors (e.g. stimulus "tredici" thirteen response trodid).

Writing arabic numerals to dictation. This task was designed to investigate 
whether S.F.'s ability to write ideographic script was as preserved as his ability to 
w rite alphabetical script. The patient was asked to w rite arabic num erals 
corresponding to the number names spoken by the examiner. Each stimulus was 
spoken aloud for written response. The stimuli consisted of the 385 items used in 
the arabic numeral reading task.

R esults. S.F. wrote well-formed numbers w ithout hesitation. As w hen he 
was writing num ber names to dictation his performance was largely unimpaired. 
He was able to write 361 out of 385 stimuli correctly. His overall percentage of 
correct answers was 94%. 13 of the total errors were of the syntactic type (54%), 10 
were lexical (42%) and only 1 was lexically and syntactically wrong.

S u m m ary  The pattern of results obtained revealed that S.F.'s ability to 
w rite num bers in both types of script is equally preserved. In contrast to 
predictions generated from McCloskey et al.'s model, the num ber of syntactic 
errors observed in reading aloud arabic numerals (N = 151) did not occur in equal
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proportion in the written production of num ber names task (N = 0). In addition, 
S.F.'s performance in writing num ber names to dictation (98% correct) is clearly 
better than his performance in reading aloud arabic numerals (55% correct).

3.3 Tests of arithmetic

The patien t was able to nam e and correctly define the arithm etical 
operation signs. His knowledge of multiplication tables was well preserved for 
the tables of the 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, and 10 while two errors were present for the 6 table,
two in the 7 table and one in the 8 table.

Addition and Subtraction Facts. Using a sim ilar procedure to W arrington 
(1982), each of the digits 2 - 9  was paired with each of the digits 2 - 9. 15 of these 
pairs, random ly ordered and auditorilly presented, were given to S.F. as an 
addition problem and 15 as a subtraction problem. S.F. answered 12 out of the 15 
addition questions and 11 out of the 15 subtraction questions correctly. The 
incorrect responses for both types of problems were within + /-  2 of the correct 
response.

M ulti digit addition. S.F. was presented with 10 written addition problems, 
involving the sum m ation of two arabic num erals, each 2 digits in length. 5 
addition problems did involved carrying and 5 did not. S.F. was able to give the 
correct solutions to only 2 out of the 10 questions. His errors were due to fact
retrieval in the course of adding partial products (e.g. 5 + 4 = 10).

M ulti digit subtraction. S.F. was presented w ith 10 w ritten subtraction 
problems involving the subtraction of a two digit arabic num eral from a two 
digit arabic numeral. Again his performance was very poor: he was able to gave 
the correct solution to only 3 out of the 10 problems. His errors involved both 
the incorrect retrieval of arithmetical facts and the failure to use the borrowing 
procedure.

S u m m ary . S.F.'s showed a severe im pairm ent in calculation tasks. His 
m ultiplication facts rem ain relatively well preserved bu t he is im paired on 
simple addition and subtraction problems and he has difficulty with arithmetical 
procedure.
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3.4 Conclusions

A specific arabic numeral reading deficit has been reported in a patient, 
presenting a dishom ogeneous deterioration of his cognitive functions. In 
addition to his difficulty in reading arabic num erals the patient show ed an 
im pairm ent of long-term  memory, of visual-constructional abilities and  of 
calculation. The patient was not im paired on verbal intelligence tests and his 
performance on semantic memory and language tests was entirely satisfactory. In 
particular, his w ord comprehension and w ord production skills were w ithin 
normal limits. His digit span was average indicating a well preserved ability to 
perceive and articulate digits. Thus, S.F.'s dyscalculia is not interpretable in terms 
of a generalized intellectual im pairm ent or a disorder affecting other general 
cognitive processes involved in language. Indeed, S.F.'s dyscalculia was a 
prim ary cognitive deficit stemming from the disruption of a specific cognitive 
system subserving arithmetical processes. The disease had effected two major 
components of numerical processing: num ber processing and calculation. S.F.'s 
calculation difficulties, present in both the oral and the written modality, did not 
seem to be due to his difficulty in reading aloud arabic numerals. His impaired 
performance on calculation tasks seemed to be due to the disruption of two 
major components of the calculation system: retrieval of arithmetical facts and 
execution of calculation procedures. However, S.F.'s im pairm ent in calculation 
left intact the mechanism for comprehending arithmetical signs. His most severe 
deficit was in reading arabic numerals. This was independent of the calculation 
system. H ow ever, S.F.'s im pairm ent in read ing  arabic num erals left the 
mechanisms for com prehending verbal and arabic num erals and producing 
verbal (except obviously when these had to be produced in response to an arabic 
numeral) and arabic numerals intact.

l^It could be argued that S.F.'s progressive neurological disease is a confound for the present 
findings. It is true that S.F. has a probable dementia of the Alzheimer's type and his mental status 
has probably been deteriorating during the period in which he has been investigated. However, 
during the 4 months of the present investigation his pattern of cognitive deficits remained 
remarkably stable. Furthermore, his ability to read arabic numerals was tested at the beginning of 
the study (February, 1990) while his ability to read alphabetical script was tested later, almost at 
the end of the study (middle of April and second half of May, 1990). In addition, at the end of the 
study (first week of June) the patient was given one third of the original arabic numeral reading 
aloud battery. His overall error rate remained almost unchanged. This consistency of the pattern of 
impairment indicates that the progressive nature of S.F.'s disease does not confound the reported 
findings.
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In the study reported here, S.F.'s arabic num eral dyslexia was examined in 
detail in order to explore how different ways of visually representing num bers 
(ideographic or alphabetic) influences the reading process and in order to attem pt 
to identify, within the functional architecture for num ber processing, the locus of 
im pairm ent which accounts for the selective deficit and  the error pattern  
observed.

3.41 Reading of ideographic and alphabetical script

The m ost striking feature of S.F.'s reading perform ance was his severe 
im pairm ent in reading aloud multi digit arabic num erals (45% correct answers) 
in the presence of a largely preserved ability to read the same stimuli presented 
as w ritten num ber names (95% correct answers). In the context of reading 
disorders, examples of deficits restricted to a particular w ord category have been 
described (e.g. Coltheart et al., 1980; W arrington, 1981). S.F.'s m aintained ability 
to read w ritten num ber names implies that exactly the same stim uli can or 
cannot be read by the patient according to the type of script on which they are 
represented (alphabetic or ideographic). Therefore, his m arked inability to read 
arabic numerals cannot be due to a deficit in reading items belonging to a specific 
category; numbers.

An explanation of S.F.'s arabic num eral dyslexia in term s of item 
frequency appears also equally inadequate. It is well known that variations in the 
frequency of words affects not only the naming performance of aphasie patients 
(Schuell, Jenkins and Jimenez-Pabon, 1964; Newcombe, Oldfield and W ingfield, 
1965; Rochford and Williams, 1965) but, more im portantly in this context, also 
the reading performance of dyslexic patients (e.g. Bub, Cancelliere and Kertesz, 
1985; Kremin, 1985). The frequency of num ber words is inversely related to the 
cardinality they represent (Francis and Kucera, 1972). However, if the frequency 
of words was an important parameter in determining S.F.'s ability to read words, 
then this factor should have also affected his ability to read low frequency words 
and more importantly his ability to read written num ber names. However, S.F.'s 
reading performance with both types of stimuli was almost intact.

It seems plausible to argue that S.F. can easily read written num ber names, 
but not arabic numerals, because of the different nature of the scripts in which 
they are written. Not surprisingly, S.F.'s reading ability was found to be almost 
intact not only for written number names but also for letters, words, nonwords.
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sentences and short stories. This pattern of perform ance suggests that it is the 
form of the script which determ ines S.F.'s ability to read. If the script is 
alphabetic, S.F.’s performance is satisfactory. If the script is ideographic, as in the 
case of arabic numerals, his performance is impaired.

S.F.’s performance was in some respects similar, though in the opposite 
direction, to that shown by alexic patients. These patients are im paired in word 
reading but preserved in arabic numeral reading (e.g Dejerine, 1892; Anderson et 
al., 1990; see patient C.G. described in chapter 2). Thus, the criteria for a valid 
double dissociation are fullfilled. It is suggested that the double dissociation in 
the reading performance of alphabetical items and arabic numerals indicates that 
the arabic num erals and the alphabetical w ritten  stim uli are read by two 
functionally distinct routines. These functionally distinct routines w ithin the 
reading system are specialized for processing alphabetical and ideographic (arabic 
num eral) script. Furtherm ore, as shown by the striking dissociation in this 
patient, the routine for processing different types of script (alphabetical and 
ideographical) appears not only (at least in part) functionally separate, bu t also 
tied to different neuroanatomical loci.

The possibility that arabic numerals are read by different anatomical areas 
from those reading alphabetical script has been considered by Coltheart (1980). In 
particular, he suggested that ideographic script, by which he means mistakenly 
Kanji, including arabic numerals, is preferentially read by procedures relying on 
the righ t hem isphere. Given the progressive neurological degenerative  
condition affecting S.F., it is not possible to provide support for this hypothesis.

On the basis of S.F.'s reading performance it is possible to conclude that 
specialized routines for dealing with different types of script exist, at some level, 
in the information processing systems dedicated to reading. However, how, why 
and where these psychological processes differ remain open questions. From the 
scanty data obtained in a patient described in chapter 2 (C.G.), it appeared that 
these psychological processes might separate at an early stage of the reading 
process affecting the visual attribute analysis of the two types of scripts. In line 
with this, Besner Daniels and Slade (1982) suggested that the possible difference 
between the two types of script might arise at the level of the perceptual unit (e.g. 
letters or visual features) utilized for interfacing these scripts w ith further 
phonological a n d /o r  sem antic representations. The tw o specialized script 
dependent routines m ight differ not only at an early stage in the process of 
reading but also in later stages of processing. It is plausible to suggest that visual
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and phonological codes might play different contributions in the reading process 
of the ideographic and alphabetic scripts since arabic num erals, in contrast to 
words, make no reference to the phonological segments of the words they stand 
for. Indeed the different roles of phonological and visual codes is dem onstrated 
to be an im portant param eter in the processes associated w ith the reading of 
shallow (alphabetical orthographies in which the correspondences betw een 
graphem es and  phonem es are highly consistent) and  deep (alphabetic  
orthographies in which the correspondences between graphem es and phonemes 
are notably inconsistent) scripts (Besner and Smith, 1992).

3.42 The functional locus of the deficit

In attem pting to localize S.F.'s deficit in reading aloud m ultidigit arabic 
numerals, the influential framework proposed by McCloskey and his colleagues 
(1985; 1992) was taken as a starting point. In contrast w ith other models (e.g 
Deloche and Seron, 1987; Cohen and Dehaene, 1991; Campbell and Clark, 1988), 
McCloskey et al.’s model attem pts to detail all of the elements of num ber 
processing. It is therefore possible to generate predictions about the form of 
deficit following dam age to any of the elements. Because of this attem pted 
com pleteness, it rep resen ts a useful w orking  hypo thesis tow ards the 
understanding of the mechanisms implicated in num ber processing. However, 
the decision to look for an explanation of S.F.’s deficit w ithin McCloskey et al.’s 
fram ework does not m ean that the model is considered complete (see for a 
similar position Seron and Pascal Noel, 1993). As suggested by Ashcraft (1992), it 
seems clear that several aspects of this fram ework still need to be explored, 
specified and perhaps discarded if and w hen evidence accumulates and the 
assum ptions are no longer useful (see section 1.51a for further discussion). In  
line w ith this, it will be^argued that S.F.’s arabic num eral dyslexia poses 
considerable problems for McCloskey et al.’s framework. In particular, it will be 
shown that S.F.’s deficit is not consistent with McCloskey et al.’s hypothesis that 
the arabic num eral to spoken number name transcoding occurs only via abstract 
semantic representations.

An analysis of S.F.’s difficulty in reading aloud multi digit arabic numerals 
shows that the majority of his errors were syntactic (71%). This indicates that S.F 
suffers from a specific deficit at the level of the syntactic mechanisms which, 
during the processing of the arabic numeral as a whole, process the relations
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among the digits. There have been empirical suggestions that arabic num erals 
with an internal zero (subgroup c; see table 3.4) pose special problems in reading 
as well as in writing tasks. For example, the patient (J.E.), described by McCloskey 
et al. (1990; see 1.43a for a discussion), when reading aloud arabic numerals made 
syntactic errors only to positions occupied by zeros in the stimulus num ber (e.g. 
arabic numeral 6,030, spoken answer "six thousand three hundred"). In addition, 
Deloche and Seron (1982) reported that their patients' error rate in a w ritten 
num ber name to arabic numeral transcoding task increased for items of identical 
length if there were internal zeros. However, S.F. showed no clear effect for the 
subgroup type. This seem to indicate that his syntactical difficulties were not 
especially sensitive to the problem of internal zeros. During the arabic numeral 
reading process, S.F. seemed to generate incorrect num ber syntactic frames on 
which the largely preserved lexical m echanisms were operating. The lexical 
m echanism s, involved in the processing of the ind iv idual elem ents in a 
num eral, seem ed in fact, relatively well preserved in S.F. since he rarely 
produced lexical substitution errors (13% of the total errors). In addition, the 
percentage of both syntactic and lexical errors was also small (15% of the total 
errors). This finding seems to support the distinction, proposed by McCloskey et 
al., between lexical and syntactical processing mechanisms. According to their 
fram ework, S.F.'s im pairm ent in syntactical processing w hen reading aloud 
arabic numerals aloud may result from:

First, some form of im pairm ent of an early visual processing system 
responsible for identifying the string of characters as an arabic num eral. 
However, there was no evidence to suggest that S.F. suffers from a defective 
encoding of arabic numerals. The initial visual analysis of the arabic num erals 
appears to be intact because S.F. can correctly m atch arabic num erals to the 
corresponding spoken num ber names (95% correct answers), m atch arabic 
numerals with the corresponding arabic numerals (97% correct answers), match 
arabic num erals w ith the corresponding w ritten num ber names (98% correct 
answers) and m atch w ritten num ber names w ith  the corresponding arabic 
numerals (94% correct answers).

Secondly, and following the exclusion of the possibility of a deficit within 
the visual processing system, S.F.'s misencoding of the arabic numerals m ight be 
due to defective comprehension. If there is an im pairm ent in the arabic number 
com prehension m echanism , and in particu lar to the syntactic com ponent 
operating in this component, this would generate an incorrect abstract semantic
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representation that in turn w ould activate an incorrect spoken num ber name in 
the verbal num ber production system resulting in a syntactic error. However, 
there are no suggestions that S.F. had poor comprehension of arabic numerals. 
His performance was, in fact, good on a series of arabic num eral comprehension 
tasks which tapped his ability to judge which of two numerals was larger (where 
the overall percentages of correct answers were respectively 98% and 96%).

Thirdly, S.F.’s arabic num eral dyslexia m ight result from an im pairm ent 
affecting the abstract internal representation of num bers per se. Following 
McCloskey et al., the abstract internal representations m ediate performance on 
all of the num erical operations. This implies tha t a deficit affecting these 
representations should result in impairments on all of the numerical operations 
and not only on the arabic num eral reading tasks. How ever, S.F. d id  not 
dem onstrate any im pairm ent on num ber knowledge fact tasks. His ability to 
retrieve facts involving num bers appeared to be intact (e.g. 20/20 correct for 
cardinal facts, 20/20 correct for personal facts and 20/20 for non personal facts). 
S.F. could also use num bers to make indirect estim ates of quantity applying 
general principles of num erical know ledge (15/15 correct answ ers in the 
cognitive estimates). In addition, his performance in other num ber production 
tasks was very well preserved (e.g. S.F. gave 37/38 correct responses in the "what 
comes next task" and could correctly recite num ber names). S.F.’s performance 
was also almost norm al in other num ber transcoding tasks such as reading 
w ritten  num ber names (95% correct answ ers), w riting  arabic and verbal 
numerals (94% and 98% correct answers respectively). Therefore, the possibility 
of an impairment in the abstract semantic representations appears unlikely.

Fourthly, if no difficulties are present at the previous mechanisms the 
only plausible locus of impairment is a deficit in the verbal numeral production 
mechanisms. More precisely, given the nature of S.F.’s errors, the deficit should 
involve the production of a syntactic frame. However, such an interpretation 
w ould lead to two major problems for McCloskey et al.’s model: First, S.F.’s 
ability to retrieve spoken num ber names appeared  im paired or preserved 
according to the different types of tasks. Secondly, his ability to produce syntactic 
frames seemed to be im paired or preserved according to the output modality. 
This finding is in clear contrast with the following assum ptions regarding the 
verbal numeral production system (McCloskey et al., 1986; 1990) :
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(1) The verbal num ber production system is used "not only in reading arabic 
num erals aloud, but also in other situations requiring spoken production of 
verbal numbers" (McCloskey et al., 1986: p. 311).
(2) W ithin the verbal num ber production system the same syntactic m echanism 
underlies the production of both spoken and w ritten num ber names. Hence, the 
authors specifically stated that "..we would expect any syntactic errors observed in 
the spoken production task to occur in equal p roportion  in the w ritten  
production task" (McCloskey et al., 1990; p. 25).
Given these assumptions, if S.F. had damage to his verbal num eral production 
system, it would be predicted that:
(i) S.F. should show a similar degree of im pairm ent and a similar pattern  of 
errors on other tasks necessitating the spoken production of num ber names. 
However, it has been established through a series of tasks that his ability to 
produce spoken num ber names is well preserved: S.F.'s perform ance was 
flawless or nearly flawless in the reading aloud w ritten num ber nam e task, 
cardinal fact task, personal and non personal num ber fact tasks, num erical 
cognitive estimates, reciting num ber names and the "what comes next" task. In 
addition, S.F. had no difficulty on a number repetition task (overall percentage of 
correct answers 98%). In this task, the few errors which he m ade were lexical. 
This performance allows an "output" locus for S.F.'s deficit to be eliminated. The 
observed pattern  of results is in clear contrast w ith  the predicted deficits 
following damage to the verbal numeral production mechanisms.
(ii) S.F. should show a similar degree of im pairm ent and a similar pattern  of 
errors on a writing to dictation written number names task. However, this was 
not the case. S.F.’s performance in written numbers production tasks was largely 
preserved: his overall percentage of correct answers in writing num ber names to 
dictation was 98%. Furthermore, in writing num ber names no syntactic errors 
were observed. Clearly this pattern of results does not support the assum ption 
that the same verbal syntactic production mechanism is involved in both spoken 
and w ritten num ber production. This data seems to indicate, in contrast to 
McCloskey et al.'s assumption, that written and spoken production of num ber 
names diverge not only at the lexical retrieval stage bu t also at the level of the 
syntactic processing mechanisms. The finding that S.F.'s deficit in reading aloud 
arabic num erals was not associated with a deficit in writing arabic num erals to 
dictation (94% correct answers) seems to support McCloskey et al.'s assum ption
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that the verbal num eral p roduction  and the arabic num eral p roduction  
mechanisms are functionally separated.

It should now be clear that while S.F. has a severe arabic numeral dyslexia, 
it is not one that can be easily accounted for in terms of the actual formulation of 
the McCloskey et al.’s model. In the following section, I will propose a revision 
of the McCloskey et al.'s model of num ber processing in an attem pt to account 
for S.F.'s performance.

3.43 Implications for m odels of normal num ber processing

In McCloskey et al.'s model arabic num eral com prehension mechanisms 
and verbal num eral production mechanisms com m unicate only via abstract 
internal num ber representations. The core difficulty in explaining S.F.'s reading 
performance within this framework is that S.F. appears severely impaired in the 
verbal num eral mechanisms responsible for producing syntactic frames when 
reading aloud arabic num erals. If these mechanisms operate only w ithin the 
arabic num eral comprehension component and the verbal num eral production 
components and if these components communicate solely via abstract semantic 
representations of num bers, S.F. should be im paired in generating abstract 
semantic num ber representations from arabic num erals a n d /o r  in converting 
these into verbal numerals. However, S.F. was unim paired on tasks requiring 
both these abilities. He only shows difficulty in retrieving spoken num ber names 
when they are reading responses to arabic numerals. Indeed, the present result 
provides the first evidence that under the conditions of a reading task, the input 
type (i.e. arabic or verbal numeral) can determine the ability of the subject to 
produce the spoken num ber names that correspond to the input. According to 
McCloskey et al.'s account, once an abstract num ber semantic representation is 
form ed, the surface features of the num ber representations (i.e. w hether the 
stimulus is an arabic numeral or a verbal numeral) should have no effect on the 
production processes. S.F.'s pattern of impairment clearly argues against the idea 
that spoken num ber names production processes are activated only by internal 
abstract semantic representations whose structure and derivation are context- 
free. There may be mechanisn\jto the spoken num ber name processes, which are 
involved in reading tasks, that do not involve the mediation of abstract internal 
representations. In line w ith this, it is possible to ask w hether the mediation of 
the num ber abstract internal representation is really necessary in a transcoding
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task like reading aloud m ultidigit arabic numerals. While it appears evident that 
the ability to activate num ber semantic representations is necessary for the 
perform ance of tasks like, for exam ple, m agn itude  com parison a n d /o r  
calculation, it m ight be the case that transcoding processes, like reading aloud 
m ultid ig it arabic num erals, do not necessitate the activation of an abstract 
num ber semantic representation.

Models assuming that num ber transcoding is accomplished only through 
a process that does not compute semantic representations have been proposed 
(Deloche and Seron, 1987; Cohen and Dehaene, 1991; see sections 1.51b and c for a 
discussion). H ow ever, these m odels are incom plete m odels of num ber 
processing; they apply only to specific num ber transcoding tasks. For example, 
they do not provide any descriptions of how num ber semantic representations 
are constructed for those num ber processing tasks that require the elaboration of 
these representations.

Because of this incompleteness, at an empirical level, these models have 
difficulty accounting for the data provided by two individual case studies: S.T.H. 
(Warrington, 1982); and C.G. (see chapter 2). The difficulties that both of these 
patients showed on arabic numeral reading tasks were closely associated with 
their difficulties in num ber comprehension tasks. It is perhaps possible to 
account for S.T.H. within these models, at least, by suggesting two independent 
deficits. The patient's difficulties in reading aloud arabic num erals w ould be 
ascribed to a deficit affecting the asemantic transcoding mechanism responsible 
for translating arabic num erals into spoken num ber names and her difficulties 
in m agnitude comparison and number fact tasks would be ascribed to a deficit 
affecting her ability to generate number semantic representations (even if both 
models did not specify how these semantic representations could be obtained). 
However, it is more difficult to account for C.G. by reference to a single asemantic 
transcoding mechanism and damage to the num ber sem antic representations. 
This patient could only read those arabic numerals that she could understand 
(i.e. numbers below 4). It would only be possible to explain C.G. in the above way 
by implausibly suggesting that exactly those numerals that could no longer be 
transcoded were lost also as semantic number representations.

However, in analogy to the multiple routes reading model proposed for 
w ords (e.g. (Marshall and Newcombe, 1973; Coltheart, 1978; 1981; Morton and 
Patterson 1980; Patterson and Morton, 1985; Ellis, 1984; Ellis and Young, 1988) it 
m ight be possible to assume that there are two functionally independent routes
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w hen reading  aloud arabic num erals; a route requiring  the in term ediate 
elaboration of number semantic representations and; a direct route that does not 
necessarily involve the generation of a number semantic representation.

This modified model which accounts for the reading aloud of m ultidigit 
arabic num erals is represented in Figure 3.3. It should be noted, that this is a 
model of the cognitive mechanisms involved in processing arabic numerals. It is 
not m y intention to speculate on the internal structure of these mechanisms.

Figure 3.3

A schem atic description of the m odified m ultidigit arabic num erals reading 
aloud model

1.280

abstract internal 
representations

arabic numeral input system

verbal numeral production system

arabic numeral comprehension system

spoken number name output mechanism

arabic numeral 
to spoken 
number name 
conversion 
rules

one thousand two hundred and eighty
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In figure 3.3, syntactic and lexical m odules are not represented. It is 
assumed that they operate within the arabic numeral comprehension system, the 
verbal num eral production system and within the arabic num eral to spoken 
num ber name conversion rules.

This is a two route model. In analogy with the notion of a visual logogen 
(Morton, 1969) or a w ord form (Shallice, 1988) system, it is proposed that the 
arabic num eral input system consists of arabic num eral representations that do 
no t hold  phonological or sem antic inform ation . This system  receives 
inform ation  from  early v isual processing m echanism s and  allow s the 
identification of single digits and the identification of num ber length. This arabic 
numeral identification process does not appear to be perform ed within a general 
word identification module. It is proposed that the arabic num eral input system 
is an input stage that is common to both routes. These routes allow a multidigit 
arabic num eral to be nam ed either via abstract sem antic representations 
(pathway a-b-c) or via "arabic num eral to spoken num ber name" conversion 
rules (pathway a-d-e). The route via abstract semantic representations includes 
those processing mechanism s previously described by McCloskey et al. In 
particular, the num ber comprehension system translates num erical inputs into 
abstrac t sem antic  rep resen ta tio n s (the issue of how  these  sem antic 
representations are stored will not be addressed here). These, in turn, will be 
translated by the lexical and syntactic m echanism s in the verbal num eral 
production system (see figure 3.3). Following their transm ission to the spoken 
num ber name output mechanism, the number name will be produced.

The "arabic numeral to spoken number name conversion rules" allow the 
transla tion  of num erical in p u t into spoken num ber nam es w ithou t the 
m ediation of an intervening abstract internal representation. These conversion 
rules receive information about the num ber length from the arabic num eral 
inpu t system. The direct com putation of spoken num ber nam es from arabic 
numerals, in analogy with the multiple-levels model (Shallice, W arrington and 
McCarthy, 1983), is assumed to occur for various lengths of translation unit; from 
single digit representations to special rules which allow the translation of 
m ultip le  d ig it representations (e.g. hundred , thousand , etc.). This direct 
com putation involves syntactical and lexical processing; a num eral syntactic 
frame is constructed in which digit representations are inserted. These filled 
num eral syntactic frames can then be used, in a direct fashion, by the spoken 
num ber nam e ou tpu t m echanism  as a basis for retrieving the appropriate
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spoken num ber name representation. The syntactic processes operating in the 
"arabic numeral to spoken num ber name" conversion rules appear to be specific 
for this system and separate from those underlying the production of written 
num ber names. I locate the termination of this procedure in the spoken num ber 
name output mechanism because the filled numeral syntactic frame has already 
been produced by the conversion rules; the operation of the syntactic and lexical 
mechanism s within the verbal num eral production system  are therefore not 
necessary. Therefore, in sum m ary, while the asem antic route requires the 
activation of a fixed set of transcoding rules, the semantic route involves active 
semantic processing.

A tentative account of S.F.'s difficulty reading arabic num erals aloud 
difficulties would be to suppose that his im pairm ent is due to a deficit in the 
asemantic multi level computation. This impairm ent d id  not affect the simplest 
direct m appings of single digit representations onto spoken num ber names but 
d id  affect those conversion rules which allow the translation of m ulti digit 
representations. In particular, the deficit m apping m ultidigit arabic num erals 
onto spoken num ber names seems to affect the construction of the syntactic 
frames for these numerals. It appears that correct single digit representations are 
inserted into a degraded syntactic frame. These degraded syntactic frames are 
then processed by the production mechanism to yield the spoken response, 
leading to syntactic errors of the sort that occurred in the arabic num eral reading 
task.

If the locus of S.F.'s deficit lies in the asemantic m ulti level computation 
then his failure to use the semantic route m ust be explained. W hy does S.F. 
continue to use an obviously deficient cognitive procedure when he might access 
an alternative and more efficient one? From the evidence collected, it seems that 
all the individual components of the semantic route are well preserved. No 
definitive answer to this question can yet be given. However, it should be noted 
that the task demands when reading aloud a m ultidigit arabic num eral or when 
answering num ber fact questions (i.e. cardinal facts, personal and non personal 
num ber facts and what comes next tasks) can be considered to be quite different. 
Activating the spoken num ber name of a multi digit arabic num eral in a reading 
aloud task does not appear to necessitate a precise semantic analysis or, indeed, 
any sem antic analysis at all. In contrast, activating spoken num ber names in 
response to task dem ands for fact information (like, for example, the num ber
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1,861 in reply to the question when was Italy unified) does seem to require a 
more active semantic processing.

Anderson's (1982) has conceptualized a procedural stage in the acquisition 
of cognitive skills. According to him, when a process becomes proceduralized it 
can be assumed that it is applied routinely w ithout the "intercession of other 
interpretative procedures ". Following his conceptualization, it can be assum ed 
that the num ber reading  processes become proceduralized as the "arabic 
num eral to spoken num ber name" conversion rules which no longer involve 
access to com prehension m echanisms and abstract internal representations. 
Before proceduralization, it is assumed that arabic num erals were read only by 
the semantic route. In addition, Anderson has assum ed that w hen a process 
becom es proceduralized it is gradually speeded up. It is possible, therefore, to 
suggest that the proceduralized asemantic route has a speed advantage over the 
semantic route.

Two speculations concerning why S.F. continues to use the obviously 
deficient asemantic route when he might use a functioning semantic route can 
now be offered. These rely on the differences in task demands and the processes 
involved in the two routes for reading aloud m ultidigit arabic numerals.

1. The task demands (i.e., to answer a num ber fact question [i.e., cardinal 
facts, personal and nonpersonal number facts], a "what comes next" question or 
to read aloud a m ulti digit arabic num eral) m ay determ ine which route is 
activated. It could be argued that the task demands are registered outside of the 
numerical processing mechanisms. These registered task dem ands w ould then 
specifically excite the necessary route (semantic or asemantic). The route which is 
excited inhibits the o ther route. Indeed, it is even possible th a t the 
proceduralization process results in the construction of the ability to activate a 
specific route by the task demands. The prerequisites for the activation of the 
proceduralized asemantic reading route might be inform ation from the arabic 
numeral input system and an internally, or externally, generated representation 
of the task dem ands (i.e., "read the arabic num eral"). The conditions of 
activation of the semantic route are more complicated. Some tasks (e.g., "what 
comes next?" or "is 384 a bigger num ber than 385?") involve operations on 
information provided by the num ber input systems (arabic or spoken num ber 
name). Some other tasks (e.g., the personal fact question "year of birth?" or the 
cardinal fact question "the number of days in a year?"), while requiring access to 
the num ber sem antic system , do not involve operations on inform ation
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provided by the arabic numeral input systems. It is the particular task demands 
which determine w hat operations are perform ed w ithin the num ber semantic 
system; i.e., a m agnitude comparison or the retrieval of a num ber fact.

As stated above, it can be assumed that before arabic num eral reading 
became proceduralized, arabic numerals were read through the semantic route. 
After proceduralization, it is assumed that the asemantic route is preferentially 
activated. An inhibitory link is assumed to exist betw een the asem antic and 
semantic routes. Thus, activation of the asemantic route results in the inhibition 
of the sem antic route. The "arabic num eral to spoken num ber name" 
conversion rules w ould preferentially read arabic num erals and in doing so 
inhibit the semantic route reading the numerals. However, it can be speculated 
that under "special" circumstances (i.e. if the asem antic route is completely 
compromised) an arabic numeral could be read through the semantic route.

Turning now  to the problem of S.F.'s failure to use the semantic route 
when reading aloud m ultidigit arabic numerals. The patient is dementing. The 
slowly progressive degenerative nature of his disease has impaired the preferred, 
task specified, "arabic numeral to spoken num ber name" conversion rules. It is 
the m alfunctioning of the syntactic mechanisms w ithin these conversion rules 
which results in the production of syntactic errors when reading aloud arabic 
numerals. However, his conversion rules have only suffered degradation not 
total impairment. S.F.'s conversion rules are still operating though inefficiently. 
The asemantic route will still be inhibiting the semantic route even though it is 
m alfunctioning. The m alfunctioning asem antic rou te  will still p revent the 
activation of the semantic route. Thus, S.F.'s inability to use the semantic route 
when reading aloud arabic num erals is not so surprising. The semantic route 
would be unusable for arabic numeral reading tasks since the degraded activation 
of the asemantic route would be actively suppressing its use.

The reading performance of the patient C.G. can be explained within this 
framework by assuming that her stroke induced brain lesions which damaged 
both routes. A first, sudden  and total deficit w ou ld  have com pletely 
compromised the "arabic numeral to spoken num ber names" conversion rules. 
Following this sudden and total im pairm ent, no activation of the asemantic 
route would be possible. There would therefore be no inhibition of the semantic 
route by the asemantic route. Thus, C.G. would be able to read arabic numerals 
through the semantic route and, of course, her reading ability conform to her 
semantic ability; she could only read the arabic numerals 1 to 4.
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2. In line w ith the p ro c e d u ra liza tio n  idea  of A nderson (i.e., the 
proceduralized  process is speeded up), the asem antic  rou te  could be 
conceptualized as having a speed advantage over the semantic route. If this is so, 
the asemantic route would produce a spoken num ber name before the semantic 
route. A consequence of the speed advantage is that the asemantic route will 
activate a representation in the spoken number name output mechanism before 
the semantic route does. This faster activated representation  will prevent 
representations coming from the slower sem antic rou te  from  reaching the 
spoken num ber name output mechanism.

It is suggested that before these representations are produced they are 
evaluated in th e  spoken num ber nam e ou tpu t m echanism  by an "output 
monitor" (this has not been represented in figure 3.3 because of its highly 
speculative nature). It is assum ed that this "output m onitor" verifies their 
appropriateness according to the type of task (e.g. if the task is to read 5, the 
activated spoken num ber name in the output mechanism will be checked. If it is 
"five", this will be produced). If an error is detected (e.g. the spoken num ber 
name "nine" has being activated), the incorrect response will be inhibited. Note 
that this inhibition will occur w ithin the ou tpu t representations, not to the 
routes themselves. In the case of inhibition a representation could be activated 
through the slower semantic route. Assuming that this representation is verified 
as appropriate by the "output monitor", this representation will be produced.

W ithin this speculation, the explanation of S.F.'s inability to use the 
semantic route will again focus on the nature of his illness. It is well known that 
dementing patients frequently suffer from reduced "cognitive flexibility" and a 
reduced ability to monitor their productions with regard to goals. This difficulty 
in monitoring could be the explanation of S.F.'s continuing use of the deficient 
representations activated by the asemantic route instead of the appropriate 
representations generated by the semantic route. In S.F., the asemantic route may 
then be generating representations which, though degraded and operationally 
useless (because of the damage) would inhibit "rival" representations generated 
through the semantic route. The "output monitor", because of the dementia, 
w ould not evaluate the degraded representations generated by the asemantic 
route as inappropriate. Effectively, S.F. would be unaw are of the incorrectness of 
his responses (it should be noted that S.F. never self-corrected). Thus, S.F. 
continues to use the deficient representations generated by the conversion rules 
even though, if these were inhibited, the appropriate representations generated
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by the semantic route could be used. Thus, though the semantic route is intact it 
cannot compensate for the damage to the asemantic route.

In line with this, it should be noted that S.F., despite preservation of fluent 
w riting, showed a complete inability to copy w ords and letters (a similar 
dissociation was observed in another dementing patient, M.D.; Cipolotti and 
Denes, 1990). When S.F. copied letters, although he recognized them as such, he 
treated them as meaningless shapes and failed in his copying because of his 
evident constructional disabilities. It may be that deficient m onitoring of his 
abilities and deficits prevented S.F. from being able to inhibit the copying 
procedures in favour of a strategy involving the identification of the le tter/ word 
and then writing it.

The explanation of C.G.'s ability to use the semantic route within this 
speculation relies on the non-dem enting nature of her illness. There is no 
reason to believe that she had any difficulty w ith "output monitoring". In 
addition, as has been argued above, it is plausible that her asemantic route has 
been totally com prom ised (there w ould be no com peting representations 
generated by the asemantic route to inhibit). The "output monitor" would allow 
the production of the spoken num ber name of the arabic num eral read by the 
semantic route.

In conclusion, there are at least two possible explanations for S.F.'s 
continuing use of an obviously deficient asemantic procedure w hen he might 
access an alternative, and more efficient, semantic procedure. The first focuses on 
the mechanisms of route activation (i.e., the effects of the task demands) and the 
proposed inhibitory connection between the routes. The semantic route is not 
activated because the asemantic route, activated by the task demands, inhibits it. 
The second focuses on the relative speed of the asem antic route and the 
functioning of a proposed "output monitor". It is suggested that the "output 
m onitor" has been im paired  in S.F. such th a t he cannot detect the 
inappropriateness of the representations generated by the faster asemantic route 
and therefore will not inhibit this representation such that a representation 
generated by the semantic route can be produced.
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Chapter 4 Arabic num eral dyslexia: a follow up study

4.1 Introduction

In a previous chapter (see chapter 3), a patient S.F. was described whose 
num ber reading performance showed three major points of interest:
1. He had a severe impairment reading aloud m ultidigit arabic numerals coupled 
w ith a preserved ability to read exactly the sam e stim uli w hen they were 
alphabetically presented (e.g. written num ber names). N ot surprisingly, it was 
also found that S.F.'s reading ability was intact for other alphabetically presented 
stimuli (e.g. letters, words, nonwords, sentences and short stories). This indicates 
that it was the form of the script which determined his ability to read. If the script 
was alphabetic, his performance was satisfactory. If the script was ideographic, as 
in the case of arabic num erals, his performance w as im paired. The patient's 
selective arabic numeral dyslexia provided a clear double dissociation with the 
"number sparing effect" reported in alexic patients; alexic patients typically 
present an impairment in word reading coupled w ith a spared ability in reading 
aloud arabic numerals (see for example, Dejerine, 1892 and Anderson et al., 1990). 
Double dissociations indicate the premorbid organization of the cognitive system 
(Shallice, 1988). It was therefore suggested that there are specialized processes for 
processing different types of script (alphabetical and arabic numerals) within the 
reading system.
2. S.F.'s dyslexia could not be in terpreted w ith in  the influential num ber 
processing model proposed by McCloskey and colleagues. Instead it was suggested 
that there are two independent routes for reading aloud m ultid igit arabic 
numerals: a route requiring the interm ediate elaboration of num ber semantic 
representations and; a direct route that does not involve the generation of a 
number semantic representations. It was proposed that this direct computation is 
"preferentially" activated w hen reading aloud arabic num erals. This asemantic 
route requires the activation of a fixed set of conversion rules. These conversion 
rules allow  the translation of arabic num erical inputs into spoken num ber 
names. This direct com putation involves syntactical and lexical processing. It 
was therefore tentatively suggested that S.F.'s arabic num eral dyslexia could be 
explained by an im pairm ent in the asemantic computation. In particular, given 
that the majority of his errors were syntactic, it was suggested that his deficit 
affected the construction of the syntactic frames for these numerals.
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3. The patient produced a large num ber of syntactic errors when reading aloud 
arabic num eral} but did not produce a great num ber of syntactic errors when 
reading aloud w ritten num ber names or w hen w riting  to dictation w ritten 
num ber names and arabic numerals. McCloskey claimed that the "same syntactic 
processing mechanisms are assumed to underlie processing of both spoken and 
written verbal numerals" (McCloskey, 1992; p. 115). However, the data obtained 
with S.F. would suggest that the syntactic processes operating when translating 
an arabic num eral into a spoken number name are specific and separable from 
those underlying the production of written num ber names.

The selective dyslexia reported in the patient S.F. was associated w ith a 
progressive neurological degenerative condition. The follow ing description 
docum ents the further deterioration of his abilities. This second exam ination 
was performed about one and a half years after the first one. There are two points 
of interest to be noticed.

First, there was the possibility of observing w hether S.F.’s alexia for one 
category (arabic numerals) had generalized to other categories (letters and words) 
or if the difficulties, even if worsened, m aintained the previously reported 
pattern . This resu lt w ould  be an im portant replication of the previous 
dissociation and would further justify the proposed existence of separate routines 
for alphabetical and ideographic script reading. A second point of interest is 
given by the possibility of being able to study longitudinally the breakdown of the 
patients cognitive mechanisms involved in num ber processing tasks.

To achieve these goals S.F. attem pted, when possible, alm ost the same 
series of tasks utilizing the same sort of material that he had attem pted in the 
previous investigation (see chapter 3). This allowed his perform ance to be 
compared across examinations.

4.2 Method and results

4.21 Case report

The patien t was re-exam ined in Septem ber 1991. His condition had 
rem arkably deteriorated. Given his severe topographical disorientation and 
apraxic difficulties he was no longer autonom ous in his every day life. His 
general neurological condition appeared unchanged. A new CT scan showed a 
more pronounced pattern of cortical atrophy.
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4.22 Neuropsychological examination

The patient's general neuropsychological condition had  considerably 
worsened and he was disoriented in time and place. On the W.A.I.S. he obtained 
a verbal IQ of 78 and a performance IQ of only 54 (his previous verbal IQ was 106 
and his performance IQ was 70). His full-scale IQ was 66 (previously FSIQ 90). His 
pro-rated IQ score and the individual age-scaled scores for each subtest obtained 
are given in Table 4.1 below. On the arithm etic subtest of the W.A.I.S. he 
obtained an age-scaled score of 1, well below the normal range.

Table 4.1

W.A.I.S. intelligence quotients and W.A.I.S. individual subtest scores

Verbal I.Q. 78
Performance I.Q. 54

Sim ilarities 6
Vocabulary 10
Picture completion 2
Block design 0
Picture arrangem ent 4
Digit span 2
A rithm etic 2

His memory difficulties had clearly deteriorated. His digit span was now 4. 
A severe impairm ent in the standard laboratory learning tasks was present: he 
was unable to leam  a 10-w ord list after 20 presentations and his performance on 
the short story was grossly defective (De Renzi et al., 1977). He was also unable to 
learn a supraspan spatial sequence.
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His semantic memory appeared m oderately im paired. His performance 
was im paired (42 out of 60 correct answers) on a task which required him to 
name pictures belonging to different semantic categories (fruits and vegetables, 
animals, body parts, vehicles, musical instruments, indoor objects). No category 
specific naming difficulty was present. Of the 18 errors 10 were semantic (e.g. 
picture fox, response ''horse"; picture car, response "bus"), the rem aining 8 were 
not sem antically related to the target (e.g. picture leg, response "cow"). In a 
picture pointing task using the same material as the picture naming task he gave 
51 out of 60 correct responses. His previous perform ance on both tasks was 
flawless. The presence of a m arked ideom otor apraxia was detected. His 
perform ance in an Italian version of the Shallice and Evans (1978) cognitive 
estimate task was impaired (8 out of 10 correct answers).

In  summary, the neuropsychological examination showed the presence of 
a general decline of cognitive functions.

4.23 Language examination

His spontaneous speech revealed occasional anomias and an increased use 
of circumlocutions and stereotyped phrases. His verbal com prehension was 
relatively spared: on the Token test he obtained a score of 21 out of 36 correct 
answers (his previous score was 32 out of 36). The patient was given a written 
presentation of the shortened version of the Token Test (untim ed presentation). 
He scored 19/36, a performance well below the normal range and much worse 
than it had been at the previous testing (his previous score was 33/36). His 
performance was mildly impaired on a task requiring single w ritten words to be 
matched to pictures (16 out of the 20 correct answers). Repetition of words, and 
high and low probability sentences, was flawless.

4.24 Reading and writing.

S.F.'s reading aloud w ords and sentences appeared  relatively well 
preserved. A detailed exam ination of his reading skill is reported  in the 
experimental section 4.3. S.F.'s spontaneous writing appeared compromised by 
the presence of a severe apraxic agraphia. He exhibited a sim ilar pattern of 
difficulty on writing to dictation tasks. In the previous examination, S.F. had had 
no difficulty writing letters and words in both print or script to dictation in either
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capital or script. However, by the time of this examination his ability to write 
single letters (in capital or script) was severely im paired (1 out of 8 correct 
answers). S.F. produced only one legible letter, all his other productions were 
unrecognizable figures. S.F.'s ability to write words to dictation was also severely 
impaired and he produced only non legible words. This performance suggested 
the presence of a severe apraxic agraphia. On tw o different occasions, he 
attem pted to write the arabic num erals 1 to 9 to dictation (randomly presented). 
S.F.'s performance was severely impaired: he produced non legible figures. On 
two different occasions, he only succeed in writing the arabic num erals 1 and 7. 
S.F. was also unable to write the four arithmetical signs. A detailed investigation 
of his num ber processing abilities is described below.

4.3 Experimental investigation

The difficulties presented  by S.F. in the experim ental investigation 
perform ed in 1990 are the subject of this follow up experimental investigation. 
The patient was given num ber processing tasks which were the same as possible, 
to those w hich had been adm in istered  one and  a half years earlier. 
Unfortunately, due to the patient's deterioration and his distressed reaction to 
some of the tests proposed, certain tests were not readministered.

4.31 Tests of ideographical and alphabetical script reading

As in the previous investigation, the first series of tasks sought to 
establish, in some detail, the limits of S.F.'s ability to read aloud ideographical 
script (single and m ultidigit arabic numerals) and alphabetical script (written 
num ber names, letters, words, non words, sentences and short stories).

4.31a Reading aloud arabic numerals.

The patient was asked to read a battery of 163 arabic numerals. The stimuli 
were written in the centre of individual cards in large type.

M aterial. The set of 163 arabic numerals was constructed in a similar way 
to the reading aloud arabic numeral battery used in 1990. However, in contrast to 
the previous battery, for some groups not all the three subgroups were given (e.g.
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group 2 lacked the subgroup c). The criteria for the arabic num eral's subdivision 
and the detailed contents for each stimulus group are given in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2

Contents of the reading aloud arabic num erals battery

Stimulus group Stimulus type Examples No.

1 single num eral 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 10

2t 2 numerals from 10 to 19 11,12,13,14 10
2a 2 numerals from 20 to 90 20, 30,40,50 8
2b other two numerals 46, 27, 83,91 20

3a 3 numerals ending in zeros 100,200,300 9
3b 3 numerals w ithout internal zeros 364,670,940 10

4a 4 numerals ending in zeros 1000,2000 9
4b 4 numerals w ithout internal zeros 1850,8734 20
4c 4 numerals with internal zeros 5019,2007 10

5a 5 numerals ending in zeros 30000,40000 9
5b 5 numerals w ithout internal zeros 56780,14900 10

6a 6 numerals ending in zeros 500000,600000 9
6c 6 numerals with internal zeros 180924,670340 10

7a 7 numerals ending in zeros 7000000 9
7b 7 numerals w ithout internal zeros 4500000 10
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Procedure. The same procedure used one and a half years previously was 
adopted.

R esu lts . S.F.'s perform ance had worsened. S.F. was only able to read 
correctly 51 out of the 163 stimuli. His overall percentage of correct answers was 
31%. This performance was significantly different than that of the previous year 
(45% correct answers) (chi square d.f. 1 = 8.825, p<0.005).

Table 4.3 below presents S.F.'s error rate as a function of the num ber of 
digits in the stimuli.

Table 4.3

Percentage of incorrect responses in reading aloud arabic numerals as a function 
of the num ber of digits in the stimulus

of Digits No. of Stimuli No. of Errors %Ern

1 10 1 10
2 38 12 31
3 19 14 74
4 39 32 82
5 19 18 95
6 19 19 100
7 19 16 84

Total 163 112 69

S.F. was no longer able to read single arabic numerals correctly (e.g. arabic 
num eral 4 spoken response "Fourteen"). G enerally, as in the prev ious 
investigation, his error rate appeared to increase w ith arabic num eral length: 
longer arabic num erals were more often read inaccurately than shorter arabic
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num erals. A highly significant trend of error rate according to the different 
length is confirmed by a Kendall's S test (Kendall's test, z = 21.36, p<0.00001).

Table 4.4 shows the error trend  obtained in the different stim ulus 
subgroups (a, b, c, or t) of arabic numerals.

Table 4.4

Percentage of error responses in reading aloud arabic num erals as a function of 
subgroup

oups No. of Stimuli No. of Errors % Errors

1 10 1 10

2t 10 2 20
2a 8 1 12
2b 20 9 45

3a 9 4 44
3b 10 10 100

4a 9 5 55
4b 20 18 90
4c 10 9 90

5a 9 8 89
5b 10 10 100

6a 9 9 100
6c 10 10 100

7a 9 6 67
7b 10 10 100

Total 163 112 69
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Since the further subdivision into the four subgroups (a, h , c, or t) has not 
been done for all the stimuli groups, no analysis was performed on the error rate 
as a function of subgroup.

Error analysis.

The corpus of errors obtained was analyzed in two different ways as with 
the first study:
(1). First the errors were analyzed according to w hether they were Deletion, 
Substitution, Insertion, Misordering of digit or Co-occurrence errors.

Table 4.5 shows the distribution of error types in reading aloud arabic 
num erals.

(insert table 4.5 about here)

Deletion. The most frequent type of errors (n = 36; 32% of the total errors) 
resulted in the production of a spoken number name of a lower m agnitude than 
the target one; that is the incorrect response contained less num ber names than 
the corresponding correct response. This could be described as the deletion of one 
or m ore digits in the course of the reading process (e.g. stim ulus 40 response 
"four"). In the previous study the deletion errors were a much higher proportion 
of the total (n = 134; 63% of the total errors).

Insertion. There were 14 "insertion" errors (12% of the total errors). All of 
w hich included a "zero additions" (e.g. stim ulus 35, response "thirty five 
thousand") to the stimulus arabic num eral. In S.F.'s previous perform ance the 
proportion of this type of errors was lower (6% of the total errors).

Substitution. There were 26 substitution errors (23% of the total errors) all 
of w hich involved the production of a spoken num ber nam e of the same 
m agnitude as the target arabic num eral. In this case one or m ore incorrect 
num ber w ords were produced in place of the correct w ords (e.g. stim ulus 25 
response "Forty five"). This could be described as the substitution of one or more 
of the correct digits with other num ber names of the same lexical class. In the 
previous study, the proportion of the substitution errors was lower (13% of the 
total errors).

Misordering. 5 errors (4% of the total errors) involved the "misordering" 
of digits w ithout the insertion or deletion of an extra zero (e.g. stim ulus 186
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response "one hundred sixty eight"). In the previous study the proportion of 
these errors was lower (1% of the total errors).

Co-occurrence. The incidence of errors involving the co-occurrence of two 
different types of mistakes was higher than in the previous investigation. While 
in the previous investigation only 16% of the total errors were co-occurrence 
errors, in the present investigation 28% of the total errors were co-occurrence 
errors. They can be described as:
(I) The co-occurrence of an insertion and a substitution  error (n = 5) (e.g. 
stimulus 4,296, response "forty two thousand nine hundred and fifty six)
(II) The co-occurrence of a deletion and a substitution error (n = 12) (e.g. stimulus 
200,000, response ' twenty two thousand")
(in) The co-occurrence of a misordering and a substitution  error (n = 11) (e.g. 
stimulus 4,920, response "five thousand and twenty nine").
(IV) The co-occurrence of a misordering and a deletion error (n = 3) (e.g. 
stimulus 3,824, response "two hundred forty eight").

S u m m a r y .  In com parison to the previous investigation w here  the 
majority of errors were deletion errors, in the present investigation a different 
error pattern emerged. Deletion and co-occurrence errors were the most frequent 
type of errors.

(2). As in the previous investigation, the errors were analysed to determ ine if 
they w ere "lexical", "syntactic" or "mixed" (i.e. syntactically and lexically 
incorrect) errors. Table 4.6 shows the error rates for each stimulus group.

(insert table 4.6 about here)
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Table 4.5

The distribution of error types in reading aloud arabic num erals

L D S I M I+S D+S M+S M+1

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

2 2 5 4 0 0 0 1 0

3 5 1 1 1 0 4 1 1

4 10 8 2 3 2 0 7 0

5 7 1 4 0 1 3 0 2

6 10 2 2 1 1 3 0 0

7 2 9 0 0 1 2 2 0

Total 36 26 14 5 5 12 11 3

L = length in digits 
D = deletion 
S = substitution 
I = insertion 
M = misordering
I+S = co-occurrence of insertion and substitution 
D+S = co-occurrence of deletion and substitution 
M+S = co-occurrence of misordering and substitution 
M+D = co-occurrence of misordering and deletion
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Table 4.6

Reading aloud arabic numerals: the Syntactic (L+S-), the Lexical (L-S+) and the 
Lexical and Syntactic (L-S-) errors for each stimulus group

Subgroup L+S" L“S+ L-S-

1 1 0 0

2t 2 0 0
2a 1 0 0
2b 3 5 1

3a 4 0 0
3b 3 1 6

4a 4 1 0
4b 6 4 8
4c 5 3 1

5a 8 0 0
5b 3 1 6

6a 8 0 1
6c 5 2 3

7a 1 3 2
7b 2 5 3

Total 56 25 31

Of the 112 errors considered 56 (50%) were purely syntactic (e.g. stim ulus 4 
response'Tourteen"), 25 (22%) were purely lexical (e.g. stim ulus 8000 response
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"four thousand"), and 31 errors (28%) were m ixed lexical and syntactic (e.g. 
stimulus 961 response "sixteen").

In comparison to the previous year, the proportion of syntactic errors has 
decreased (from 71% of the total errors to 50% of the total errors) while the 
incidence of lexical errors (from 13% of the total errors to 22% of the total errors) 
and mixed lexical and syntactic errors has increased (from 15% of the total errors 
to 28% of the total errors).

Sum m ary . The error pattern reported in the previous investigation was 
characterized m ainly by syntactical errors. The present analysis show s an 
increment in "mixed errors".

4.31b Reading aloud written num ber names

In this section, the patient was asked to read  alphabetically w ritten  
numbers. The aim was to determine if S.F.'s dyslexia, previously restricted to 
ideographical script (arabic numerals) had spread to alphabetical script.

M aterial All the previously employed arabic num erals were presented as 
written num ber names for reading aloud.

Procedure. This was similar to that given on the previous task.
Results. S.F.'s written num ber name reading was much better than his 

performance reading aloud arabic numerals task. S.F. was able to correctly read 
141 out of 163 stimuli (86%). This performance is significantly different than that 
he had in the previous investigation (95% correct answers) (chi square d.f. 1 =
11.153, p<0.001). However, the patient's ability to read written num ber names is 
still better m aintained than his ability to read arabic numerals (only 31% correct 
answers). As w ith the previous testing his error rate was slightly higher for 
longer w ritten num ber names (see Table 4.7).

(insert table 4.7 about here)

Of the 22 errors, 10 were purely lexical (e.g. stimulus six thousand three hundred 
response "five thousand three hundred"), only 4 were purely syntactic (e.g. 
stim ulus twenty thousand, response "two thousand") and 8 were syntactic and 
lexical (e.g. stim ulus two hundred eighty one, response " two hundred  thousand 
and fifty one").
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Table 4.7

The percentage of incorrect responses in reading aloud written num ber names as 
a function of the number of digits in the stimulus

No. of Digits No. of Stimuli No. of Errors % Errors

1 10 0 0
2 38 1 2.6
3 19 2 10
4 39 6 15
5 19 4 21
6 19 4 21
7 19 5 26

163 22 13Total

Sum m ary. S.F.’s perform ance on this task confirms the p reviously  
reported finding that different cognitive processing mechanisms are involved in 
the processing of ideographic and alphabetic scripts.

4.31c Reading aloud letters, words, nonwords, sentences and short stories

The patient no longer read new spapers or books. He com plained that 
when reading text he had difficulty following the lines of the sentences and the 
words seemed very "confused". He also reported an increased sense of tiredness 
that prevented him from making the effort to read. Given the presence of a 
selective difficulty reading aloud arabic numerals, in the presence of a relatively 
better preserved ability to read w ritten num ber names, it was decided to 
reexamine S.F.'s ability to read alphabetical script. The same battery administered 
previously was attempted by S.F.
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Letter naming. Letter naming was correct for all the letters of the Italian 
alphabet (21 out of 21 correct answers).

Letter sounding. S.F. was able to give the appropriate sounds of all 14 
letters presented to him.

Syllable reading. S.F. was able to read aloud 10 out of the 15 syllables (CV; 
VC and CCV) presented. This performance was worse than it had  been at the 
previous testing when he read correctly all 15 syllables.

Word reading. The patient was asked to read a list of 185 words. Stimulus 
features varied in the list included: w ord class (nouns, verbs, adjectives and 
function w ords), frequency, concreteness and length (varying from  2 to 4 
syllables). S.F. read 159 words correctly (86%). The noun list was composed of 95 
items including high and low frequency concrete nouns, nouns w ith unusual 
stress positions, proper names and abstract nouns. He read 89 nouns correctly, 
making visual errors (generating words not semantically related to the target) 
and neologisms. He read 26 out of 30 adjectives correctly. He read the 23 out of 30 
functors correctly His performance on reading affixed verbs was 21 out of 30 
correct answers. Generally, S.F.'s word reading is significantly different than it 
was at the previous testing (98% of correct answers; chi square d .f.l = 18.8, 
p<0.001). However, it is still much better than his performance in reading aloud 
arabic numbers (31% correct answers).

Reading ''very long words". S.F. was able to read correctly 42 out of the 50 
very long w ords presented to him (84% of correct answers). The "very long 
words" were composed of 5, 6, 7 or 8 syllables. All the errors appeared visually 
related to the target and dealt with omissions of one or more letters giving rise to 
6 other w ords (e.g. rivoluzionarsi - "risoluzione") and 2 nonw ords (e.g. 
nom enclatura - "nenclatura"). Again, S.F.'s performance appeared worse than it 
had been at the earlier testing when his overall correct answer rate had been 94%. 
However, this performance is still better than his performance on reading aloud 
arabic num bers (32% correct answers).

Nonword reading. The patient was asked to read 35 pronounceable 
nonwords of different lengths (from 2 to 4 syllables). S.F. was able to correctly 
read 30 nonwords. All errors were visually related to the nonw ord target and 
dealt w ith substitutions of a single letter or additions of a single letter to the 
non w ord target. S.F.'s performance in non w ord reading was not worse than it 
had been at the previous testing (36/40 correct answers).
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Short story reading. The patient was asked to read aloud the 10 short 
stories of the B.D.A.E. His reading was very disorganized and hesitant, showing a 
pronounced difficulty in following the lines of the text. The patient completely 
failed the task on the th ird  short story. Table 4.8 gives a sum m ary of S.F.'s 
performance on the reading aloud tasks.

Table 4.8

Summary of S.F.'s reading aloud performance

Stimulus type No. of Stimuli No. of errors % Errors

Letter naming 21 0 0
Letter sounding 14 0 0
Syllables 15 5 33
Concrete nouns H.F. 15 0 0
Concrete nouns L.F. 15 0 0
Abstract nouns H.F. 15 0 0
Abstract nouns L.F. 15 2 13
Nouns w ith an unusual
stress position H.F. 10 1 10
Nouns with an unusual
stress position L.F. 10 2 20
Proper names 15 1 7
Adjectives H.F. 15 1 7
Adjectives L.F. 15 3 20
Functors H.F. 15 2 13
Functors L.F. 15 5 33
Affixed verbs H.F. 15 4 27
Affixed verbs L.F. 15 5 33
"Very long" words 50 8 16
N onw ords 30 5 17
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Sum m ary. The present results indicate a deterioration in S.F.'s ability to 
read aloud alphabetical material over one and a half years period. However, 
S.F.'s reading performance is still better m aintained if the script is alphabetic 
rather than ideographic, complementing the results obtained w ith the reading 
aloud written num ber name task.

4.31d Repetition of words, nonwords and syllables

The sam e stim uli used in the reading aloud task w ere given in a 
repetition task. S.F.'s performance was almost flawless with the w ord and "very 
long word" material (184 out of 185 and 46 out of 50 correct answers respectively). 
If the stimuli were nonwords S.F. gave 32 out of 35 correct answers and if the 
stimuli were syllables he gave 11 out of 15 correct answers.

4.32 Tests of Num ber Processing

In the original session, S.F. was submitted to a series of num ber processing 
tasks. These tasks sought to establish the functional locus of his deficit in reading 
aloud arable numerals. The results obtained showed that he was unim paired on 
a series of num ber recognition, comprehension and production tasks. The aim of 
the following tests was to determine whether S.F.'s deteriorated performance 
when reading aloud arable numerals could still be due to the malfunctioning of a 
single cognitive num ber processing component or if the observed pattern could 
only be interpreted in terms of damage to multiple processing components.

4.32a Tests of num ber recognition

In order to determine whether S.F.'s poorer performance w hen reading 
aloud arable num erals was due to an additional deficit resu lting  in the 
misperception of the stimuli, he was presented with a num ber recognition task 
which did not require the spoken production of num ber names.

M atching arable numerals to spoken number names. The patien t was 
asked to match 45 spoken number names to the corresponding arable numerals.

M aterial. 45 arable num erals (3 arable num erals for each subgroup 
presented in the arable numeral reading aloud battery) were used.
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Two stimuli were arranged on two different cards each containing one arabic 
numeral. The cards were placed in front of the patient. The two arabic num erals 
were:
(I) The correct transcoded form.
(n) A wrong alternative representing a possible lexical error.
For example the spoken num ber name m ight be "Tw enty five”, while the two 
alternatives m ight be 25 and 27.

Procedure. The 45 numbers were spoken aloud in a random  order by the 
examiner and presented one by one.

R esu lts . S.F. was able to correctly point to only 28 out of the 45 arabic 
numerals. His percentage of correct answers in this task was 62% showing a clear 
decline in his performance. In a similar task conducted in 1990, his performance 
was relatively intact (95% correct answers).

S u m m ary . The results of this task suggest that S.F.'s ability to encode 
arabic num erals is defective and that this add itional deficit m ight have 
contributed to his poorer performance in reading aloud arabic numerals.

4.32b Tests of N um ber Comprehension

The next set of tasks sought to determ ine w hether the arabic num eral 
comprehension mechanisms that, in 1990, were intact, were still preserved in the 
patient.

M agnitude Comparison. In the m agnitude com parison tasks S.F. was 
asked to judge which of two numbers was larger. These num bers w ere either 
presented visually or auditorilly.

M aterial. An identical set of 45 pairs of num bers (three pairs of num ber 
for each subgroup) was used for the two magnitude comparison tasks.

Procedure. Two different m agnitude comparison tasks were performed. In 
the first one the pairs were arabic numerals, in the second, two num ber names 
were spoken by the examiner.

Visual M agnitude Comparison. In this task, S.F. was asked to "circle" the 
larger of two arabic numerals. 45 pairs of arabic numerals were typed in a column 
in a random  order. The two arabic numerals in the pair had the same num ber of 
digits and just one digit was varied.
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R esults. S.F.'s perform ance on this task w as severely im paired: his 
percentage of correct answers was 53%. This performance was much worse than 
when he was previously assessed (98% correct answers).

Auditory magnitude comparison. An auditory presentation of the  same 
number pairs used in the previous task was given to S.F. The patient was asked 
to repeat the larger of the two number names spoken by the examiner.

R esults. His performance, which in 1990 was flawless, was in this second 
examination much worse. S.F.'s percentage of correct answers was now 20%

Sum m ary. The results obtained in the num ber com prehension tasks 
indicated that S.F.'s ability to comprehend num bers is defective suggesting the 
presence of a deeper defect in his ability to process numbers.

4.32c Tests of Verbal Numeral Production

A series of tests has been administered to S.F. in order to re-evaluate his 
ability to verbally produce numbers. In 1990, S.F. perform ed all the tests 
presented almost flawlessly.

Cardinal facts. Knowledge of exact cardinal num ber facts was assessed by 
means of general knowledge questions that he had previously known well. 10 
questions were given to S.F. and 5 of his answers were incorrect (e.g. boiling 
point of water: "ninety degrees"; centimeters in a meter: "ten").

Personal Number Facts. The patien t was asked 10 questions tapp ing  
personal numerical information that previously he had known well (e.g. year of 
birth). S.F. responded incorrectly to 2 out of 10 questions (e.g. motherjjage: "eighty 
eight" correct answ er = 93; how tall are you: "about one m eter and  sixty 
centimeters", correct answer = 1 meter and 75 centimeters).

Non personal Number Facts. The patient was asked 10 questions tapping 
numerical inform ation regarding famous facts that previously he had know n 
well. He responded incorrectly to 3 out of the 10 questions (e.g. year of 
foundation of the Italian state: "one thousand eight hundred fifty one" correct 
answer = 1,861).

Numerical Cognitive Estimates. 10 numerical estim ation questions were 
devised. In this task approximate numerical values m ust be generated. In 1990, 
this task had been well within his ability. On this occasion, S.F. gave 2 out of 10 
incorrect answers (e.g. Italian population: "twenty five thousand, correct answer
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= about 55,000,000; distance Padova - Milano: "nine hundred  kilometers", correct 
answer = about 300 km.).

"What comes next". The  experimenter gave a spoken num ber nam e and 
S.F. was invited to produce the next one. There w ere three stim uli for each 
subgroup, up to length 5, used in the arabic num eral reading aloud task giving a 
total of 33 stimuli. S.F. was able to respond correctly to 18 out of the 33 stimuli 
(54% correct answers).

Summary. The results obtained in the above tasks indicate that, in contrast 
to his perform ance one and a half years previously, S.F. had considerable 
difficulty in correctly producing spoken num ber names. Given his poor 
performance in the two cardinality judgment tasks, a failure in these tasks might 
be due to the correct retrieval of an appropriate phonological form to an incorrect 
m eaning representation of the number. However, S.F. m ay also now  present 
w ith  a m ore general difficulty  in p roducing  the phonological nam e 
representations of the numbers. In order to investigate this further possibility the 
following task was given to S.F.

N um ber Repetition

A set of 152 stimuli was used. The stimuli were subdivided according to 
m agnitude and type of subgroup in a similar fashion to the stimuli employed in 
the arabic numeral reading aloud battery. The patient was able to repeat correctly 
100 out of the 152 (66%) numbers. Table 4.9 shows the distribution of errors as a 
function of the num ber of digits in the stimulus.

(insert table 4.9 about here)

As show n in Table 4.9 his error rate increases dramatically w ith num ber 
length. His perform ance is also m uch m ore im paired than at his previous 
examination (98% correct answers). However, since his digit span was only 4 it is 
possible that his reduced span is a confound for these findings. The errors were 
analysed to determine if they were "Lexical" or "Syntactic". The vast majority of 
the errors were lexical in nature (N=51) only 1 was syntactic.
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Sum m ary. This result show that also when the input is a spoken num ber 
name S.F. still has som e difficulty in producing  the app ropria te  num ber 
phonological form.

Table 4.9

The percentage of incorrect responses in the num ber repetition task as a function 
of the num ber of digits in the stimulus

No. of Digits No. of Stimuli No. of Errors % Errors

1 10 0 0
2 28 0 0
3 19 0 0
4 19 4 21
5 28 17 61
6 30 16 53
7 18 15 83

Total 152 52 34

4.4 Conclusions

The further deterioration of the reading  skills of a pa tien t w ith  a 
neurological degenerative condition have been observed. The patient's residual 
reading skills were reassessed in order to further explore how the different ways 
of visually representing num bers (ideographic or alphabetic) influence the 
reading process and how  current models of norm al num ber processing can 
account for his selective deficit.
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4.41 Reading of ideographic and alphabetic script

The results show a decline in the patient's ability to read aloud. S.F.'s 
ability to read words (86% correct) and w ritten num ber names (86% correct) 
aloud, w hich had  prev iously  been alm ost un im paired  (98% and  95% 
respectively), has deteriorated. A marked decline was also noticeable in his ability 
to read aloud arabic num erals (31% correct now  previously 45% correct). 
However, were one to have examined S.F. for the first time at this stage in his 
illness his read ing  perform ance w ould  still have been characterized as 
significantly better on alphabetical script than on arabic numerals. The relative 
sparing of the ability to read w ritten num ber names and words parallels his 
performance one and a half years previously on the same material. This finding 
indicates that the abilities to read alphabetical script and ideographic script (i.e. 
arabic numerals) can degenerate independently.

M cCarthy and W arrington described the further deterioration of the 
semantic knowledge of a patient suffering from a focal degenerative condition. 
The authors claimed that "the selective preservation of knowledge m ay be as 
inform ative as its selective loss" (McCarthy and W arrington, 1990; p. 599). 
Therefore the im portance of S.F.'s selective preserved ability to read  aloud 
alphabetical script should be emphasised. This observation provides additional 
evidence that there are different cognitive processes involved in the reading of 
alphabetic and ideographic script and that the neural substrates that support 
these procedures are distinct. If the same cognitive procedures were involved in 
the reading of both alphabetical script and arabic numerals it would be difficult to 
explain why S.F.'s performance on arabic num eral reading tasks has deteriorated 
independently than his perform ance on w ord reading tasks. Furtherm ore, it 
would be difficult to explain why the observed category-specific profile of his 
dyslexic im pairm ent is m aintained even when a further degeneration of his 
reading skills occurred.

The present observation that S.F.'s alexia m aintained the previously  
reported pattern  is also im portant in the light of the m eta-theoretical issues 
concerning the uniqueness of individual cases and the possibility of replication 
in cognitive neuropsychology (Shallice, 1988). The deficit observed in S.F. is, for 
the m om ent, unique; all previously described patients read arabic num erals 
better than letters. No other unequivocal evidence of the reversed pattern  of 
performance has yet been reported. This replication of the previously reported
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findings in the same patient at a different stage of his illness, gives greater weight 
to the claim that there are specialized processes for processing the different types 
of script in the information processing systems dedicated to reading.

4.42 The functional locus of impairment

When the patient's ability to encode and understand num bers and his 
ability to retrieve num ber names (except obviously w hen they were reading 
responses to arabic numerals) was examined for the first time it was noted that 
both of these abilities were well preserved. It was argued that S.F.'s dyslexia was a 
consequence of a single specific impairment. It was proposed that the deficit was 
within an asemantic route that translates arabic num erals into spoken num ber 
names bypassing the num ber semantic representations. Furtherm ore, S.F.'s 
errors showed a preponderance of syntactic errors. This suggested that the 
dam age w as to a m echanism  responsible for the production  of syntactic 
representations within the asemantic route; the transcoding process used to 
transform  an arabic num eral input into a spoken num ber nam e activated a 
degraded syntactic frame.

The pattern of impairm ents observed in this most recent assessment of 
S.F.'s abilities was significantly different from the previously observed pattern. 
By this stage in his illness, S.F.'s deficit in reading aloud arabic num erals was 
associated with multiple deficits in his number processing. He did not seem to be 
able to efficiently encode arabic numerals (his percentage of correct answers in 
num ber recognition  tasks was 62%). S im ilarly , he had  d ifficu lty  in 
comprehension tasks; his performance in num ber comprehension tasks ranged 
from m oderately im paired (his percentage of correct answers in the auditory 
cardinality judgm ent task was 80%) to severely im paired (his percentage of 
correct answ ers in the visual cardinality judgm ent task was 53%). This 
differential pattern of performance in the two cardinality judgm ent tasks might 
possibly be due to an additional arabic num eral encoding deficit. This deficit 
would sometimes result in the activation of incorrect semantic representations. 
This w ould in turn result in a greater probability of errors in arabic num eral 
comprehension tasks than in spoken num ber name comprehension tasks.

S.F.'s im paired num bers com prehension m ight also account for his 
defective perform ance on verbal num ber p roduction  tests. An error in 
comprehending a num ber might result in the retrieval of inappropriate quantity
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information which, in turn, might activate inappropriate spoken number names 
in the verbal number production system. However, his production errors are not 
just attributable to a central deficit within a semantic system. His performance is 
also impaired in number repetition tasks. This suggests that there is an 
additional deficit in retrieving spoken number names from the phonological 
output lexicon.

On the basis of S.F.'s impaired perform ance on tests of number 
recognition, number understanding and number production it is possible to 
conclude that he is im paired in both the ability to generate semantic 
representations from arabic numeral stimuli and also in the ability to access 
verbal numeral production mechanisms. It can be seen that, during this second 
assessment, the patient's overall error rates across tasks showed a complex 
pattern of impairment. It is argued that this reflects the presence of multiple 
underlying deficits in several of the functionally independent cognitive 
mechanisms that are involved in number processing. The present evidence 
seems to suggest that the loci of S.F's m ultiple impairm ents in number 
processing lie both in the asemantic route as well as in the semantic route. In

T # c
addition, his pattern of errors in/arabic numeral reading task also seemed to 
indicate the existence of multiple deficits. The error pattern obtained in^arabic 
num eral reading test shows, im portant differences from that reported 
previously. In reading aloud arabic numerals S.F. made a great number of 
syntactical and lexical errors. The occurrence of both type of errors can be 
attributed to a deficit in both the lexical and syntactic processing mechanisms 
responsible for processing the individual elements in a number and the relations 
among these elements in order to process the number as a whole.
In summary it can be concluded that:
1. S.F.'s ability to read alphabetical script and ideographic script can degenerate 
independently.
2. A replication can be made of the above findings (the same reading pattern as 
had been observed one and a half years previously was found again).
3. In contrast to the previous findings (see chapter 3) S.F.'s number processing 
skills are multiply impaired.
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Chapter 5: The selective impairment of number processing with the
preservation of calculation skills: evidence from a single 
case

5.1 Introduction

The performance of calculations requires cognitive processes specific to 
arithmetic as well as those allowing number transcoding (McCloskey, 1992). The 
cognitive processes specific to arithmetic involve: the ability to comprehend the 
arithmetical signs and words; the ability to retrieve arithmetical facts and; the 
ability to execute calculation procedures. Num ber transcoding skills include the 
ability to produce and to com prehend num bers w hatever their num erical 
notation: e.g., ideographical (i.e. arabic numerals) or alphabetical (written and 
spoken num ber names). The cognitive mechanisms for arithmetic and those for 
num ber processing are assumed to be functionally independent (Caramazza and 
McCloskey, 1987). This assum ption has been supported  by data on deficits 
observed in several brain  dam aged patients; these have presented  w ith 
calculation deficits in the presence of intact num ber transcoding (e.g. Hecaen et 
al., 1961; Cohn, 1961, W arrington, 1982, McCloskey et al. 1985, 1991). While these 
patients demonstrate the functional independence of the cognitive mechanisms 
underlying calculation and number transcoding, the relationship between these 
two clusters of mechanisms is not so apparent. For example, it is not clear 
w hether the calculation processing mechanisms could operate if the num ber 
transcoding com ponents are im paired. Though McCloskey and colleagues' 
m odel of cognitive numerical processing mechanisms implies that they could 
not (see Figure 5.1).

(insert figure 5.1 about here)

McCloskey et al.'s model indicates that the calculation m echanism s 
operate on the output of the number comprehension mechanisms (see sections 
1.51a and 1.52a for a discussion). They requ ire  the num ber p roduction  
mechanisms to translate abstract internal representations into the appropriate 
form of output. Therefore, it would be expected that a deficit in the num ber 
com prehension or num ber p roduction  m echanism s w ould  d is ru p t the 
calculation mechanisms. A deficit in the num ber com prehension mechanisms
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w ould result in the calculation system receiving the wrong type of input. A 
deficit in  the num ber p ro d u ctio n  m echanism s w ou ld  re su lt in the 
mistranslation of the correctly performed calculations.

Figure 5.1

A schem atic rep resen ta tion  of the num ber p rocessing  and  calculation 
mechanisms postulated by McCloskey et al.'s model
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In this chapter, I will describe a patient who presented with a severe deficit 
in his ability to read and write numbers coupled w ith an unusually spared ability 
to perform  oral and written arithmetical problems. This pattern  of im pairm ent 
has never been clearly reported before. It realises a double dissociation w ith the 
more often reported pattern of a selective deficit in calculation in the presence of 
spared num ber transcoding.

5.11 The dissociation between number processing and calculation skills.

Usually brain dam aged patients presenting w ith acalculia suffer from 
disorders in their num ber transcoding and in their calculation abilities. 
However, there are data which indicate that disorders of num ber transcoding
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and calculation are dissociable (for a review see Deloche and Seron, 1987). 
Im pairm ents of calculation in the presence of preserved num ber transcoding 
have been described (see sections 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 for a more detailed discussion). 
The first of these was by Henschen (1920). This author analyzed an extended 
group of 305 brain dam aged patients. He observed that a restricted deficit in 
carrying out arithm etical operations did not necessitate the presence of a 
concomitant deficit in num ber processing. Consistent w ith these data, Hecaen 
and colleagues (Hecaen et al., 1961) described, in a group of 183 patients, 73 cases 
of anarithmetia acalculia. These patients showed m ainly procedural difficulties 
in solving arithmetic problems w ithout any difficulty in reading and writing 
numbers. Evidence provided by another, less well documented, group study also 
indicates that calculation impairm ents can occur independently of any num ber 

OF transcoding deficits.Collignon et al. (1977), in a group of 26 unilaterally brain 
damaged patients, reported 1 patient with oral calculation and 2 patients with 
written calculation disorders. None of these three patients showed a "number 
alexia". In addition, there were 3 patients with written calculation disorders who 
did not show "number agraphia". Benson and Weir (1972) described a patient 
who, despite being able to read, write and recognise numbers, was unable to carry 
out w ritten m ultiplication and division problem s. M ore recently, cognitive 
neuropsychological studies have provided convincing evidence of the existence 
of selective breakdowns in calculation. For example, W arrington (1982) described 
a patient with a selective calculation deficit due to a loss of arithmetical facts who 
did not have any number transcoding difficulty. Sokol et al. (1991) reported two 
patients with a selective deficit in retrieving multiplication facts who performed 
well in several num ber processing tasks.

The evidence for the existence of a reverse pattern  (im pairm ent in 
num ber transcoding w ithout an impairm ent in calculation) is scarce and less 
convincing. Some of the data provided by group studies hints at this dissociation. 
Henschen (1920) reported 9 patients with "number alexia" who did  not also 
present with calculation difficulties. Hecaen and colleagues (1961) reported that 7 
of their 35 "num ber alexic patients" presented w ithout spoken calculation 
disorders and 2 ou t of 35 presented w ithout w ritten  calculation disorders. 
Collignon et al. (1977) reported 3 cases of "number alexia" who did not present 
with a written calculation disorder and 1 case who did not present with a spoken 
calculation disorder. All of Henschen's "number agraphia" patients presented 
w ith calculation disorders. However, 3 out of Hecaen and his colleagues 39
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"number agraphic patients" did not show a spoken calculation disorder and 5 did 
not show a written calculation disorder. Collignon et al. (1977) reported 2 patients 
w ith "number agraphia" who did not show a written calculation disorder.

Benson and Denckla (1969) described two interesting patients who seem to 
show  a selective im pairm ent of num ber transcoding w ith a preservation of 
calculation skills. The first patient could not reliably repeat spoken num ber 
names (e.g. stimulus "three-quarters", response "three fourths") or read or write 
arabic num erals (e.g. stim ulus "two hundred and tw enty one", response 215). 
However, he could still m atch spoken num ber names w ith the corresponding 
arabic numerals, num ber of fingers or arrays of dots. W hen asked to perform 
sim ple spoken and w ritten arithmetical problems he alm ost always gave the 
w rong spoken or written answer. However, if a m ultiple choice list of answers 
was given, he would invariably choose the correct answer. For example, for the 
problem 4 + 5, he said "eight", wrote 5, but chose 9 from a multiple-choice list. 
This result implies that some aspects of num eral processing, in this case the 
ability to produce numbers, can be selectively disrupted w ithout a concomitant 
deficit in the cognitive mechanisms involved in calculation. For this patient, the 
errors when giving spoken and written answers to arithmetical problems reflect 
a production im pairm ent. They do not reflect an im pairm ent in num ber 
comprehension or in arithmetical fact retrieval. In this patient the damage to the 
num ber production mechanisms required for the transcoding tasks is m irrored 
by the deficit in the production of written or spoken answers in the calculation 
tasks. This evidence seems to suggest that the ou tpu ts of calculation are 
processed by the same production mechanisms used in num ber transcoding 
tasks.

The second patient described by Benson and Denckla could correctly 
repeat, read and write numbers. He could also m atch a spoken num ber name 
w ith  the corresponding arabic num eral. W hen attem pting  addition  and 
subtraction problems, he frequently wrote the equation incorrectly and gave 
incorrect oral answers. However, his written answers were often correct. To give 
some examples: given the problem 4 + 7, he wrote the equation correctly, said 
"sixteen" but wrote 11; given the problem 492 + 69, he wrote the sum  incorrectly 
as 482 + 69, but wrote the answer correctly. When asked to resolve multiplication 
problems he almost invariably gave a wrong solution but he was able to correctly 
and quickly choose the correct answer from a multiple-choice list. In addition, 
the patient could not resolve division problems when he was asked to write the
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answer. This patient's results are even more intriguing than those obtained from 
the first one. His difficulty with division problems indicates the presence of some 
selective procedural difficulties in calculation. His difficulties in giving spoken 
or written answers to the other three types of arithmetical problems indicates an 
im pairm ent in num ber production rather than an im pairm ent in calculation. 
This is shown by the patient's occasional inability to write the problem correctly 
and by his occasional inability to say the answer. Despite this, the authors 
reported that the patient had a norm al num ber production perform ance in 
transcoding tasks. His difficulty in producing w ritten  or spoken answers to 
addition, subtraction and multiplication problems was not due to a failure in 
calculation and was not m irrored by a num ber production  deficit in the 
transcoding  tasks. This suggests that the p roduction  m echanism s are 
differentially affected according to the type of task. In num ber reading and 
w riting tasks the correct ou tpu t form could be retrieved while in calculation 
tasks the retrieval of the correct output form was impaired.

The data presented so far suggesting that selective num ber transcoding 
im pairm ents can occur w ithout calculation im pairm ents should be regarded 
cautiously. As I have already discussed (see sections 1.22 and 1.32), several 
im portant methodological flaws are present in these works. There are difficulties 
in patient classification and there is a lack of description of the m ethods and 
procedures used for assessing the deficits. There is also a lack of quantitative data 
on the patients' num eracy capacities and incapacities and a lack of a precise 
description of the errors made. For these reasons these data should not be 
regarded  as conclusive proof of the position that calculation processing 
mechanisms can operate when number transcoding mechanisms are impaired.

To sum m arize this brief review of the neuropsychological evidence 
favouring a possible dissociation between num ber transcoding and calculation 
skills it should be noted that:
(1) Calculation deficits can occur in the absence of any num ber transcoding 
im pairm ent.
(2) There is some evidence (though sparse and methodologically unsatisfactory) 
that indicates that num ber transcoding difficulties do not necessarily result in a 
calculation deficit.
(3) There is the suggestion, generated by Benson and Denckla’s second patient, 
that there may be functionally distinct output routes leading to the production 
mechanisms from the num ber transcoding and calculation processes.
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5.12 McCloskey and colleagues' model of number processing

McCloskey and colleagues (1985; 1987; 1992) have argued that the cognitive 
m echanism s for num ber processing are m ade up  of several functional 
components. At the most general level, components for num ber comprehension 
are distinguished from com ponents for num ber production. Several specific 
cognitive mechanisms have been suggested within the num ber production level 
(see section 1.51a for a more detailed discussion).

The num ber production mechanisms translate abstract internal number 
representations into the appropriate forms for arabic or spoken output. Within 
the production com ponents a further distinction has been draw n between 
com ponents for producing arabic num erals and com ponents for producing 
w ritten  or spoken num ber names. W ithin the arabic and num ber name 
production components a further distinction has been draw n between lexical and 
syntactic processing mechanisms. The initial step in the production process 
involves the construction of a syntactic frame shared by the two production 
modes (i.e. spoken num ber names and written num ber names). According to the 
authors, written and spoken num ber production diverge at the lexical retrieval 
stage w here phonological or graphem ical num ber representation has to be 
retrieved. Fig. 5.2 depicts the overall structure of num ber production processing.

(insert figure 5.2 about here)

It is assum ed (see figure 5.2) that the num ber production components 
accept as input abstract internal representations that are obtained only through 
the comprehension mechanisms (for an alternative proposal see chapter 3). The 
specialized function of the comprehension system is the translation of surface 
forms of numbers (e.g. 9 or nine) into a single, m odality independent abstract 
code. This abstract code underlies all numerical and calculation operations. For 
exam ple, reading or w riting the telephone num ber 340-2701, accessing the 
answ er to the spoken problem  7 x 9 or accessing the answ er to the written 
problem  37 + 89 = ? w ould require the generation of an abstract semantic 
representation of each of these quantities.

T hus, accord ing  to the  m odel, the  ab strac t in te rn a l num ber 
representations obtained when reading a telephone num ber, and the abstract
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internal num ber representations obtained when resolving 7 x 9  will both be 
translated into the appropriate form of output by the verbal num eral production 
mechanisms. The same output route to these mechanisms will be used by both 
internal representations. Similarly, according to the m odel, the abstract internal 
num ber representation obtained when w riting a telephone num ber and the 
abstract internal number representation obtained when resolving 37 + 89 will be 
translated into the appropriate form of output by the arabic num eral production 
mechanisms. The same output route to these mechanisms will be used by both 
internal representations. According to the model no d irect interconnection 
bypassing the mediation of an abstract code is possible for the output of the 
num ber transcoding process and the num ber production process. The model 
therefore predicts that if a patient presents a deficit w hen reading aloud or 
w riting to dictation arabic num erals, we should expect the co-occurrence of a 
sim ilar deficit in producing spoken or w ritten answ ers in calculation tasks, 
provid ing  that the calculation skills are preserved. This assum es that the 
patient’s deficit in writing arabic numerals reflects either im paired spoken or 
written num ber production.
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Figure 5.2

A schem atic rep resen ta tion  of the m ajor num ber com prehension  and  
production processing components postulated by McCloskey et al.
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5.13 Aims of this chapter

The patient, S.A.M., reported in this chapter, suffered from a probable 
dem entia of Alzheimer's type. He show ed a severe difficulty in num ber 
transcoding. This study investigated whether this deficit resulted in him having 
difficulty in solving arithmetical problems. S.A.M.'s perform ance in num ber 
transcoding tasks was compared with his performance in arithmetical problems. 
His num ber transcoding deficit tu rned  out to be selective p resenting  a 
dissociation between comprehension (intact) and production (impaired) for both 
arabic num erals and w ritten num ber names. This selective im pairm ent of 
num ber production did not result in an impairm ent in producing written and 
spoken answers to calculation problems. This clear dissociation, reported for the 
first time, realized a double dissociation with the sparing of num ber transcoding 
often observed in patients with selective calculation difficulties.

The implications of S.A.M.'s num ber transcoding im pairm ent for models 
of num ber processing will be explored. Using number recognition and number 
comprehension tasks, it was possible to demonstrate the selective preservation of 
S.A.M.'s num ber recognition and num ber com prehension com ponents. His 
num ber transcoding deficit was therefore assumed to be at the level of the 
num ber production mechanisms. This selective num ber production impairm ent 
was coupled with a preserved ability to give spoken and w ritten answers to 
spoken and written arithmetical problems. The findings will be discussed in the 
light of the existing cognitive architectures proposed for num ber processing. On 
the basis of S.A.M.'s performance on number production and calculation tasks, a 
revision of the McCloskey et al. model of number processing is suggested. It is 
proposed that there are relatively independent cognitive m echanism s for the 
accessing of the verbal and the arabic num eral production  m echanism s in 
calculation and transcoding tasks.

5.2 Method and results

5.21 Case Report

S.A.M. is a 57 year-old right-handed man. He attended school for a total of 
17 years. He worked as a chemist for an industrial company. He was also a part
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time teacher in the local dram a school. About 4 years ago he retired from work 
because he w anted to be a full time theatre actor and at the tim e of his 
examination he was indeed involved full time with a theatre company. His past 
medical history is not relevant. S.A.M. was first seen as an out-patient at the 
Clinica Neurologica 1 in Padova in April 1990 for an evaluation  of his 
progressive w riting difficulties that, according to the patien t, had  started 
insidiously about six m onths before. A first assessment of his neurological and 
neuropsychological skills was performed on 19-4-90. The results are given below. 
On the basis of the data collected, and having eliminated the possibility of other 
diseases, the patient was diagnosed as suffering from a progressive neurological 
degenerative condition of unknow n origin. After the first exam ination S.A.M. 
was reassessed one year later (27-4-91). The second assessment of his cognitive 
deficit and  the experim ental investigation perform ed after this second 
assessment will be described later..

5.22 First Assessment

5.22a Neurological examination (19-4-90)

A part from the neuropsychological signs (see below), this was entirely 
w ithin norm al limits. The CT scan was norm al while a SPECT examination 
revealed bilateral parietal hypometabolism.

5.22b Neuropsychological examination (19-4-90)

The patient was oriented in time and space. His collaboration in the 
testing situation was good and his mood appropriate. He scored 35/48 on the 
Raven Progressive Matrices (PM 38) (reduced form: A, B, C, D,) (X = 32.3; S.D. = 
7.7). This performance is well within the average range. His speech production 
and language comprehension skills appeared to be entirely norm al as did his 
reading skills. However, a selective difficulty was present in w riting to dictation 
tasks. S.A.M. was able to write words and nonwords composed of 2 or 3 syllables 
correctly (20/20 and 20/20 correct responses respectively). However, his writing to 
dictation of both words and non words composed of 5 or 6 syllables was impaired 
(22/30 and 20/30 correct responses respectively). No grammatical class effect was 
present.
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The patient had no obvious memory impairments in his every day life. 
He was able to repeat 8 digits forwards and his visuo-spatial span, as assessed by 
the Block Tapping Test (Corsi, 1972), was 5. Both performances were well within 
the normal range. Long-term verbal memory was investigated with two learning 
tasks: a 10 word list and a short story (De Renzi, Faglioni and Ruggerini, 1977). 
His performance was defective on the short story (score = 7.5; threshold = 15,76, 
scores below the threshold are considered pathological) but within the normal 
range on the 10-word list (score = 13.62; threshold = 14.32, scores above the 
threshold are considered pathological)

His performance was within the normal range on a series of tests tapping 
semantic memory and on the cognitive estimates tests. No sign of visual 
agnosia, apraxia or acalculia was present. His drawing abilities were in the 
normal range.

In summary, the first neuropsychological assessment (19-4-90) showed the 
presence of a writing difficulties characterized by a word length effect. A mild 
difficulty in the "standard learning laboratories tasks" was also present.

5.23 Second assessment

The patient was reassessed again one year later (27-4-91) as an out patient. 
He was still living alone and working for the theatre company. He reported that 
he had difficulties with language production that prevented him from acting. In 
addition to the speech production difficulty he reported that he had difficulty in 
dealing with numbers in his everyday life. In particular, he claimed that he had 
difficulty in correctly writing checi^v^and in reading price tags in shops. The 
patient was again submitted to a formal neuropsychological and language 
examination. After the first reassessment of his cognitive skills he was admitted 
to our department for a more careful reexamination of his condition. When he 
was discharged, after one week, I continued to follow him as an out patient for 
about 3 months (until the end of July 91). The patient was tested twice a week (for 
about one and a half hours per session). During this period his condition 
remained remarkably stable. The chronological order of the tasks performed by 
the patient was:
1. Neuropsychological and language examination.
2. Reading aloud arabic numerals.
3. Reading aloud written number names.
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4. Writing to dictation of arabic numerals.
5. Tests of spoken number production.
6. Tests of num ber recognition.
7. Tests of numeral comprehension.
8. Tests of calculation in the following order: arithmetical facts and arithmetical 
procedures.
9. Transcoding tasks from written number names to arabic num erals (e.g. from 
thirteen to 13).

5.23a Neurological examination

A part from the neuropsychological signs (see below) this was again 
entirely w ithin norm al limits. A CT scan reassessm ent, in contrast to the 
previous one which was normal, showed a pattern of mild cortical atrophy of 
unknown origin.

5.23b Neuropsychological examination

Clinically his neuropsychological condition appeared worse because of 
his speech production difficulties. He was still oriented in time and place. His 
collaboration in the testing situation was good and his mood appropriate. On the 
W.A.I.S. scale he obtained a verbal I.Q. of 99 and a performance I.Q. of 102. His 
full-scale IQ was 101. His pro-rated IQ score and the individual age-scaled scores 
for each subtest obtained are given in Table 5.1. In the arithmetic verbal subtest of 
the W.A.I.S. he obtained an age-scaled score of 7.

(insert table 5.1 about here)

His perform ance was in the average range on the Raven Progressive 
Matrices PM 38 where he scored 31 out of 48 (X = 32.35; S.D. = 7.78).

He still d id not have obvious memory impairm ents in his every day life. 
He was able to repeat 6 digits forwards (in the previous assessment he was able to 
repeat 8 digit forwards) and 4 backwards. His visuo-spatial span, as assessed by the 
block tapping test (Corsi, 1972), was 4. He was able to learn a supra-span spatial 
sequence after 5 presentations. His performance on a recognition memory test of
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faces (Warrington, 1984) was in the normal range (his score was 46 out of 50; X 
43.16; S.D. = 3.98).

Table 5.1

W.A.I.S. intelligence quotients and W.A.I.S. individual subtest scores

Verbal I.Q. 99
Performance I.Q. 102

Sim ilarities 8
Vocabulary 10
Picture completion 10
Block design 8
Picture arrangem ent 8
Digit span 7
A rithm etic 7

His sem antic m em ory appeared well preserved. His perform ance was 
flawless (60 out of 60 correct answers) on a task which required him to point to 
pictures belonging to different semantic categories (fruits and vegetables, 
animals, body parts, vehicles, musical instrum ents, indoor objects) and in a 
picture naming task using the same material as the picture pointing task (60 out 
of 60 correct answers). His performance was again flawless on a modified version 
of the "Semantic anomalies" test (64 out of 64 correct answers, Baddeley, 1976) 
and on a Synonyms test (48 out of 48 correct answers).

N o v isual, aud ito ry  or tactile agnosia w as present. The pa tien t's  
performance on an Italian version of the Shallice and Evans (1978) cognitive 
estimation test was flawless (10 out of the 10 correct answers). Bucco-fadal and 
limb praxis were unim paired both on verbal com m and and on imitation. His 
draw ing abilities were also unim paired. N o difficulties were evident in a 
judgment of line orientation task (Benton, Hamsher, Varney and Spreen 1983).
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On an initial numeracy screening test m arked difficulties were present in 
num ber transcoding (reading and w riting arabic num erals). His ability to 
perform w ritten calculation appeared relatively well preserved. His im pairm ent 
on numeracy tasks is described in the experimental section later.

In sum m ary the neuropsychological examination showed the presence of 
an im pairm ent of num ber processing skills and speech production difficulties 
that will be examined in detail below.

5.23c Language examination

His spontaneous speech was non fluen t and  lacked articu la to ry  
disturbance. There was a m arked reduction in phrase length and syntactic 
complexity that gave the patient's speech a "telegraphic" quality. Function words 
were frequently om itted while verbs and gram m atical inflections were, more 
rarely, im properly used. No phonetic, phonological or semantic paraphasias 
were noted. In his spontaneous speech, long pauses were present indicating 
m arked w ord finding difficulties. How ever, in p icture  nam ing tasks his 
performance was normal. The patient was asked to name 40 pictures of animate 
and inanimate objects. He was able to give 38 out of 40 correct answers in an oral 
naming task and 37 out of 40 correct answers on a w ritten nam ing task. The 
response latencies for both these tasks were not form ally recorded, bu t the 
experimenter was under the impression that they were in the normal range. 
On a task that required him to match a spoken w ord with the corresponding 
picture, he scored 39 out of 40 correct answers. On a similar task that required 
him to match a written word with the corresponding picture he scored 38 out of 
40 correct answers. On the reading comprehension subtest of the B.D.A.E. he 
performed flawlessly. On the shortened version of the Token Test (De Renzi and 
Faglioni, 1978) he scored 30.5/36 (performance within the normal limits).

In  sum m ary . S.A.M.'s perform ance show ed a deterio ra tion  of his 
spontaneous speech with a preservation of his word comprehension and w ord 
retrieval skills.

5.23d Reading, w riting and repetition

An examination of his reading aloud, w riting to dictation and repetition 
of words and nonwords was carried out.
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M aterial. A set of 100 "very long words" and 70 "very long nonwords" 
were used in the transcoding tasks. The "very long words" were composed of 6, 7 
or 8 syllables and had been previously used in the investigation of the reading 
skills of S.F. (see chapter 3). The "very long nonwords" w ere obtained by 
changing from 3 to 6 letters from each of the corresponding "very long words ".

Reading aloud S.A.M. read all the stim uli p rom ptly  and  w ithou t 
hesitation. Response latencies were recoded by stop-w atch operated by the 
examiner. The stop watch was started immediately after the w ord was presented 
written on the index card and stopped as soon as the patient began his response. 
His mean response latency in reading aloud "very long words" was 1.7 sec. (S.D. 
= 0.8) and he read 87 out of 100 words correctly. In contrast his performance in 
reading aloud "very long nonwords" was m arkedly im paired. S.A.M. was only 
able to correctly read 13 out of 70 "very long nonwords" (18.5%). Only 1 of the 57 
incorrect productions was a lexicalization error. The rem aining errors were other 
nonwords.

Writing to dictation. S.A.M. was completely unable to correctly write any 
of the "very long words" that were dictated to him. His error pattern consisted of 
graphem e deletions (e.g. stimulus "motorizzazione" response "motozione") and 
graphem e deletions and substitutions (e.g. stim ulus "appendiabito", response 
"appentappina"). All the errors gave rise to non words. When asked to write to 
dictation a pool of 40 2 to 4 syllables words he correctly wrote 35 of them. The five 
errors occurred in the 4 syllable words. The patient found the writing to dictation 
task particularly distressing and refused to attem pt to write nonwords.

Repetition. S.A.M. was asked to repeat 50 "very long words" and 35 "very 
long nonwords". He correctly repeated 45 out of 50 "very long words" and 31 out 
of 35 nonwords.

C onclusion. S.A.M.’s performance in repeating "very long words" was 
relatively preserved. His performance in reading aloud 'very long words" w as 
mildly impaired while his performance was markedly impaired in reading aloud 
non words. His failure in reading aloud non words could not be due to a failure in 
perceiving them since he perform ed adequately in the "very long nonwords" 
repetition task. It would seem therefore that S.A.M.’s inability to read aloud 
nonw ords was due to an inability to use the p rin t to sound conversion rules 
when reading aloud. His ability to write to dictation "very long words" appeared  
severely im paired show ing a similar, even if m ore severe, pattern  to that 
described in the first assessment.
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5.3 Experimental investigation

The difficulties showed by S.A.M. in num ber processing tasks are the 
subject of the following experimental investigation.

5.31 Tests of num ber processing

These tasks investigated the limits of S.A.M.'s ability to produce, recognize 
and understand numbers presented in various ways.

5.31a Tests of num ber reading, writing and repetition

The first series of tasks sought to establish in some detail the limits of
S.A.M.'s ability to read aloud arabic num erals and w ritten num ber names, to 
write to dictation arabic numerals and to repeat spoken num ber words.

M ateria l: An identical set of 220 num ber stim uli were used in all the 
num ber reading, w riting and repetition tests. The set of 220 num bers were 
constructed in a similar way to those stimuli used for the reading tasks of chapter 
3 with the patient S.F. They differed primarily in their order of m agnitude (from 
1 numeral to 7 numerals) and were divided into different subgroups labelled a, b, 
c, and t. The criteria for this subdivision, and the detailed contents of each 
subgroup are shown in Table 5.2.

(insert table 5.2 about here)

5.31a I Reading aloud arabic numerals

The patient was asked to read the set of 220 num bers written as arabic 
numerals. The stimuli were each written in the centre of a single cards in large 
type.

Procedure. The stimuli were presented in a pseudo random  order to the 
patient. S.A.M. was under no pressure to respond quickly. Response latencies 
were recorded by a stop-watch operated by the exam iner using the same 
procedure adopted in the word reading task.
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Table 5.2

Contents of the number reading, writing and repetition battery

Subgroups Stimulus type Examples No.

1 single num eral 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 10

2t 2 numerals from 10 to 19 11,12,13,14 10
2a 2 numerals from 20 to 90 20,30,40,50 8
2b other two numerals 46,27,83,91 10

3a 3 numerals ending in zeros 100,200,300 9
3b 3 numerals without internal zeros 364,670,940 17
3c 3 numerals with internal zeros 107,502,806 10

4a 4 numerals ending in zeros 1000,2000 9
4b 4 numerals w ithout internal zeros 1850,8734 13
4c 4 numerals with internal zeros 5019,2007 15

5a 5 numerals ending in zeros 30000,40000 9
5b 5 numerals w ithout internal zeros 56780,14900 17
5c 5 numerals with internal zeros 89705,10500 12

6a 6 numerals ending in zeros 500000,600000 9
6b 6 numerals w ithout internal zeros 142380,795800 13
6c 6 numerals with internal zeros 180924,670340 13

7a 7 numerals ending in zeros 7000000 9
7b 7 numerals w ithout internal zeros 4500000 13
7c 7 numerals with internal zeros 2870940 14
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R esults. S.A.M. read slowly and often inaccurately. His mean response 
latency when reading aloud arable numerals was 17.1 (S.D. = 23.4) and he read 132 
out of the 220 stimuli correctly (overall percentage of correct answers was 60%). 
The patient never gave incom plete productions and very rarely gave self
corrected productions. When the attem pted correction was still wrong, the final 
error was used. The errors were never due to a possible inter item perseveration.

Table 5.3 presents S.A.M.'s error rate as a function of the number of digits 
in the stimuli.

Table 5.3

The percentage of incorrect responses when reading aloud arable num erals as a 
function of the number of digits in the stimulus

Digits No. of Stimuli No. of Errors % Errors

1 10 2 20
2 _____ 28 4 14
3 36 10 28
4 37 15 40
5 38 21 55
6 35 18 51
7 36 18 50

Total 220 88 40

S.A.M. m ade occasional errors reading  single arable num erals. For 
m ultidigit arable numerals generally, the error rate increased with the length of 
the stimuli. Longer arable num erals were significantly more likely to be read 
inaccurately than shorter arable numerals. A highly significant trend of error rate 
according to the different length is confirmed by a Kendall's S test (z = 3.63, 
p<0.0001). Table 5.4 shows the error trend obtained in the different arable 
numeral stimulus subgroups (a, b, c, or t).
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Table 5.4

The percentage of error responses in reading aloud arable num erals as a function 
of subgroup

Subgroups No. of Stimuli No. of Errors % Errors Chi square (d.f. = 2)

1 10 2 20

2t 10 1 10
2a 8 0 0 3.5 n.s
2b 10 3 30

3a 9 5 55
3b 17 4 23 5.1 n.s
3c 10 1 10

4a 9 4 44
4b 13 4 31 0.8 n.s
4c 15 7 47

5a 9 2 22
5b 17 11 65 5.2 n.s.
5c 12 8 67

6a 9 2 22
6b 13 7 54 4.7 n.s.
6c 13 9 69

7a 9 2 22
7b 13 6 46 5.4 n.s.
7c 14 10 71

Total 220 88 40
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A series of chi square analyses failed to show significant difference in the 
error rate as a function of subgroup. S.A.M.'s higher error rate when reading 
aloud arable numerals as opposed to "very long words"  (40% and 13% 
respectively) and the longer response latencies when reading aloud arable 
numerals as opposed to "very long words" (17.1 sec. and 1.7 sec. respectively) 
seems to suggest that his difficulty in reading aloud arable numerals is not 
merely due to a more general speech production difficulty.

Error analysis. The errors were analyzed in two different ways, which had 
been previously adopted when analysing the errors of the patient S.F. (see 
chapter 3):

(1). First, the form of the errors was analyzed; i.e. whether they were Deletion, 
Substitution, Insertion, Misordering of digit or Co-occurrence errors.

Table 5.5 show the distribution of error types in reading aloud arable numerals.

(insert table 5.5 about here)

Insertion. The most frequent type of errors (n=28; 32% of the total errors) 
resulted in the production of a spoken number name of a higher magnitude 
than the target one. These "insertion" errors can be described as "zero additions" 
(e.g. stimulus 78, response "seventy eight million"; stimulus 5,000,000 response 
"5 billion") to the stimulus arable numeral.

Substitutions. 19 errors (21% of the total errors) involved the production 
of a spoken number name of the same order of magnitude as the target arable 
numeral. In this case one or more incorrect number words were produced in 
place of the correct words (e.g. stimulus 7,900 response "six thousand nine 
hundred"). This could be described as the substitution of one or more of the 
correct digits with other number names of the same lexical class.

Deletion 13 errors (15% of the total errors) resulted in the production of a 
spoken number name of a lower magnitude than the target one, that is, the 
incorrect response contained less number names than the corresponding correct 
response. This could be described as the deletion of one or more digits or zeros in 
the course of the reading process (e.g. stimulus 400,000, response "four 
thousand".
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Table 5.5

The distribution of error types in reading aloud arable numerals

L I S a M I+S D+S D+I M+S M+S+I M+j

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 8 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

4 10 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1

5 4 3 4 2 4 0 2 1 0 1

6 1 3 9 1 0 1 0 1 2 0

7 2 8 0 2 0 1 0 4 0 1

Total 28 19 13 7 5 3 2 6 2 3

L = length in digits 
I = insertion 
S = substitution 
D = deletion 
M = misordering
I+S = co-occurrence of insertion and substitution
D+S = co-occurrence of deletion and substitution
D+I = co-occurrence of deletion and insertion
M+S = co-occurrence of misordering and substitution
M+S+I = co-occurrence of misordering, substitution and insertion
M+I = co-occurrence of misordering and insertion
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Misordering. 7 errors (8% of the total errors) consisted of a "misordering" 
of the digits in the arabic num eral w ithout the insertion or deletion of an extra 
zero (e.g. stimulus 13,230,response "thirteen thousand two hundred and three").

Co-occurrence. The rem aining 21 errors (24% of the total errors) involved 
the co-occurrence of two of the previously described errors in the same number.

In summary: The majority of S.A.M.'s incorrect responses consisted in the 
production of a spoken num ber name of a higher m agnitude than the target one.

(2) The second error analysis was based on the distinction between "lexical'* and 
"syntactic" errors. The same type of error analysis was carried out in chapter 3. 
The 88 reading errors collected were placed in the following categories:

Syntactic error (L+S-)
Lexical error (L-S+)
Syntactic and lexical error (L-S-)

Table 5.6 shows the error rates for each stimulus group.

(insert table 5.6 about here)

Of the 88 errors considered, 48 (54%) were purely syntactic, 19 (21%) were 
purely lexical and 21 (24%) were lexically and syntactically wrong. The difference 
between the frequency of syntactic and lexical errors was significant (McNemar's 
test d.f. 1 = 11.70, p<0.0005). The syntactic errors could be explained as failures in 
processing the number syntactic frame that specifies the particular class to which 
an arabic numeral belongs. The lexical errors were interpreted as the result of a 
m ild im pairm ent in addressing the appropriate within class position num ber 
representations during the processing of the arabic numeral.

Sum m ary. S.A.M. show ed an im pairm ent in read ing  aloud arabic 
num erals which was characterized mainly by syntactic errors. So it w ould seem 
that the observed difficulty could be caused by a deficit to the syntactical 
mechanisms of the number processing system. However, given that a proportion 
of his errors were also lexical it is plausible to assume that in addition to a deficit 
in the syntactic mechanisms a milder impairm ent was present also in the lexical 
m echanism s.
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Table 5.6

Reading aloud arabic numerals; the syntactic (L+S-), lexical (L-S+) and lexical and 
syntactic (L-S-) errors for each of the subgroup

Subgroups L+S- L-S+ L-S-

1 1 1 0

2t 1 0 0
2b 2 1 0

3a 4 1 0
3b 3 0 1
3c 1 0 0

4a 4 0 0
4b 3 1 0
4c 4 1 2

5a 2 0 0
5b 6 1 4
5c 2 2 4

6a 2 0 0
6b 2 2 3
6c 7 1 1

7a 1 0 1
7b 1 3 2
7c 2 5 3

Total 48 19 21
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5.31 a II Reading aloud written number names

Com paring S.A.M.'s reading  perform ance w ith  arabic num erals and 
written num ber names makes it possible to determine w hether S.A.M. is able to 
produce spoken number names when a different type of input is used.

Material. All the previously employed arabic num erals were presented as 
written number names for reading aloud.

Procedure. This was similar to that given on the previous task.
Results. S.A.M.'s w ritten num ber name reading perform ance was nearly 

as poor as his performance when reading arabic numbers. S.A.M. was able to 
correctly read 149̂  out of the 220 correct stimuli (68%). Table 5.7 shows the error 
rates for the different stimulus groups.

(insert table 5.7 about here)

The difference between his performance in reading aloud written num ber names 
and his perform ance in reading aloud arabic num erals w as not significant 
(McNemar's test d.f. 1 = 2.48, n.s.).

Of the 71 errors, 33 were purely syntactic (e.g. stim ulus nine, response 
"nine thousand"); 25 were purely  lexical (e.g. stim ulus eight hundred and 
seventy, response "eight hundred and seventy six") and 13 were syntactic and 
lexical (e.g. stim ulus seven thousand one hundred and ten, response "five 
hundred thousand one hundred and ten").

Table 5.8 shows the lexical and syntactic error rates for each stimulus
group.

(insert table 5.8 about here)

In contrast to the pattern of errors observed in the arabic numeral reading 
task, his performance in reading aloud written number names was characterised 
by the presence of an almost equal numbers of lexical and syntactic errors.

S um m ary . S.A.M.'s perform ance when reading aloud w ritten num ber 
names is as impaired as his performance when reading aloud arabic numerals. 
Interestingly, the distribution of errors in the two reading tasks is different.
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Table 5.7

The percentage of error responses in reading aloud num ber names as a function 
of subgroup

Subgroups No. of Stimuli No. of Errors % Errors

1 10 1 10

2t 10 0 0
2a 8 0 0
2b 10 3 30

3a 9 3 33
3b 17 5 29
3c 10 2 20

4a 9 2 22
4b 13 7 54
4c 15 4 27

5a 9 2 22
5b 17 7 41
5c 12 4 33

6a 9 0 0
6b 13 8 61
6c 13 6 46

7a 9 0 0
7b 13 11 85
7c 14 6 43

Total 220 71 32
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Table 5.8

Reading aloud num ber names; the syntactic (L+S-), lexical (L-S+) and lexical 
syntactic errors for each subgroup

Subgroups L+S- L-S+ L-S-

1 1  0 0

2t 0 0 0
2a 0 0 0
2b 2 0 1

3a 3 0 0
3b 2 2 1
3c 0 2 0

4a 2 0 0
4b 5 1 1
4c 3 0 1

5a 2 0 0
5b 3 3 1
5c 3 1 0

6a 0 0 0
6b 0 6 2
6c 2 0 4

7a 0 0 0
7b 2 7 2
7c 3 3 0

Total 33 25 13
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5.31a III Writing arabic numerals to dictation.

S.A.M. was asked to write arabic numerals corresponding to the num ber 
names spoken by the examiner.

M aterial. The same set of 220 stimuli used in the arabic num eral reading 
task was used in this task.

P rocedure . Each stim ulus was spoken aloud for w ritten response. The 
stimuli were randomly presented to the patient.

R esu lts . S.A.M. w rote well-formed num bers. The patient was able to 
correctly write 88 out of 220 stimuli (overall percentage of correct answers was 
40%). He was significantly worse in writing to dictation than in reading aloud 
arabic num erals and w ritten num ber names (M cNemar’s test d.f. 1 = 21.5, 
p<0.0001). Table 5.9 shows the error rates obtained for the different stim ulus 
subgroups.

(insert table 5.9 about here)
As was found on the reading aloud task, a highly significant trend of error 

rate according to the different length was confirmed by a Kendall's S test (z = 
11.32, p<0.0001).

Error Analysis. The writing errors were analyzed in a similar way to the 
reading errors.

1. The errors were first analyzed as insertion, deletion, substitu tion , 
misordering of digits or co-occurrence errors.

D eletion. 25 of the 132 errors resulted in the production of an arabic 
numeral of a lower magnitude (e.g. stimulus "three thousand", response 300).

Insertion. 12 errors resulted in the production of an arabic num eral of a 
higher m agnitude than the the target number. The errors could be described as 
including the addition of one or more zeros (e.g. stim ulus "five hundred", 
response 5,000).

S u b s t i tu t io n .  46 errors belonged to the sam e lexical class as the 
corresponding correct arabic numerals and were due to the substitution of one or 
more digits with one or more other digits (e.g. stimulus "six hundred and two ", 
response 608).

Misordering. In 5 cases the wrong responses were m isordering errors (e.g. 
stimulus "nine thousand and six", response 9,600).

Co-occurrence. 44 errors were due to the co-occurrence of the different 
types of errors described above.
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Table 5.9

The percentage of error responses in writing to dictation arabic num erals as a 
function of subgroup

Subgroups No. of Stimuli No. of Errors % Errors

1 10 3 30

2t 10 3 30
2a 8 3 37
2b 10 4 40

3a 9 3 33
3b 17 9 53
3c 10 6 60

4a 9 4 44
4b 13 9 69
4c 15 11 73

5a 9 4 44
5b 17 13 76
5c 12 7 58

6a 9 5 55
6b 13 11 85
6c 13 10 77

7a 9 4 44
7b 13 11 85
7c 14 12 86

Total 220 132 60
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2. The writing errors have been further analyzed in terms of "lexical" and 
"syntactic" errors. Table 5.10 shows the error trend for each stimulus subgroup.

(insert table 5.10 about here)

42 of the total errors were of the syntactic type (e.g. stim ulus "six", 
response 16), 46 were lexical (e.g. stim ulus "seven thousand nine hundred", 
response 7,200 ) and 44 were lexically and syntactically wrong (e.g. stimulus "two 
hundred and forty one" response 2,045). Clearly no difference in the proportion 
of lexical and syntactic errors in the writing task emerged.

Sum m ary. The pattern of results obtained clearly indicated that S.A.M. has 
a severe difficulty in w riting arabic num erals to dictation. This im pairm ent 
appear more pronounced than the previously reported im pairm ent in reading 
aloud numbers.

5.31a IV Transcoding from w ritten num ber names to arabic num erals (e.g. from 
thirteen to 13)

S.A.M.'s presented a severely im paired perform ance in w riting  arabic 
num erals to dictation. In order to control the possibility of an effect due to the 
modality of input S.A.M.'s ability to transcode written num ber names to arabic 
numerals was tested.

M aterial. A list of 54 written num ber names to transcode w ith only one 
item visible at any time was given to S.A.M. The criteria for the subdivision and 
the detailed contents for each stimulus subgroup are given on Table 5.11.

(insert table 5.11 about here)

Procedure. S.A.M. was instructed to write near each written num ber name 
the corresponding arabic numeral. S.A.M. was under no time pressure in this 
task.

Results. S.A.M. was able to correctly write 29 out of the 54 stimuli (54%). 
Table 5.12 shows the error rates obtained for the different stimulus subgroups.

(insert table 5.12 about here)
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Table 5.10

W riting to dictation arabic numerals; the syntactic (L+S-), lexical (L-S+) and 
lexical and syntactic (L-S-) errors for each subgroup

Subgroups L+S- L-S+ L-S-

1 2 1 0

2t 2 1 0
2a 1 1 1
2b 1 1 2

3a 1 2 0
3b 1 4 4
3c 4 0 2

4a 3 0 1
4b 2 3 4
4c 6 3 2

5a 2 1 1
5b 2 5 6
5c 2 2 3

6a 2 2 1
6b 3 2 6
6c 2 1 7

7a 1 1 2
7b 2 7 2
7c 3 9 0

Total 42 46 44
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Table 5.11

The contents of the transcoding written number names to arabic numerals task

Subgroups Stimulus type Examples No.

2t
2a
2b

2 numerals from 10 to 19 
2 numerals from 20 to 90 
other two numerals

11,12,13,14 3
20,30,40,50 3
46,27,83,91 3

3a
3b
3c

3 numerals ending in zeros 100,200,300 3
3 numerals without internal zeros 364,670,940 3
3 numerals with internal zeros 107,502,806 3

4a 4 numerals ending in zeros 1000,2000 3
4b 4 numerals w ithout internal zeros 1850,8734 3
4c 4 numerals with internal zeros 5019,2007 3

5a
5b
5c

5 numerals ending in zeros 30000,40000 3
5 numerals w ithout internal zeros 56780,14900 3
5 numerals with internal zeros 89705,10500 3

6a
6b
6c

6 numerals ending in zeros 
6 numerals w ithout internal zeros 
6 numerals with internal zeros

500000,600000 3 
142380,795800 3 
180924,670340 3

7a
7b
7c

7 numerals ending in zeros 7000000 3
7 numerals w ithout internal zeros 4500000 3
7 numerals with internal zeros 2870940 3
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Table 5.12

The distribution of error responses in the transcoding written num ber names to 
arabic numerals task

Subgroups No. of Stimuli No. of Errors

2t 3 1
2a 3 0
2b 3 1

3a 3 1
3b 3 1
3c 3 1

4a 3 1
4b 3 2
4c 3 3

5a 3 2
5b 3 1
5c 3 2

6a 3 2
6b 3 2
6c 3 2

7a 3 2
7b 3 2
7c 3 3

Total 54 29
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A non significant trend of error rate according to the different length is 
confirmed by a Kendall's S test (z = 0.307, n.s.).

Error Analysis. The written errors obtained in this task were analyzed in a 
similar way to the writing to dictation errors. The written errors were identified 
as either "lexical" and "syntactic" errors to determ ine w hether there was a 
sim ilar pattern of errors to that obtained in the w riting arabic num erals to 
dictation task.

17 of the total errors were syntactic (e.g. stimulus seven hundred thousand 
response 7,000,000), 7 were lexical (e.g. stimulus three hundred  and twenty one 
response 320) and 5 were syntactic and lexical wrong (stimulus thirteen thousand 
two hundred and thirty response 300,240).

Sum m ary. The pattern of results clearly indicated that S.A.M. has a severe 
difficulty in writing arabic num erals even when the inpu t is not a spoken 
num ber name.

5.31a V Num ber repetition

The same battery of numbers used in the reading aloud and in the writing 
to dictation tasks was administered. The examiner read each num ber once and 
the patient was asked to repeat the stimulus immediately after the examiner had 
finished.

R esu lts . The patient was able to correctly repeat 200 out of 220 spoken 
num ber names (91% correct answers). His performance on this task was clearly 
much better than his performance on the other transcoding tasks and appeared 
com parable to his ability to repeat w ords and nonw ords. The few wrong 
responses given by S.A.M. were analyzed in terms of lexical and syntactic errors. 
The m ajority of his errors were lexical (N = 16). Only 4 of his errors were 
syntactically and lexically incorrect.

C onclusion. These results show that when the input is a spoken num ber 
name S.A.M. had a largely preserved ability to produce the appropriate num ber 
phonological form. This allows us to exclude the possibility that his deficit in 
reading aloud numbers might merely be due to a speech production difficulty. 
Furtherm ore, his deficit in w riting arabic num erals to dictation cannot be 
attributed to a difficulty in perceiving them.
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5.31 a VI Control Data

Five matched controls (males with 17 years of education, age range 56 to 
62) w ere tested on the reading aloud, w riting to dictation and repetition of 
numbers tasks. The set of numbers employed was the same stimuli set used with 
S.A.M. On average the controls performed better than S.A.M. The control group 
perform ed more accurately than S.A.M in reading and w riting num bers. Their 
error rate was minimal. They read on average 205/220 arabic num erals (S.A.M. 
read 132/220 arabic numerals); they wrote 214/220 arabic num erals correctly 
(S.A.M. wrote 88/220 arabic numerals) and they repeated 196/220 spoken number 
names correctly (S.A.M. repeated 200/220 spoken num ber names). A comparison 
w ith S.A.M.'s performance reveals that S.A.M. was im paired relative to the 
normal controls in arabic num eral reading and writing. His performance did not 
appear different from the controls in the spoken num ber names repetition task.

5.31b Tests of num ber recognition and comprehension

The second series of tasks sought to estab lish  w hether S.A.M.'s 
im pairm ent in num ber reading and w riting tasks w as due to the im paired 
perception or comprehension of numbers. In order to assess this, S.A.M. was 
subm itted to a series of num ber recognition and comprehension tasks.

5.31b I Tests of Number Recognition

In order to determ ine if the observed deficits in reading aloud arabic 
num erals and w ritten num ber names were due to a m isperception of the 
stim uli, S.A.M. was presented w ith num ber recognition tasks which did  not 
require the production of spoken number names.

M a te r ia l . An identical set of 220 stim uli were used in both num ber 
recognition tasks. These were the same stim uli that had  been used in the 
previous reading and writing tasks.

M atching arabic numerals to spoken number names. S.A.M. was asked to 
match 220 spoken num ber names to the corresponding arabic num erals. The 
correct transcoded form and a wrong alternative were given simultaneously.
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M aterial. Two stimuli were random ly arranged on tw o different index 
cards, each containing one arabic numeral. The cards were placed in front of the 
patient. The two arabic numerals were:
(I) The correct transcoded form.
(n) A wrong alternative representing a possible lexical error.
For exam ple, the spoken num ber nam e m ight be "tw en ty  four" while the 
alternatives might be 24 and 27.

Procedure. The 220 numbers were spoken aloud in a random  order by the 
examiner and presented one by one.

R e su lts . S.A.M. was able to correctly point to 205 ou t of 220 arabic 
numerals. His percentage of correct answers on this task was 93%.

M atching written number names to spoken number names. As in the 
p revious task, S.A.M. was asked to poin t to the w ritten  num ber nam e 
corresponding to the spoken num ber name given by the examiner.

M aterial. The same stimuli employed in the previous task were used. This 
tim e the stim uli were w ritten as num ber names. For exam ple the spoken 
num ber name might be "tw enty four" while the alternatives (w ritten num ber 
names) might be twenty four and twenty seven

Procedure. This was the same as in the previous task.
R esults. Again S.A.M.'s performance was satisfactory. He gave 207 out of 

220 correct responses (his percentage of correct answers was 94%).
S u m m ary . Taken together, the results of these two tasks suggest that 

S.A.M.'s ability to encode numerals is largely intact and therefore his errors in 
reading aloud num bers cannot be due to any m isperception of the num ber 
stim uli.

5.31b II Tests of num ber comprehension

The next set of tasks sought to determine whether S.A.M. had preserved 
num ber comprehension. These tasks, devised to test the arabic and verbal 
num erals comprehension components required the elaboration of a quantity 
representation without involving any num ber production.

M agnitude Comparison. In the m agnitude comparison tasks, S.A.M. was 
asked to judge which of two numbers was larger.

M a te ria l. An identical set of 114 numbers pairs was used in all three 
m agnitude comparison tasks. The criteria for the subdivision and the detailed
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contents for each stimulus subgroup are given in Table 5.13. The two numbers in 
the pair had the same number of digits and only one digit was varied.

(insert table 5.13 about here)

Procedure. Three different m agnitude comparison tasks were performed. 
In the first one the pairs were arabic numerals, in the second one two spoken 
num ber names and in the third one two written num ber names.

Arabic numeral magnitude comparison. In this task the patient was asked 
to "circle" the larger of two arabic numerals. 114 pairs of arabic num erals were 
typed in a column with a random  order on three different pages.

Results. S.A.M. responded promptly and correctly to all items.

Spoken number name magnitude comparison. In order to control for the 
effects of the mode of presentation of the stimuli, a m agnitude comparison task 
with an auditory presentation of the number names was given to the patient. He 
was asked to repeat the larger of the two number names spoken by the examiner.

R esu lts . S.A.M. responded rapidly to all items. He gave 105 out of 114 
correct answers (92%).

W ritten number name magnitude comparison. For this version of the 
task the two members of the pair were w ritten num ber names. In this task 
S.A.M. was asked to "circle" the larger of two written num ber names.

Results. S.A.M.'s perform ance was good: 112 out of 114 answers were 
correct (98% correct answers).

Sum m ary. The results obtained in these tasks indicated that S.A.M.'s 
ability to com prehend num bers is largely intact. His difficulty in reading 
num bers aloud and writing num bers to dictation does not reflect an impaired 
comprehension of the stimulus number.
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Table 5.13

The contents of the m agnitude comparison battery

Subgroups Stimulus type (Pairs) Examples No.

1 single num ber 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 6

2t 2 numbers from 10 to 19 11,12,13,14 6
2a 2 numbers from 20 to 90 20,30,40,50 6
2b other two numbers 46,27,83,91 6

3a 3 numbers ending in zeros 100,200,300 6
3b 3 numbers without internal zeros 364,670,940 6
3c 3 numbers with internal zeros 107,502, 806 6

4a 4 numbers ending in zeros 1000,2000 6
4b 4 numbers without internal zeros 1850,8734 6
4c 4 numbers with internal zeros 5019, 2007 6

5a 5 numbers ending in zeros 30000,40000 6
5b 5 numbers without internal zeros 56780,14900 6
5c 5 numbers with internal zeros 89705,10500 6

6a 6 numbers ending in zeros 500000,600000 6
6b 6 numbers without internal zeros 142380, 795800 6
6c 6 numbers with internal zeros 180924, 670340 6

7a 7 numbers ending in zeros 7000000 6
7b 7 numbers w ithout internal zeros 4500000 6
7c 7 numbers with internal zeros 2870940 6
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5.31 c Tests of Number Production

The third series of tasks sought to establish whether S.A.M.'s impairm ent 
in num ber reading and w riting tasks reflected a m ore general difficulty in 
producing spoken number names. In order to assess this S.A.M. was submitted to 
a series of tasks requiring the spoken production of num ber names.

Cardinal facts. Knowledge of exact cardinal num ber facts was assessed by 
means of general knowledge questions that everyone might be expected to know 
(e.g. How many days in a year?). 15 questions were given to S.A.M. and he gave 
13 correct answers. The two incorrect responses consisted of a "lexical" error (e.g. 
days in a year = 165) and a "syntactic" error (e.g. boiling point of water = 100,000).

Personal Number Facts. The patient was asked 20 questions tapping 
personal numerical information (e.g. year of birth). S.A.M. responded correctly to 
all the questions.

Non personal Number Facts. The patient was asked 20 questions tapping 
numerical information generally known to all people of a similar background 
(e.g. year of America's discovery). Again his performance was flawless on all the 
items.

Numerical Cognitive Estimates. Following Shallice and Evans (1978), 14 
num erical estim ation questions were devised. Here approxim ate num erical 
values are required. Again his performance was flawless.

Summary. The results obtained in the above tasks showed that S.A.M. had 
a largely preserved ability to produce the appropriate spoken num ber names 
when responding to num ber knowledge facts (either w hen these m ust be 
expressed as precise quantities or estimated quantities). This finding argued 
against the possibility that his errors when reading aloud num bers resulted 
wholly or in part from a more general verbal numeral production difficulty.

5.32 Tests of arithmetic

These tasks investigated the lim its of S.A.M.'s ability  to process 
arithmetical signs, to retrieve arithmetical facts and to carry ou t m ulti digit 
w ritten  arithm etical operations requiring  the application  of calculation 
procedures.

5.32a Processing of arithmetical signs
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These tasks sought to establish the limits of S.A.M.'s ability to read aloud, 
write and to give a spoken definition of the four arithmetical signs.

Reading aloud and writing arithmetical signs. The patient w as asked to 
read aloud the four arithmetical symbols (e.g. +; x; 4 ,̂ the four arithmetical 
symbol words (e.g. plus; minus; times; divide) and to write to dictation the four 
arithmetical signs. His performance was perfect on all three tasks.

Definitions of the arithmetical operations. S.A.M. was asked to define the 
four basic operations of arithm etic: add ition , subtraction , d iv ision  and 
multiplication. His definitions were correct showing basic understanding of the 
concepts involved in the arithmetical operations.

Conclusion. These data suggest that S.A.M.’s ability to process arithmetical 
signs is well maintained.

5.32b Addition, Subtraction and M ultiplication facts

The next set of tasks sought to determ ine w hether S.A.M. had a preserved 
knowledge of arithmetical facts.

M aterial. Using a similar procedure to W arrington (1982), each of the 
digits 2-9 was paired with each of the digits 2-9 generating 64 pairs and each of the 
digits 1-9 was paired with each of the digits 11-19 generating 81 pairs.

G enera l p rocedure. Each arithmetical problem  presented orally in a 
pseudo random  order as an addition, a subtraction or a multiplication question. 
Each arithmetical problem was spoken at about a 1 w o rd /s  rate. S.A.M. was 
instructed to give spoken answers.

Addition 1 S.A.M. was asked to add all of the combinations of numbers 
between 2 and 9 (64 cells). The questions included addition facts presented in 
both possible orders that is the larger of the two numbers being given both first 
and second (e.g. 5 + 3 and 3 + 5).

Results. S.A.M. gave 58 out of 64 correct answers (91% correct answers). 4 
of his errors were operation errors (Sokol et al., 1991; see for description section 
1.43b) in which S.A.M.'s response was the product of the operands (e.g. 7 + 4 = 28) 
and 2 errors were within + - 1 of the correct response (e.g. 2 + 8 = 11).

Addition 2 S.A.M. attempted to add all combinations of num bers between 
1 to 9 and 11 to 19. This matrix (81 cells) was completed in a pseudo random
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order. The questions included addition facts presented in two orders the larger of 
the two numbers being either first or second (e.g. 15 + 4 or 2 + 17).

Results. S.A.M. gave 75 out of 81 correct answers (92% correct answers). 
The 6 errors were within + / - 1  of the correct response (e.g. 13+7=21 or 9+14=24).

Subtraction 1 S.A.M. a ttem pted  to sub trac t all possib le  num ber 
combinations of 2 to 9 from 2 to 9 (calculations w ith 0 as a rem ainder were 
included but negative remainders were not). The matrix (36 cells) was completed 
in a pseudo random  order.

R esults. S.A.M.'s perform ance on this task was flawless. H is m ean 
response time was 2.4 sec.

Subtraction 2 S.A.M. a ttem pted  to sub trac t all possib le  num ber 
combinations of 1 to 9 and 11 to 19 (81 cells) according to the procedure for Test 
Subtraction 1.

Results. S.A.M. gave 79 out 81 correct answers (97% correct answers). The 3 
errors were within + / - 1  of the correct response (e.g. 19-6=12).

M ultiplication  S.A.M. was asked to m ultiply all the com binations of 
num bers between 2 and 9. This matrix (64 cells, 4 x 3  and 3 x 4  etc. were both 
tested) was completed in a pseudo random order.

Results. S.A.M. gave 59 out of 64 correct answers (92% correct answers). 
The 5 errors were operand  errors (Sokol et al., 1991; see section 1.43b for 
description) in which the solution produced by S.A.M. was the correct answer to 
a multiplication problem sharing an operand with the stimulus problem (e.g. 5 x 
2 = 20).

C onclusion. The present data suggests that S.A.M.'s arithm etical fact 
system  is a little weak. In particular, his ability to access add ition  and 
m ultiplication facts appears only m ildly im paired. H ow ever, globally his 
perform ance in these tasks appears to be m uch better preserved than  the 
performance of the patient D.R.C. (Warrington, 1982) who presented a selective 
difficulty in accessing arithm etical facts and w ho is m atched for age and 
educational level with S.A.M. In addition, his ability to retrieve spoken num ber 
names w hen they were answers to arithmetical fact questions was much better 
preserved than his ability to retrieve spoken num ber names w hen they were 
answers to reading aloud tasks.

5.32c Arithm etical Procedures
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These tasks sought to establish the limits of S.A.M.'s ability to resolve 
m ultid ig it arithm etical problem s. S.A.M. w as subm itted  to tw o different 
calculation batteries. The first one (Calculation Battery 1) contained 120 written 
arithmetical problems while the second one (Calculation Battery 2) contained 40 
w ritten arithmetical problems.

5.32c I Calculation Battery 1.

In total, S.A.M. was presented with 120 written arithmetical problems. The 
w ritte n  a rith m etica l p rob lem s in v o lv ed  a d d itio n , su b tra c tio n  and  
multiplication. He tackled the arithmetical problem s w ith sustained attention 
and motivation.

G eneral procedures. In this series of w ritten tasks, each problem  was 
presented on a separate page. S.A.M. was under no pressure to respond quickly.

Addition 1. The patient was asked to carry out 50 addition problems. Each 
problem  involved the sum m ation of 2 m ultid ig it arabic num erals each 
composed of 2, 3, 4 , 5 or 6-digits. For each m ultidigit arabic num eral length 
group there were 10 problems. 25 addition problems (5 for each m ultidigit arabic 
numeral length group) requiring a carrying procedure (e.g. 396 + 837) while the 
remaining 25 problems did not (e.g. 634 +325).

Results. S.A.M.'s performance appeared largely preserved. He gave 48 out 
of 50 correct answers (96% correct answers). In 2 problems S.A.M. made errors in 
executing the carrying procedure (e.g. 78,145 + 19,986 = 88,121)

Subtraction 1 The patient was presented w ith 50 subtraction problems. 
Each problem  involved the subtraction of 2 m ultidigit arabic num erals each 
composed of 2, 3, 4 , 5 or 6-digits. For each m ultidigit arabic num eral length 
group there were 10 problems. 25 subtraction problems (5 for each m ultidigit 
arabic num eral length group) required a borrowing procedure (e.g. 732,064 - 
395,786) while the remaining 25 problems did not (e.g. 289,745 - 134,631).

R esults. S.A.M. perform ed all these subtractions w ith nearly  perfect 
accuracy making only 1 error (98% correct answers). The error was due to a faulty 
application of the borrowing procedure (e.g. 484,261 - 389,657 = 94504).

M ultiplication 1. S.A.M. was given a set of 20 w ritten m ultiplication 
problems: 10 of the sums consisted of a 2 digit arabic numeral m ultiplied by a 2 
digit arabic num eral (e.g. 68 x 57) and the rem aining 10 were 3 digit arabic 
num eral m ultip lied  by 3 digit arabic num eral (e.g. 872 x 679). 10 of the
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multiplication problems required a carrying procedure while the remaining 10 
problems did not.

Results. S.A.M. gave 16 out of 20 (80%) correct responses. 3 of his errors 
occurred on the multiplication problems requiring the carry procedure and only 
1 error occurred on the problems that did not require the carry procedure. His 
errors were of different types. In 3 problems he made errors in the retrieval of 
multiplication facts (an example is given in the left half of Figure 5.3) and in 1 
problem he made addition fact retrieval errors in the course of adding partial 
products (an example is given in the right half of Figure 5.3).

Figure 5.3

Examples of Errors in the Multiplication Problems of Calculation Battery 1.

224 462
X 586

^^672 2772
1568 3696

1220 2310
138352 260832

Table 5.14 summarises S.A.M.'s performance on Calculation battery 1,
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(insert table 5.14 about here)

Summary. S.A.M.' performance on addition and subtraction problem s 
appears largely preserved. His faulty perform ance on the m ultip lication  
problems appears to be due to a difficulty in accessing the correct multiplication 
or addition facts. His largely preserved perform ance on w ritten arithm etical 
problems (where the overall percentage of correct responses varied from 96% for 
the addition problems to 98% for the subtraction problems and to 80% for the 
m ultiplication problems) m ade a clear contrast w ith his m arkedly im paired 
performance in num ber reading and writing (where the overall percentage of 
correct responses varied from 60% in reading aloud arable num erals, to 68% in 
reading aloud written num ber names and to 40% in writing arable num erals to 
dictation). This suggests a dissociation in S.A.M.'s num ber transcoding and 
calculation skills in the less expected direction.

5.23c II Calculation Battery 2.

The unexpected results of the previous task prom pted  me to study 
S.A.M.'s ability to resolve w ritten arithmetical problems specifically involving 
numbers that had caused mistakes on the transcoding tasks. In total S.A.M. was 
presented w ith 40 w ritten arithm etical problem s. The w ritten  arithm etical 
problems involved addition and subtraction. In these problems the m ultidigit 
arable numerals on which he had to operate a n d /o r  produce as solutions were 
chosen from the stimuli used in the tests of arable numeral reading and writing 
(see section 5.31a) that he had previously failed in reading aloud a n d /o r  in 
writing to dictation (S.A.M. mistook 67 arable num erals both w hen reading 
aloud and when writing to dictation).

Addition 2. S.A.M. was asked to carry out 20 addition problems. Each 
problem  involved the sum m ation of 2 m ultid ig it arable num erals each 
composed of 3, 4 , 5 , 6 or 7 - digits. 16 addition problems required a carrying 
procedure while the rem aining 4 problems did not. The two addends of the 
problems a n d /o r  the to be produced solutions consisted of arable num erals that 
he had previously failed to read aloud and to write to dictation (e.g. 56,748 + 
13,252 = 70,000; during the reading aloud arable num erals test he read the first
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addend as: "fifty six million, seven hundred and forty eight", the second addend 
as: "twelve thousand three hundred  and fifty two" and he read the to be 
produced solution' as: "seven thousand". During the writing to dictation arabic 
numerals test, S.A.M. wrote the first addend as: 57,948, the second addend as: 
10,858 and the to be produced solution as: 17,000).

Results. S.A.M. responded correctly to 17 of the 20 problems (85%). In 2 
problems he made errors in executing the carrying procedure (e.g. 4567 + 3433 = 
9000).

Subtraction 2. S.A.M. was asked to carry out 20 subtraction problems. Each 
problem involved the subtraction of 2 m ultidigit arabic numerals each composed 
of 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 - digits. All the subtraction problems required a borrowing 
procedure. The two subtrahends of the problem s a n d /o r  the to be produced 
solutions consisted of arabic num erals that he had  previously failed to read 
aloud a n d /o r  to write to dictation (e.g. 931,630 - 233,560 = 698,070; during the 
reading aloud arabic num erals test he read the first subtrahend as: "nine 
hundred  th irty  one thousand and six hund red  th irty  eight", the second 
subtrahend as: "two hundred thirty five thousand and twenty six" and he read 
the to be produced solution as: "six hundred  ninety eight thousand and 
seventeen". D uring the w riting to dictation task, S.A.M. w rote the first 
subtrahend as: 936,130, the second subtrahend as: 2,335,600 and the to be produced 
solution as: 697,800).

Results. S.A.M. responded correctly to 18 of the 20 problems (90%). In 2 
problem s S.A.M. m ade errors in executing the borrow ing procedure (e.g. 
7,723,726 - 4,826,194 = 2,997,532). Table 5.15 summarizes S.A.M.'s performance on 
Calculation Battery 2.

(insert table 5.15 about here)
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Table 5.14

Calculation battery 1: Errors and Mean reaction time (Mean RT) (seconds)

ADDITION

Problems involving carrying Problems not involving carrying

Group Num ber of errors Mean RT Num ber of errors Mean RT

2 0 5.6 0 3.6

3 0 10.8 0 6.2

4 0 21.8 0 9.2

5 1 27.8 0 12.8

6 1 27.2 0 17.2

SUBTRACTION

Problems involving borrowing Problems not involving borrowing

Group Num ber of errors Mean RT Num ber of errors Mean RT

2 0 10.8 0 7.6

3 0 19.0 0 6.4

4 0 31.6 0 10.2

5 0 27.4 0 13.4

6 1 34.0 0 12.2

MULTIPLICATION 

Problems involving carrying Problems not involving carrying

Group Num ber of errors Mean RT Num ber of errors Mean RT

2 0 34.0 0 14.2

3 3 1"39 1 27.6
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Table 5.15

Calculation battery 2: Errors and Mean reaction time (Mean RT) (seconds)

Group

ADDITION 

Num ber of error Mean RT

3 0 5.8
4 1 11.2
5 0 12.5
6 1 18.3
7 1 27.0

Total 3

SUBTRACTION

Group Num ber of error Mean RT

3 0 5.8
4 0 10.6
5 0 15.1
6 1 23.0
7 1 29.3

Total 2

C onclusion. S.A.M.'s performance appeared largely preserved on the 
addition and subtraction problems of Calculation Battery 2. He had very mild 
difficulties with the carrying and borrowing operations. This result replicates the 
previously reported finding demonstrating that S.A.M. had a largely preserved
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calculation system. Of particular interest is the substantial preservation in S.A.M. 
of the ability to carry out written arithmetical problems in spite of his difficulties 
in reading and writing even single numbers. This finding is particularly striking 
in the context of the result obtained with the Calculation Battery 2. In this battery 
the w ritten arithmetical problems involved num bers that he had previously 
failed both to read and write. S.A.M.'s largely preserved ability to resolve written 
arithmetical problems involving these numbers dem onstrates, in this context, a 
sparing of the ability to perceive them, to com prehend them  and especially to 
produce them. This is in clear contrast with the findings reported in section 
5.31a.

5.4 Conclusions

This chapter has described an investigation of the num ber processing 
abilities and calculation skills of a patient suffering from a dishom ogeneous 
deterioration of his cognitive f u n c t i o n s ^ 6 , it was found that S.A.M.'s num ber 
processing abilities was severely compromised while his calculation skills were 
relatively well maintained. S.A.M.'s performance on non arithmetical tasks such 
as verbal and non verbal intelligence tests was still w ithin the norm al range. 
However, a progressive deterioration of his spontaneous speech was present. An 
abnormality in his writing and, to a lesser extent, his reading abilities was also 
noted. In contrast, his w ord comprehension and w ord retrieval skills were 
preserved and his digit span was average indicating a well preserved ability to 
perceive and articulate digits.

S.A.M.'s performance on the above tests suggests that his selective deficit 
processing numbers is not a consequence of more general cognitive dysfunction. 
For exam ple, there is no indication of im pairm ent in general intellectual 
functioning or in short term memory. Indeed, S.A.M.'s deficit seems specifically 
to affect his performance in num ber processing tasks and not other cognitive 
tasks.

It could be argued that the progressive nature of the neurological diseases of patients like S.A.M. 
(and S.F. in chapter 3) are confounds for any research. It is true that S.A.M. has a progressive 
neurological degenerative condition of unknwon origin and his mental status has probably been 
deteriorating during the period in which he has been investigated. However, during the 3 months 
of the present study his pattern of disability remained remarkably stable. Furthermore, his ability 
to process numbers was studied early on in the study while his calculation skills were tested almost 
at the end of the study.
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In the investigation of his num ber processing skills it was found that 
S.A.M. had lost the ability to read numbers aloud (arabic num erals and written 
num ber names), to write arabic numerals to dictation and to transcode from 
written num ber names to arabic numerals. His pa ttern  of errors on all four 
transcoding tasks was quite similar. Only in the reading aloud arabic num eral 
task the proportion of syntactic errors was higher then the proportion of lexical 
errors. On each task he produced lexical and syntactic errors. In contrast to his 
im pairm ent reading  arabic num erals and w ritten  num ber nam es, S.A.M. 
showed a relatively well preserved performance on num ber repetition, num ber 
and arithmetical fact retrieval tasks. In addition, in contrast to his impairm ent in 
writing arabic num erals, his performance was rem arkably well preserved on 
calculation tasks. In particular, it should be noted that he was able to retrieve 
arabic num erals which were the answers to complex m ultidigit arithmetical 
problems which he had not been able to retrieve w hen they were responses in 
transcoding tasks.

These observations raise three main points of discussion: First, w here in 
the cognitive architecture does S.A.M.’s num ber transcoding deficit arise; 
secondly, how can one account for the selective preservation in retrieving 
spoken num ber names when performing repetition, num ber and arithmetical 
fact tasks and thirdly, how can one account for the selective preservation in 
retrieving arabic numerals when solving m ultidigit arithmetical operations?

5.41 Number processing: The Functional Locus of Impairment

Before discussing w hat disrupted cognitive processes m ight be causing 
S.A.M. S difficulties in the four transcoding tasks I will consider whether he does 
indeed show num ber alexia and agraphia. For a disorder to be considered a 
number alexia an d /o r agraphia it must not be merely secondary to a non reading 
or non writing problem (as it has been argued for w ord alexia a n d /o r  agraphia 
Shallice, 1988. For num ber alexia, it is necessary, for instance, to know that the 
patient can recognize and articulate the number while attem pting to read it. For 
num ber agraphia, it is necessary, for example, to know w hether the patient can 
perceive the num ber while attem pting to write it. S.A.M.'s ability to point to 
arabic num erals and w ritten num ber names on spoken request and to repeat 
spoken num ber names appears almost intact. Thus, it is clear that his ability to 
recognize, articulate and perceive numbers was almost norm al and therefore his
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inability to read and write numbers cannot be attributed to a non reading or non 
writing problem.

S.A.M.'s difficulties in num ber processing tasks will be analyzed in the 
light of the cognitive architecture for num ber processing and calculation 
proposed by McCloskey and colleagues (see sections 1.51a and 1.52a for 
discussion). From this perspective, reading the arabic num eral 38 aloud requires 
both the arabic num eral com prehension system  and the verbal num eral 
production mechanisms while reading the w ritten num ber nam e thirty eight 
aloud requires both the verbal numeral comprehension mechanisms (both the 
spoken and  w ritten  com ponents) and the verbal num eral p roduction  
mechanisms. W riting the arabic numeral 38 to dictation or transcoding from the 
written num ber name thirty eight to the arabic num eral 38 requires both the 
verbal num eral com prehension  m echanism s (the  spoken  and w ritten  
com ponents) and the arabic num eral production  m echanism s. Therefore, 
according to this framework, S.A.M.'s impaired perform ance in reading aloud 
numbers and in writing arabic numerals could conceivably have arisen from at 
least three sources: a deficit in the number comprehension component, a deficit 
in the abstract internal representations or a deficit in the num ber production 
component. The lexical and syntactic errors observed in the 4 transcoding tasks 
could also arise from a deficit in both the lexical and syntactical mechanisms of 
the num ber com prehension a n d /o r  num ber production  com ponents. First, 
errors in the comprehension system could have generated erroneous abstract 
internal representations either through incorrect basic num ber quantities (e.g. 8 - 
(6) 10 EXP 0;) or through incorrect associated powers of ten (e.g. 8 - (8) 10 EXP 2). 
Secondly, errors in the production system could transform  the correct abstract 
in ternal rep resen ta tion  (8) 10 EXP 0 in to  the incorrect rep resen ta tion  
HUNDREDS: (8) (giving rise to a class error), or into the incorrect representation 
ONES: {6} (giving rise to a position within the class error), instead of the correct 
ONES: (8).

The most parsim onious account of S.A.M.'s m ultiple im pairm ents in the 
four transcoding tasks would be that there is a single deficit which is responsible 
for all of the errors. W ithin the McCloskey et al.'s framework, the only type of 
deficit that could lead to impaired performance on the four transcoding tasks is a 
deficit affecting the abstract internal representation of num bers per se. I consider 
this possibility unlikely for the following reason. McCloskey and coworkers 
assume that abstract internal representations m ediate performance on all of the
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num erical operations and on calculation. This implies that a deficit affecting 
these representations should result in im pairm ent on all of the num erical 
operation and calculation tasks and not only on the reading and writing tasks. 
However, S.A.M. did not dem onstrate any im pairm ent on num ber knowledge 
fact tasks. His ability to retrieve facts involving num bers appeared to be intact 
(e.g. 13/15 correct for cardinal facts, 20/20 correct for personal facts and 20/20 for 
non personal facts). S.A.M. could also use numbers to make indirect estimates of 
quantity  applying general principles of num erical know ledge (14/14 correct 
answers in cognitive estimates). In addition, S.A.M. did  not show any obvious 
im pairm ent in calculation tasks. His ability to retrieve arithm etic facts was 
relatively well preserved (e.g. 91% and 92% correct for addition facts, 100% and 97 
% correct answers for subtraction facts and 92% correct for multiplication facts). 
S.A.M. also showed a good ability to give correct solutions to more difficult 
arithmetical problems involving large numbers (e.g. 96% and 85% correct on the 
addition problems of calculation batteries 1 and 2, 98% and 90% correct for the 
subtraction problems of calculation batteries 1 and 2 and 80% correct for the 
multiplication problems of calculation battery 1). These findings therefore argue 
against an explanation based on the idea of a deficit affecting the abstract internal 
representations per se. Thus, it is argued that the num ber semantic entries were 
intact and accessible.

S.A.M.'s errors in the four transcoding tasks m ight therefore result from 
m ultiple deficits affecting the number processing system. W ithin the McCloskey 
et al. model the pattern of deficits observed in S.A.M. m ight arise from two other 
possible loci: a double deficit affecting the processes responsible for the 
generation of abstract internal representations from a particular form of input 
(i.e. a deficit w ith in  the arabic and the verbal num eral com prehension 
mechanisms) an d /o r a double deficit affecting the processes that, through abstract 
internal representations, generate particular types of ou tpu t (i.e. a deficit w ithin 
the arabic and the verbal numeral production mechanisms). I wish to argue that 
S.A.M.'s num ber transcoding difficulty is due to a deficit in  the num ber 
production mechanisms or in the processes that access these mechanisms.

It seems unlikely that the locus of S.A.M.'s deficit is w ithin the arabic and 
verbal comprehension components for two reasons. First, S.A.M. had a relatively 
intact perform ance on the num ber knowledge and calculation tasks reported 
above. Secondly, he showed spared understanding of num ber values for all the 
types of input used in the transcoding tasks (arabic num erals, written num ber
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names and spoken num ber names). S.A.M.'s ability to perform  cardinality 
judgment tasks (i.e. his ability to judge which of two num bers is greater) was, in 
fact, almost perfect whatever the type of stimuli. His success rates for the three 
types of stimuli were: 100% (arabic numerals), 92% (spoken num ber names) and 
98% (written num ber names). Therefore, it appears unlikely that S.A.M.'s 
pattern of impairment in the four transcoding tasks stemm ed for a double deficit 
in the two com prehension components responsible for generating semantic 
representations from a particular form of input.

Following M cCloskey et al.'s model, the com bination of excellent 
performance on tests of num ber comprehension and im paired perform ance on 
tests of number production would suggest that S.A.M.'s im pairm ent arose from 
a deficit in the num ber production components. S.A.M. S im paired performance 
in reading aloud written num ber names and arabic num erals would result from 
a disruption of the processes responsible for accessing the spoken verbal numeral 
p roduction  com ponent or from  a d isrup tion  w ith in  th a t com ponent. 
Analogously, S.A.M.'s im paired performance in w riting arabic num erals would 
result from a disruption of the processes responsible for accessing the arabic 
numeral production system or from a disruption within that system. However, 
such an interpretation would lead to two major problems for McCloskey et al.'s 
model: First, there is a dissociation in S.A.M.'s ability to retrieve spoken number 
names in different tasks and secondly, there is a dissociation in S.A.M.'s ability to 
retrieve arabic num erals in different tasks. These dissociations cannot be 
predicted by McCloskey et al.'s model.

5.42 The dissociation in spoken num ber name retrieval

Considering the first problem. S.A.M.'s im pairm ent in reading aloud 
arabic numerals and written number names has been attributed to a deficit in the 
verbal numeral production mechanisms. S.A.M.'s syntactic and lexical errors in 
reading aloud arabic numerals and written num ber names would reflect a deficit 
both in accessing the correct num ber lexical class (i.e he accesses fifteen  for the 
arabic numeral 5 or nine thousand for the w ritten num ber nam e nine) and in 
accessing the appropria te  position w ithin that class (i.e he responds one  
thousand two hundred and eight to the arabic num eral 1,908 and eight hundred 
and seventy to the w ritten num ber name eight hundred  and seventv seven) 
from the verbal numeral production component. According to McCloskey et al.'s
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model, damage to the verbal numeral production mechanism s should lead to 
im paired  perform ance on all tasks im plicating these m echanism s. M ore 
specifically, the m odel predicts that perform ance on all tasks invoking the 
im paired production mechanism should reflect the same form and severity of 
impairment. Indeed, the authors provide support for this assum ption with data 
obtained from the patient H.Y. who presented with an im pairm ent in reading 
arabic num erals aloud (McCloskey et al., 1986; for a detailed discussion see 
chapter 3). The authors dem onstrated that H.Y.'s im pairm ent in reading arabic 
numerals aloud reflected a deficit in the production of spoken num ber names. In 
addition, they dem onstrated that H.Y. also perform ed badly in other tasks 
requiring the spoken production of number names (e.g. reading aloud written 
num ber names, simple addition problems and num ber facts questions).

McCloskey et al.'s model would therefore predict that S.A.M.'s im paired 
performance in arabic num eral and written num ber name reading tasks would 
be coupled w ith a sim ilar degree of im pairm ent on spoken num ber name 
repetition, num ber knowledge and arithmetical fact tasks (assum ing it is the 
verbal num eral production com ponent that is im paired). M oreover, there 
should be a sim ilar form of im pairm ent (i.e. syntactic and lexical errors). 
However, S.A.M.'s performance was relatively preserved on the spoken number 
name repetition, num ber knowledge and arithmetical fact tasks. S.A.M. could 
produce the appropriate spoken num ber names w hen the inpu t was not an 
arabic numeral or a written num ber name. His percentage of correct responses 
was 91% in the spoken num ber name repetition task w hile his average 
percentage of correct responses in both the num ber knowledge (i.e. cardinal facts, 
personal and non personal num ber facts) and arithm etical fact (i.e. addition, 
subtraction and multiplication facts) tasks was 96% and 94% respectively. This 
level of performance clearly contrasts with his percentage of correct responses 
when reading aloud arabic num erals and written num ber names (60% and 68% 
respectively). In addition, the im pairm ent in the verbal num ber production 
system does not manifest itself in the same way on all the tasks implicating this 
component. S.A.M.'s error pattern  was quite different in the num ber reading 
tasks and  in the spoken num ber name repetition, num ber know ledge and 
arithmetical fact tasks. When reading aloud arabic num erals and written number 
names 54% and 46% of S.A.M.'s errors were syntactic. How ever, on spoken 
num ber nam e repetition, num ber knowledge and arithm etical fact tasks this
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form of error was almost totally absent (only 1 syntactic error and 3 syntactic and 
lexical errors were present in the three different types of tasks).

Thus, S.A.M. only had a marked difficulty in retrieving the phonological 
represen tations of num ber nam es from  the verbal num eral p roduction  
m echanism s on num ber reading tasks. In spoken num ber nam e repetition, 
num ber knowledge and arithmetical fact tasks, S.A.M. had no difficulty in 
retrieving the phonological representation of num ber names. This pattern  fails 
to confirm the prediction of McCloskey et al.'s model and fails to support the 
authors' assum ption that a general verbal num ber production system is used 
"not only in reading arabic numbers aloud but also in other situations requiring 
the spoken production of verbal numbers" (McCloskey et al., 1986; p. 311).

In S.A.M. there was evidence of im paired verbal num eral production 
under specific conditions, and norm al or near norm al spoken num ber 
production under others. This is a very striking finding, indicating that verbal 
num eral production deficits can be specific to particular tasks. Only num ber 
repetition, arithmetical and num ber fact tasks favoured the retrieval of spoken 
num ber names. Reading aloud w ritten num ber names and arabic num erals 
d isrupted the retrieval of spoken num ber names. Verbal num eral production 
was better in those tasks requiring active semantic processing (i.e sem antic 
processing was necessarily activated by the task demands). Spoken num ber 
production was significantly worse in those tasks (apart from the repetition task) 
which do not necessarily require processing for meaning. This dissociation, I 
suggest, requires the postulation of at least four separate output routes for spoken 
num ber name production; a semantic route and three asemantic routes. In the 
following discussion, I will argue that S.A.M.'s difficulties in reading aloud 
arabic num erals and written number names lie in the two asemantic transcoding 
mechanisms responsible for translating written input into spoken output.

In the McCloskey et al. m odel the flow of inform ation is tightly  
constrained  since the various processing  com ponents are  assum ed to 
communicate via a single form of abstract internal representation. Deloche and 
Seron (1987) and Cohen and Dehaene (1991) (see sections 1.51b and c for

This finding is similar to the observed dissociation shown in speech production tasks by 
conduction and transcortical motor aphasies (McCarthy and Warrington, 1984). In repetition tasks 
which require active semantic processing, the conduction aphasies were facilitated and the 
transcortical motor aphasies impaired; in tasks which required passive repetition, the opposite 
pattern of dissociation was observed.
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discussion) have suggested, however, that transcoding is accom plished by 
"asemantic" transcoding algorithm s that translates from one num ber form to 
another w ithout computing a semantic representation. A finding consistent with 
this view of an asemantic route for reading aloud arabic num erals has been 
discussed in chapter 3. The patient reported, S.F., presented w ith a selective 
deficit in reading aloud arabic numerals that could not be accommodated within 
the framework of McCloskey et al. It was argued that his deficit could be due to 
an im pairm ent in activating a multidigit syntactic frame in the arabic num erals 
to spoken num ber names conversion rules responsible for retrieving spoken 
num ber name representations when the input is an arabic numeral. I tentatively 
suggested that the mean time for the asemantic route is faster than that for the 
semantic route. Furthermore, I suggested that the asemantic route w ould not 
only operate more quickly than the semantic route in arabic num eral reading 
aloud tasks but also that it is utilized in tasks not requiring active semantic 
processing. This asemantic route transcodes arabic num eral into spoken num ber 
word through the application of a set of fixed transcoding rules. The semantic 
route is preferentially  activated by those tasks requiring active sem antic 
processing.

Thus, it is clear that McCloskey et al.'s model cannot account for S.A.M.'s 
pattern of impairment. Additional processing mechanisms m ust be introduced. I 
suggest that, in addition to the asemantic route implicated in reading arabic 
num erals aloud, there are two other "asemantic" transcoding routes. These 
retrieve spoken num ber name representations when reading w ritten num ber 
names aloud and when repeating spoken num ber names. In reading w ritten 
num ber nam es aloud (e.g. th irty  nine), the generation  of a sem antic 
representation may not be n e c e s s a r y .  8̂ Studies of reading suggest that there are 
other m eans by which a word may be read aloud. The translation of w ritten

^^This possibility has also been considered by McCloskey et al. (1986) and McCloskey (1992) 
though it was not formally incorporated into their model. However, McCloskey et al. (1991), 
presented data on patient J.E, showing an association of syntactic errors when reading arabic 
numerals (e.g. 5,012 - "five thousand one hundred two") and when reading written number names 
(e.g. one thousand eighty - "one thousand eight hundred'" see for further discussion section 1.43a). 
The authors concluded that the occurrence of syntactic errors in the written number names tasks 
suggested that: "....J.E. did not simply retrieve and produce a phonological representation for each 
individual word. Instead, it appears that the stimulus numbers were subjected to a verbal number 
comprehension process that generated a semantic representation of a number as a whole. The 
semantic representations were then apparently processed by the verbal number production process to 
yield the spoken responses, leading to quantity shift errors of the sort that occurred in the Arabic 
number-reading tasks" (McCloskey et al., 1991, p. 23).
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num ber names into spoken num ber names could presum ably be accomplished 
through the prin t to sound conversion rules postu lated  for w ords by m ost 
models of reading (e.g. Marshall and Newcombe, 1973; Coltheart, 1978; 1981; 
Morton and Patterson 1980; Patterson and M orton, 1985; Ellis, 1984; Ellis and 
Young, 1988). Furthermore, according to som e m odels of reading, irregular 
written num ber names (as well as maybe regular written num ber names) can be 
read aloud through a direct lexical asem antic route to stored phonological 
information (e.g. Schwartz, Saffran and Marin, 1980; Bub et al.,1985) or through 
direct computation of phonology from orthography occurring at various sizes of 
translation unit, from single graphem es and phonem es, to demi-syllables, to 
syllables and morphemes, possibly up to whole words (Shallice, W arrington and 
M cCarthy 1983). Similarly, repeating spoken num ber names m ight also not 
require the generation of a semantic representation (for example, the patient C.G. 
described in chapter 2 was able to repeat spoken num ber names above 4 although 
she was unable to comprehend their meaning). Indeed an asemantic route has 
been postulated for speech production (Lichtheim, 1885 and M cCarthy and 
W arrington, 1984). In this route an auditory/phonological transcoding process 
betw een verbal input stim uli and articulatory ou tpu t stim uli retrieves the 
phonological representations of the word bypassing the semantic system.

The modified model is represented in Figure 5.4. This is a model of the 
cognitive mechanisms involved in processing numbers. It is not m y intention to 
speculate on the internal structure of these mechanisms. In addition, syntactic 
and lexical m odules are not represented in figure 5.4. It is assum ed that they 
operate w ith in  the num eral com prehension system s, w ithin  the num eral 
production systems and within the arabic num eral to spoken num ber nam e 
conversion rules. No lexical and syntactic mechanisms are assum ed to operate 
within the asemantic reading orthography to phonology transcoder and within 
the asem antic phonological transcoding process. These two m echanism s are 
assumed to be part of more general language processing mechanisms.

(insert figure 5.4 about here)
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Figure 5.4

A schematic description of a number processing model detailing three additional 
asemantic pathways to the spoken number name output mechanism
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The three asemantic routes are assumed to pass information direct to the 
spoken num ber name output mechanism since they do not require the lexical 
and syntactic processing contained within the verbal numeral production system
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(see chapter 3 for a similar speculation). Only after positing these three additional 
asemantic routes to the semantic route postulated  by McCloskey et al. can 
S.A.M.'s deficit be accommodated. S.A.M.'s spared performance in num ber and 
arithmetical fact retrieval would be possible given the integrity of the semantic 
route (EFH or CEFMFH in figure 5.4). His im pairm ent in reading aloud arabic 
num erals w ould be due to a deficit in the arabic num eral to spoken num ber 
name conversion rules (AKP in figure 5.4). The form of S.A.M.'s errors when 
reading aloud arabic numerals (i.e. lexical and syntactic) suggests that the deficit 
affected both the lexical and the syntactic mechanisms w ithin this asemantic 
transcoder. His impairm ent in reading aloud w ritten num ber names w ould be 
due to a deficit in the m echanism s directly translating  orthography  into 
phonology (his poor performance in reading aloud nonw ords suggests that his 
print to sound conversion rules were not intact); route BIP in figure 5.4. S.A.M.'s 
preserved performance in spoken number name repetition tasks would be due to 
the preserved functioning of the asemantic phonological transcoding process (as 
also dem onstra ted  by S.A.M.'s p reserved  perform ance w hen repeating  
non words) route CJP in figure 5.4.

If these speculations are valid, S.A.M. has a double deficit affecting the two 
asemantic transcoding mechanisms which allow the reading of arabic num erals 
and w ritten  num ber names. However, this w ould suggest that S.A.M. has 
available to him an additional route; the semantic route. This route appears well 
preserved in S.A.M. Despite this availability this route is not used in the 
transcoding tasks. Why this is so m ust be e x p la in e d .N o  definitive answer to 
this apparent paradox can be given.

As already pointed out in chapter 3, the task requirements when reading 
aloud a m ultidigit arabic numeral or when answering num ber or arithmetical 
fact questions appear to be quite different. A ctivating the phonological 
representation of a multi digit num ber like, for example, 17,945 in a reading 
aloud task may not require any semantic analysis. In contrast, retrieving the 
phonological representations of num bers follow ing task dem ands for fact 
information (like, for example, the num ber 1,492 in reply to the question when 
America has been discovered or the number 56 in reply to the problem 7 x 8  = ?) 
seems to require active semantic processing. This difference in task dem ands.

A similar problem has also been encountered in the discussion of patient S.F. (see chapter 3). He 
also seemed to continue to use an obviously deficient asemantic route when he might access an 
alternative still preserved semantic route.
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together with the "output monitor" proposed in chapter 3, may be part of the 
resolution of this paradox. Two speculations, conceptually similar to those made 
in chapter 3, will be proposed.

1. The first focuses on the task demands. According to this speculation, 
these dem ands determ ine which route is activated. The task dem ands (i.e., to 
retrieve a specific arithmetical fact or to read a particular num ber representation) 
will specifically activate the semantic route or one of the three asem antic 
transcoding mechanisms represented in figure 5.4. As in chapter 3, it is assumed 
that all of these routes have inhibitory links w ith each other. Thus, activation of 
any of the routes is assumed to result in the inhibition of all of the others. For 
example, the "arabic numeral to spoken num ber name" conversion rules would 
preferentially read arabic numerals and in doing so inhibit the semantic route. 
Alternatively, the semantic route would be preferentially activated by the task 
demand "3 + 5 = ?" and inhibit the asemantic route.

S.A.M. is dementing. The slowly progressive degenerative nature of his 
disease has im paired the preferred, task specified asem antic transcoders. 
However, these transcoders are still operating though inefficiently. Therefore 
they will still inhibit the semantic route even though they are malfunctioning. 
Thus, S.AM.'s inability to use the semantic route when reading num bers is not 
surprising. The semantic route would be unusable for num ber reading tasks 
since the degraded activation of either of the asem antic transcoders w ould 
actively suppress its use.

2. The second speculation focuses on the "output monitor" proposed in 
chapter 3 and the assum ed speed advantage of the asemantic transcoders (the 
"output monitor" has not been represented in figure 5.4 because of its highly 
speculative nature). In num ber reading tasks, the asemantic transcoders would 
produce representations that reach the spoken num ber name output mechanism 
faster than the representations generated by the semantic route. This w ould 
prevent representations, coming from the slower semantic route, reaching the 
output mechanism. It is assumed that before the representations generated by the 
asem antic transcoder are produced by the ou tp u t m echanism , the "output 
monitor" evaluates their appropriateness (e.g. if the task is to calculate 4 + 5, is 
the answer nine). If an error is detected (e.g. the spoken num ber name "ten" has 
being activated), the incorrect response will be inhibited.

In chapter 3, it was assumed that if the "output monitor" had inhibited a 
representation generated by an asemantic transcoder, it might be possible for the
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slower semantic route to activate a representation. If this representation is 
verified as appropriate by the "output monitor", this representation will be 
produced. W ithin this fram ework, S.A.M.'s continuing use of the deficient 
asemantic routes when the semantic route is intact is explained as a difficulty in 
the "output monitor ". Because of his dementia, the "output monitor" w ould not 
evaluate the degraded representations generated by the asem antic route as 
inappropriate. Thus, these representations will be produced and not those that 
could be provided by the intact semantic route. Though the semantic route is 
intact, it cannot compensate for the damage to the asemantic routes. Note that 
the inability to monitor his incorrect responses did not affect his performance in 
tasks not relying on the asemantic transcoders (like, for example, the arithmetical 
fact task). This probably was because they were based on mechanisms which were 
relatively spared in S.A.M.

However, such an interpretation is not w ithout problems. For example, 
during the solution of an arithmetical problem (e.g., 385 + 565 = ?), the "arabic 
num eral to spoken num ber name" conversion rules m ight be activated by the 
information coming from the arabic numeral input system. If these conversion 
rules provide a representation to the output mechanism more quickly than the 
semantic, calculation route then S.A.M. should read aloud the problem. This is 
because the "output m onitor" w ould not evaluate the read  response as 
inappropriate. However, S.A.M. correctly resolved written arithmetical problems 
w ithout reading them aloud.

A possible solution of this problem  is to assum e that the "output 
m onitor" has an add itional function. It actually  evaluates w hether the 
appropriate route has been activated given the task dem ands. Following this 
evaluation, if the task is, for example, to solve an arithm etical problem , the 
"output monitor" will inhibit the representations activated by the asem antic 
transcoders and only allow the activation of a representation by the semantic 
route. Only this representation generated by the semantic route will be produced 
(follow ing, of course, a second m onito ring  to estab lish  w hether the 
representation  is an appropria te  answer). To explain S.A.M.'s pa ttern  of 
performance within this second speculation, it is necessary to suggest that the 
first function of the "output monitor", the route checking, is spared. S.A.M. is 
assumed to be impaired just in the second function of the "output monitor". He 
can no longer check whether the representation in the ou tpu t mechanism is an
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appropriate answer to the task. It is this failure that has caused S.A.M.'s inability 
to reject his incorrect responses in the number reading tasks.

In conclusion, there are at least two possible explanations for S.A.M.'s 
continuing use of obviously deficient asemantic transcoders when he m ight 
access an alternative, and more efficient, semantic procedure. The first focuses on 
the mechanisms of route activation (i.e., the effects of the task demands) and the 
proposed inhibitory connection between the routes. The semantic route is not 
activated because the asemantic routes, activated by the task demands, inhibit it. 
The second focuses on the relative speed of the asem antic route and the 
functioning of a proposed "output monitor". It is suggested that the "output 
m onitor" has been im paired  in S.A.M. such th a t he cannot detect the 
inappropriateness of the representations generated by the faster asemantic route 
and therefore will not inhibit this representation such that a representation 
generated by the semantic route can be produced.

5.43 The dissociation in arabic numeral retrieval

Turning now to the second problem. S.A.M.'s im pairm ent in w riting 
arabic numerals to dictation and in transcoding w ritten num ber names to arabic 
num erals has been attributed to a deficit in the arabic num eral production 
system. S.A.M.'s syntactic and lexical errors when producing arabic num erals 
from a spoken num ber name or from a written num ber nam e w ould reflect a 
deficit both in accessing the correct num ber lexical class and in accessing the 
appropriate position w ithin class from the arabic num ber production system. 
According to the McCloskey et al. model, dam age to the arabic num ber 
production system should lead to similarly im paired perform ance on all the 
tasks implicating that system. McCloskey et al. w ould therefore predict that 
S.A.M.'s im paired performance in writing arabic num erals w ould be coupled 
w ith  a sim ilar im pairm ent in w riting arabic num erals w hen resolv ing  
calculation problems; both in error rate and errors pattern (i.e. both syntactic and 
lexical). However, S.A.M.'s performance was remarkably preserved in m ultidigit 
arithmetical problems. S.A.M.'s percentage of correct responses was 96%; 98% 
and 80% in the m ultidigit addition, subtraction and m ultiplication problems of 
calculation battery 1. The increased error rate for the m ultidigit m ultiplication 
problem s was clearly due to a defective application of specific calculation 
procedures and not merely due to faulty arabic numeral production. This level of
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performance clearly contrasts with his percentage of correct responses when 
w riting to dictation arabic num erals and transcoding from w ritten num ber 
names to arabic numerals (40% and 54% respectively). This dissociation appears 
even more striking when his performance in calculation battery 2 is considered. 
In this task, all the solutions of the arithmetical problems were arabic numerals 
that he had previously failed to write in the two transcoding tasks. Nonetheless, 
he dem onstrated a rem arkably preserved ability to retrieve the same arabic 
num erals, previously failed, w hen resolving the arithm etical problem s of 
Calculation Battery 2. His percentage of correct responses in these problems was 
in fact 85% and 90% in the m ultidigit addition  and subtraction problem s 
respectively.

S.A.M. thus showed a striking dissociation in his ability to retrieve arabic 
num erals. When the inputs were spoken or w ritten  num ber names S.A.M. 
failed to retrieve the corresponding arabic num erals. W hen the inputs were 
m ultidigit arithmetical problems, S.A.M. had no difficulty in retrieving arabic 
num erals. This pattern, sim ilar to that which w as reported  for the spoken 
modality, fails to support McCloskey et al.'s assum ption that dam age in the 
arabic numeral production system should repeat itself across various tasks. In 
S.A.M., there was evidence of impaired arabic num eral production under some 
specific conditions and near normal arabic num eral production under others. 
This is a very striking dissociation, indicating that deficits affecting the ability to 
produce arabic num erals can be specific to particu lar task dem ands. This 
dissociation cannot be adequately accounted for in McCloskey et al.'s model. The 
following discussion will attem pt to account for the dissociation in the retrieval 
of arabic numerals by suggesting an additional asemantic route. Following this I 
will briefly describe a radically different interpretation of S.A.M. w ithin the 
framework of Campbell and Clark (1988; Clark and Campbell, 1991; see section 
1.52b for a discussion of this framework).

In analogy to w hat has been argued for the retrieval of spoken num ber 
names, it could be suggested that the retrieval of arabic numerals cannot only be 
accomplished through a comprehension process that converts the input form 
into an abstract internal representation, followed by a production process that 
converts the abstract internal representation into an arabic numeral. It could be 
postulated that in addition to these num ber com prehension and production 
m echanisms there is an asem antic transcoding route that translates num ber 
names (spoken and written) into arabic num erals w ithout com puting abstract
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internal representation. Given the presence in S.A.M. of a deficit in writing 
arabic numerals when the stimuli are either spoken or w ritten num ber names it 
is assum ed that the sam e asem antic m echanism  w ould  be involved in 
translating both types of input into arabic numerals.

The modified model for the writing of arabic num erals is represented in 
Figure 5.5. This is a model of the cognitive mechanisms involved in writing 
arabic numerals (I do not intend to speculate on their internal structure). The 
syntactic and lexical modules are not represented in figure 5.5. It is assumed that 
they operate within the num eral comprehension systems, on ou tpu t from the 
abstract internal representations and within the num ber name to arabic numeral 
conversion rules. The lexical and syntactic components operating in this route 
are assumed to be specifically tied to the written production m ode and not shared 
w ith the spoken num ber production mode.^o The asemantic route (ADE) is 
assum ed to pass information directly to the arabic num eral ou tpu t mechanism 
since it does not require the lexical and syntactic processing contained within the 
arabic numeral production system (see above for similar speculations about the 
other proposed asemantic routes).

(insert figure 5.5 about here)

With such a proposed additional asemantic route dedicated specifically to 
translating num ber names into arabic numerals, the dissociation observed with 
S.A.M.'s retrieval of arabic num erals can be accounted for. His im pairm ent in 
writing arabic numerals in the two transcoding tasks would be due to a deficit in 
the asemantic route that translates number names into arabic num erals (route 
ADE in figure 5.5). The patien t when w riting arabic num erals in the two 
transcoding tasks produced lexical and syntactic errors. These errors indicate a 
deficit affecting both the lexical and the syntactic components of the asemantic 
transcoding mechanisms. His spared performance in retrieving arabic numerals 
when resolving m ultidigit arithmetical problems w ould be possible given the

From the previous study on patient S.F, (see chapter 3) we know that the asemantic routes 
implicated in reading arabic numerals could be selectively impaired without giving rise to a deficit 
in the ability to write numbers (both arabic numerals and written number names). Furthermore, it 
was shown in chapter 3 that a deficit in constructing syntactic frames could be modality spedfic and 
not shared between spoken and written production. Similarly, the evidence coming from the patient 
J.E. (McCloskey et al., 1990) also indicates that the deficit in the lexical retrieval stage could be 
modality specific.
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integrity of the semantic route (route ABC in figure 5.5). Again, as in the 
retrieval of spoken num ber names, the still available semantic route does not 
appear to be used in the two transcoding tasks in order to overcome the observed 
im pairm ent. Conceivably, analogous speculations to the ones offered in the 
previous section might be m ade in order to account for this apparent paradox 
(see above).

Figure 5.5

A schematic description of the modified arabic num eral writing model.
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I will now consider an alternative position which is radically different 
from the McCloskey et al. proposal. McCloskey et al. claim that different surface 
forms of numbers are translated into or are derived from a single, modality 
independent abstract code. This abstract code, as already discussed, underlies 
arithm etic and other num erical operations and perm its translation from one 
surface to the other. In contrast, Campbell and Clark (1988) proposed an encoding 
complex view which assumes that calculation and related processes are based on 
modality specific num ber codes that can be directly interconnected w ithout the 
mediation of an abstract code (see for a detailed discussion section 1.52b). The 
different codes, verbal and non verbal, are assumed to be assodatively connected, 
so that specific codes may activate one another to produce a multicomponent 
pattern of activation. Furthermore, the authors posit individual differences in 
the complex of codes involved in a particular task.

Specific number codes are found to be implicated in a variety of findings, 
including research on numerical magnitude, odd-even status, and basic number 
facts (see, for review Clark and Campbell, 1991). If num ber processing and 
calculation skills can involve m ultiple codes that may be differentially involved, 
it is plausible to assume that brain injury can selectively disrupt a specific code. 
Furtherm ore, if individual differences are posited in the complex of codes 
involved in a particular task, it is plausible to assume that num ber processing 
and calculation could depend upon the specific code that an individual prefers to 
use in a particular task. One might assume that S.A.M. preferentially accesses the 
transcoding mechanisms implicated in number reading and w riting through a 
verbal code while he preferentially accesses through a visual code num ber and 
arithmetical facts and the calculation procedures. One implication of this would 
be that if S.A.M.'s verbal codes are damaged this should affect his performance 
on the transcoding tasks without having dramatic effects on his performance on 
the tasks based on the visual codes. If the various codes could be directly 
interconnected w ithout passing though abstract amodal representations, then it 
is possible to postulate that S.A.M. would still be able to access, through the 
visual codes, the num ber production systems for retrieving spoken num ber 
names and arabic num erals. It is therefore possible to accommodate S.A.M.'s 
pattern  of dissociation in the retrieval of spoken num ber names and arabic
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num erals w ith in  the C lark  and Cam pbell p r o p o s a l .21 H ow ever, this 
interpretation lacks solid empirical validation.

A lthough patients w ith a superior ability to retrieve spoken num ber 
names in num ber and arithmetical facts and arabic num erals w hen resolving 
calculation tasks (relative to their abilities to retrieve num bers in transcoding 
tasks) are not common, it is hoped that further examinations of patients with 
such dissociations will allow these proposals to be more rigourously tested.

21 Indeed, a similar type of explanation has been offered to account for an arabic numeral reading 
impairment by Noel and Seron, in press, quoted by Dehaene, 1992.
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Chapter 6

General Conclusions

The present thesis adds to the knowledge of the component processes in 
numerical skills in three ways:

1. It helps to clarify the independence of the num ber internal representations; it 
distinguishes them from other cognitive systems and w ith in  the sem antic 
memory system.

2. It provides evidence that there are functionally independent routes devoted to 
the reading of arabic numerals and alphabetical script.

3. It challenges the adequacy of some of the current models of numeracy skills. At 
the very least, it suggests, the existence of m ultiple functionally independent 
ou tpu t routes from several num ber transcoding m echanism s and from the 
num ber internal representations to the mechanisms responsible for verbal and 
arabic numeral production.

6.1 The independence of the num ber internal representations

In previous discussions of acalculia, the question  of w hether the 
syndrom e represents damage to cognitive mechanisms specifically involved in 
numerical skills, or instead to more general mechanisms has been repeatedly 
raised. As mentioned in chapter 1, several studies have attributed various forms 
of num erical im pairm ent to deficits in either general intellectual functioning, 
visuo-spatial mechanisms or language processing. Indeed, there are only a few 
cases in the literature in which impairment in the numerical skills is dissociable 
from im pairm ent in other cognitive functions (e.g., patient D.R.C. [Warrington, 
1982] described in section 1.4.1). The patient C.G., reported on chapter 2, is one of 
these very few examples. This patient developed a dense and lasting acalculia 
following a stroke. The m ost striking feature of C.G.'s acalculia was the 
impairment in her number knowledge. This turned out to be not just a category- 
specific deficit but, rem arkably, a strict subcategory deficit of a type never 
previously documented. W ithin the category of numbers, C.G. showed a largely
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preserved ability to deal with numbers below 4, in all tasks and in all modalities, 
while she was totally unable to deal with the subcategory of num bers above 4. 
The consistency of responses and the ineffectiveness of cuing indicated that 
numbers above 4 were lost, rather than hard to access.

W hat insights are revealed by this highly restric ted  im pairm ent of 
num ber knowledge? Certainly an analysis of this im pairm ent cannot form the 
basis for inferences about the set of cognitive mechanisms that subserve num ber 
internal representations. These mechanisms are still unknow n. However, after 
investigating the performance of C.G., it is, at least, possible to infer, through a 
process of elimination, the boundaries of the m echanism s by which num ber 
knowledge is represented. For instance, the mechanisms that m ediate num ber 
knowledge appear, in some sense, to be distinct from the cognitive systems 
m ediating general intellectual functioning. At the time of testing, the patient 
show ed a normal perform ance on general intelligence tests while presenting 
w ith a severe impairm ent of her numerical skills. Her inability to retrieve and 
comprehend numbers above 4 was not m irrored by any w ord finding or word 
comprehension difficulties. Thus, it is clear that the mechanisms responsible for 
the comprehension and production of numbers can be selectively im paired and 
clearly differentiated from the mechanisms implicated in w ord  processing. In 
addition, since her impairment is specific to the num ber category it is apparent 
that within the class of semantic representations there is a specific computational 
subdom ain dedicated to numbers. This subdomain is specialized in processing a 
particular set of properties which are, as yet, unknown. However, it is becoming 
clear that these properties are distinct from those im plicated in other lexical 
categories with an ordinal structure. The patient was in fact unim paired in non 
num erical ordinal sequences such as the musical notes and the season of the 
years. For sequences where she was impaired such as letters, days of the week and 
m onths of the year she could not provide correct ordinal information. However, 
this information was readily available to her for those num bers for which she 
still had knowledge.

The properties of the num ber subdomain should also be separable from 
the mechanisms underlying the faculty of direct perception of the num ber of 
objects in an array without counting. This is clear because while her knowledge 
of num bers below 4 was intact she was unable to subitize even if there were four 
or less objects. In addition, it is also apparent that the mechanisms devoted to the 
understanding of physical quantities can exist intact even w hen the num ber
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representations that usually are used to denote them are lo s t For example, C.G. 
was able to execute size judgem ents and quantity sériation tasks using both 
picture and measure terms (i.e., gram, kilo). Similarly the logical reasoning 
competences that have been claimed as prerequisites for the developm ent of 
numbers can be spared while the numbers themselves are lost. C.G. was able to 
perform  Piagetian reasoning tasks such as transitiv ity , class inclusion, 
classification and one-to-one correspondance.

So, even if this study has not advanced our understanding of the set of 
cognitive mechanisms that underlie the num ber internal representations, it has, 
as the neuropsychological studies of semantic m em ory (e.g., McKenna and 
W arrington, in press), helped to identify w hat the cognitive mechanisms that 
underlie num ber internal representations are not. Thus, Sutherland's (1991) 
critique to an early version of this study (Cipolotti et al. 1991), that this study did 
not result in further understanding of how the brain perform s arithmetic, is 
particularly questionable.

6.2 The routes devoted to the reading of arable numerals and alphabetical script

Previous research (e.g., Henderson, 1987) has suggested that impairments 
of reading usually co-occur across the domains of words and numbers. However, 
as discussed in chapter 3, exceptions have been noted. In particular, alexic 
patients have been reported as showing a dissociation betw een the reading of 
letters and words (impaired) and the reading of arabic num erals (spared); e.g. 
Dejerine, 1892 and Anderson et al., 1990. In line with this, patient C.G., described 
in chapter 2, while being unable even to recognize single letters and words was 
still able to read aloud arabic numerals if they were below 4. The progressive 
dissolution of the reading skills of patient S.F., described in chapters 3 and 4, 
docum ented the opposite dissociation. This patient displayed intact letter and 
w ord reading but severely impaired multi-digit arabic num eral reading. When 
num bers were alphabetically represented his perform ance was preserved; he 
could read "twenty four" but not "24". This differential pattern  of impairment, 
never properly documented before, was found also on a following examination 
of the patient's reading skills at a later stage in his illness (see chapter 4).

If the same mechanisms were involved in processing arabic numerals and 
alphabetical materials it w ould be difficult to explain w hy his ability to read 
aloud arabic numerals should have deteriorated more rapidly than his ability to
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read aloud alphabetical m aterial and w hy this deterio ration  should  have 
m aintained the reported differential over the one and a half period separating 
the tw o investigations. The fact that brain dam age can affect the reading 
performance of one particular type of script and not another, seems to support 
the notion that the mechanisms implicated in reading aloud alphabetical script 
are functionally separate from those mechanisms im plicated in reading aloud 
arabic numerals. If this is the case, then it can be concluded that the num ber 
sparing effects observed in alexic patients and the num ber im pairm ent observed 
in S.F. could be a function of the script. As evidenced by the complete double 
dissociation in the patients ability to read arabic num erals and alphabetical 
material, these script dependent reading processes could be selectively impaired 
by brain damage and appear to involve, at least in part, separate neural substrata.

6.3 Models of numerical processing

The dom inant model of numerical processing (see figure 6.1) postulates 
that all numerical inputs are translated via notational specific comprehension 
mechanisms into abstract internal representation of numbers. Notational specific 
num ber production mechanisms are assumed to only operate on these internal 
representations translating them  into the appropriate  form  of ou tpu t (e.g 
McCloskey, 1992, see for discussion sections 1.51a and 1.52a).

(insert figure 6.1 about here)

According to McCloskey's model, reading a num ber aloud or writing a 
num ber should always initially involve the generation of a num ber abstract 
internal representation. In addition, calculations should always be performed on 
num ber abstract internal representations. If this is so, then the production 
responses w hen reading, w riting  and perform ing calculations involve the 
translation of these number abstract internal representations into a specific code. 
The assum ption that num ber production m echanisms can only be accessed 
through abstract internal representations yields several strong predictions. For 
instance, if there is a deficit w ithin the abstract internal representations, the 
patien t should exhibit im paired performance on any task requiring num eral 
production. Indeed, the reading performance of C.G. appeared to confirm this 
prediction (see Chapter 2). The patient was only able to read arabic numerals
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below 4; these were the only numbers for which she had m aintained semantic 
inform ation.

Figure 6.1

A schematic description of McCloskey's (1992) model
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A second prediction that can be generated from the McCloskey model is 
that dam age to the verbal or arabic num eral production mechanism s would 
result in im paired performance on any task involving the ou tpu t of num ber
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names or arabic numerals. However, the empirical findings on patients S.F. and 
S.A.M. (see chapters 3 and 5) did not confirm this prediction. Both patients were 
im paired in num ber transcoding tasks bu t not im paired in com prehending 
arabic or verbal numerals. Thus, their im pairm ent in num ber transcoding tasks 
should, according to the McCloskey model, have been due to a disruption of the 
num eral production processes. However, and in contrast to the prediction of 
McCloskey's model, neither patients showed a production deficit which extended 
to all tasks requiring the production of a specific code. Indeed, the abilities of both 
patients to produce particular codes was task specific. For example, patient S.F. 
only showed difficulty in producing verbal num erals when they were reading 
responses to arabic numerals but not when they were responses to num ber facts 
or to what-comes-next tasks. Patient S.A.M. only showed difficulty in producing 
spoken num ber names and arabic numerals when they were reading or writing 
responses to arabic numerals and num ber names. When they were responses to 
num ber and arithmetical facts and written arithmetical problem s, he did not 
show a difficulty in their production.

The reported dissociation in the patients' ability to produce verbal and 
arabic num erals in different tasks should not occur if the production of these 
representations can only occur following the translation of abstract num ber 
representations and these abstract representations have to underlie all numerical 
operations. Indeed, in order to account for the two patients, a modification of the 
McCloskey model was proposed (see Figure 6.2).

(insert figure 6.2 about here)

In figure 6.2, it is suggested that number transcoding is achieved through a 
series of functionally independent asemantic routes that activate the num ber 
p ro d u c tio n  m echanism s after hav ing  bypassed  the  ab strac t num ber 
representations. Route AKP allows the reading aloud of arabic numerals. Route 
BIP allows the reading aloud of written num ber names. Route CJP allows the 
repetition of spoken num ber names. Route CLN allows the w riting to dictation 
of arabic numerals. These asemantic transcoders pass information directly to the 
ou tpu t systems since they do not require the lexical and syntactic processing 
contained in the numeral production systems.
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Figure 6.2

A schematic representation of a modified model of numerical processing
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It is concluded that McCloskey's assum ption that num eral production 
m echanism s act only by translating abstract internal num ber representations
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oversim plified  the overall functioning of the num eral processing system. It is 
proposed here that numeral output systems can be accessed not only through 
abstract internal number representations (via the num eral production systems) 
but also through asemantic routes. It is suggested that the underlying abstract 
internal num ber representations may no longer be processed in simple number 
reading, w riting and repetition tasks. The mechanisms involved in numerical 
transcoding may have became proceduralized with practice (Anderson, 1982) and 
be accom plished by asemantic transcoding algorithm s translating from  one 
num erical form to another w ithout com puting an abstract internal num ber 
representation. These asem antic transcoding algorithm s are postu la ted  as 
additional to the numeral comprehension and production processes described by 
McCloskey and his colleagues. It is in fact assum ed that the m echanism s 
involved in calculation and in num ber processing tasks, such as num ber facts 
and m agnitude comparison, require the m ediation of abstract num ber internal 
representations. Thus, in conclusion, it is suggested that McCloskey's model 
m ust be expanded to account for the data; it is necessary to postulate multiple, 
functionally  independent ou tpu t routes which operate  from  the num ber 
transcoding mechanisms and from the abstract internal num ber representations 
to the ou tpu t systems responsible for the production of verbal and arabic 
num erals.
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